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Thesis: "Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the Parallel 'People's Sumrnits': 
Theorizing the Political and Democracy in International Theory. ", Marc G, Doucet 

Abstract: Since 1993, oniy four years a e r  its inaugural meeting and the sarne year of its first 
meeting of heads of state in Seattle, Washington, the international econornic organization known 
as Asia-Pacific Econornic Cooperation (APEC) has been the site of opposition headed by non- 
governmental organizations (NGOs). These NGOs are concerned with issues such as hurnan rights, 
gender, labour rights, migrant rights, democracy, and the environment Aimost every year the scope 
and sophistication of the opposition has grown. In order to account for this opposition, the thesis 
develops an alternative interdiscipIinary perspective through the work of authors such as Claude 
Lefort, Enersto Laclau, Chantal Mouffe, Jacques Derrida, and William Connolly- The thesis argues 
that APEC represents more than merely the outcome of interstate relations andlor economic 
globalization. Rather, its discourse contains representations of identity which obscure difference. 
This political move of NEC'S discourse creates an antagonism to which respond the parailel NGO 
forums. In responding to this antagonism the NGO discourse opens the poss~%ility for a 
detemtorialization of democracy- In order to envision this detemtorialization the thesis M e r  
argues that one must appropriate the theoretical vantage point of a mode1 of 'agonistic democratic 
politics'. 
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Chapter One 

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the Parallel 
'People's Summits': Theorizing the Political and Democracy 

in International Theory 

[...] make MEC'S agenda the world's agenda.' 

APEC has a customer- APEC is not for govements; 
it is for business. Through NEC,  we aim to get 
govemment out of the way, opening the way for 
business to do bu~iness.~ 

APEC means business? 

Since leadership out of this mess does not seem to be 
coming fiom the traditional places anymore- not fiom 
politicians, political parties, the church or academia- 
it is up to us- working people, the unemployed, young 
people, old people, people of colour, first nations 
people- to take up the mantle. We are going to have 
to form the citizen movements in our countries and 
across borders to take back democracy in their 
absence," 

Since 1993, only four years after its inaugural meeting, and the same year of its first 

1 Statement made by President Bill Clinton of the United States at the 'MEC CE0 Su~mit',  Auckland New 
Zealand, September 12, 1999- 

2 Statement made by Joan Spero, US Undersecretary for Econornic, Business, and AgricuItural Affairs before 
the Subcommittees on Asia and Pacific Affairs and International Econornic Policy and Trade, International Relations 
Cornmittee, House of Representatives, US Congress, 18 Juiy 1995. Reproduced in ChuIZenging the Maimtream: APEC 
and the Asia-Pacifie Developmerlr Debate, eds. Ed Tadem and Lakshrni Daniel (Hong Kong: ARENA Asia AUiance 
of YMCA's, Christian Conference for Asia and Documentation for Action Groups in Asia, 1995), 190. 

This is the title for a number of reports prepared by APEC's Business Advisory Council (ABAC) which was 
created in 1995- 'APEC means business' became a theme for APEC after the meeting in Osaka in 1995 which was seen 
as not sufficiently relevant or fiïendly to business. 

4 Maude Barlow, 'For the Openin3 of the People's Surnmit', Opening speech for the 1997 People's Summit on 
APEC, Vancouver, Canada, November 20,1997. Reproduced in People7 s Summit Secretariat, The 199 7People 's Smmit 
on APEC: Proceedirlgs (Vancouver: People's Summit Secretariat, undated), 13. 



meeting of heads of state in Seattle, Washington, the international economic organization known 

as Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)' has been the site of opposition arranged by non- 

govemmental organizations (NGOs). These NGOs are concemed with issues such as human rights, 

gender, labour rights, migrant rights, democracy, sustainable development, and the environment. 

In whichever member country of APEC the heads of state have met, NGOs have organized parallel 

forums or 'People's Summits', and every year the scope and sophistication of the opposition has 

grown.6 Why would APEC provoke such organized protest on such a broad range of issues and 

with such regularïty? Perhaps it is because of what MEC, as a component of economic 'global 

governanceY7 has sought to accomplish in the areas of trade and investment liberalization and 

economic and technical cooperation, îsvo of its main pillars. After all, APEC does have an ambitious 

agenda which could be cause for opposition among various NGOs concemed with social issues. 

The founding rnernber countries of APEC are Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Indonesia, Japari, 
Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, and the United States. China, Taiwan, and Hong 
Kong were admitted in 199 1. Mexico and Papua New Guinea became members in 1993. Chile was admitted in 1994, and 
Pem, Russia, and %etnam were given member status in 1998. 

The two exceptions are 1994 and 1999. In 1994, atternpts by NGOs to organize a conference in Indonesia 
where APEC heads of state were meeting in Bogor were obstructed by the Indonesia govemment and the rnilitary. In 
November 1999, when APEC heads of state were meeting in New Zealand, local NGOs decided not to organize a lartge 
scale international NGO forum even though in the end a small conference did take place. The lead New Zealand NGO, 
the Aotearoal New Zealand APEC Monitoring Group, decided to concentrate its efforts on a year long anti-NEC 
uiformation campaign rather than organize a large scale international conference similar to the parallel NGO forums held 
in previous years. It was felt by the leaders ofthis NGO that the pardlelNGO fonims on APEC had developed into a large 
bureaucratie event and was no longer concentrating on 'action-oriented, strategy -focused' opposition- See the Aotearod 
New Zedand APEC Monitoring Group's web site. - http:/www.apec.gen.nz/ -. In particular see the articles by Aziz 
Choudry, 'Another Year, Another Summit?, part 1 (2997), and part II (1998) and Apz Choudry, 'Leather Jackets and 
Liar's Scrawl- APEC', The BigPichn-e, no. 13 (February, 1998) also reproduced on the web site. What the events in New 
ZeaIand mean for the broader opposition to APEC d l  be explored in Chapter Five- 

7 'Global governance' is understood to mean what Robert Cox has called 'la n~ébrtlezcse'. With this term, Cox 
seeks to capture the idea that the sum of internationai economic organizations constitute a relatively obscure supra- 
national political structure which conditions and sets the parameters for national economic policy choices. Robert W. 
Cox, 'Global Perestroïka' in N m  World Order? SociaIist Register 1992, eds. Ralph Miliband and Leo Panitch (London: 
Merlin Press, 1992), 27. 



APEC members did announce their intention to complete negotiations to create a "fkee and open 

trade and inve~trnent"~ area by the year 20 10 for the developed members and 2020 for the 'not so 

developed mernber~'.~ The significance of this, we are told, lies in the fact that APEC encompasses 

42 percent of the global trade with a combined gross domestic product (GDP) of overl6 trillion U S  

dollars.10 Since announcingthe fieetrade andinvestment agenda in Bogor, Indonesia in 1994, APEC 

has gone on to develop an Action Agenda (Osaka 1995) and an Action Plan (Manila 1996) with each 

member providing its own Individual Action Plans for trade and investrnent liberalization which 

have been revised on a regdar basis. Worried about cnticism that APEC was no more than a 'talk 

shop', members identified 15 sectors in 1997 for "early voluntary sectoral liberalization" (EVSL) 

which were intended to be concrete 'deliverables' gradually moving tosvards the objective of trade 

and investment liberalization. in 1994, APEC also formulated 'non-binding investment principles' 

which are broadly similar to those found in the failed Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI). 

Aside fiom the effort to create a fiee trade and investment area, MEC'S second pillar encompasses 

a very broad range of issues which deal with cooperation on economic and technical matters. This 

second pillar is made up of eleven Working Groups and nurnerous cornmittees" as well as an 

The actual wording was slightly more ambiguous. The Bogor Leaders' Declaration States: W e  nirther agree 
to anrlortnce ozrr cornrnitmer~t to complere the achievemet~t of otrr gwl [emphasis added] of fiee and open trade and 
investrnent in the Asia-Pacific no Iater than the year 2020." See APEC, 'Leaders' Declaration- Bogor' (Singapore: APEC 
secretariat, 1994)- 

To date, there has been no formai acknowledgment of who are the rnembers of each group of countx-ies. 

'O 1998 figures taken fiom APECYs web site May 5, 2000. - http://rn.apecsec.org-sg/ -. 

" The Working Gmups are: Energy, Fishenes, Human Resources Developrnent, Ind-al Science and 
Technology, Marine Resources Conservation, Telecommunications, Trade Promotion, Transportation, Tourisrn, 
Agricultural Technical Cooperation Experts Group, and Ad-hoc Policy Level Group on Small and Medium Enterprises. 
As for the cornrnittees they include: Budget and Management Committee, Sub-cornmittee on ECOTECH, Committee on 
Trade and Investment, and Economic Committee. 



average of 250 to 300 different Economic andTechnical Cooperation projects, known as ECOTECH 

projects, in six prïority areas identified in 1996.12 The work that falls under the heading of APEC's 

second pillar normally deals with research and exchange of information on a host of subjects 

broadly related to trade, investment, and other matters of international economic relations. Most 

often led by an individual or a group of APEC member governments, these projects are largely based 

on voluntary participation. Outside of APEC's own agenda, the organization is also seen as being 

an important plaîform fiom which support for other international agreements is solidified Indeed, 

APEC's role as a regional support mechanism for econornic rnultilateralism has been central to 

APEC's forma1 declarations and has underwritten most of the literature which assesses APEC 

through the concept of 'open regionalism' and 'regime theory'.13 Ji 1996 for exarnple, APEC 

members came out in support of the Information Technology Agreement (ITA) which sought to 

reduce tariffs on information technologies. This support is often seen as a crucial step in gaining the 

momentum that was needed to get the agreement finalized within the World Trade Organization 

(WTO), its principal negotiating body. 

Do APEC7s first and second pillars and the role they play as a support mechanism 

l2 The sbx areas are: developing human capital, fostenng safe and efficient capital markets, strengthening 
economic infiastructure, harnessing technologies for the firture, promoting environrnentally sustainable deveio pment, 
encouraging the growth of small and medium enterprises. 

l3 The mininerial Ievel declarations and the ieaders' declarations which are released annuaiiy at the end of 
APEC's meetings consistently reiterate the commitment that APEC members have to strengthening the open multilateral 
trading systea Indeed, as we will see in Chapter Three, support for economic multiiateralism has been part of APEC's 
foundational narrative of economic cooperation. See for instance the inaugural declaration APEC, 'Joint Statement: F i  
Ministeriai Meeting, Canberra, Austraiia, November 6-7' (Skgapore: N E C  Secretariat, 1989)- For those who have 
addressed the notion of 'open regionalism' within academic literature see in particular Ross Garnaut, Open Regiot~alism 
and Trade LiberaCization: An Asia-Pac#c Com-ihtion tu the WorId Trade System (Singapore: Insîitute of Southeast 
Asian Studies, 1996). On 'regime theory' and the multilateral fiee trade regime see the most recent collection Asia-Pacifie 
C~OSSTOO~~S: Regime Creatio~z and the Fzrhrre of APEC, eds. Vmod K Aggarwal and Charles E. Morrison (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1998). This academic literature will also be examined in Chapter Three. 



for economic multilateralism constitute the reason for the organized opposition? The short answer 

is no. APEC's attempts to create a 'fiee and open trade and investment' area have to date Iargely 

failed In part, this failure stems fiom the fact that al1 the negotiations are hmed by the founding 

APEC principles of 'consensus' and 'vol~~~tar ism' .~~ Of the sectors identified for EVSL in 1997, al1 

were forwarded for negotiaîions at the WTO." Moreover, the commitments towards trade and 

investment liberalization made by APEC governments are ofien part of prior commitments made 

elsewhere and are merely restated within APEC, Furthemiore, since the Bogor initiative, 
- .  

negotiations on trade and investment liberalization have tended to be paraljzed by a U. S./ Japanese 

stalemate. Finally, the financial crisis in 1997 has severely undermined attempts to create an Asia- 

Pacific free trade and investment area. In this respect, it would be rather difficult to argue that 

APEC is on par with the North Amencan Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the European Union 

(EU) or the aborted MAI. Unlike these components of global govemance, APEC has nothing 

resembling 'legally binding agreements' and no substantial means of enforcing any element of its 

agenda. Although it has developed investment principles similar to those of the MAI, they are non- 

binding and depend on voluntary implementatioq as do al1 of APEC's proposals. So, despite the 

fact that NGOs often cite the 'open and free &ade and investment area' agenda as one of the pnmary 

reasons for fearing and opposing APEC, it does not explain adequately the reason for the opposition 

in itself. As for APEC's second pillar, the bulk of issues and projects of economic and technical 

14 As inscriied in the 1991 'Seoul APEC Dechration'. 

l5 See the section 'About APEC' on APECYs web site, May 5, 2000. - hnp://www.apecsec.org.sg/ -. 

-5- 



cooperation, aibeit wide ranging and sometimes quite dist~rbing,'~ remain largely mknown to most 

of the NGO community. These are highly specific projects which Vary over time and are mostly 

concerned with technical information. With respect to NEC'S  role as a regional support mechanism 

for multilateralism, it is tme that since its inception some of APEC's members have used the 

organization as a platfornt fiom which is voiced the support for the international liberal trading 

regime embodied in the WTO, and when its predecessor encountered difficulties in the early 1990s, 

APEC's support was often seen as a key component of pushing negotiations towards their end." 

However, in reali& that support has always been sornewhat mixed. Ifone cornes back to the case 

of the ITA mentioned earlier, out of the 18 countries who were members of APEC at the time, only 

nine actually signed the agreement as it was presented at the WTO. Thus, even though APEC as 

an organization supported the ITA, members like the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, and Chile 

were not arnong the 28 countries who signed the agreement at Singapore's WTO ministerial meeting 

in December of 1996.18 

As such, when one looks at APEC, it could be argued that it does not have the same 

16 One notable example is the 'concept paper7 on education prepared by the South Korean Ministry of Labour 
in May 1997. Written under the 'human resources and deveIoprnentY component of APEC, the paper outlines in drarnatic 
form what is to be to role of education within the context of globalkation. As Lm-y Kuhn has highlighted, the concept 
paper envisions a role for education which is subservient to the needs of business going so far as to recommend that 
industry "take part in the curricuturn development pertinent to their industry to make the C U ~ C U ~ U ~  redistic to the needs 
of  the industry," Quoted in Larry K u b  'SchooIs for GIobaIized Business: The APEC Agenda for Education' @aper 
distributed at the 1997 People's Surnmit on APEC, Vancouver, Canada, November 1997). The Korean paper did 
however, remain rnerely a concept paper. 

" At the height of APEC's hinory in 1993, when leaders met for the fkst tirne in Seattle, many saw APEC7s 
support of the GATT negotiations as a crucial element in breaking what appeared at the time to be a deadlock between 
the u ~ t e d  States and the European Union On this argument see in particular William Bodde Jr-, Yiew fom the 19Lh 
FIoor: Reflectiorrs of the Fird APEC Executive Direclor (Singapore: ASEAN Economic Research Instinite and the 
lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1994), 45, 

18 W a l h  Beiio, 'MEC and WTO: The Washington Connection7 Focus on the Global South (FOCUg, no. 9 (Deamber 
1 9961 January 1 997). Available oniine at - http://focusweb.org/index~htmV -. 



kinds of implications for peoples7 Iives as do other components of global govemance which deal 

wïth international economic issues. In other words, APEC has not led to the same kind of structural 

changes for its member countries as one could identie with NAFTA or the EU for instance- As an 

interstate 'regime' which has sought to deal ~with trade and investment liberalization, APEC has not 

moved on to the creation of 'legally binding' agreements nor has its 'consensus building' moved 

on to any fonn of substantial implementation of its agenda. Consequently, arguing that NGOs are 

voicing the concerns of those who have been rnarginalized by APEC7s agenda does not seem to be 

an adequate explanation. Such an explanation wouid assume that APEC has had the same kind of 

structural impact as other interstate economic organizations which have dealt with trade and 

investrnent liberalization and economic cooperation. In fact, when one looks at MEC, there does 

not seem to be much more than 'talk'. APEC is, on this point, very much like its critics have 

charged: it is nothing more than a 'talk shop', since it has largely been unable to deliver on any 

substantial element of its stated agenda. l9 

Of course, the pejorative intent in the accusation that APEC is merely a 'talk shop' 

relies entirely on how one values 'talk'. Viewing APEC as a 'talk shop', or  more appropriately for 

my purposes, as a site of discourse, may be precisely the vantage point from which a reading of the 

relationship between APEC and the NGO opposition can best be envisioned. To inquire about this 

relationship fiom the vantage point of discourse is, this thesis will argue, to inquire about the 

political and democrucy. To make this argument, we must however, make a distinction between 

l9 This is often either the explicit or hpiicit assessrnent of APEC found in the Fm Easrm h o m i c  Review 
as well as in The Econornist. The exarnples are to numerous to cite. See for instance 'APEC's Family Feud' The 
Ecorlomist (November 21: 1998), 41, and Charles Smith, 'The Politics of Economics', The Fm Eas~enz Ecotzomic 
Review (June 9", 1994), 48. 



poliries and the political. 

A usefui starting point to penetrate what politics look like in APEC7s discourse is 

through the relationship the organization has sought foster with the subject position of business.20 

As suggested by two of the opening quotes, one of the dominant features of APEC's discourse has 

been to draw an equivalence between the subject position ofbusiness and the latter's perceived role 

as the primary economic force whether local, national, regionai or global. Contrary to other 

interstate economic fora such as the Organization for Econornic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD), APEC places the subject position of business much more overtly at the forefront of its 

discourse. Tt does so not only through its organizational stnicture by giving business its own official 

advisory body (first through the Pacific Business Forum (PBF) and the Eminent Persons Group 

(EPG) created in 2993 then replaced by the APEC Business Advisory Council (ABAC) in 1995), 

but it also increasingly places the subject position of business at the centre of its annual meetings 

which, much like the financing of the Olympics in recent decades, has been undenvritten by 

corporate sponsor~hip.~~ Furthemore, during the past few years, parallel to the annual APEC 

leaders' meeting 'APEC CE0 Summits' have also been organized giving corporations additional 

The term subject position will be defhed in more detail in Chapters Two and Four. 

21 Since 1996 every leaders' meeting has been partly financed by corporations entitling some to be reco@zed 
as 'official sponsors'. In Vancouver for instance, corporations were placed into one of five categories depending on the 
sum of their sponsorship: diamond, platinum, gold, silver, or bronze with diamond sponsors providing contributions of 
between 300,000 to 500,000 Canadian dollars to finance various APEC acîivities. Totd corporate sponsorship amounted 
to just under 9 million dolIars, approximately 16 percent of the 55 miion the Canadian govement spent for its year as 
APEC chair. Corporate sponsorship has fidien since then reaching ody 4 million for the 1999 meeting in New Zealand. 
Whether this decline is due to poor 'fundraising' technics on the part of the New Zealand govement or a decline in the 
international business community's interest is however, difEicdt to assess- It should &O be noted that the 
commercialization of international organizations is not lirnited to  APEC. For instance, the meeting marking the 50" 
anniversary of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) held in April 1999 was also underwritten by corporate 
sponsorship with corporate heads paying 250,000 dollars to attend exclusive gatherings with heads of state. See Tim 
Smart, 'Count Corporate America AmongNATOy s Staunchest Allies', Wmhington Post (Tuesday, Apnl13,1999), EO 1. 



privileged access to heads of state during exclusive side gatherings to APEC's officia1 meetings. 

In this relationship between APEC and the subject position of business one c m  identie two 

significant defining components of what politics mean in APEC's discourse as well as the particular 

practices this meaning tends to engender. Fir* politics is seen as an outcome of state mediated 

practices. APEC after al1 is an interstate organization. By inference this locates what is understood 

to be legitimate politics at the level of the state and interstate relations- And second, politics is seen 

in terms of a functional extension of economic forces îhereby allowing for the privileged status of 

the subject position of business. In this manner, APEC's politics entai1 (re)deploying that part of 

the neo-liberal world view that assigns to governrnents, and by extension politics, the role of 

facilitators in order for business to drive what is accepted as econornic growth¶ directed by the 

dictates of globalizing market forces of which business is seen as the primary voice- The flip side 

of this discourse combines the exigencies of what Robert Cox has called the "intemationalization 

of the  tat te"^ with elements of the policy prescription found in what some have termed the 

'Washington consensus'? This combination constitutes significant features underwriting the rise 

" Cox defines the internationdition of the nate as "the global process whereby national policies and practices 
have been adjusted to the exigencies of the world economy of international production." Robert W. Cox, Prodrrction, 
Power. and World Order: Social Forces in the Muking of Kisrory (New York: Columbia University Press, l987), 253. 

This term is attn'buted to John Wdliamson of the Institute for International Economics a conservative 
Washington based think tank The term was 0ngind.l~ geared towards formulating a prescription for economic policy 
reform in Latin Arnerica as weII as other areas of the 'developing wor1d'- Williamson identifies a number of econornic 
policies which he contends command a certain degree ofcollsensus. They are, he argues, "no-longer- pcllitical issues" since 
they are "drawn fiom that body of robust empïrical generaiizations that forms the core of economics". The economic 
poiicy orientation of the Washington Consensus accordhg to the author includes; fiscal discipline (reducing and 
maintainhg low budget deficits); public expenditure priorities (focussing on essential government services and abandonhg 
large projects); tax reform (reducing and broadening the tax base); financial liberaiiition (market-detennined interest 
rates); exchange rates (6xing a rate of exchange which aliows exports to  be competitively priced); trade Iïberaiization; 
(reduction of tariffand non-tariffmeasures); foreign direct investment 0 1 )  (national treatrnent for FDI); privatization 
(selhg of state enterprises to the private sector); deregulation (limited regulation and no limits to cross border activities); 
and property rights (a legal system capable of 'securing property rights'). See John Wfiamson, 'Dernocracy and the 
'Washington Consensus', World Development, 2 1 ,  no. 8 (1993), 1329-13 36. On APEC and the Washington Consensus, 
see Mark Beeson, 'Reshaping Regional institutions: APEC and the IMF in East Asia', The Pacrfic Review, 12, no. 1 



ofthe 'pst-fordist state' (or perhaps more accurately, the 'neo-fordist  tat te'^^) which has witnessed 

a significant restructurïng of what is understood to be the rote af politics in society. Within this 

context, the meaning of politics found in APEC's discourse and the particular practices it tends to 

favour mirrors the broader and dominant meaning of politics which has emerged with economic 

giobalization anci the pst-Cold War e r a  

Perhaps the starkest representation of politics articulated in APEC's discourse (and 

where APEC represents something slightly different than other components of global governance) 

is captured by the use of the term 'member economies' and 'economic leadersyz as the formal 

designation for national governments and heads of state. Originally, the term was used when the 

'three Chinas' were admitted in 199 1. In order to alleviate concems with regard to the status and 

relationship between China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, members would not be called countries or 

states, and Taiwan would be known as 'Chinese Taipei'. None of APEC's official documents use 

the term 'nation' or 'state', and APEC has 'meetings' rather than interstate 'surnrnits'. National 

anthems are not to be Sung dunng APEC meetings, and national flags are not to be di~p la~ed .2~  The 

''' On a usenil distinction behueen 'post-fordism' and 'neo-fordism' see Daniele Leborgne and Alain Lipiets 
'L'après-fordisme: idées fausses et questions ouvertes', Problèmes économiques (no. 2.260-29 January, 1992)- 13-24. 

" The use ofthe term 'economic leaders' has had sorne raîher amusing consequences. One notable instance was 
when the heads of state were anïving for their meeting in Vancouver in 1997. The caption which appeared on local 
television when the head of state firom Brunei disembarked his airplane was 'the Econornic SuItan of Brunei', 

26 On the ins and outs of the diplornatic relations within MEC see, Yoichi Funabashi, Asio Pczcific Fusio~i: 
Jbpmr 's Role in APEC (Washington: Institute for IntemationalEconornics, 1995)- See also the 'Policies and Procedures' 
section at the APEC Secretariat's Intemet site. - http://www.apecsec.orç-sgl - May 5,2000. 



two terms, however, have far deeper implications for politics than their diplomatic ongins allow?' 

In formally eschewing the more common language of the politics of interstate relations in favour 

of what is meant to be a non-political vocabulary, the politics of MEC, at the level of 

representation, have sought to legitimize a conception of the relationship between politics and 

economics that is similar to the one that has marked the post-Cold War era. In a sense, one could 

Say that these terms give a figure to the dominant relationship between politics and economics 

which has emerged in recent decades under the heading of neo-liberalisrn while doing so from the 

standpoint of an interstate economic organization. By rneans of the notoriety and fanfare revolving 

around its annual showcase event, the economic leaders's meeting, N E C ,  arguably more than that 

of any other such fora, has been about being a harbinger for the view of politics which accompanies 

this figure? Indeed, M E C  is well suîted for this role. The fact that the host and chair of the 

leaders's meeting rotates annually has had the effect of guaranteeing a relatively extensive 

international coverage unlike other such economic organizations which generally guard their 

secrecy. This organizational structure has tpeant that APEC has been involved with more than 

merely negotiating technical issues of international economic relations. In fact, this feature brings 

APEC much closer to an event like the Olyrnpics, with al1 its pageantry and its imagery of neatly 

27 The decision not to display flags for instance came two years pcior to the admission of China, Taiwan, and 
Hong Kong. See Funabashi, Asia Pacific Fusion, 74- in this sense, one can not attribute APEC7s particular discourse 
merely to the uniqueness of diplomatic relations of the Asia-Pacifie, 

28 Indeed, APEC has recently assumed this d e  more openly. Apparently concerned about the success of the 
NGO fonuns in raising public concern about its agenda, APEC mernbers initiated a publication series under the theme 
'The Impact of Liberalisation: Comrnunicating with APEC Cornmunities'. Jointly managed by the APEC Study Centres 
Network, a consortium ofover 70 study centers throughout APEC countnes, and the Pacitic Economic Cooperation 
Council VECC), the series is a clear propaganda effort couched in the language of academia See APEC Economic 
Cornmittee Report, Comrminicati?g with APEC Commit~ities (Singapore: APEC Study Centres Network and Pacific 
Economic Cooperation CounciI, November 1998). 



divided political, social and cultural world coming together in the common belief that economic 

gIobalization, driven by business, should be the primary concern of politics and interstate relations. 

Thus, with its penodic international meeting of heads of state APEC has assurned its most 

significant and substantial role: an international platforni or site of discourse fiom which is offered 

an image or representation of politics and its relationship to economics in the post-Cold War world 

of economic globalization. One could say that its annual leaders' meeting functions like a travelling 

international art show which displays this figure. The images which APEC conveys are those of 

'economic leaders' (rather than govemment leaders) voicing the interests of large corporations 

(rather than those of their citizens). These images are APEC's substance ifwe are interested in 

understanding the political and why NGOs have organized, on a reguI ar basis, extensive forums to 

oppose APEC. In other words, if APEC has generated opposition on a regular basis, it is not 

primarily because the consequences of a successful implementation of its agenda within the Asia- 

Pacific. Rather, theprimary argumenf of this thesis is that the opposition stems fiom the fact that 

the politics (re)deployed in APEC' s discourse contain a more profound political dimension. This 

deeper significance is well captured by the images or representations of politics conveyed through 

APEC ' s particular discourse, e.g., 'member economies' and 'economic leaders'. Lhniting ourselves 

merely to the level of politics would lead us to conclude that APEC has been a failure since, as E 

indicated earlier, as of yet APEC has largely been unable to mimic its counterparts at least when it 

cornes to producing some forrn of structural change for its memben. But more importantly, limiting 

ourselves to this level would not allow us to properly apprehend thepolitical significance of APEC. 

It would in fact lead us to obscure, eclipse, or occult thepolilical dimension of APEC's discourse, 

and therefore misunderstand what this thesis views as the level from which stems the opposition 



embodied in the NGO forums- 

Again, the opening quotes to this chapter help elucidate what I mean by thepolitical 

dimension of APEC's discourse. Stating that 'APEC is not for governments, it is for business. 

Through APEC, we aim to get govemment out of the way, opening the way for business to do 

business' is, of course, to promote the practice of politics which favours the world view of neo- 

liberalisrn. This practice of politics privileges the subject position of business and envisions 

goveniments as subsenient to economic forces. It does so through a particular conception of the 

relationship between politics and economics. But what is occulted bythis statement is how it founds 

politics as something which continues to be practisedby state representatives despite the appearance 

that 'APEC is for business'- APEC's discourse contributes to founding this practice as the practice 

of politics and thereby establishes a particular national and international terrain for politics and its 

relation to other spheres of human activity while occuking other possibilities, APEC7s discourse, 

at the level of the political, is not merely 'for business' but is also about creating the discursive 

foundation in which the state and its own imaginary is sustained as the privileged centre for the 

practice of politics perceived to transcend territorial boundaries (afier all, it is govermnents that are 

getting govemments 'out of the way'). Thus, not only is APEC involved in describing the modem 

day relationship between politics and economics fkom the standpoint of the international and its 

interstate imaginary (what we find at the level of the politics of APEC), it is also involved in 

creating the foundational terrain from which this description is enabled. 

In light of the above, viewing APEC as apolitical site has two specific consequences 

of interest to this thesis. Thefirst of these is that APEC is a site where the contours of the identity 

of the state and interstate relations are formed and maintained in particular ways which sustain 



particular conceptions of what politics should look like. This relies on acceptùig the assurnption 

(implicit or explicit in important quarters of the critical *orizing in the discipline of international 

relations (IR) over the past two decade@' that the state has "no ontological status apart fiom the 

various acts which constitute its reality" and that this reality is achieved through ''ri regzduted 

process of repetition.''30 N E C  as a political site is a place where that repetition occun giving the 

state and its particular articulation of politics the appearance of presence, of a fixed stnictured 

reality. Having no ontological status other than through the acts which constiîute its reality also 

impIies that the state and the interstate world is only knowable to us at the level of 'imagination7. 

As Michael Walzer stated some time ago, the state "is invisible: it must be personified before it can 

be seen, symbolized before it can be loved, imagined before it can be conceived."" If the world of 

the state and its politics are located at the ievel of imagination, then this world is accessed and given 

meaning through 'discourse' insofar as that imagination can only be expressed or represented 

discursively. Within this understanding of the world of the state, 'language', 'text', 'speech', or 

'discourse' is understood to be the pnmary ground of analysis simply because "language [is no 

longer seen] as a set of symbols whose function is exhausted by the process of representation but 

29 On a review of this body of literature see James Der Derian, 'Post-Theory: The Eternal Return of Ethics in 
International Relations' inNew Thinking irr Intenrational Relations Theory eds. Michael W .  Doyle and G. John Ikenberry 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1997), 54-76, and Richard Devetak's two chapters, 'Critical Theory' and 'Postmodemism' 
in Theories of Irrtemfional Relatiorq eds. Scott Burchili and Andrew Linklater (New York: St_ Martin's Press), 145- 
209, 

30 Judith Butler quoted in David Campbell, Wrifir~g Seairiiy: Urzited States Foreign Policy and the Politics of 
Idetrtity (Minneapolis: University of Mhesota Press, 1992). 9 (ernphasis in the original quote). 

3 1 Michael Walzer, 'On the Role o f  Symbolisrn in Political Thought', Political Scieme Quarferly, 82 (June 
1967), 194, quoted in John Gerard Ruggie, 'Tenitoriality and Beyond: Problematizïng Modeniity in International 
Relations', Jtrter-rr~tio~ral Org~zatiorz, 47, no. 1 (1 993), 1 57. 



as a set of signs which are part of a system for generufing object~."~~ The state and the intentate 

world as an 'abject', as a fixed stnictured reality, is generated at the level of discourse because, from 

the standpoint adopted in this thesis, it has no ontological status prior to discourse. Thus, politics 

is (re)produced in the form of the state and interstate relations because "the intelligible worlds or 

objects and events emerge through contentious discursive, as well as material and institutional, 

practices" which create them as s~ch. '~ APEC is one of those sites where the 'intelligible world' of 

the state and the brand of state centered politics which has accompanied economic globalization, 

e-g., the Washington Consensus, are rendered intelligiile. This does not mean that there is no 

'matenal reality' outside of discourse or that the interstate world has no real tangible consequences, 

a charge ofien levelled against so-called 'post-modemists' or 'post-structuralists'. What it does 

mean however, is "that the meaning of physical objects must be understood by apprehension oftheir 

place in a system (or discourse) of socially constmcted ru le^."^ It means that th-s reality 

about as a resuit of the unconscious adoption of rules OP living, thinking and speaking that are 

implicit in the texts, speeches or documents that are pr~duced . '~~~ Reality is both created fiom 

discourse and is rendered intelligile by discourse. Politics centred around the world of states is only 

accessible or knowable to us at the level of representation which expresses itself through language, 

32 Michael Shapiro, 'Literary Production as Politicking Practice' in h ~ g r t a g e  mdPolitics, ed Michael Shapiro 
(New York: New York University Press, 1984), 222-223 (emphasis added). 

33 Michael Shapiro, 'introduction', in ChaZIenging Bouthrier: GhbaI FIows. Terriforiai Ider~tiiies, eds. 
Michael J- Shapiro and Hayward R Alker (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), xvi. 

34 Michele Barrett, 'Ideology, Politics, Hegemony: From Gramsci to Laclau and Mouffe' in Mappingldeology, 
ed- Slavoj Z ~ e k  (London: Verso, 1994), 258. 

35 John Agnew and Stuart Corbridge, Mmteritjg Spce: Hegemorry, Territory and IniertzatiomI Polirical 
Ecommy (T-ondon: Routledge, 1995),47. 



text, speech, .or discourse because we cannot apprehend the nondiscursive outside of the context 

provide by di scourse. Within this context, to create meaning -and to exist, the imagination of the 

state relies o n  a series of dichotomies such as self7 other, fkiend/ enemy, inside/ outside, domestic/ 

foreign, sovereignty/ anarchy. These dichotomies constitute the 'discursive economy' of the state, 

Le., the specific economy of terms which gives the wodd of the state and its politics their particular 

form and meaning at any given moment? APEC, as an interstate organization, (re)generates the 

imagimry of the state and its particular discursive economy. Envisioned as such, APEC is not 

primarily a product of the state or an outcome of the global economy and its perceived primary 

generative force, business, as its practice of politics suggests. Rather, APEC is one of those sites 

where the discursive economy of the state and its relation to the economic is sustained and 

continuously Cre)fashioned thereby contributing to give îhat which has no ontologicai status prior 

to discursivity the appearance of a fixed stmctured reality. In broad terms, APEC is a site where the 

presence of a n  interstate world meshed wïth economic globalization is shaped and deptoyed And 

the persistence of this imaginary, to which APEC is and has contributed, tends to work at obscuring 

other forms o f  imagining politics. This has important implications for the opposition to APEC and 

the potential for  new forms of political imagination this opposition may foster. This leads us to the 

second consequence of viewing APEC as apolitical site. 

To corne back to the primary argument of this thesis, Iirniting ourselves to the 

practice of pokitics would occult the more profoundpoliticai dimension of APEC's discourse, and 

more importardy for our understanding of the opposition to APEC it would not allow us to properly 

grasp the antagonisms this discourse contains. The opposition voiced by the parallel NGO forums 



on APEC are in eEect respondùlg to these antagonisms- The antagonisms stem fhom the fact that 

the more profound political dimension of APEC's discourse, Le., its particular brand of politics, 

cames with it implications for the possibilities of social or human identity. Thus, APEC is not 

merely about economic cooperation among States, and its politics are not just about negotiatingtrade 

and investment liberalization inspired by the Washington Consensus. 3 y  viewuig APEC through the 

political this thesis argues that APECYs discourse and the images this discourse deploys work at 

creating a particular terrain for identity/ difference. The antagonisms and the opposition stem fiom 

how this terrain is too narrowly circurnscribed and thus obscures the possible forms of identity/ 

difference. This means that viewing APEC's discourse as antagonistic entails locating the political 

at the level where questions of identity are addressed and where resolutions to these questions are 

sought Whereas politics can be seen as the outcome of specific historical and spatial conjunctures 

sustained and lirnited by particular imaginaries, the political expresses deeper questions of social 

or human identity and their possible forms." When speaking of the political dimension of APEC's 

discourse we are therefore speaking of how this discourse contains statements about identityl 

difference that seek to arrest the field of meaning. As such, in saying 'MEC rneans business' 

APEC's discourse is also deploying a broader &course on the social which occults other 

possibilities. What is occulted by APEC's discourse, e-g., 'APEC means business', is a discourse 

on human rights, a discourse on gender, a discourse on labour nghts, a discourse on migrant nghts, 

37 Within IT, Mchael Dilion has recently forrnulated a similar conception of the poiitical in his writings on 
secunty dthough he substitutes 'the poiitical' with 'politics' . He wrïtes: "To conceive of politics as being concemed with 
making way for new possibities of being requires reimagining politics itself, Specifically, it requires that politics be 
thought as something which arises fiom human being as a possibility. To understand human being as a possiiility, 
however, means understandimg that it consists in the improbable feat of always already containkg more than it is possible 
tu contain; understanding that there is aiready in human being an excess of being over appearance and identity." Michael 
Dillon, Politics of Sectrrity: Towards a Political Philosophy of Coritinental n0~1ghr (London: Routledge, 1996), 1. 





in opposing APEC, the possibility is opened to disaggregating elements ofthe democratic imaginary 

fiom tenit~riality.'~ As Connolly argues, to "disaggregate elements in the democratic imaginary is 

to identify features that can exceed its state temtorialisation.''3g More specifically, in this thesis 

detemtonalizing democracy means disaggregating temtory fiom the democratic imagination in a 

manner which no longer locates temtoriality as a condition of democracy. By suggesting that the 

NGO opposition opens the possibility for a detemtorialization of democracy 1 am not suggesting 

that what we are witnessing is the beginnings of a 'cosmopolitan democracy' or the end the state 

form. Rather, what 1 am suggesting is that the discursive economy of the state which works at 

excluding the democrahc imaginary fiom interstate relations is being contested The fact that NGOs 

are opposing NEC, and interstate economic organization, opens the possibility of accessing the 

democratic imaginary in a space which has traditionally obscured this possibility. APEC lives in that 

world which, through a specific discursive economy, i.e., domesticf foreign, self? other, national/ 

international, inside/ outside, politicd econornics, has succeeded in maintaining the democratic 

imaginary at bay. And APEC's discourse maintains and (re)deploys this discursive economy which 

has contibuted to eclipsing the possibility of detemtorializing democracy. However, the fact that 

38 Co~olIy's "elements of a [democratic] political imagination" include: "(1) the grounding of 'internai' politics 
upon a contiguous tenitory; (2) the recognition of a people (or nation) onthat temtory, bound together by a set of shared 
understandings, identities, debates, and traditions that, it is said, makes possible a cornmon mord life and provides the 
basis upon which citizen/alien and memberlstranger are dïEerentiated; (3) the organization of institutions of electoral 
accountability and constitutionai restraint that enable the territoriaiiied people with shared understandings to d e  
themselves wMe protecting fùndarnental interests and fieedoms; (4) the maintenance of high degree of economic seIf- 
control and self security to enable the temtorial state to shape its fate according to its own dehierations and decisions; 
(5) the elaboration of intemal differentiations that enable a pluraiity of styles of life to coexist witiiin the fiame of the 
nationai temtorial state; and (6) the recognition, as sovereign and Iegitimate, of other states that cross the pertinent 
thresholds with respect to the preceding five elements, making it possiùle for the intemal politics of state d e  to be ratifieci 
through its recognition by other sovereign states-" See W~Hiam E. ConnoUy, The Ethos of P l t r a l i ~ ~ o n  (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1995), 135-136. 



APEC and its practice of politics have met with reguiar and sustained opposition, and have become 

the site of multiple antagonisms on issues of humanrights, ecology, sustainable development, labour 

rights, gender, third world worker rights, and so on, suggests that democracy is not primarily 

institutional but rather is symbolic and supersedes fonns of government- In this sense, there is a 

democracy outside of its institutional form, a democracy which escapes territorialization despite the 

fact it may continue to function from the confines of temtorial space. It is this understanding of 

democracy, inspired by the works of Claude Lefort, Chantal MoufFe, Emesto Laclau, as well as 

Comolly, which allows for the second argument of this thesis. Democracy understoodas a symbolic 

ordering of social relations provides the context fkom which the NGO contestation to that which 

normally falls outside of the democratic irnaginary, Le., an international economic organization, is 

enabled. Whether the possibility of detemtorïalizing democracy is secured in more practicaf terms 

however, depends entirely on how the NGO discourse is articulated. Even though the symbolic order 

of democracy rnay be the generative frame ofthe opposition, it is not certain that this opposition will 

lead to expanding the democratic imaginary in a manner which challenges, destabilizes, and renders 

contingent territoriality. 

Tlte structure of the thesis 

The remainder of this thesis will elaborate the tools necessary to envision the APEC/ 

NGO relation as 1 have proposed above. Chapter Two will explore the theoretical position of this 

thesis? More specifically, it will provide a reading of the politiccd fiom which the APECl NGO 

40 Sections ofthe argument presented in Chaptw Two have appeared inMarc G. Doucet, 'Standing Nowhere(?): 
Navigating the Third Route on the Question ofFoundation in Intemational Theory' , Millennizrm: Jutintal of Internafional 
Strrdies, 28, no.3 (1 999), 289-3 10, 



relationship will be examine& In order to provîde this reading, Chapter Two approaches the 

political through the foundationalistl anti-foundationalist debate which has recently surfaced in 

international theory (IT), by which I mean international relations theory and global political 

economy theory. This debate offers an important entry point into the interplay between the question 

of foundation and the political. However, as it currently stands, this manner of naming the debate 

offers unsatisfactory choices between the pure presence or pure absence of foundation. This further 

leads to an impasse in terms of the political. Any foundation for the political, including progressive 

politics, can be shown to be contingent, arbitrary, and ultimateiy groundless by the so-calted 'anti- 

foundationalist' position. Consequently, fiom the foundationalist perspective, anti-foundationalism 

is seen to be negating the foundation needed for the possibility of ernancipatory political action. 

The problem is that 'anti-foundationalisrn' c m  convincingly show that pre-political foundation is 

impossible. By redefining the debate in a manner which sees foundation as caught wïthin its own 

(im)possibility, the second chapter argues that foundation must be seen fiom absence not presence. 

However, this does not disam the political. Rather, it becomes its very condition of possibility. 

Within this context, unconditional foundation is viewed as impossible since it is always already 

political. And yet importantly the question of foundation is not eliminated since the political is 

precisely the attempt at laying and claiming unconditional ground, but within a context which 

disenables such an attempt. In short, what is being argued is that foundation is political and the 

political is foundation. This paradox opens the possibility to view foundation as (im)possible. In 

order to envision this understanding of foundation and the political, the chapter begins by using the 

work of French political philosopher Claude Lefort, in particuiar his understanding of the 

'democratic adventure'. The interest of Lefort's view of democracy is how he sees the latter as a 



new form of social being where social relations are ordered symbolically in a way which opens the 

question of foundation, places it at the heart of the social,-and disallows answering i t  As a form of 

symbolic order, democracy raises profound questions of social being and its relation to Alterity or 

othemess which go beyond de&ocracyYs institutional form. In effect, the democratic adventure 

answers these questions by leaving them unanswerable. This leads us to a form of metaphysics 

which, following Simon Cntchley one could cd1 a 'metaphysics of absence'? This way of viewing 

dernocracy has two important consequences for this thesis and our understanding of the political- 

The first of these is how it mimics the notion of 'aporia' explored by Jacques 

Derrida The aporia is an impasse or an undecidable moment which can be seen as confkonting al1 

political statements at one point or another with the contingency of their foundation. The only way 

out of the aporia is through a 'coup de force' which leads to an arbitrary grounding of the statement. 

The 'coup de force' a n  be seen as the moment when the political attempts to lay foundation, but 

it is also the same moment which reveals foundation as political, i-e., as just another 'coup de force'. 

We c m  relate this to the way APEC tries to daim a foundational ground by invoking the discursive 

economy of state and interstate cooperation framed within economic globalization. The 'coup de 

force' in APEC's discourse lies in the manner in which it claims to be a product of these prior 

realities rather than a site from where these realities are rendered intelligible. The second 

consequence of Lefort's view of democracy is that it places social division, antagonism or conflict 

as an insumiountable dimension of social relations. With the new symbolic ordering of social 

relations, social division is no longer mediated by an unconditional figure as was the case prior to 

4' Simon Cntchley, 'Re-tracing the Political: Politics and Community in the Work of Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe 
and Jean-Luc Nancy', in I;he Political Strbject of Violence, eds. David Campbell and Michael Dillon (New York: 
Manchester University Press), 80. 



the democratic adventure where the Sovereign gave a figure to the social and its divisions by 

ordering the relations of the 'self to the 'other'. With the democratic symbolic order the relations 

of the 'self to the 'othery are always open and potentially antagonistic because there is no 

unconditional ordering of social relations. Those who have most thoroughly theorized the 

implications ofthis understanding of social division are, I would suggest, Laclau and Mouffe. Their 

work on antagonism will be explored and will serve to examine the antagonism in the APEC/ NGO 

relation. Lefort's view of democracy as well as the two implications it engenders enable us  to make 

the distinction between ' lapo~i~ique', or politics and 'lepolitique' or the political introduced earlier. 

As such, subsequent to exploring the notion of antagonism, Chapter Two will elaborate more 

thoroughly how this thesis envisions this distinction, providing the fiamework to explore APEC's 

discourse in Chapter Three as well as the NGO discourse inchapter Five. A final section of Chapter 

Two will examine the category of discourse and its relation to the categories of ideology and 

hegemony. The centrality of discourse for this thesis stems from the simple contention that "[ilt is 

through language that the objects that are me-aninghil for us are constni~ted. '~~ Our understanding 

of reality can only be accessed tbrough discourse. As such, language or discourse is the medium 

through which an apprehension of the interplay between the potitical and foundation can be g-iven. 

It is through the structure of discourse that the work of occultation of the political appears and gives 

life to the antagonism. [n this sense, it is the structure of the discourse on the social (re)deployed by 

APEC which produces the antagonism and subsequent organized opposition. 

The ideas which are explored in Chapter Two (as well as Chapter Four) and which 

make up the theoretical vantage point of the thesis do not constitute 'traditional' sources for the 

42 Anna Marie Smith, Laclmi artdMmrfle: The RadicaiDemocratic 1rnaghar-y (London: Routledge, 1 W8), 85. 
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field of international relations. Much ofthis literature stems from the field of political thought This 

may pose a problem for those who see in disciplinary lines something more than different vantage 

points from which can be offered alternative readings- Be that as it may, deep explorations into 

political thought have been for some time a common exercise for those in IT concemed with criîical 

standpoints. Starting with Robert Cox's usage of Gramsci and Polanyi, followed by Richard 

Ashley's usage of Foucault, James Der Derian's usage of Virilio and Baudrillard, Michael Dillon's 

usage ofHeidegger, Foucault, Derrida, Arendt, and Levinas, and David Campbell's usage ofDerrida 

and Levinas, ~'ch&engin~ bomdarieP3 in recent years have been frequent and in my judgement 

fhitful. This seems to reflect a complete reversa1 with regard to the direction of theory in the field 

of international relation's and global political economy. Whereas prior to Cox, the direction of 

theory seemed to be moving towards creating very narrow theoretical fiameworks which could then 

be applied across the entire field (take Kenneth Waltz's usage of microeconomic theory for his 

formulation of neo-realism, or neo-liberal institutionalism's usage of game theory for its notion of 

interstate regimes), what is now occumng is precisely the opposite. Authors are moving towuds 

more profound and broader thinking which is subsequently used to (re)read relatively narrow topics 

such as the Gulf War, the conflict in Bosnia, or realism's Hans Morgenthau." lt seems as though 

international theory increasingly becomes the vantage point fiom where political thinking begins. 

" This is the theme of an edited series by David Campbell and Michael Shapuo. See in particular volume two 
of  this series CiaalIertgings Bmir~&ries: Global Fluws, Territonal Identities, e h .  Michael J. Shapiro and Hayward R 
Alker (MimeapoIis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996). 

In te- of the Gulf War see for instance Gear8id O Tuathail, 'The Efficement of Place? US Foreign Policy 
and the Spatiafity of the Gulf Crisis', Antipode, 25, no. 1 (1993), 4-3 1. On Bosnia See David Campbell, Natotzal 
Decorzstn~ctiort: Violerice, Identîty, andJzlstce in Bosnia (Mïnneapoüs: University of Minnesota Press, 1998), on Ham 
Morgenthau, see Ulnk Enemark Peterson, 'Breathing Nietzsche's Air: New Reflections on Morgenthau's Concepts of 
Power and Human Nature', Altenratives, 24 (1999), 83 - 1 18- 



That authors such as Derrida have also felt the need to account for the 'intemationai' seems to 

indicate that this is not solely limited to the disciplines of international relations and global political 

economy." 

Following up the theoretical discussion of Chapter Two, Chapter Three moves on to 

the stage of illustration by explotkg how APEC7s discourse can be seen as operating both at the 

level of the practice of politics as well as at the level of the political. The chapter focuses more 

specifically on a number of 'discursive manoeuvres7 which traverse what 1 see as the practical and 

formal discourse of APEC. These manoeuvres infom the imaginary fiom which APEC is read and 

which subsequently its discourse sustains. With the tenn discursive manoeuvre I seek to capture how 

APEC's discourse gives the appearance that it operates solely at the level of the practice of politics 

sustaining the illusion that APEC is merely the byproduct of more fundamental forces such as the 

global economy or rising interdependence among states. The objective is to show how these 

manoeuvres occult APEC's political dimension and lead to a (de)politicization of MEC'S discourse. 

By (de)politicization 1 seek to capture the idea that the manoeuvres can never entirely succeed since 

the act of (de)politicization is a political act in and of itself. In other words, the claim to an 

unpolitical discourse is itself political hence the brackets in '(de)politicizationY . APEC's discursive 

manoeuvres seek a (de)politicization because they give the appearance of being the product of 

determined structures wile  occulting the fact that their political move contri'butes to (re)generating 

and patrolling these same structures. As mentioned earlier, APEC is poIiticaI since it is a site where 

that which has no ontological status pnor to discursivity, e-g., cooperatiod conflict, inside/ outside, 

45 Jacques Demda, Spectres de M m x  L. 'Erat de ladette, le travail du deuil et la rrottvelk Nrrematiomle (Park: 
Editions GaiiIée, 1993). 



politicd economics, is given the appearance of fixed determined reality. This political move works 

at occulting other possibilities. Of partidar concem for this thesis, is the possibility of 

detemtonalizing democracy. 

Chapter Four continues to develop the theoretical argument of the thesis by picking 

up elements developed in Chapter Two. In order to elaborate more specifically the vantage point 

h m  which the opposition to APEC organized by NGOs can be viewed as opening the possibility 

for a detemtorialization of democracy. Such a vantage point needs to be aaiculated in a way which 

remains consistent with the view of foundation and the political elaborated in Chapter Two, and 

illustrateci in Chapter Three. It must be able to take into account the place of the aporia and social 

antagonism within the democratic symbolic order. Informed by the reading of democracy provided 

by Lefort, Chapter Four examines how Laclau and Mouffe as well as William Connolly have pushed 

this reading in a direction which petmits us to give an account of collective action against relations 

of oppression. This account provides a view of the organized opposition to APEC as an instance of 

such collective action- The point of departure fiom which this view is formulated starts fiom the 

premise that within the democratic symbolic order the relations of the 'self to the 'other' are not 

pre-ordered and that consequently identity can only be constructed relationally. In short, identity can 

only be known in relation to 'others' since it  is vis-à-vis 'others' that a system of difference c m  be 

created thereby giving meaning to identity. The paradox, as Connolly would say, of this way of 

viewing identity is that the relation to the 'other' is both that which gives the 'seW identity but 

which is also the potential antagonist impeding the completion of identity. The 'other' is always a 

potential antagonist since the articulation of 'his' identity can be seen as eliminating the space for 

my own. From this understanding of identity formation as relational and always potentially 



antagonistic Chapter Four provides an explanation of why, when, how, and upon w h t  discursive 

basis collection action against relatioons of subordination can be fomulated. Following others, I labei 

this explanation an "agonistic modelI of democratic politics"? The intent of such a mode1 is to push 

towards a democratic negotiation of social antagonisms while recognizing the constitutive character 

of social division within the democratic symbolic order, hence the usage of the term agonism. An 

agonistic relationship is one where the antagonist is viewed as a legitimate adversary. Prior to 

exploring how such negotiations can 1 be envisioned however, the chapter must first negotiate its own 

way through 'the problem of globali;-zationy for agonistic democratic politics- Laclau and Mouffe, 

as well as others which have been Gnfluenced by their work most ofien view globalization as a 

fundamental challenge to the objectiives of agonistic democracy which are to deepen and expand 

the principles of liberty and equali~y." Rather than seeing globalization as circumventing the 

political project of an agonistic mode11 of democratic politics, 1 argue that globalization as apolirical 

discourse produces antagonisms which may lead to democratic openings. The parallel NGO forums 

on APEC provide an example of collective action against relations of oppression which are framed 

by the discourse of globalization givezn figure by APEC. And yet this opposition is fomulated in a 

manner which folIows the objectiver of deepening and expanding the principles of agonistic 

democracy. In particular, the NGO og>position opens the possibility of expanding those principles 

beyond temtonality by disaggregatimg 

territory. What generates this possibilËQ 

the democratic imaginary from its correspondence with 

is the antagonism which is produced by APEC's discourse 

46 Seyla Benhabib, 'The Dernocratic Moment and the Problem of DiifFerence', in Democrc~cy <mdDl@rence. 
Contestirrg the Bm~ncianes of the Political, e d  Seyla Benhabib (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 7- 

47 See in particular the collection of 'articles in Radical Democracy: Identity, Citizerrship, and the Sfufe, ed. 
David Trend (Routledge: New York, 1996). 



on the social framed by the discourse of economic globalization 

Chapter Five resumes the work of illustration- by- providing a reading of the NGO 

discouee which has been articulated at the parallel forums. More specifically, the chapter examines 

the final 'declarations' or 'statements' issued by the forums. Although short and not reflective of 

the entire NGO opposition, these declarations remain of significant interest to the extent that they 

offer us an enüy point into the basis of NGO contestation as well as the alternative vision this 

contestation puts forth. The objective of the chapter is to examine whether or not the NGO discourse 

seizes on the possibility of detemtorialization democracy. In other words, how is the NGO discourse 

articulated, what fonn does its practice of politics take, and is the correspondence between territory 

and democracy problematized? Before examining the 'declarations' however, the chapter explores 

some of the literature in IT that has addressed the category of 'new social movements' in which 1 

place the NGOs opposing MEC. In order to develop Our understanding of new social movements, 

the chapter distinguishes between the Iiterature which in examining this category is sensitive to the 

understanding of fondation and the political of this thesis fiom literature which is not. More ofien 

than not, new social movements are conceptualized in a manner which views them as inherently 

progressive and engagea in transformative politics. Although this may ofien be the case, it assigns 

to new social movements a statu prior to discursivity which is at odds with the theoretical stance 

of this thesis. The chapter argues that in lieu of this view of new social movements, we should 

consider them as political sites to be apprehended at the level of discourse. Through their discourse, 

they offer the possibility of challenging, destabilizing, and rendering contingent the dominant 

political imaginary of an interstate world by offering alternative visions of what politics should be. 

However, that possibility may not always be articulated in a manner which is tmly transformative 



ifwe are concemed with new polifical possibilities. With respect to the political possibility of 

interest to this thesis, the chapter concludes that the NGO opposition to APEC has not consistently 

moved towards a deterritonalkation of the democratic imaginary. Despite some important openings 

found notably in the Kyoto Statement produced at the close of the International NGO Conference 

on APEC in 1995, and the Declaration of the Manila People's Forum in Manila in 1996, there haç 

been a tendency to reterritorialize democracy. This retemtorialization cornes about when the 

demands and protests are addressed to the traditional modem space of politics: states and their 

govemments. 

The concluding chapter revisits the primary arguments of the thesis and reflects on 

the thesis' contributions and iimits. The chapter focuses on those areas of the thesis which may 

provide avenues for future research. The chapter also reflects on the thesis' own 'political project': 

detemtorializing democracy. In light of the results of the analysis in Chapter Five, the possibility 

of detemtorîalizîng democracy which I associated with the NGO opposition has not fully 

materialized. Detemtorializing the democratic imaginary remains mostly at the level of possibility. 

As such, even though the democratic symbolic order can be seen as the fiame from which the NGO 

opposition to APEC is made possible, the discourse ofcontestation at the parallel fora has not seized 

upon the potential of disaggregating territory from the democratic imaginary. Thus, the 

sedimentation of a deterritorialized form of democracy has not taken hold. 



Chapter Two 

Navigating the Third Route on the Question of 
Foundation and the Political in International Theory 

A recent survey by Steve Smith on the 'self-image7 of the discipline of international 

relations (IR) as it is constructed through its theoretical debates concluded by stating that the most 

important debate among al1 that have taken place in international theory (JT) is the one surrounding 

the question of foundation. Smith wn'tes: 

[Jthis is a far deeper debate than that offered by the inter-paradigm debate or by the 
dispute between neo-realists and neo-liberal institutionalists. It is a particularly 
interesting and important debate because it propels international theory towards the 
centrai debates within the other social sciences. In this sense, it undemines the very 
misleading characterization of international theory as autonomous and distinct which 
has dominated virtually al1 the self-images discussed above. By doing so, it requires 
international theory to be less parochial and exclusive. I have put this debate at the 
end of my list because T feel it to be the most important one for the future of 
international theory. l 

According to Smith, this debate situates itself withh the recent post-positivist tum in IT2 which has 

lead to the distinction between 'explanatory7 and 'constitutive' theory. Explanatory theories, or what 

Robert Cox once called "problem solving theones",' are founded on the positivist contention that 

the goal of social theory is to describe and give order to the various dimensions of an elàsting 

'world-out-there', an object independent of the subject perceiving i t  Constitutive or pst-positivist 

1 S teve Smith, 'The Self-Image of a Discipline: A Genealogy ofInternational Relations Theory' , inInfem~or1nlReZufio11~ 
Theos, T*, eds. Ken Booth and Steve Smith (University Park PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995), 29-30. 

2 See in particular Steve Smith, Ken Booth and Marysia Zalewski eds-, Inten~ational ï3eor-y.- Positivism and Beyortd 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), and Claire Turenne Sjolander and Wayne S. Cox eds, Beyorzd 
Posifhism: Critical Reflectiom on Ihtenzatiorml Relations (Boulder: Lynne Riemer Publishers, 1994). 

Robert W. Cox, 'Social Forces, States and Worid Orders: Beyond Internationai Relations Theory', in NeoreaIism d 
its Critics, ed. Robert O. Keohane (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), 208. 



theories, on the other hana understand theory as always part of the reality it seeks to explain. Any 

explanation will be part of its owo reality and consequently participate in the creation of the latter. 

Following earlier works by Nick Rengger and Mark Hoffmaq4 Smith further divides constitutive 

theories into two opposing categories, namely "critical interpretative theory" (or cntical theory) and 

"radical interpretative theory" (or postrnodemism and poststru~turalisrn).~ These two tacks in IT 

largely reproduce the broader debate in political theory and political philosophy between what has 

been temed Habermasian critical theory and Demdian and Foucaultian poststructuralist theory, 

what Richard Bernstein has called the "grand Eitl~er/Or".~ What distinguishes these two tacks in 

current IT according to Smith is their path on the question of foundation Whereas cntical 

interpretative theory accepts aminimalist, albeit contestable, foundation of rationalism upon which 

subsequently an emancipatory political project could be founded, radical interpretative theory rejects 

al1 foundational claims, seeing a11 such claims as a cornmitment to a universalistic project leading 

to marginalization, exclusion, and violence. The opposition between these two tacks is what leads 

Smith to charactenze the debate as one behveen 'foundationalists' and 'anti-foundationalists'. This 

characterization is by no means limited to Smith- Not only is it shared in broad t ems  by other 

4 Nick Rengger and Mark Hofian, 'Modernity, Post-rnodemism and International Relations', inPosr-Modenzism in the 
Social Sciences eds. J. Doherty, E, Graham, and M. Malek (Basingstoke: Macmilh Press, 1992), 127-46. See also the 
earlier debate betweenHofian and Rengger which stems fiom Hofhn ' s  article on aitical theory and the inter-paradigm 
debate- Mark Hoffman, 'Critical Theory and the Inter-Paradigm Debate', MiIIennium 16, no. 2, (2987), 23 1-249- N~ck 
Rengger, 'Going Critical? AResponse to Hofian', MiIIe1111iztm 17, no. 1 (1988)' 81-9, and Hofihan's response, Mark 
H o h a n ,  'Conversations on Criticai International Relations Theory', MiIIerirziurn 17, no. 1 (1 988), 9 1-95. 

On these two critical currents as they are aniculated in IT see Richard Devetak's two chapters, 'Critical Theory' and 
'Postmodemism' in 13reories of lntenmtiorzal Relizîzom, eds. Scott Burchili and Andrew L i a t e r  (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1996)' 145-209. 

Richard J. Bernstein, The New CorzsteUafion: ?he EthicuI-Polifical Horizons O fM&rni@Tostntodernity (Cambridge: 
The MIT Press, 1 992), 8- 



authors in 1~: it is aiso reflective of how the debate has been characterized in political theoiy and 

in the social sciences more generally. 

I agree with Smith that the space opened by these two tacks is a profoundly important 

moment in IT, more so than any other debate. However, 1 would suggest that by characterizing the 

debate as one between foundationalists and anti-foundationalists, Smith, following others, leads us 

to an impasse and limjts the potential contributions of this debate, pamcularly with respect to how 

the latter may offer a (re)thinking of the question of foundation and its relation to the political. What 

1 propose here is to navigate between the two tacks identified by Smith in order to find a third route 

opened by the questioning of foundation but which simulîaneously has been occulted by the way the 

debate has been characterized. 

The dr'scursive manoeuvre of the foundatiod anti- foundation 
debate in international theory 

By characterizing this most recent debate in ZT as one between foundationalists and 

anti-foundationalists Smith is effectively deploying a dichotomy in which the Archimedean point 

is thepresence or absence of foundation for thought and, more generally, for social being. From the 

vantage of this characterization, for foundationalists there must be some primary common ground 

or ethical first principle which can propel us into the tùture, or some final point which motivates 

our progression. In other words, 

which thought, the social, and 

there must be some sort of beginning or some sort of end upon 

subsequentIy political action can be founded. Without such 

' Aside Eom the authors already rnentioned, Jin George and Ole Weaver have also categorired the critical theorking in 
the field dong simiIar lines. See Jim George, Discmrses of GIobal Politics A Critical (ï3e)llztrodirction to Ititemutïo11uI 
Relutio~zs @oulder: Lynne Riemer Publishers, 1994), chapter seven and chapter eight, and Ole Weaver, 'The Rise and 
Fdl of the Inter-Paradigrn Debate', in It2tentatiortal ïheory: PositivÏm andBeyorlà, eds. Smith, Booth and Zalewski, 
148-185. 



foundation not only is there a risk of rejecting the emancipatory cornmitment of the Enlightenment, 

but we also risk facing the abyss ofnihilism, the paralysis of undecidability, and most importantly, 

the impossibility of emancipatory political action so central to the critical tradition in social 

sciences. 

The dichotomy suggests that for the opposite side, anti-foundationalism, any 

foundation no matter how minimal or open to contestation, is the ground for universalistic 

'metanarratives'. Such metanarratives are seen to have lead to (un)imaginable violent acts, the 

Holocaust8 and the totalitarian experience being preeminent instances of the catastrophic 

consequences informeci by modernity's essentialist foundation par ercelkwce: reason? 

Furthermore, as has been sholvn by many postmodemists, with the impossibility of a unified 

knowing subject in the wake of the 'death of the subject' there is no vantage point, no 'God's eye 

view' fiom which such a foundational prînciple could be decided. The subject after al1 is signified, 

not a signifier. and therefore is not a unified being capable of acting upon the world S(he) is 

constituted relationally and thus always contingent upon the particular relations among an infinite 

combination of signifiers constituting 'systems of difference' through which the subject is 

knowable. 

For foundationalists this 'death of the subject' most often leads to the death of 

politics, in particular the possibility of emancipatory political action and by extension the possibility 

of changing the world. Herein lies the unacceptable predicament for the political created by this 

Zygmunt Bauman, ModenÏty orrd the Holocaz~st (Ithaca: CorneU University Press, 1989). 

On the inextricable Enk between modern reason andviolence see The PoliticalS~~bjecf of Violence, eds David Campbell 
and MichaelDiIlon (New York: Manchester University Press, 1993). See in particularCampbel1 and Diiion's introductory 
chapter, 'The End of Philosophy and the End of International Relations', 1-47. 



debate- On the one hand, any essentialist universalistic transcendental foundation unveils itself to 

be precisely the opposite, unfourideci, groundless, illusory. Since there is no subject position or 

essentialist point from which such a foundation could be claimed, al1 foundational claims are 

inherently deconstructable, s h o w  to be unfounded. Yet, ifthis is true, then how can politics survive, 

fiom what ground will the political take place? On what can the political be based if al1 foundational 

claims stemrning fiom al1 subject positions can be deconstnicted? This is precisely the question 

asked by Simon Cntchley of Derrida's 'ad-foundationalist' deconstructionism: 

Deconstruction can certaidy be employed as a powerful rneans of political analysis. 
For exainple, showing how a certain dominant political regîme- apartheid, Say- is 
based on a set of undecidable presuppositions is an important step in the subversion 
of that regime's claim to legitimacy. Showing, as Ernesto Laclau has done, how the 
terrain of the social does not  attain closure, but is an ever incomplete, undecidable 
structure, is a crucial step in the subversion of dominant conceptions of society and 
the development of new political strategies. But how is one to account for the move 
from undecidability to the political decision to combat that domination?[ ...] How 
does one make a decision iin an undecidable terrain? [...] [With deconstniction] 1 can 
no longer ground my political decisions on some ontological basis, or  eidos, or on 
a set of a priori principles or procedures.1° 

Tt would appear as thouçh 'we' are paralysed, both because there is no 'we' to begin with, no 

unconditional or essentialized subject position in which the ' we' could be placed. And furthemore, 

'we' cannot move forward because there is no foundation that can clairn to be 'foundational', that 

is some common essentialist point upon which 'we' could advance an emancipatory political 

project. As Critchley suggests, confronted by the undecidability produced by deconstruction, there 

no longer seems to be the possibility of unconditional metaphysical principles for progressive 

politics. Viewed in this way, it is no wonder that many see the recent poststnicturalist tum in 

IO Simon Critchley, I;he Ethics of Decomsinrction, Derrida & Levinas (Cambridge: BlackweU, 1992), 199-200. 



political theory as intellectual debauchery bordering onfin de siècle heresy worthy of public scoml' 

Granted, the above is an oversimplified, even gross, caricature ofwhat can be found 

in the writings of those who occupy @y choice or by unwanted association) either position in this 

debate. Indeed, this oversirnplification is ofien an esect of any debate. However, 1 would argue that 

the characterization of the debate infoms our understanding of the question of foundation and its 

articulation with the political regardless of its accuracy in portraying the two positions. And as it 

stands, the way the debate is labelled effectively leads us to an impasse. In Bernstein's words, 

'either' we are foundationalist, 'or' we are not, and so we are faced with a 'grand Either/ Or'. The 

problem is that this positive/ negative dichotomy creates an absolute division between the pure 

presence or the pure absence of foundation. Any way out is effectively occulted since we seem to 

be Limited with two unsatisfactory and very problematic positions. However, this impasse may 

merely be the consequence of the discursive manoeuvre that is enabled by the manner in which this 

particular characterization of the debate, this 'grandEither/ Or', delimits the terrain and establishes 

the rules of the debate. Indeed, with this characterization, the debate necessarily revolves around 

the privileged term foundation insofar as the latter term of the dichotomy, anri-foundationalism, is 

rnerely the negative contraposition derived fkom the positive first tem. Assigning the negative to 

the latter term generally leads to negatively characterinng the work of those who are seen as 'anti- 

fomdationalist'. Rather than be seen as taking seriously the veiy question of foundation, 'anti- 

1 am specificaiiy referring to Demda's 1992 Cambridge University honorary degree fiasco. Apparentiy dismayed that 
Cambridge had nominated Demda for a honorary degree, a group of philosophers took it upon themselves to denounce 
publicly the nomination by sending a letter to the London Times in which they characterized poststruce~ralism as, among 
other things, "semi-inteiligile". In the letter they urged the faculty of the university to deny Demda the degree. Derrida 
did get the degree but not without a vote (336 to 2W), the £irst such vote in thirty years. For an amushg and hi@y 
political reading of this event see John D. Caputo, Deconstn~ction in a NztrshelZ: A Conversation with Jacques Derrida 
(New York: Fordham University Press, 1997). 3 8-4 1. 



foundationalists' are apriori 'les malfniteurs' when it cornes to thinking about the most important 

question of social being. The crucial point is that this 'antiness', this negative or destructive label 

is assigned fiom the standpoint of foundationalism when one characterizes the debate as 

foundationalismlanti-foundationalism. When one chooses to narne the debate in this manner, the 

latter term of the dichotomy merely functions as the 'constitutive out~ide"~ for the privileged first 

tenn. The terrain that is drawn is therefore not a neutral ground in which both positions have equal 

standing. On the contrary, it is highly political to the extent that it favours one position and its 

objectives over the other while occulting through a discursive manoeuvre a body of literature and 

what the latter may offer in our understanding of the question of foundation and its relation to the 

political. It occults this-litaature because it is labelled fiom the onset as 'anti' and therefore has 

nothing constructive to contribute the debate. Futhermore, the point of departure that is privileged 

by the foundationalist/ anti-foundationalist debate is foundation undersfood us presence insofar as 

the term foundation draws an equivalence with the existence of some sort of essential ground. In 

other words, the terrain of the debate, by means of a political act, pnvileges the meaning assigned 

to foundation that is invoked by the primary term of the dichotomy. 

Tronicall y therefore, by redeploying this characterization Smith i s clearl y 

counteracting the genealogical method he employs for his reading of the field. Following the title 

l2 The tenn 'constitutive outside' used here is formulated by Mouffe and stems from her reading ofwhat is at play in 
Derrida's work, in particula. his use of such notions as 'strpplément', 'trace' and 'd~flérence', By 'constitutive outside' 
Mouffe seeks to capture how identity formation can oniy be understood as relational or constructed through diierence, 
and how consequently any identity is marked by an outside to itsei£ This outside ïnvokes the idea within 
'poststructuralism' that identity formation is conditioned by an imeducible excess which prohibits closure and renders 
impossible the self constitution of identity. Rather, it is an infinite play of ciifference which can only be partially f i x d  See 
Chantal MoufFe, 'Pour un pluralisme agonistique', La  revue du M U S  no. 2, (1993), 101- In EngIish see Chantal 
Mouffe, 'Feminism, Citizenship and Radical Democratic Politics', in Ferninisis Theorize the Political, eds. Judiîh Butler 
and Joan W. Scott (New York: Routledge, 1992), 379. 



of his introductory chapter The Self-Images of a Discipline: A Genealogy of International Relations 

Theory, Smith's stated objective is to "show how the history of international theory, and specifically 

the ways in which international thought has been categorized, has created privileged, that is to say 

pnmary and dominant, understandings and interpretations."" This is consistent with the objectives 

of genealogy that he borrows from Michel Foucault and which, as he ment'ions, is also used by 

James Der Derian and Richard Ashley within IT. Although Smith adds that "[tlhis is not the place 

to judge these two approaches [foundationalism/ anti-foundationalism], since there exist no common 

standards by which such a judgement might be made",'" it seems quite evident that this is precisely 

what occurs with the current characterization. As it stands, the divide is already a profoundly 

political judgernent. In a classic modem form, Smith invokes a simple hierarchical dichotomy which 

overtly favours and normalizes a particular understanding of fouridation by pnvileging the first term 

and the meaning this first term cames.'' This is precisely the type of dichotomy that most 

genealogist love to 'deconstnict' in order to reveal the power play, or the 'coup deforce', as Derrida 

would Say, that is always involved in the creation of meaning within modem thought. 

What is the point of 'deconstructing' the way the debate has been characterized? . 
Following Judith Butler, 

[...] the point is not to do away with foundations, or even to champion a position that 
goes under the name of antifoundationalism. Both of those positions belong together 
as different versions of foundationalism and the skeptical problematic it engenders. 
Rather, the task is to interrogate what the theoretical move that establishes 

I3 Smith, 'The Self-Image ofa Discipline: A Genealogy of International Relations Theory', 1. 

l5 1 sincerely suspect that this is not Smith's objective. On the contrary, to the extent that Smith seeks to employ the 
genealogical method, 1 think he tends to side with, or at least is more sensitive to those in IT most ofien associated with 
this method, Le-, 'anti-foundationalists' . 



foundations outhorizes, and what precisely it excludes or fore close^.'^ 

As such, the way the debate is seen informs the way in which we understand the question of 

foundation. To use Butler's words, what is authorized by the current characterization of the debate 

is the px-ïvileging of the standpoint of foundation understood as presence which is meant to be the 

prerequisite for any type of political act- As such, this characterization occults a way of viewing 

foundation which 1 will propose in the following sections, that may enable us to think the latter and 

its relation to the political without invoking the presence of an essentialist universal ground leading 

to the exclusion of forrns of thinking the problématique of foundation falling outside that ground. 

If we abandon the equivalence between foundation and presence then we rnay be able to open the 

terrain of the debate without abandoning the political. 

The third route 1 am proposing here attempts just that- What 1 am proposing seeks 

to redefine the terrain of the debate by viewing foundation as (imlpossible. What enables this third 

route is the contention that foundation and its articulation with the political does not revolve around 

a presence in the sense of a positive social essence. Rather, the starting point is that foundation and 

the political are conditioned by an absence or a void which is constitutive of the social, In Derridian 

terms, foundation is caught within its own aporia in the sense that it is the experience of its own 

imp~ssibility.'~ As conditioned by absence, foundation is the experience of its own impossibility 

l6 Judith Butler, 'Contingent Foundations: Feminism and the Question of "Pomnodernism" ', in Ferninir» Theorize the 
Politicai, eds. Butler and Scott. 7. 

l7 This rather difficult aporetic formulation is used by Demda in his work on the relationship between deconstruction, 
justice, and law. He writes: "[ ...] deconstruction takes place in the interval that separates the undeconstmcti'bility ofjustice 
fiom the deconstructibility of droit (authority, legitimacy, and so on). It ispossible as an expn'ence of the impossible 
[emphasis added], there where, even if it does not exist (or does not yet exist, or never does exist), there is justice." 
Jacques Demda, 'Force of Law: The "Mysticd Foundation of Authority", in Deconsh7tction ami the P ~ ~ b i i i i y  of 
Jrlstice, eds. Drucilla Cornell, Michael Rosdeld, and David Gray Carlson (Routiedge: New York, 2992), 15. Aithough 
1 do not by any means equate Demdian justice with the understanding of foundation developed here, I do thUik that the 



insofar as it is always already political. Consequently, foundation can never be foundational, or 

absent of contingency. And yet, the crucial point is that doing away with fomdation is not possible 

either, precisely because the political is the attempt at foundation, the attempt at laying 

unconditional gound. In the words of Slavoj Zi~ek, 'Wie structure of the political act as such is 

'essentiali~t'."'~ Doing away with foundation would amount to doing away with the political, 

something which in itself is already a political act. Thus, what 1 am proposing here is neither 

foundationalist nor is it anti-foundationalist ifwe understand the debate as in tenns of the 'Either/ 

Or7: the necessity of choosing between the full presence or the full absence of foundation. In fact, 

these two positions are constitutive of the very question of foundation within the tack navigated 

below. Admittedly, redefining the terrain of the debate as 1 suggest vil1 not create a neutral ground 

giving equal standing to both curent positions on the question of foundation since such an 

unpolitical gound is effectively impossible. It does prïvilege the standpoint of a certain kind of 

'anti-foundationalism'. What this redefinition seeks to reject however, is the meaning that the label 

'anti-foundationalism' cam-es. It rejects the possibility of elirninating the question of foundation 

fiom the field of political thought and thereby opposes an 'anti-foundationalist' position which 

would daim a total elimination of the foundationalism problématique. There is a distinction to be 

made between a position which refuses foundation arpresence (the position I seek to develop here), 

and one which is avowedly anti-foundationalist- What 1 

cornmensuration or a reconciliation of what is seen as the 

am proposing therefore, is not a 

two sides of the debate. Again, my 

manner in which for Derrida le dioit (iaw) attempts to access justice but is never able (since that would immediately 
subvert justice) is similar to the manner that foundation seeks to be foundational but that, in its attempt, is always dready 
subverted by the political, It is in this sense that foundation is the experience o f  its own impossbility- 

18 Slavoj ZZek and Renata Saiecl, 'Lacan in Siovenia' in A Critical Sertse: iktetviews with Intellectzrcrls, ed. Peter 
Osborne (London: Routledge, 1996), 34. 



contention is that the curent characterïzation of the debate on the question of foundation in IT has 

the effect of occulting a third way of viewing foundation and its relation to the political by creating 

a terrain which equates foundation to presence- 

It is at this juncture, opened up by the debate between foundationalists and anti- 

foundationalists that we may begin to (re)think the political in a way that navigates in-between the 

'either/orY, and that moves beyond an opposition between the absence or presence of foundation. 

By viewing foundation as conditioned by an absence we may be able to formulate a new 

understanding of the political that may be usefiil in forming a bais from which one can constnict 

a critical view within IT that does not invoke an essentialist ground along with the unachowedged 

violence which accompanies essentialism. It is from this angle that some recent, and not so recent, 

work in political theory may offer an interesting point of entry into the question of foundation and 

its consequences for the political that enables the charting of the third route 1 identiQ above. I am 

thinking of the 'theoretical' currents traversing the work of authors such as Claude Lefort, Ernesto 

Laclau, Chantal Mouffe, Jacques Demda, and Slavoj Ziiek, among others. In the works of these 

authors we find traces of the interplay between the political and the question of foundation as 

conditioned by an absence or a void. Thus, my contention is that their work can be seen as an 

atternpt to articulate a 'metaphysics of absence' as opposed to a 'metaphysics of presence'.lg It is 

this dimension which reunites them and which I will explore below in an effort to construct a way 

of viewing foundation and the political that can be used within TT. 

It is important to note that the W i t y  1 draw between the works of these authon is based on my own interpretation- 
1 do not wish to suggest that these authors constitute a homogeneous body. They have significant dissirnilarïties which 
should not be discounted. 



'La dissolution des repères de la certitude' 

In order to understand how foundation and the politicai are conditioned by an 

absence constitutive of the social we need to understand how the question of foundation as a 

'societal' question stems €rom what Claude Lefort calls a 'mise en forme' of the social, that is a 

shaping of the social, one which is specific to modem as opposed to premodern forms of social 

being. The modem is distinguished fiom the premodern by a different 'mise en forme'. What is 'mis 

en forme', what is shaped, for Lefort is the social andthal wlzichfunctions as ils excess: its Alterity, 

its Othemess, or what Lefort calls the social's 'lieu autre'?' With the category of 'lieu autre', Lefort 

is seeking to articulate a forin of a metaphysics of absence to the extent that in his thinking, the 

social's 'lieu autre' fùnctions as an absence or a void, but one which conditions the social, 

participates in its 'mise en forme'. As such, for Lefort what demarcates different forms of 

'societies' is how they deal with the question of their Alterity or how they deal with the absence or 

20 This notion of an excess to the social Eorn which the latter is organized is what leads Lefort to draw a paraüel between 
the condition of philosophy and that of religion Philopophy and religion, albeit in different lançuage, point to an excess 
ofbeing which cannot be captured but which conditions the social, AsLefort &tes: "What phiïosophical thought strives 
to preserve is the experience ofadifference which goes beyond merences of opinion [... 1; the equerietlce of udr~erence 
which is riot nt the divosalof hrimml beings [ernphasis added], whose advent does not take place within human history, 
and which can not be abolished therein; the experience of a ciifference which relates human beings to their humanity, and 
which means that their humanity cannot be self-contained, that it cannot set its own Iimits, and that it cannot absorb its 
origins and ends into those lirnits. Every religion -es in its own way that hurnan society cm only open on to itself by 
being held in an opening it did not ckte." Claude Lefort, Democrucy and Political Theot-y, trans. by David Macey 
(Minneapolis: University ofMinnesotaPress, 1998), 222. It is the relation between the social and its excess as articulated 
through the notion of AIterity or  ûtherness that distinguishes a societies 'mise en forme'. Lefort's thinking on the question 
of Alterity is profoundiy ùifiuenced by the work of Merleau-Ponty in particular the author's notion of 'flesh'. See Claude 
Lefort, 'Flesh and Otherness', in Orztology andAlteri9 in Merlem-Ponty, eda Galen -4 Johnson and Michael B. Smith 
(Evanston Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1990), 2-13. The notion of 'flesh' seeks to embody a pre-ontological 
condition of being which conditions for Lefort the social and its political form. As Sue Cataldi notes: "By Flesh Merleau- 
Ponty ïntended to indicate something which had no name in traditional Western philosophy- Flesh, he says, might be 
understood in the ancient sense of 'element' as a whoiiy generalized rnanner of Being 'that brings a style of Being 
wherever there is a fragment of being.' It is also his (explicit) expression for the fundamentai unity permeating ai l  
interrelateci, interwoven things. Flesh, in its elernentd sense, is precessive and progenitive. That is, FIesh isahvqysalready 
Kbere; and it firrlctiotts in the onrology as a source, as 'the formarive medium of the subject artd ob jm'  und 'the 
i~iartgt~raliorl of the where and the when." See Sue L. Cataldi, Emotion. Depth. and Flesh A Shi& of Setisitive Space 
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1993), 60 (emphasis added). 



void The answer to this question in Lefortian thinking fiuictions as an 'originary decision'? Both 

the political and foundation are conditioned by this Alterit. and its relation to the social. That there 

has been a progressive secularizaîion of the practice of politics does not therefore entai1 the 

secularization of tlzepolitical in Lefortian thinking 1 will return to this point in some detail in later 

sections- Suffice it to say for now that, for Lefort, what the religious worked at symbolizing in 

premodern foms of society does not disappear with the disentanglement of religion fiom politics 

in Modernity. As such, Lefort's thinking here is informed by a conviction "that no human society, 

whatever it may be, can be organized in terms ofpure self-immanence."'* 

Once we recognize that hurnanity opens on to itself by being held in an opening it 
does not create, we have to accept that the change in religion is not to be read simply 
as a sign that the divine is a human invention, but as a sign of the deciphering of the 
divine or, beneath the appearance of the divine, of the excess of being over 
appe~runce."~ 

in Lefort's work on the political form of 'modem societyY,2Jfowidolion f o d n  as a question is one which 

stems fiom the 'mise en forme' of the social that accompanies the 'democratic adventure'. For 

Lefort the advent of the democratic adventure must be seen forernost as a new form of the social, 

a new 'mise en forme' of the social leading to a new, symbolic ordering of social relations. The 

advent of democracy then is a 'symbolic mutationyx rather than sirnply an institutional 

transformation- With 'symbolic mutation' Lefort raises a particular viewof the symbolic which must 

21 Claude Lefort and Marcel Gauchet, 'Sur la démocratie: le politique et l'institution du social', Textzrres no- 3 (1971)' 
11- Lefort also uses the term 'originary division' which plays the same role a i  'originary decision' in his thinking. 

Lefort, Democmcy and Politicnl nteory, 229. 

23 Ibid, 223. 

24 There are for Lefort two predomuiant forms of modem society, the democratic and the totalitarian. 

" Claude Lefort. EMis sur le politique XXe-XXe siècles (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1986), 26. 



be distinguished fiom symbolism to the extent that the latter ofien refers to symbols representing 

an existing positive real. According to John Thompson, a syrnbolic order refers to a 'general logSZ6 

through which a form of society 'proposes' to represent itself The symbolic order is that through 

which the world is given? An understanding of the worid can only be given through a symbolic 

order to the extent that the social can only represent itself symbolically. This means that the 

syrnbolic order is something which is in a sense 'always already present' while also remaining 

contingent?' Within this context, our definition of symbolic order follows that of Marc Richir. He 

Nous entendons par institution symbolique, dans sa plus grande généralité 
l'ensemble, qui a sa cohérence, des «systèmes» symboliques (langues, pratiques, 
représentations) qui «quadrillent» l'être, l'agir et le penser des hommes. C'est ce qui 
fait, chaque fois, qu'une humanité (une société) tient ensemble et se reconnaît. [...] 
elle paraît, se donner, toujours déjà, en l'absence de son origine, comme 
détermination de l'être, de l'agir et du penser sans motivation apparente.29 

It is within this context that Lefort seeks to place the full sigriificance of the democratic adventure 

in its symbolic mutation in contrast with the particular symbotic order that preceded it, that of the 

26 John B. Thornpson, 'Editor's Introduction', in Claude Lefort, 7he Politic01 FormsofModern SocÏew trans. By John 
B- Thompson (Cambridge: M T  Press, 1986)' 20 

27 Or as Hughes Poltier notes: "Nous n'avons accès à nous-mêmes et à notre monde qu'en tant que nous sommes institués 
symboliquement dans notre identité et , par la même occasion, dans nos croyances les plus fondamentales, ces dernières 
restant pour la plupart largement implicites. Le corollaire de ces remarques est immédiat: loin que nous ayons prise sur 
le symbolique, c'est bien plutôt lui qui a prise sur nous." Hughes Poltier, Clmide Lefort: ladécoiwer~e drrpolitiqire (Paris: 
Editions Michalon, 1997), 65, 

28 AS Judith Butler States: "[ ...] the symbolic is always-already-there, but it's also alwayr in the process of being made, 
and remade. It can't continue to exist without the ritualistic productions whereby it is continuously reinstaiied- And it gets 
reïnstalled through an *~~llilginary idedization which is rendered as symbolic, as necessary and as immutable, The symboiic 
is the rendering immutable of given idealizations." Judith Butler, 'Gender Performance', in A Critical Sense. Inteïviews 
with htellechrals, ed. Peter Osborne (London: Routledge, 1996), 118. 

" See Marc Richir, Ln m i s m ~ c e  des dieux, (Paris: Hachette Livre, 1995). fh. 2. 



Ancien ~ é g i m e . ~  The Ancien Régime instiMed a symbolic form through a theological-political 

matrïx. Power, knowledge, and law were symbolically tied to both a secular and a divine order, that 

is an increasingly territorially bounded 'civil society' , and an "unconditional, other-worldly polem3' 

articulated through the king's two bodies. 

Le prince était un médiateur entre les hommes et les dieux, ou bien sous L'effet de 
la sécularisation et de la laïcisation de l'activité politique, un médiateur entre les 
hommes et ces instances transcendantes que figuraient la souveraine Justice et la 
souveraine Raison. Assujeth à la loi et au-dessus des Iois, il condensait dans son 
corps, à la fois mortel et immortel, le principe de la génération et de l'ordre du 
royaume. Son pouvoir faisait signe vers un pôle inconditionné, extramondain, en 
même temps qu'il se faisait, dans sa personne, le garant et le représentant de l'unité 
du royaume. Celui-ci se voyait lui-même figurer comme un corps, comme une unité 
substantielle, de telle sorte que la hiérarchie de ses membres, la distinction des rangs 
et des ordres paraissait resoser sur unfondement inco~zditionné.~~ 

Here, foundation is established by means of the symbolic order in which the imagery of the social 

is associated with the sovereign's 'two bodies', the mortal and immortal. As Ernst Kantorowicz has 

s h o w  through his work on medieval political theology, the complex interplay between the immortal 

and mortal bodies of the sovereign lays unconditional foundation through a theological-political 

matrix." For Kantorowicz, the medieval discourses on justice and reason within secular law for 

instance, are unconditional because they are tied to a symbolic order which attempts to anchor itself 

on some "fim celestial ground". As such, 

An in-depthreading ofthe political dimensions of the 'AncienRégirne' or ofthe monarchical form is beyond the breadth 
of this chapter. Rather my intent is to use latter as a point of reference to constmct a view of what is instituted 
symbolically within the modem political form, in particular the democratic forrn. 

3 L Lefort, Democracy and PoZiticaI Beor-y, 17. 

32 Lefort, Essais slrr le politiqr~e, 26. 

33 Ernst K Kantorowicz, Ine King's Two Bodies, A Sfudj in Medievd PoZi~icaI Theofogy @Vinceton: Princeton 
University Press, 1957). 



[.--1 legal speculations were related to theological thought, or, to be more specific, 
to the mediaeval concept of the king's charucfer ungelicus. The body politic of 
kingship appears as a likeness of the 'holy sprites and angels,' because it represenis, 
like the angels, the Immutable wïthin TimesY 

For Kantorwicz as well as for Lefort, the image of the king's two bodies through the symbolic order 

it engenders conditions and delimits the possible answers to the problématique of foundation. Tn 

effect, it answers this problématique by symbolically tying power, knowledge, and law to Altenty 

which religion sought to represent and thereby giving foundation the semblance of an unconditional 

exterior source. 

Of course, the period of the Ancien Régime marks the end of the celestial grounding 

of the sovereign's two bodies leading to the progressive secularization of the practice of politics. 

It also marks the move towards the temtorial state form of socio-political organization where the 

social is divided along public/private, inside/ outside lines as opposed to those of the secular/divine. 

Marcel Gauchet's work on the political history of religion shows that abandoning the celestial 

grounding can actually be seen as an effect of having tied foundation to this ground. Gauchet argues 

that by tying sovereign power to celestial ground, the monarchical political form ultimately disabled 

this unconditional source of its power by purporting to represent the 'unrepresentable': absolute 

~lteri ty? in other words, the kings two bodies gives a figure to that which is supposed to remain 

" Chuchet wrïtes: "Le souverain cesse d'être ce qu'étaient depuis toujours les souverains: la vivante incarnation du lien 
entre ciel et terre, la conjonction personnifiée de l'ordre visible avec son fondement invisible. Il peut exciper de son «droit 
divin»: sous couvert d'une apparente continuité de langage, son rôle s'est renversé, il ne rend plus charnellement prisent 
l'ulvisible, il en figure l'absence. Ii ne soude plus ce monde à l'autre, il témoigne de leur séparation. Ce dont en réalité il 
atteste, c'est que la différence de Dieu laisse la communauté des hommes rigoureusement à elle-même-" See Marcel 
Gauchet, Le désenchitemerit du morde: m e  histoire politique de la religion (Paris: Gallimard, 1985), 65. See also 
Gauchet's survey of Kantorowicz works- Marcel Gauchet, 'Des deux corps du roi au pouvoir sans corps: Christianisme 
et politique', Le débal, no.14 (1981), 133-157, and Marcel Gauchet, 'Des deux corps du roi au pouvoir sans corps: 
Christianisme et politique 2', Le débat, no. 15 (1981), 147-168. 



unfigurable and thus brings that which is to remain wholly Other, i-e., absolute Alterity, within the 

sphere of social contestability. The more the Sovereign sought--to anchor his power to celestiaI 

ground, the more the discourse surrounding the king's two bodies gave figure to the unfigurability 

of absolute Alterity and in a sense unveiled itself as a discourse of this world and not that of a 

'celestial' worId It is for this reason that we must speak of 'symbolic mutation', the democratic 

political form is ccntained within the monarchical symbolic form which institutes a rupture with 

absolute Alterity and fol& the question of otherness within the social. 

From this backdrop we can begin to grasp the symbolic significance ofthe 

democratic adventure. The place of power within the syrnbolic mise en forme of the social in the 

modern democratic form becomes an empty place in the sense that it cannot be occupied by any 

One. Symbolically the social is not consubstantiated with the image of an unconditional figure tied 

to an exterior source as it is within the monarchical form. Whereas the mise en forme of the social 

in the Ancien Régime sought to tie power, knowledge, and Iaw to the image of the indivisible 

Sovereign social body through a theological-political symbolic order, the originality and significance 

of the symbolic order of the democratic form is the 'unfigurabilify' of the place of power. 

En regard de ce modèle [Ia monarchie], se désigne le trait révolutionnaire et sans 
précédent de la démocratie. Le lieu du pouvoir devient un lieu vide- Inutile d'insister 
sur le détail du dispositif institutionnei. L'essentiel est qu'il interdit aux gouvernants 
de s'approprier, de s'incorporer le pouvoir [...]Vide, inoccupable- tel qu'aucun 
individu ni aucun groupe ne peut lui être consubstantiel-, le lieu du pouvoir s'avère 
inf igurable? 

Whereas the political form of the Ancien Régime sought to tie power to the image of the 

nondivisible Sovereign social body through a theological-political syrnbolic order, the originality 



and significance of the symbolic order of the democratic form is the 'unfigurability7 of the place 

of power. This is not to Say that there are not those within a social space that cannot monopolise the 

'mechanisms' of power or benefit fiom a hegemonic discourse. The essential point is that so long 

as the pIace of power remains unfigurable no agency can consubstantiate itself with power. For 

Lefort, the imagery of the body within the monarchical political form appears to give the social 

space a nondivisibility, a clear figure capable of establishing the boundaries and the components of 

the social from which power, knowledge and law can be known. It gives the image of unity and of 

order fiom which the social is able to 'know itself. And this self portrait appears to be given fiom 

an exterior source, an unconditional other-worldly pole which is articulated through the imagery of 

the sovereign's two bodies. 

The democratic form, however, lacks such a symbolic figure. Thus, Lefort contends 

that those who see the image of the 'People7 as the new Sovereign figure fail to grasp the 

significance of the mutation. The moment at which such a social body would be called upon to 

manifest itself, that is during periodic voting, the figure of the people must be disembodied?' The 

People cannot vote as One and this impossibility ruptures the image of nondivisibility, a lepture 

which is instituted as peri~dic.~' It is within this context that the symbolic order of the democratic 

. - 

37 Lefort writes: "C'est précisément au moment où la souveraineté populaire est censée se manifester, le peuple 
s'actualiser en exprimant sa volonté, que les solidarités sociales sont défaites, que le citoyen se voit extrait de tous les 
réseaux dans lesquels se développe Ia vie sociale pour être converti en unité de compte. Le nombre se substitue a Ia 
substance." Tbid., 28-29. 

'' Totalitarianism can be seen as the attempt to reïnstate the image ofan nondivisible social body within a modem socio- 
political conte*- This is done through the phantasy of the 'People-as-One' as articulated by the one party- state system 
and the exteriorkation ofthe Other. However, the image of the 'People-as-One' is not tied to an exterior source- On the 
contrq, there is an attempt to ground this image within the social- The fact that the reported results of voting for the 
party within totalitarian regimes was always extremely high is indicative of the atternpt to convey to image of 
nondivisiiility. See Claude Lefort, L 'invention démocratique: les limites de la domination totalitaire (Paris: Fayard, 
1981)' 159-176. 



form confronts the social with its own impossibility as a uni@- The image of unity is ruptured with 

the democratic fom since no One can give it figure. The 'mise en forme' of the social leaves open 

the question of Alterity through which unity could mediated Whereas the symbolic order of f i e  

monarchical form dealt \ . t h  the question of Alterity by establishing a division between the image 

of a unified social body on the one hand and Alterity in the forrn of a divine on the other, with tlhe 

unfigurability of the place of power, the dernocratic symbolic order leaves open the question of 

Alterity. Social division is lodged wiihin the social since it is no longer mediated by a çymbolic 

order that gives social division a celestial grounding through the figure of the 'king's two bodies'. 

Social division is lefi unfigured insofar as the dernocratic symbolic order is rnarked by an absence, 

by the empty place of power. Thus, symbolically social division cannot be overcome since there cari 

be no unconditional rendering of social unity. Consequently, as Laclau has shown, the social is 

confronted with its own impossibility to constitute itself as an object since division, or in his words 

antagonism, subverts a final 'suture' that would close off the "infinitude of the social" opened by 

the democratic symbolic ~rder.'~ 

This is not to say that other signifiers, or what William Connolly has called "elemerits 

of political irnaginati~n~':'~ are not invoked as foundation for social unity within modem forms af 

society. On the contrary, as Benedict Anderson has shown through his writings on nationalism, the 

strength of the idea of nation, for instance, has been undoubtedly successfùl in conveying a powefi l  

image of unity? But with the unfigurability of the place of power such images are not tied to an 

" Emesto Laclau, New Reflectiom on the RevoZ~~fion ofOur Tinte (New York: Verso, 1990), 89-92. 

40 Wllliarn E. Connolly, The Ethos ofPhr~Zization (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1995), 135. 

4 1 Benedict Anderson, Irnagir~edCornm~~~i~ies: Reflectiom on the Orip-mmzdSpreadofNationalism (New York: Verso, 
1991). 



exterior pole. They are anchored wirhin the social space and their parûcular &s)tor)/lz and therefore 

lack the symbolic unconditionality of a celestial grounding. The 'nation3 as Anderson argues, must 

be imagined, and yet it cannot be imagined by all at the same time in the same marner. In other 

words, the 'imagined community' cannot be unconditional. It is histoncally and spatially specific. 

hdeed, for Lefort, the rupture of a symbolic order anchored to some firm celestial ground 

inaugurates the 'historical society', and the idea of 'nation' beautifiilly illustrates this. 

Paradoxically, it is because it is a historical entity that the nation eludes the religious 
imagination, which always tries to establish a narrative, to rnaster a time that exists 
outside time. Wlzilst the rzation bestows a collective idenrity, iî is L Z ~  the same time 
implicated in tlzut idenfi@.*' 

Since the symbolic order of the democratic form institutes the unfigurability of power as a 

condition of its possibility, there is no symbolic unconditional other-worldly pole fiom which a unity 

could be decided and this includes history. There is no other place to which foundation can be 

anchored. In Lefort's words, "le lieu autre est vide", the other place to which power, knowledge, 

and law was syrnbolically anchored within the monarchical order is emptied of figure. Power, 

42 If as Anderson points out "[nlo more arresting emblem ofthe modem culture of nationalism exist than cenotaphs and 
tombs of Unknowa Soldiers", then the history of the 'nation' as the history of its predominantly male soldiers is 
overwhelmin_ely gender specific. Ibid., 9. As a gendered space. the register of history is thus predominately his story. If 
the history of nation is gender specific, than it cannot be unconditional- in terms ofhistory as a gendered 'rhetoricai space' 
see Lorraine Code, Rhetoricnl Spaces: fisays or2 GenderedLocatiom (New York: Routledge, 1995), 107. It is important 
to note that the Greek etymology of history, historein, meaning to narrate, does not reproduce the gender sp&c reading 
of the tenn 1 am proposing here. However, the predominant narration of the history of the nation remains gendered 
masculine. This highlights the political foundation of the nation's history insofar as the latter reproduces a story which 
tends to exclude in its images women and other members of the nation. 

43 Lefort, Democracry mui P oliticul Zheory, 232 (emphasis added)- As Lefort States, the historical society is a form of 
society which experiences ''the real as historf'. Lefort, Zhe Political Foms of Mdenz Society, 185. The nation and its 
potential for exclusionary f o m  of nationalistic impulses is a poignant iiilcistration of the underl$ng tension that is 
constitutive of the democratic adventure. This tension can be seen as the fine iine that demarcates the democratic fiom 
the totditarian insofar as the nation contains or depIoys the totalitarian impulse of reuicorporating the social as a body, 
a unified whole which can be seen as an attempt to re-suture the social in face of the uncertainty and indeterminacy ofthe 
unfigurability of the pIace of power instituted by the democratic adventure. In a sense, totalitarianism is the ugly skeleton 
in democracy's closet, 



knowledge, and law are no longer subsumed under the same head(ing). Indeed, following Campbell 

and Dillon, the Lefortian view of democracy institutes a symbolic order which renders a 

'acephaious' image of the social, without a head or a tail, without a begiming (an unconditional 

history or immemorial narrative) or an end (a final threshold)." It is for this reason that Lefort sees 

the democratic form as truly an adventure inasmuch as  it institutes as a condition of its own 

possibility its symbolic unfigurability by emptying the place of power. Consequently, there is no 

unconditional image the social can give of itself. On the contrary, the symbolic order of the 

democratic fom institutes the irnpossibility of such an image consubstantiating itself with the place 

of power. This leaves the social as if it were open ended or always incomptete since no 'One' can 

Say with unconditioned certainty what the social is. A radical social indeterminacy is installed since 

all 'markers of certainty' claiming foundation can 'dissolve'. 

L'essentiel, à mes yeux, est que la démocratie s'institue et se maintient dans la 
dissotu~ion des repères de ta certitude. Elle inaugure une histoire dans laquelle les 
hommes font l'épreuve d'une indétermination dernière, quant au fondement du 
Pouvoir, de la Loi et du Savoir, et au fondement de la relation de l'un avec l'autre, 
sur tous les registres de la vie sociale (partout où la division s'énonçait autrefois, 
notamment la division entre les détenteurs de l'autorité et ceux qui leur étaient 
assujettis, en fonction de croyances en une nature des choses ou en un principe 
surnaturel). C'est ce qui m'incite a juger que se déploie dans la pratique sociale, a 
l'insu des acteurs, une interrogation dont nul ne saurait détenir la réponse et à 
laquelle le travail de !'idéologie, vouée toujours à restituer de la certitude, ne 
parvient pas à mettre un teme? 

Thus, the symbolic emptiness of the place of power prohibits the social from giving itself an 

unconditioned figure, and by so doing institutes social division, or what Laclau and MouEe prefer 
* .  - 

44 Campbell and Dillon, 'The End of Philosophy and the End of International Relations', 26. 

45 Lefolf Essais nir le pulitiq~ie, 29 



to cal1 social antagonism,& within the sphere of the social. Division wirhin the social space is a 

fixture of the symbolic order instituted by the unfiginability of the place of power. Of course social 

division exists within the monarchical fom-  However, this division was given a figure ordaîned 

ftom an elsewhere which çymbolically gave the appearance of pre-ordering within the social the 

relation of the 'self with the 'other' . As Lefort points out in the previous quote, with the democratic 

adventure the question of the relation between the 'self and the 'other' remains entirely open 

inasmuch as it is not pre-given and is not answered unconditionally. In other words, social division 

remains syrnbolically undetermined as opposed to being hierarchically preordered and tied to an 

unconditional other-worldly pole. 1 will return to the notion of social division in the following 

section. 

With the unfigurability of the place of power lies the unparalleled significance for 

the question of foundation that is opened by the symbolic mutation of the democratic adventure. 

Because power is tied to an empty place, because power is unfigurable, and because this is a fixture, 

a condition of possibility of the symbolic order of the democratic adventure, there is an opening of 

the question of foundation which cannot be closed No One can Say what the social is since in a 

sense every one is capable of doing so. The 'markers of certainty' ('les repères de la certitude') 

deployed by any discourse on the social purporting to give a definite answer to the question of 

foundation can 'dissolve', can be shown to be unfounded, arbitrary, historically and spatially 

specific and ultimately political. Any such discourse cannot consubstantiate itself with the place of 

power since power is symbolically tied to a place which remains innoccupable. The symbolic order 

46 Emesto Laclau and Chantai Mouffe, Hegernony and Sociaiist Smregy: T i a r d s  n Radical Dernocratic Politics 
(London: Verso, 1985). 



of democracy, Lefort argues, inaugurates a social "experience in wbch society is constantly in 

search of its own foundati~n.''"~ The democratic adventure institutes as a condition of its own 

possibility the question of  foundation and the impossibility to gïve an irrevocable answer to that 

question. It is the social experience of the impossibility offoundarion And yet, the crucial point is 

that foundation is not eliminated On the contrarya the very question of foundation is placed at the 

hertrt of the symbolic order: the social through its symbolic order is marked by the questioning of 

foundation though it is impossible to give a definite answer- However, claiming foundation as 

presence, as some essence which can be identified and defined, is disenabled by the symbolic 'mise 

enforme' of the social. The 'markers of certainty', in whatever form, cannot withstand the symbolic 

order of the democratic adventure since those markers cannot tie themselves to the empty place of 

power. From a Lefortian view of democracy, we can see foundation as the social experience of an 

absence, a void which cannot be filled. The unfigurability of the place of power at the level of the 

symbolic is a defining component of this experience. 

My contention is that the significance of the democratic adventure seen as a qmbolic 

mutation which institutes the unfigurability of the place of power surpasses the social spaces which 

are commonly understood to be 'democratic'. In other words, what Lefort articulates has 

implications far beyond the social space of, for exarnple, a United States of America or the political 

trajectory of Western Europe. As such, democracy as it is understood here goes beyond both the 

positive reading of democracy found within liberalism as well as its negative counterpart found 

47 Lefort, Democrocy and Poliricd Theory. 229. 
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within the traditional Marxïst view of democracy as the instrument of bourgeois invidualism-a 

What Lefort enables us to grasp when speaking of democracy as a new 'mise en forme' of the social 

is the broader moment which distinguishes the modem from the premodern forms of social being 

and how these are qmbolically ordered in regards to their relation to Alterity. Democracy is 

therefore not only an ontological cornmitment (Le., a particular view of the world), it is also an 

epistemological condition (Le., a metaphysical of absence) which informs power, knowledge, and 

law. This epistemological condition is one which is marked by absence not presence. n i u s ,  Lefort 

gives us an understanding of democracy which allows us to separate it fiom its association with 

capitalism and liberalism by placing the dernocratic adventure at the level of the symbolic. 

Following Mouffe, 1 would further argue that a proper political definition of 

modernity and postmodernity as well as the relation between the two must be articulated through 

an understanding of the Lefortian view of democracy understood as the symbolic unfigurability of 

the place of power.J9 If modem philosophy is an attempt to establish foundation within the social 

through the rnetaphysics of presence, Le, eitherthrough an inborn 'human nature' or inherent ability 

48 More recent critiques of democracy can be found within post-colonialism For authors such as Amarpal K. Dhaliwai, 
both liberal and radical democratic theories redeploy a conception ofcitizcn, race as weli as other subject categories which 
reinforce Western hegemony over other cultural formations- Even the radical democracy proposed by MouRe is not 
except fiom this hegemonizing effect. See Amarpal K- Dhaliwai, 'Cm the Subaltern Vote? Radical Democracy, 
Discourses of Representation and Rights, and Questions of Race', in Radical Democracy. Identiy, Citizenship, and the 
State, ed- David Trend (New York: Routledge, 1996)' 42-61. Although these critiques are often valid in their 
characterïzation of the marginaljzation and exclusion that democracy and its p ~ c i p l e s  entail, they f id  in my mind to 
distinguish between democracy as an ontoIogy constructed historically and spatially, and democracy as an epistemological 
condition which Lefort enables us to think 

49 The parailel that 1 draw here between Lefortian democracy and the 'posmodem' moment is a h  found in David 
Campbell's assessrnent of Lefort's work, provided we accept that 'deconstmction' is an inteliectual project occumng 
within 'postmodernity'. Campbell wrïtes, "Lefort's reading of democracy [...] highlights the radical indeterrninacy, akin 
to deconstructive thought, that is at democracy's hart and is its most politicaiiy original feature." David Campbell, 
National Decoitsinrcrion: Violence, Iderttity, mtdJusiice in Bosnia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998), 
196. 



to 'reason', then the irnpossibility of anchoring foundation to an unconditional pole exterior to the 

social is the symbolic context for this atternpt. In other words, as Lefort highlights with his contrast 

between the 'Ancien Régime' and the democratic adventure, the movement frorn anchoring 

foundation to a pure transcendence, Le., 'God', to pure immanence, Le., 'Man' occurs within a 

çymbolic order which has ruptured the theologico-political matrix through which foundation can 

be con~tnicted?~ And if postmodem philosophy is an attempt to articulate "the impossibility of any 

ultimate foundation or final legitirnati~n''~~ then once again the democratic mutation is the symbolic 

order which enables at a societal Ievel such an attempt inasmuch as the latter institutes as a 

condition of its own possibility the impossibility of giving unconditional foundation to the social. 

As Critchley notes, a Lefortian understanding of "[d]emocracy instals a metaphysical agnosticism 

or perhaps even a metaphysics of absence at the heart of political life."" The symbolic order which 

institutes the unfigurability of the place of power is fhe context or the symbolic 'mire en forme' of 

the social in which the foundationist/ anti-foundationist debate can occur. It is also the context fiom 

which we must begin thinking the question of foundation, and this context leads to thinking the 

latter as conditioned by an absence, Le., an inaccessible 'lieu autre' figured symbolically by the 

50 FoUowing Mouffe and her reading ofHans Blumenberg, Wolfgang Natter suggests that by seeking to anchor foundation 
to immanence, Le., 'Man', 'Reason', modem foundationaiism can be understood in part as a strategic attempt to counter 
foundation as pure transcendence, ix., 'GodY- Thus, foundation anchored within immanence is the strategically most 
logical position to counter a form of foundation anchored to transcendence. What this suggest is that modem 
foundationalism is to be understood less for its t h -va lue  than for its political move to oppose thaî which it seeks to 
negate. See Chantal Mouffe, 'Post-Màrxism Democracy and Identity', Environment and Piarming D: Society andSpace 
13, no. 3 (1995), 259-60- Wollgang Natter, 'Radical Democracy: Hegemony, Reason, Time and Space', Etruironmrent 
carcl Planning D: Society and Spce 13, no3 (1995), 270-71- Hans Blumenberg, The Legifirnacy of the Modent Age 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1983). 

Chantai Mou£& Ihe R e m  of the Political (London: Verso, 1993), 1 1- 12. 

Simon Critchiey, 'Re-tracing the Political: Politics and Community in the Work ofphilippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean- 
Luc Nancy', in The Political Srtbject of Violence, eds. Campbell and Dillon, 80. 



empty place of power. 

The signifieance of above reading of democracy as an epistemological condition 

which installs through the symbolic ordering of social relations a rnetaphysics of absence as a 

condition of human being is that it allows us to contextualize the question of foundation- This 

contextualisation enables us to view foundation as caught within its own impossibility. It is caught 

within its own impossibility because, as we have seen within the symbolic order of democracy, 

foundation is always already subverted by the political insofar as it wiI1 always remain contingent. 

In this sense, our contextualisation of the question of foundation has brought us directly to the 

political. However, before w e  can move on to defining more cIearly the political within the context 

of a metaphysics of absence, we must first revisit two important consequences of the democratic 

symbolic order. As we wiII see these consequences mark the political and must be taken into 

account in its definition. The first of these is how one can place the experience of the 'aporia' 

explored by Dem-da in the context of Lefortian democracy. Within the 'mise en forme7 of the 

dernocratic adventure, political statements never manage to close the aporia. The second 

consequence is how social division or antagonisrn becomes an unsurmountable condition of social 

relations. 

The aporia: the play betweenfoundation and 
the political 

One of the means by which Demda illustrates more directly and succinctly his 

understanding of the aporia is through his reading of the American Declaration of Independence. 

Of the Declaration, Derrida asks: In what authority or in who's name, is this founding document 



signed?% 1s it Thomas Jefferson, chiefdrafter of the declaration who gives this founding document 

authority? No. Although Jefferson signs in principle, in fact he is the representative of the 

representatives. 1s it the representatives? No. They sign in fact, but inprinciple the representatives 

sign for the people. 1s it the people who give authority to the declaration? Yes, but the people do not 

exist, not inprinciple, before the act of signing." As Derrida notes, the signature invents the people. 

'%a signature invente le signataire. Celui-ci ne peut s'autoriser à signer qu'une fois parvenu au bout, 

si on peut dire, de sa signature et dans une sorte de rétroactivité fabuleuse."56 Thus, as Bonnie Honig 

points out, for Demda "the signen are stuck in Sièyes's vicious circle. They lack the authority to 

sign until they have already signedyYs7 This is the aporia in which the declaration is c a ~ g h t . ~ ~  Aporia, 

which cornes fkom the Greek term aporos meaning 'without passage' or 'without issue',sg functions 

as a void that cannot be filled by text but which at the same time conditions al1 text and requires a 

resolution. There must be a decision made as to what is the basis of authority of the document, 

" See Jacques Derrida, Olobiographies: f'et1seigmmer1t de Nie~zsche d fa po1itique du ,~om propre (Paris: Editions 
Galilée, 1984), 16. 

SS Darida -tes: "Or ce peuple n'existe pas. II n'existe pas m m t  cette déclaration, pas comme fd" ibid-, 21. 

'%id., 22- In his rernarks on the Amencan and French declaratioos, Lefort develops a simiiar understanding of these 
founding documents, albeit in a diffèrent languase: "CeIles-ci, en ramenant la source du droit à l'énonciation humaine du 
droit, faisaient de l'homme et du droit une énigme.[ ...] Ou, en d'autres termes, la conception naturaliste du droit a masqué 
1' extraordinaire événement que constituait une déclaration qui était une autodéclaration, c'est-à-dire une déclaration dans 
laquelle les hommes, à travers leurs représentants, s'avéraient être simultanément les sujets et les objets de l'énonciation 
[...y Lefort, Essais srrr le politique, 5 1. 

'' Bonnie Honig 'Declarations of Independence: Arendt and Demda on the Problern ofFoundïng a Republic', AmerÏcan 
PoliticuI Science RevÏew, 85, no. 1 (1 99 1)' 104-105- 

58 AS Richard Beadsworth notes, the term 'aporïa' is one which can be seen as "organU.@~g] in concentrated form the 
ovedl  concerns of deconstruction, both its conceptual strategies and its understanding of tradition and the friture." 
Richard Beardsworth, Demi& and the Political (London: Routledge, 1996), 3 1- As such, the term as it appears in 
Demda's work has a much broader depth than the one 1 render in this section. To do it proper justice would require a 
thesis in itsef 



otherwise the document cannot be written It is a practical problem which must be dealt with As 

such, the aporia is not just a fancifiil and dense academic notion. As noted by Gayatri Chakravorty 

Spivak "[a] dilemma is just task of thinking, whereas an aporia is a practical façt An aporia is a 

situation where one choice canceIs out another, but a choice must be made. You can't exist in an 

aporiaYm As such, the aporia is an 'irreducible' condition of the text6' For Demda, the only way 

out the impasse produced by the aporia is through a 'coup de force', i.e., the attempt to arrest the 

undecidability of the founding authority of the political statement. As Honig notes: 

The moral of Derrida's story is that no act of founding (or signing, or promising) is 
free o€this aporia- this gap that needs to be anchored- and this is a structural feature 
of language. This gap that marks uZZ forms of utterance is always filled (whether or 
not we acknowledge it) by a deus ex machina- if not by God himself, then by nature, 
the subject, language, or tradition? 

For Derrida, al1 forms of utterance or statements are caught within an aporia because al1 statements 

are at once perfomutives and ~onstatn>es.~~ In other words, by the end of each performative 

statement (that it is the people who are the founding authority), a constative has been uttered (the 

peopIe), and constatives (the people) can only be uttered through a performative (the enunciation 

that the people are the founding authority). Thus, any attempt to resolve whether or not an utterance 

is a performative or a constative is caught in an inherent 'undecidability'. The aporia forces a 

decision between the performativel constative play of an utterance, and that decision involves a 

60 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and David Plotke, 'A Didogue on Democracy', in Radical Democracy, ed. Trend, 21 1. 

6' Beardsworth, Demm& and the Polirticdi 33. 

" Honig, 'Declarations of Independence', 105. 

63 Honig attributs the tenns performative and constative to John A u s h  See John L. Ausrin, How ro do niings with 
Words (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962). A Performative normally refers to an utterance which constitutes 
the a c  implied by the verb (for exarnple, '1 promise II wilL tell you-') A constative nonnaiiy appears as a statement 
affirming a pre-existing fact (for exarnple, 'Tt is raining outsidey)- 



violent 'coup de force' which invokes a device (traditionally 'God', 'Law', 'History', 'Man', 

'Reason') to resolve the undecidability. Derrida wrïtes: -- 

Or l'opération qui revient à fonder, à inaugurer, à justifier le droit, à faire la loi, 
consisterait en un coup de force, en une violence perfomative et donc interprétative 
qui en elle-même n'est ni juste ni injuste et qu'aucune justice, aucun droit préalable 
et antérieurement fondateur, aucune fondation préexistante, par définition, ne 
pourrait ni garantir ni contredire ou invalider? 

Placed within the context of a Lefortian understanding of democracy no 'coup de forcey is capable 

of arresting indefinitely the aporia since such a deus ex machina cannot tie itself to an ernpty place 

of power. On the contra'y, the democratic symbolic order provides the condition which allows us 

to see such a forced resolution of the authority of a statement for what it is: a 'coup de forcey. Al1 

markers of certainty can dissolve, shown to be unfounded, arbitrary and thereby deconstmcted. This 

understanding of the aporia thus bnngs us  back to a metaphysics of absence as the condition of 

modem human being insofar as the aporia points towards an absence constitutive of text. What is 

absent €tom the t e a  or founding statement is an unpolitical centre which would be capable of 

inaugurating the text and giving it an unpolitical authority. As Jacob Torfing notes, "[...] with the 

emphasis on the structural undecidability of the social [i-e., the aporia], it is no longer possible to 

maintain the idea that politics is derived from something which is not itself political. Thus, if the 

ground of politics is revealed as a bottomless abyss, the decision becomes its gr~und'"~ The ' coq  

de force' needed to arrest the performative/ constative play of the founding statement cannot be 

unpolitical within the symbolic order of democracy. From here, we can view the aporia as the 

condition in which the political and foundation find themselves, and this condition explains the 

64 Jacques Derrida, Force de loi- Le rrFor~dement rnyripe de I'imtoritéu (Paris: Galilée7 1994), 32-33. 

65 Jacob Torfing New nteories of Discmrse: LacIm~ Mou& and &kk (Odord: Blackwell, 1999),70. 
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relationship between the two. The political, understood as a performative statement, relies on a 

constative, a foundational statement. And yet, that sarne foundational staternent, Le., the constative, 

can only 'exist' through the perfomative, Le., the political, through which it is uttered In this sense, 

the political subverts the foundationa1 statement's attempt at Iaying unconditional ground or its 

daim to be a constative. Thus, within the context of the aporia both the political and foundation are 

always brought back to each other. We are thus brought back to the position with which 1 

approached the debate on foundation within IT. Foundation is caught within the condition of its own 

impossibility since al1 foundational statements are subverted by their political perfonnativity when 

confronted by the aporia There is no absolute presence of foundation upon which subsequently the 

political would take place since any such foundation is subverted by its own political performativity, 

or in Derrida's words, its own violent 'coup de force' which can be deconstructed, shown to be 

abitrary within a symbolic order which has disarmed the possibility of uncondi tionai foundation. 

And yet, foundation is not eliminated as a condition of the social since the political is precisely the 

performative attempt at laying foundational ground, the attempt at arresting the aporia? As an 

inescapable condition of the text the aporia forces a resolution of the question of foundation, but at 

the same time is the condition which unveils the arbitrariness of this forced resolution. 

Before moving on to the notion of social division one last feature of the aporia of 

significance for our purposes should be highlighted. The insensate interplay between the political 

and foundation which stems fiom the aporia (performative/ constative) mises the element of 

Wïthin IT, Campbeii offers a s i d a s  conception of the political in his reading of the notion ofaporia in Demda's work 
which for the latter is the irreduciile mark of discourse. The q r i a  is an "undeciclable and ungrounded political spacen. 
It is precisely because of the aporetic quality of discourse that the politicai c m  be understood as the attempt at 
foundation. The political is the attempt at arresting the aporia See David Campbell, 'The Deterritorialkation of  
Respons&r?ity: Levinas, Derrida, and Ethics Mer the End of Philosophy', Alten~afives 29, no. 4 (1994), 475. 



'retroactivity' in foundation that Demda identifies in the earlier quote as an effect ofthe 'signature'. 

'La signature invente le signataire' says Demda, adding 'Celui-ci ne peut s'autoriser à signer qu'une 

fois parvenu au bout, si on peut dire, de sa signature et dans une sorte de rétroactivité fabuleuse.' 

Because the constative upon which the signature is based can only corne ajer the performative act 

of signing, foundation can only be instituted retroactively. The illusion of historical depth to 

foundation is thus an effect of the constant reiteration of foundation through the pefionnative. If we . 

take the terms sovereignty/ anarchy, fûr instance, the daim to their historical legacy within state 

centic IT is an e&ct of its reiteration rather than some prior foundational ground. In other words, 

sovereignty and anarchy gain their status as an historical reality of international relations because 

their constant reiteration performatively reproduces this historical depth- Sovereigntyl anarchy 

retroactively produce their O wn ' fable', ('une rétroactivité fabuleuse' says Demda). Thus, the depth 

is produced retroactively. Writing on feminism, Judith Butler nicely ihstrates the Derridian notion 

of retroactivity. 

[...] the term that claims to represent a prior reality produces retroactively that 
priority as an effect of its own operation and [...] every determined structure gains 
its determination by repetition and, hence, a contingency that puts at risk the 
determined character ofthat structure. For feminism, that means that gender does not 
represent an interior depth, but produces that interiori9 and depth performafïvely 
as an effeci of ils own operation. And it means that "paaiarchyy' or c'systems'y of 
masculine domination are not systemic totalities bound to keep women in positions 
of oppression, but rather, hegemonic foms of power that expose their own fiailty in 
the very operation of their iterability. '' 

Thus, the illusion of historical depth to foundation does not stem fiom the fact that historically that 

foundation was 'present' . Rather, the depth cornes from perfonnatively restating it in the present 

67 See Judith Butler, 'Further Reflections on Conversations of Our The', Diacritics, 27, no.1 (1997), 14 (emphasis 
added). 



which opens it to rearticulation 

The irreducibility of social division: the 
impossibifity of &sure 

In the discussion on the democratic adventure, 1 argued that the transition fiom the 

monarchical to the democratic political form can be seen as symbolic transformation which has the 

effect of lodging social division wirhin socialspczce. As Lefort states, "division is, in a general way, 

constitutive of the very unity of society" within the democratic symbolic ~rder.~ '  Social division 

becomes lateral or flat and leaves undetermined the relation of the 'seif to the 'other'. In other 

words, the relation of the 'self to the 'othery is not mediated by an unconditional exterior pole 

which can fix the relation and its meaning. This social division to which Lefort refers to is one 

which is irreducible. Thus, it is not some form of social division which is meant to disappear 

through the revolutionary instituting of the classless society or better yet the victory of a Fukuyamian 

liberal market democracy. Both of these understandings of social division see the latter as 

ultimately stemming from a transitory socio-poIiticaI situation which is merely masking an 

underlying true reality of the social represented as a whole. As such, within the orthodox Mancist 

tradition, forces of production within capitaiism will eventually outpace relations of production 

leading to unsustainable socid contradictions and dislocations ultimately unleashing the 

revolutionary forces for the classless society. Or, within liberalism à la Fukuyama, liberal market 

democracy is the final synthesis of a universal historical trajectory bringing about the 'End of 

history' capable of reconciling social divisions. In contradistinction, thinking the irreducibility of 



social division means an attempt to articulate a fom of social division which cannot be surmounted 

Those who have theorized most thoroughly the question of social division within the 

democratic symbolic order is undoubtedly Ernesto Laclau and Chantal MouKe although they prefer 

the term sociuZ nntagonism to that of social di~ision.6~ 1 do not intend to render the entire scope and 

depth of what is developed by Laclau and Mouffe in their seminal book Hegernony and Socialist 

Str~tegy.'~ However, the two components of their work that will be examined below, narnely the 

notion of subjeci position and of social antagonisrn, do traverse their whole argumentation. 

In order to properly apprehend what is meant by antagonism in Laclau and Mouffe's 

work one must first briefly explore their understanding ofthe notion of subject position which I will 

examine again in greater depth in Chapter Four. Laclau and M o a e  approach the category of the 

subject from a non-esscntialist or non-deterministic perspective breaking with the modernist 

conception of the subject as a sovereign self-present individual. Thus, the theorizing that 1 am 

proposing seeks to move away from a modemist 'metaphysics of presence' from which identity was 

viewed "as a rational transparent entity which could convey a homogeneous meaning on the total 

field of her conduct by being the source of her actions.'"' The subject, therefore, is not seen as a self 

defined agent capable of acting rationally or otheMnse upon a given reatity. The subject is not a 

positive reality. Subjectivity is discursively consrructed. 1 will explore in more detail the authors' 

69 In Elcf Laclau and M o d e  often use both ternis. See Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony mtd SociaIist Slr~egv, 193- 

70 A scope and depth which has lead one notable proponent to comment that "[...] this book presents perhaps the most 
radical breakthrough in modem social theory." See Slavoj Z'iek, 'Beyond Discourse-Analysis', in New Reflections on 
the Revolutiotz of Our Tirne, Ernesto LacIau (New York: Verso, 1990), 249. For a clear and succinct overview of Laclau 
and Mode's projeci see in particular Torfing, New Theories of Discourse, Anna Maria Smiîh, iaclarr andMcn@e: me 
RadicalDemocratic Irnagilmy (London: Routledge, 1998), and Michèle Barrett, 'Ideology, Politics, Hegemony: From 
Gramsci to Ladau and Mouffie' in Mapping Ideology, ed. Slavoj Züek, (New York: Verso, 1994), 235-264. 

7 1  Mouffe, 'Pon-Marxism: Democracy and Identity', 260. 



understanding of discursivity in the 1 s t  section of this chapter- Suffice it to say for now that they 

reject the ''distinction between discursive and non-discursive practices." As such "every object is 

constituted as an object of discourse, insofar as no object is given outside every discursive condition 

of emergence" and this includes the consûuction of the subject's iden~ity.~~ Consequently, there are 

not 'two planes', one of discursivity and one of materiality since the latter can only be known 

through discourse. Wïthin this context, the meaning assigned to the material world is constructed 

discursively and it is only through discourse that any material reality can be known. 

Seen that subjectivity cannot be given by itself or ordained from an ekewhere, it must 

be seen relarionally. Partly inspired by Saussurian linguistics, subjectivity for Laclau and Mouffe 

is only knowable in terms of its relation to others and as such can only be known in terms of its 

position vis-à-vis others. Consequently, the meaning or the identity of a subject position is 

constnicted through its differential relationship with others within a discursive formation." This 

understanding of subjectivity prohibits arrestingthe meaning that is carried along with identity since 

it is always constituted relationally and those relations can never be fixed. It is for this reason that 

Laclau and Mouffe use the term subject position." How the identity of a subject is defined will 

" Laclau and Mouffe, Hegernoiry cnln SociaIisf S~rcztegy, 107. 

73 Smith, LacIac~ at~d Maufse, 87. 

" Smith has introduced an added dimension to the notion ofsubject position by distinyishin it from 'structural position'. 
Smith writes: "[ ...] an individual is stnicturaiiy positioned within hierarchicd sociai, cultural, political and economic 
systems by forces and institutions that are pnor to her wiiL [,-.] one fuids oneself 'aiways already' positioned by forces 
and institutions within a discursive field that is never wholly of our choosing." She later adds that: "[ ...] the way that she 
Lves in her stmcturd positions and responds to them [..,] is shaped not by the mere fact of the structural positions 
themselves, but by the subject positions through which she Iives her structural position." Ibid., 56-57 and 58. Of course, 
the understanding that a subject position is not merely open ended in its relation to others is weli developed in Laclau and 
MoufYe. This is what the authors mean when they speak ofhegemonic articulations between subject positions. There are, 
in other words, dominant meanhgs assigneci to subject positions. The distinction added by Smith does however, enable 
us to make this point more clearly. 



depend on how the latter is articulated in îts position with others whîch are themselves only 

knowable in their relation with others. What enables the identity of a given subject is not self 

generated but given tbrough its subject position, Le., its relation with other subject positions. Al1 

subject positions are deterrnined by the 'other' and thus marked by a comîi~ulive ou~side to 

thernselve~.~~ Within this conte* the 'other' is constitutive of identity formation and not merely a 

symbol of difference fiom which identity can define itself. 

By stressing the fact that the outside is constitutive, it reveals the impossibility of 
drawing an absolute distinction between intenor and exterior. The existence of the 
other becomes a condition ofthe possibility of my identity since, without the other, 
1 could not have an identity. Therefore, every identity is irrernediably destabilized 
by its exterior and the intenor appears as something always contingent* [J 
Inasmuch as objectivity always depends on an absent othemess, it is always 
necessarily echoed and contaminated by this ~therness .~~ 

In other words, there is always an excess of meaning to each subject position which prohibits 

closure and ~el~format ion or self-generation- This understanding of the construction of identity 

formation gives us a more profound view of the implications of what Lefort means when he says 

that the emptying of the place of power lodges social division within the social and leaves entirely 

open the relation of the 'self to the 'other'. In its relation to othemess, identity formation within 

the democratic symbolic order becomes 'flat' or 'lateral' insofar as it is only knowable in its relation 

to other subject positions willzin the social. For LacIau and Mouffe the undertermined character of 

subjectivity is what leads to the need to create articulations between various subject positions. It is 

only through an articulation with other subject positions that a particular subjectivity can appear to 

'* In 'Hegem~ny and Socialin Strategy' Laclau and Moufk use the terni 'overdetermination' which seems to have the 
same definition as 'constitutive outside' which is used later in both of their own writings. On a definition of 
overdetermination see Torting, New Theories of Discozwse, 303. 

76 Mouffe, 'Post-Mar?Eirrn: Democracy and Identity', 264. 



have a fuced identity since it is its articulation with multiple others which gives it meaning. 

Of course, the notion of relationality and of constitutive outside works at other levels 

of identity formation aside from 'human subjectivity'. Within the context of TT, both David 

Campbell and Richard Ashley's work can be seen as following the logic of these notions." Indeed, 

Campbell's work on foreign policy as the needed practice of 'making foreign' within an interstate 

world gives us a reading of identity formation at the state-national/ international level through an 

understanding of subject position very much akin to the contention that identity is marked by a 

constitutive outside. The need for the state to create a 'discourse of danger' as marking the 

fundamental characteristic of the 'outside7 world of international relations is related to the need to 

constmct a secure identity for the 'national self ." The dangerous outside world functions as the 

constitutive outside of the national self. It is one of the national self s 'others'. Campbell writes: 

The state- emerging as the ground of identity- achieves its form through discourses 
of danger that rely on strategies of "otherness," or practices of differentiation. 
Through the disciplining consequences of the discourses of "danger7'- warning us 
what to fear or how they are different- the self as "the sîate," is ordered. "We" corne 
to know ourselves only by distancing and differentiating Our self fiom theirs. The 
practices that make this possible, and the relationship between the self and the other 
that results, can be understood as "foreign p~licy"?~ 

National self can only be constnicted through its relation to an outside. This outside houses the 

For a reading of the problématique of sovereignty as it relates to 'metaphysics of absence', see David Campbell, 
'Political Prosaics, Transversal Politics, and the Anarchicai Worfd', in ChallengrizgBourzdananes: Global Flows, Temmtorid 
Identities, eds. Michael J. Shapiro and Hayward R Alker (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 7-3 1. 

78 This 'need' to create a 'dangerous outside' can be relateci to unfigurabiity of the place of power insofar as there is a 
corresponding irnpossibility of giving an unconditional image to the social. Thus, the image of unity must be constructed 
by creating an 'outside' fiom which the 'inside' can be cireumscribed. 

79 David Campbell, 'Foreign Policy and Identity: Japiinese "OtheFI American "Self', in m e  Global Political Ecorzomy 
as Politicd Space, eds. Stephen 1. Rosow, Naeen kyatutiah, and Mark Rupert (Boutder Lynne Rienner Publishers, 
1994), 149-1 50. See also David Campbell, Writing Semn'ty: Uhited States Foreign Policy and the Politics of lcientig 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992). 



'other' and is constitutive of the national 'self. Ashley's reading of the dichotomy sovereigntyl 

anarchy follows much of the same Iogic. He has argued that within this dichotomy, the latter term 

functions as the constitutive outside of the privileged first term, sovereignty-" In this simple 

dichotomy, anarchy is the constitutive outside of sovereignty inasmuch as the sovereignty o f  states 

has no meaning without anarchy within the traditional or orthodox discourse of K. Sovereignty is 

detemined by and contingent upon anarchy and therefore the latter tenn occupies the place of a 

constitutive outside enabling the term sovereignty to acquire its meaning. This understanding of 

identity formation and subject position is in effect reversing the work of signification. The term 

sovereignty is not a positive reality which wodd thereby be able to give material grounding to 

international relations among states. Rather, it is negative or empty of positive meaning which is 

why other terms are needed to sustain it. M a t  gives sovereignty the appearance of fixity or 

'pre~ence'~' is the privileged articulation the term receives in IT and how this economy of t e m s  has 

the effect of sustaining sovereignty, always pointing back towards sovereignty in the formulation 

of meaning. The crucial point for LacIau and Mouffe is that what appears as fixed or what seems 

as 'present' is merely the effect of the privileged articulation since identity remains discursively 

polysemic, always overdetertnined by othemess and thus open to new articulatory practices even 

though there are dominant or hegemonic articulations which obscure this openness. 

This [is] the Iogic of overdetermination. For it, the sense of every identity is 
overdetermined inasmuch as al1 literality appears as constitutively subverted and 
exceeded; far fiom there being an essentialist toialkation, or no less essentialist 

80 Richard KI Ashley, 'Untying the Sovereign State: A DoubIe Reading of  the Anarchy Problematique', MiIIemiz~m: 
Jortmal of lr~teniatioiral Strtdies, 17, no. 2 (1988), 230. 

81 As Campbell notes by quoting Demda, sovereignty, perhaps more than any other discursive practice ofDRuis presence, 
and the delight in presence". Campbell, 'Political Prosaics, Transversal Politics, and the Anarchical World', 17. 



separution among objects, the presence of some object. in the others prevents any 
of their identities from being fixed. Objects appear articulated not like pieces in a 
clockwork mechanism, but because the presence of some in the others hinders the 
suturing of the identity of any of them." 

Anarchy becomes sovereignty's 'other' in the formulation of its subject position and it is this 'other' 

that both prohibits sovereignty fiom being a totalizing positive reality and which aIso sustains and 

informs the meaning that sovereignty carries in IT by being its primary constitutive outside. 

It is fiom the above understanding of the category of the subject as a subject position 

constitutively overdetermined by the category of the 'other' that Laclau and Mouffe articulate the 

notion of anfagonism around which revolves their understanding of the political. The authors begin 

by stating that an antagonistic relation is nota contradictory or oppositional relation- 'Contradiction' 

and 'opposition' are categories that rely on the belief of the existence and the possi'bility of 

separating bvo planes of human being, the discursive and material. Thus, in orthodox Marxism for 

instance, forces of production, part of a pre-discursive matenal world, can produce contrudictions 

within relations of production when the former outpace the latter. From here, opposition could anse 

between the classes within relations of production that have been transformed by changing forces 

of production. Within this logic, we can imagine for exarnple that changes in technology leading to 

increases in production capacities transform forces of production. Transformations in forces of 

production could lead to contradictions within relations of production insofar as new production 

capacities may reduce labour requirements. What follows is the potential for opposition within 

relations of production between fiilly constituted agencies, labour and the owners of means of 

production. What this i1Iustrates is that the logic of contradiction and opposition within Marxïsm 

82 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemo~ry w ~ d  SociuIiisl Strategy, 1104. 
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stems from the pre-discursive matenal existence of forces of production Changes in forces of 

production are part of discernable material reality and it is this reality which leads to contradictions 

and potential opposition between Mly constituted agencies. 

Anfugonism on the other hand, brings us back to the understanding of subjectivity 

as a subject position examined above. For Laclau and Mouffe social antagonisrn cornes about when 

the 'other' appears to be denying or negating the cornpletion of the self s identity. 

m n  the case of antagonism, we are confionted with a different situation: the 
presence of the 'Other' prevents me fforn being totally myself The relation arises 
not from full totalities, but from the impossibility of their constitution- [.-.] Insofar 
as there is antagonism, 1 cannot be &Il presence for myself, But nor is the force that 
antagonizes me such a presence: its objective being is a syrnbol of my non-being and, 
in this way, it is overflowed by a plurality of meanings which prevent its being fixed 
as full p0sitivity.8~ 

Antagonism for Laclau and Mouffe becomes the moment of potential socio-political conflict and 

struggle because it is the moment at which the constitutive outside to subject formation reveals the 

impossibility of appropriating a complete self-enclosed identity. Antagonism is the moment at 

which the impossibility of closure of identity is ~ i n v e i l e d . ~  It is understood as an unveiling because 

the antagonistic relation between subject positions is a potentiality contained in the fact that identity 

formation is marked by the 'other'. Because the category of the 'other' is constitutive of the self s 

identity, cannot be divorced from the self s identity, antagonism is always already present within 

identity formation. There is therefore, a correlation made between the notion of a constitutive 

g3 Ibid., 125. 

" Laclau, New Reflections oii the Revolr~tio~n of Our h e ,  18. 
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outside and antagonism. In fact, they are cotermino~s.8~ Without an outside, identity cannot be 

formulated, but at the same time the constitutive outside blocks identity from attaining total self- 

completion. This follows closely the use of Lacanian psychoanalysis in its understanding of the 

subjectivation where the subject is marked by a constitutive lack or dimension of 'radical 

negativity'. As Züek notes: 

In this perspective L_.] this dimension of radical negativïty, camot be reduced to an 
expression of alienated social conditions, it defines la condition lzumaine as such: 
there is no solution, no escape from it; the thing to do is not 'overcome' to 'abolish' 
it, but to come to terms with it, to learn to recognize it in its terrifjïng dimension and 
then, on the basis of this fundamental recognition, to try to articulate a modus vivendi 
with kg6 

To come back to my previous remark on orthodox Marxism, antagonism for Laclau and M o a e  

would not in this case stem from conîradictions between forces of production and relations of 

production. Rather, antagonism would surface because the threat of reducing the labour force would 

deny workers their identities not only as workers, but also other possible identity positions such as 

consumers, wage earners, members of a middle ciass and so forth. As such, antagonism is the 

moment at which the impossibility of the self-engendement of identity is revealed. My identity as 

a worker is revealed not to be my own but given by an 'other', which in the case of an antagonistic 

relation, is denying me my identity. It is because the self cannot be complete since that completeness 

is always subverted by the 'other', by the constitutive outside needed for identity formation, that 

85 Consequently, as Torfing points out: "[ ...] as 'constitutive outside' is coterrainous with 'social antagonisrn', we can 
conchde [-..] that social antagonisrn is, at the same time, rhe condition ofpossibiZity and the cottdition of irnpom-biIi@ 
of discursive gstems of identizy." Torfing, New 2"heories ofl)iscmrse, 124 (emphasis added). The constitutive outside 
is the condition of possïbility of a discursive system of identity because it is the only avenue for identity construction- As 
coterminous with social antagonisrn, it is also the condition of impossibility of a discursive system of identity because it 
negates the possiùility of articulating a self-enclosed identity. 

86 Slavoj Zilek, The Sirblime ObJecf ofldeoiogy (London: Verso, 1989). 5. 



access to a selkontained identity is impossible. It is in this sense that antagonism, or social 

division, is irreducible. There is no way of elirninating the constitutive outside to identity formation 

and the potential for that outside to negate the self s identity remains part of my identity formation 

On a broader scale, antagonism reveals the irnpossïbility of the social to constitute 

itself as  a closed entity, as a society. "Society never manages hilly to be society" argues Laclau, 

"because everything in it is penetrated by its Iimits, which prevent it fiorn constituting itself as an 

objective reality."" A discourse seeking to descnie what society is could not be self-contained since 

it would be marked by its need for a constitutive outside fiom which it could circurnscribe itself. 

Its relation to otherness (which is always unstable since that othemess is itself marked by othemess) 

prohibits society from constituting itself as an objectivity. 

Antagonism points back to our understanding of a metaphysics of absence insofar 

as antagonism reveals a constitutive absence marking the social sphere: the possibility of cIosure. 

Any attempt at saying what the social is, is subverted by the moment of antagonism since this 

moment reveals the constitutive outside that would claim to coincide with the social. Every attempt 

to give closure, to define the social, is subverted by antagonism which prohibits a final suturing of 

the social by unveiling the overdetermination of identity formation through its discursive 

construction. As coterminous with a constitutive outside, antagonism m u t  be understood as a form 

of tramcenclence, as an unaccessible, which is constitutive of the social. As Laclau puts it, the 

'outside' of the 'consitutive outside' is a "radical outside, without a common rneasure with the 

- - 

" Laclau, Ne». RefTectiotrr on the Revolrrtim of Our Tinre, 127. 
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' in~ide' ."~~ And yet, since antagonism is constitutive of the social, it is not an absolute 

transcendence. Rather, it is a transcendence which must be-understood as occurring wirhin 

immanence. Furthemore, antagonism is not the transcendence of a positive essence such as an 

objectifiable understanding of 'reason' which would be the case within a 'metaphysics of presence'. 

As transcendence, antagonism subverts objectivity insofar as it cannot be objectified 'The crucial 

point is that antagonism is the iimir of ai2 objectiviCy. This shouid be understood in its most literal 

sense: as the assertion that antagonism does not have an objective meaning, but is that which 

prevents the constitution of objectivity itself.7'8g Because the 'other' which marks identity formation 

is itself marked by otherness, we are confronted with the irnpossibility of achieving objective 

meaning. The subjectl object dichotomy crurnbles- 

Importantly, the theoretical framework 1 am attempting to construct is beginning to 

show more clearly its utility for my analysis of APEC which up to this point has seemed far 

removed. The category of subject position and that of antagonism are extrernely useful tools for 

viewing the relationship between APEC and the parallel NGO. From these notions, the opposition 

Laclau, New Reflctio~~s ori the Revolrrtiot* ofOur Time, 18. At this point, we can draw a paraliel beîween Laclau's 
understandmg of the 'radicai outside' of identity formation and Lefort's understanding of flesh which he develops fiom 
his radins of MerIeau-Ponty and which he uses to formulate his understanding of the imducibifty of Nterity or the 
social's 'lieu autre'. As Lefort argues, coming into being is imrnediately marked by an asymmetricd relationship within 
othemess. "1.-.] fiom the beginning of its appearance in the world, the child itself is named To be n a d -  whatever the 
character of the ffiliation (through the father or the brother or the mother)- tempes to ml original mld irreducible 
trmzscendence," Lefort, 'FIesh and Otherness', 11. That the individuai's narne is gïven by the 'other' attests to the 
unngrnury permanence of otherness in the individual, and points towards the radical outside which conditions the 
individual's social existence. Interestingly, what is put into play with the chiid's corning into the world as an originary 
experïence within othemess is also echoed by Derrida's attempt to articulate the messianic quality of '1 'événement'. "La 
naissance, qui ressemble à ce que j'essaie de déciire, n'est peut-être, en fait, même pas adéquate à cette anivance absolue. 
Dans les familles, elle est préparée, conditionnée, prénommée, prise dans un espace symbolique qui amortit I'arrivance. 
Il reste que, malgré ces anticipations et ces prénominations, L'aléa ne se laisse pas réduire, 17&t qui arrive reste 
imprévisible, il parle de lui-même comme à l'origine d'un autre monde, ou une mme origine de ce monde-ci. Je me 
débats avec ce concept impossible, I'amvance messianique, depuis longtemps," Jacques Derrida, 'Artefkctualités', in 
Echographies de la télévisio~r. Jacques Demda and Bernard Stiegler (Paris: Éditions Galilée, 1996), 20. 

" Laclaq Nou Reflectiom on the Revolutiori of Our T h ,  17. 



stems h m  the fact that APEC gives figure to a dixourse on the social which impedes or negates 

the self cornpletion of the identities voiced by NGOs. In this sense, APEC renders an image of the 

antagonism contained in the discourse of economic globalization- As the categories I am exploring 

in this chapter become clearer, their relevance for my analysis of APEC will begin to fa11 in place. 

That having been said, before moving on to the final section on discourse we need to clan& our 

definition of thepolirical within the context ofthe previous discussion on foundation, the aporia and 

social antagonisrn. We now have the central components of the context in which the political fin& 

itseIf, 

The politics of agnosticism: the distihction 
betweetz 'la poZitique' and 'le politique' 

What becornes of the political within a 'metaphysics of absence'? So far we have 

seen elements of what the political would look like. What is left, however, is to formulate more 

clearly our definition of the political within the context established above. What 1 wish to show is 

that the political does not stem from founciational ground. Rather, the polilicol is precisely the 

urtempt ut Iuying that ground. It is the attempt at establishing foundation within a symbolic order 

that institutes as  a condition of its poss~ibility the very impossibiiity of establishing foundation. As 
. - 

conditioned by an absence and social division, foundation is inescapably politicnl since the 

syrnbolic order marked by the unfigurability ofthe place of power renders impossible an un-political 

or non-antagonistic foundation 

ln order to elaborate on this understanding of the political, we need to make a 

distinction between la politique and le politique which translates roughiy into the distinction 



between 'politics' and 'the political'. This differentiation is made by Lefort, MouRe, Laclay 

Richard Beardsworth, Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy among o t h e r ~ . ~ ~  With this 

distinction, la politique corresponds to the practice of politics, as it is commonly understood la 

politique is distinguished from other spheres of human activity, most often counterposed to 

economics. It appears to be located at a deteminate level of the social, Le., the state, enabled by, 

among other things, the public/ private as well as the insidel outside dichotomy. As such, the 

practice of politics is seen to be demarcated by a temtorially defined social space which forrns part 

of a dominant politic& imagination. And as Rob Walker notes, the political imagination by which 

the practice of politics is understood is largely reproduced in traditional IT insofar as "[ ...] theones 

of international relations express a historically specific account of what political life is al1 about. 

They do so by afirming a farniliar understanding of wlrere il can occur [i. e., at the level of temtorial 

states]"? As such, where lapolitique can take place is circumscnied by representations of certain 

spatial limits. lapolitique is therefore predicated upon the possibility of establishing the distinction 

between intemal and externa! politics as well as the distinction between the place of politics from 

the place of other human activity. Without these distinctions, the commonly understood practice of 

politics would be without meaning. This understanding of politics as Iocated at a determinate level 

of the social has acquired a certain degree of 'sedimentation' or hegemony, Le., the appearance of 

90 In regards to LacoueLabarthe and Nancy's work see Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, 'Le 'retrait' du 
politique', in Le retrait du poIitiqzte eds. Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy (Paris: Éditions Galilée, l983), 
183-200- For an English language account of the distinction between la politique and le politique see Criteldey, Ine 
Ethics of Decor~sm~c~ion, 200-2 19, and also Nancy Fraser, 'The French Denideans: Politicking Deconstruction or 
Deconstructing the Political?', New German Critique no. 33, Fail (1984), 127-154. 

91 EU3.J. Walker, 'International Relations and the Concept ofthe Political', inlrilemational ReIatiom Theory T e ,  306 
(emphasis added). 



hxed and detemined structures? la politique is most ofien where political science begins and ends 

its inquiries thus consequently taking on the appearance of a mere stocktaking of a given realiiy, 

misrecogninng that it participates in the iastituting of what it de~criies?~ 

Le polirique on the other hand is not located at a determinate levei of the social, it 

is not circumscribed by space. Rather, it concerns the ungrounded process of establishing foundation 

by which such distinctions, e.g., inside/ outside, public/ private, politics/ economics along with 

others such as ratiomu irrational, tegitimate/ illegitimate, fnend/ enemy, can be generated and 

imbued with meaning. In the words of Jacob Torfing, the political "involves the construction of 

meaning in the face of a pre-ontological rneaninglessnes~.'~~ From this context of pre-ontological 

meaninglessness (or a metaphysics of absence) the political as we have seen is understood as an 

attempt to essentialize meaning, to establish foundation forcefully within a symbolic order marked 

by the impossibility of establishing unconditionally m y  such foundation. A somewhat similar 

conception of the distinction between la politique et le politique is offered by Beardsworth in his 

analysis of the political within Derrida's work. Beardsworth see politics "ks designating the domain 

or practice of human behaviour which normativizes the relations between a subject and its objects", 

whereas the political is concemed with foundation insofar as it is 'Wie instance that gathers or 

founds such practice as a pra~tice.'"~ Beardsworth's explanation in part follows that of MoufTe in 

92 T o h p  New Theories of Discot~rse, 7 1 .  

93 Lefort's usage of the distinction between lapolitique and le politique is rnofivated precisely by a desire to nimiount 
this narrowness o f  social sciences and in particular politicai science. See Lefort, Ewms srrr le polirique, 19-20. For a 
succinct explanation of this distinctr-on see Poltier, Claude Lefort: la découverte du poliripte, 49-59. 

Jacob Torfing, PoZitics, Regulatioori and rhe Modern Welfme Srure (London: MacMillan Press Ltd., 1998), 66. 

95 Beardsworth, Derrida und rhe Political, $51.1, 158. 



her distinction betweenthe two etyrnologies ofthe term 'politique ',polis andpolemos. The first root 

meaning, that of goveming the 'living together' in the cify is assigned to la politique. Icrpolirique 

is then seen as the location where order or consensus wirhin society is established, entailing as well 

the construction of order outside of that society? The second meaning, polemos, Le., 'conflict' is 

seen as the irreducible mark of the political which, as we will see below, is linked to her 

understanding of antagonism developed earlier. 

In relation to la polirique, le politique would be the move which institutes or 

generates the social as divided along public/private, inside/ outside lines upon which the practice 

of politics is enabled and given meaning. In other words, these dichotomies by which the practice 

of politics is generated and temtorially defined arepoliticaZ (in the sense of le politique) since they 

seek to found or institute the social in a particular form rather than an other. The crucial point is that 

the practice of politics (lapolirique) is penetrated b y  le politique insofar as the latter contributes to 

continuously re-institute and generate the political ground (public/ private, inside/ outside, fiend/ 

ennemy) by which the practice known as politics is enabled, while simultaneousfy occulting the fact 

that it is generating its own grou& Thus, what appears as detemined structures from which the 

practice of politics would be delineated is partially instituted through the latter's own political 

move. In other words, these structures are not pnor to the practice of politics, the sarne way that the 

distinction between economics and politics is not pnor to the practice of economics. Rather, both 

these sets of practice institute politically (in the sense of le politique) their own ground whiie 

occulting the fact that they are doing so. 

96 MouEe writes: "lopoliliqrre [...] vise à établir un ordre, à organiser la coexistence humaine [...]." see Chantal MouBe, 
Le poliripe et ses enjezm: pour m7e démocratie phnelie (Paris: Éditions La Découverte/MAUSS, 1994), 1 1. 
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This occultation reveals the operation of le poliiique. le politique viewed as an 

attempt at laying foundation involves a process appearunce' occultation by which the social is 

instituted and meaning is constnicted As a process of appearance/ occultation, le politique seeks 

to institute the social in a particular f o m  rather than an other. The soci3i's appearance is marked 

by an occultation not only of its generative principtes but also of other possible forrns. As Lefort 

states: 

Le politique se révèle ainsi non pas dans ce qu'on nomme l'activité politique, mais 
dans ce double mouvement d'apparition et d'occultation du mode d'institution de 
la société. Apparition, en ce sens qu'émerge à la visibilité le procès par lequel 
s'ordonne et s'unifie la société, a travers ses divisions; occultation, en ce sens qu'un 
* - 
heu de la politique [...] se désigne comme particulier, tandis que se trouve dissimulé 
k principe génémteur de lu coplfguration de 1 'ensemble?' 

The appearance/ occultation by which the political institutes or founds the social has the effect of 

estabIishing a frontier, between for instance what is and what is not, between the legitimate and the 

illegitimate, between the rational and the irrational, between an 'us' and a 'them'. This mapping 

process by which le polirique constructs fiontiers enables the construction of meaning. It is for this 

reason that Laclau and Mouffe locate the experience of le politique as the experience of an 

'antagonism' since the political in drawing its maps by which the terrain is established, entails an 

exclusion of those outside that terrain As M o a e  states, "[iln politics the vety distinction between 

'reasonable' and 'unreasonable' is already the drawing of a fiontier, it has a political character and 

is always the expression of a given hegemony? 

This drawing of a fiontier is necessarily marked by a power relation which 

97 Lefort, b i s  srrr le politiqz~e, 19-20 (ernphasis added). 

98 MouSe, nie Rehinz of the PoIificnI, 143. 
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accompanies the work of inclusion/ exclusion involved in creating boundaries. Ili' drawthis fiontier 

power must bring into play an inside/ outside ('le dedamLdehor.9? in Lefort words) which enables 

boundarïes to begin witb Here we arrive at a pivotal point which brhgs us back to where we began 

this chapter. lnvoking an inside/ outside by which power draws fiontiers points back to the notion 

of mise en forme with which I began the section on symbolic order of democra~y~ Recall that what 

is involved wiîh the mise en forme of the social is the latter's relation to that which functions as its 

excess, Le., its Alterïty, or what Lefort calls the social's 'lieu auire'. 1 had mem-tioned that both the 

political and foundation are conditioned by how this question of Alterity is dealrt with: democracy's 

specific answer, contrary to premodern f o m ,  was to leave the question o f  Altenty open or 

unanswered by leaving the place of power unfigurable. Hence, the corresponding seculm-zation of 

the practice of politics resulting from its disentanglement with the religious does not lead to the 

secularization of the politicul: the political, by virtue of its boundary creating character remains 

conditioned by an excess which cannot be accessed, Le., Alterity. In fact, Alterity must be seen as 

the political's condition of possibility since it is only through this exteriority ("'dimension 

d 'e.xtériorit4"") that the operation of the political can invoke an outside by which boundaries are 

constnicted. In other words, power must point to a constitutive outside insofar a s  power, must point 

to a difference, must point to an Altenty. It cannot remain the 'same' or else hmw can it be power? 

If it is the same what distinguishes it as power? Thus, contrary to orthodox Mruxism for example, 

power is not merely the product of immanent social realiiy in which forces o f  production wouid 

produce a power relation within social relations production. Power cannot be anchored solely in 

immnnence. It must seek to anchor itself outside of the social, to a position from which it can 

" Lefort and Gauchet, 'Sur la démocratie: le politique et I'institution du social', 17. 



discriminate, seek to make the particular universal, and distinguish between the legitirnate and the 

illegitimate. And yet to do so, power must converse with the social. It cannot anchor itself to some 

self constituted outside. As Lefort points out, power is faced with "this eventual incapacity to 

assume the radical alterity that is demanded of it. For the effort to join the place of the Other 

engages it in a live commerce with the social body."'" This is the condition in which the political, 

lepolitique finds itself. In its effort to establish a fiontier, to make the world appear as it is and not 

something else, to distinguish between the legitimate and the illegitimate, to make the particular 

universal, the political as foundation is the attempt to lodge itself in the 'lieu autre7. But this attempt 

to access Altenty within the 'mise en forme' of the social in the democratic form is subverted by the 

symbolic unfigurability of the place of power. The other place is inoccupable. 

Ce lieu est inoccupable, mais de telle sorte que l'épreuve de l'impossibilité de l'y 
installer s'avère constitutive des processus de socialisation, il est absent de notre 
champ, mais d'une absence qui y compte et l'organise. L'espace social se circonscrit 
à partir de lui en tunt qu 'il est absent [...]Au travers du pouvoir, s'indique ce lieu du 
dehors comme absent,'0' 

Formulated differently the political, le polÏ{Ïque is conditioned by the Altenty constitutive of the 

social. In other words, what constitutes the political is the impossible attempt to gain the position 

of the Alterity of the social from which its staternents could irrevocably discriminate between what 

is real, what is legitimate, and what is not. The genius of the symbolic order of the democratic form 

is that it disenables the political fiom atîaining this 'other place' by instituting symbolically the 

unfigurability of the place of power. It is for this reason that the 'markers of certainty' can always 

dissolve. The political, as a process of appearance/ occultation which has the effect of forcefirlly 

Ibid., 16 (my translation). 

'O1 Ibid., 17. 



drawing fiontiers cannot anchor them with any permanent fixity to an empty place. The more a 

political discoune would attempt to do so, that is the more it would attempt to fix (and universalize) 

meaning by anchoring itself to this 'lieu nuire' the more it runs the nsk of unveiling the antagonism 

its political move of drawing a fiontier seeks to occult. It is for this reason that the political as 

Torfing notes is ccsimultaneously, a constitutive and subversive dimension of the social f a b r i ~ . " ~ ~ ~  

It is both the needed moment of foundation but also the instance when foundation is subverted by 

its political character. 

This chapter has sought to develop an understanding of foundation and the political 

as conditioned by a metaphysics of absence. When thinking about the question of foundation and 

the political this should be our startïng point or our erhos, in Connolly's words.'" However, it is 

precisely this starting point which, as T argued at the begiming of this chapter, is occulted by the 

discursive manoeuvre of the curent charactenzation of the debate on the question of foundation in 

IT. As we have seen, this occultation occurs through the privileging of the equivalence between 

foundation and presence which is authorized by the terrain deployed by the debate- What 1 have 

sought to emphasize here is that the privileged starting point should instead be foundation as 

(imlpossihle. This starting point irnmediately brings us to the political understood as the attempt to 

lay foundation in the face of pre-ontological meaninglessness or metaphysics of absence. Rather 

than abandoning the political act when confronted by the terrain of 'undecidability' (the concern 

raised in the quote fiom Critchley at the beginning of this chapter), it is precisely this 

'undecidability' that becomes the very condition of possibility of the political. In other words, the 

- - - - - - - - 

'O2 Tofig, New nieories of Discourse, 69. 

Connolly, The Ethos of PIz~raIization. 



impossibility of articulating an unconditional foundational discourse within a syrnbolic order 

marked by the untigurability of the place of power imrnediately marks any discourse on the social 

as political. Consequently, any such discourse on the social is open to contestation. 

The category of discourse 

[...] la parole témoigne d'une implication dans le monde qu'elle[ ...] cherche[..-] à 
décrire, que toute position d'une connaissance en survol est illusoire et qu'en 
conséquence, la philosophie, tout comme la littérature, fait voir avec des mots, ne 
se défait pas du travail de l'expression, du geste qui ne donne du sens que parce qu'il 
est lui-même sensible, participe de l'espace qu'il évoque. 'OJ 

The category of discourse has been hovenng in the margins ofthis entire chapter and 

needs clarification. Most of the authors 1 have explored use discourse, language, text, or speech as 

the predominant location for what they seek to articulate. The reason, 1 think, is quite simple. The 

discursive is al1 that there is insofar as it is all that can be accessed "II n'y pas de hors-texte"'05 is 

Demda's well known and abused formulation. This does not mean that there is no material reality. 

It means quite simply that it is impossible to know or assign meaning to this reality outside of its 

discursive construction. Saussure had explained this some time ago through his linguistic theory 

which asserted that it was through language that objects attain meaning and form. Language 

provides the systems of difference by which meaning is attained. From this understanding of 

semiology Laclau and ~ouffe '"  conclude that "every object is constituted as an object of discourse, 

Claude Lefort, 'Philosophie et non-philosophie', Esprir, 6 juÏn (1 982), 102. 

'OS Jacques Derrida, De In gramrnafok~gie, (Paris: Éditions de Minuit, 1967), 227. 

On the links b e ~ n  Saussure and Laclau and Mouffe see Smith, Loclm mdMm~ffe, 84-87. 
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insofar as no object is given outside of every discursive condition of emergence."'" ~ h e r e  is always 

a text attached to the objectification of social reality, and it is only through the text that we know 

or assign meaning to this reality. 

An earthquake or the falling of a brick is an event that certainly exists, in the sense 
that it occurs here and now, independently of my will. But whether their specificity 
as objects is constmcted in tenns of 'naîura1 phenornena' or 'expressions of the 
wath of Goda, depends upon the structuring of a discursive field. What is denied is 
not that such objects exist extemally to thoughî, but the rather different assertion that 
they could constitute themseIves as objects outside any discursive condition of 
emergence. 'O8 

In this sense, one must abandon the distinction between the matenal and the ideal inasrnuch as a 

particular discourse is not merely a reflection of an existing material world Rather, it is an 

ccarticulatory practice which constitutes and organizes"'" this matenal reality dong certain Lines and 

not others. In short, the material can only be known discursively, and discursivity actively constructs 

the meaning assigned to the material world 

Now, is it possible to leave it here, merely at the level of discourse? In other words, 

is text al1 that there is to hurnan being? The answer is no. Even though social reality can only be 

known discursively, the crucial point is that we cannot remain at the Ievel of text if we wish to 

account for the political. Indeed, one of the objectives of this chapter has been to show that 

discourse can never give the complete story since there is always an absence constitutive of the 

social which cannot be captured by the discursive. To think othenivise would effectively substitute 

one illusion for another. That is, substitute a purely material world, characteristic of positivist social 

- - -- 

'O7 Laclm and MOUE~, Hegemony and Sociafisf Strazegy, 107. 

'O8 Ibid, 108. 

'O9 Tbid., 96. 



sciences, where language is merely a representation of an already existing reality, with that of a 

purely textual world. Not only is every text overdetermined by other texts pointing towards the 

intertexhiality of meaning, but intertextuality itself is also overdeterrnined by the absence 

constitutive of the socid: what Lefort would call the 'lieu aufre', what Laclau and Mouffe would 

call antagonism, or what Demda would call the aporia Without such an overdetermination of the 

textual worId by an absence constitutive of the social which eludes the symbolization of texts we 

would fa11 into the fiction of pure immanence in which there would be no gap between discourses 

on the social and the social space fiom which they are deployed. A purely textual world would 

occult the condition of possibility for the political by eclipsing the absence constiîutive of the social 

which prohibits a parti-cular discourse fkom arresting the entire field of meaning. It is the absence 

constitutive of the social which disenables a purely textua1 world and which, as we saw earlier, 

provides the condition ofpossibility for the political. Within this context, the political is the atternpt 

at discursively laying foundation and correspondingly answenng the question of foundation 

However, the attempt rernains a failure because of the absence constitutive of the social, and it is 

this absence which continually subverts the political fiom discursively founding and finally 

answering the question of foundation. 

The central importance of discursivity wîthin non-essentialist theoretical currents 

becomes clearer when viewed through the Lefortian understanding of the dernocratic symbolic form. 

With the syrnbolic instituting of the place of power as empty, there is a corresponding effect of 

increasing the plurality of discourses since no one social discourse can consubstantiate itself with 



p~wer. ' '~  This symbolic order disenables establishing a pole, a centre to which a singular m g  

discourse could be tied. Quobng Derrida, Laclau and Mouffe's understanding of discourse echoes 

this necessary symbolic transformation as a condition for the pervasiveness of the discursive as the 

prirnary field of inquïry. 

Denida, for exarnple, starts from a radical break in ihe hhistory of the concept of 
structure, occumng at the moment in which the centre- the transcendental sign~ped 
in its multiple foms: eidos, arché, telos, energeia, ousia, alétheia, etc.- is abandoned, 
ancl with it the possibility of fixing a meaning which underlies the flow of 
differences. At this point, Demda generalizes the concept of discourse in a sense 
coincident with that of our texte[ ...] 'This was the moment when language invaded 
the universal problematic, the moment when, in the absence of a centre or origin, 
everything became discourse- provided we can agree on this word- that is to Say, a 
system in which the central signified, the original or transcendental signified, is 
never absolutely present outside a system of differences. The absence of the 
transeendental signified extends the domain and the play of signification 
,niteLyy . ' ' l 

The modern symbolic order which eliminates the reference to an unconditional other-worldly pole 

can be seen as marking 'the radical break in the history' when the centre is abandoned. In so doing, 

there is a inauguration of a form of discourse which has as an objective foundation without being 

able to establish it. The significance of discourse increases inasmuch as there is a corresponding 

continuous, although vain, attempt at moving beyond discourse to anchor the social of some fimer 

objective immanent social ground. But the symbolic empty piace of power subverts attaining such 

'Io It is for this specific reason that Lefort situates ideology as a form of discourse which can ody  emerge with the 
symbolic transformation of the democratic adventure. Lefort writes: ' M y  outline [of ideolojg] begins fiom the foilowing 
conception: it restricts ideoIogy to a particular type of society, and thus formaüy chalIenges the application of the term 
to a feudal, despotic, or stateless structure in which the dominant discourse still draws its legitirnacy fiom the reference 
to a transcendent order and leaves no room for the notion of a social reality inteltigiile in itseK nor, by the same token, 
for the notion of a history or nature inteliigibie in itself" Lefort, l;he Polirical Fonns of Modenz Society', 284. On 
Lefort's understanding of ideology see aiso John B. Thompson, Stzrdies in the Theory of IdeDIgy (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1985), 16-41 - 

'IL Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and SociaIisf Sfrategy, 1 11-1 12. 



ground, and for this reason the social is opened to a radical indeterminacy. With the impossibility 

of a metaphysics of presence in its multiple foms (eidos, arché, telos, energeia, ousia, alétheia), not 

only is there a proliferation of discourses seeking to fiII the void, there is also the corresponding 

effect of extending the field of discourse. In other words, when, as Demda argues, 'everything 

became discourse' the possibility of opening the field of inquiry to new areas can be envisioned. The 

demarcation between discourses which are politically significant and those which are not tends to 

disappear- 

Does this conception of discourse not follow closely what used to be understood 

under the heading of 'ideology' and its cornpanion terni 'hegemony'? 1s this merely a more 

fashionable 'postie' way of addressing an older problématique most of3en associated with Marxism? 

The short answer is yes and no. It wodd be fair to Say that in recent years the term discourse has 

displaced ideology (not so in the case of hegemony) in most of the critical theoretical developments 

in IR l2 However, exploring the relationship between discourse, ideology, and hegemony may serve 

to dari@ how discourse is understood in thisjhesis as wel1 as the possible forms discourse rnay take. 

To begin with, how we understand therelationship between discourse, ideology, and 

hegemony obviously depends on how the ternis are themselves understood. The abandonment of 

ideology in favour of discourse ktems in part fiom a questioning of the theoretical ground which 

usually underpins the term. Generally, the concept of ideology relied on being able to identi@ a 

hidden social reality that was misrecognized or distorted. This real or mie reality was seen to be 

'12 Paru of  this seaion on ideology are taken f?om Mguel de Larrinaga and Marc Douce& 'Navigating the Interstices 
Between the 'Grand Either/OrY : ClaudeLefort, Otherness, and the (Re)Thinking ofThe Global Politicai Economy' (Paper 
presented at the 68& Annuai Meeting of the Canadian Politid Science Association, Brock University, St. Catherines, 
Ontario, June, 1996). 



outside of the effects of ideology. It is from this understanding that Marx used his fàmous metaphor 

of ideology as a camera ob~cura."~ However, when one relinquishes the possibility of attaining a 

pre or unpolitical foundational ground (as is the case for this thesis), then the true undistorted social 

reality which ideology was capable of veiling must also be abandoned. As Laclau has pointed out, 

"[clategories such as 'distortion' and 'false representation' made sense as long as something 'true' 

or 'undistorted' was considered to be within human rea~h-"'"~ However, once an extra-ideological 

standpoint is considered untenable, distinguishing between the ideological and the non-ideological 

becomes problematic. Indeed, "Mar discourse analysis, the very notion of an access to reality 

unbiased by any discursive devices or conjunctions with power is ide~logical."~~~ The edifice of the 

concept of ideology relied on the belief that under the veil of an ideological discourse, there existed 

a true, if hidden, transparent social condition. This conceptualisation hinged upon the belief that 

there was a possibility of attaining knowledge of this social reality unmediated by a pre-discursive 

field. Those who use discourse generally accept that any such knowledge ofreality is always already 

discursively laden, and that this discursive 'blinder' cannot be removed. As such, the theoretical 

vantage point which most often accompanies the term discourse would indeed seem to lead to the 

irrelevance of ideology as a concept insofar as it works at undermining the possibility of identifjhg 

I i 3  This metaphor conveys the misprision of ideology as a fàIse, or ocularly distorted, image of a 'reai'. As Martin 
Jay explains: "Here the contrast is between a false vision that is reversed and inverted and a tnie one that is 
straightforwardly adequate to the object it sees. The darkness and obscurïty of the ciosed box is aIso implicitly set 
against the transparent clarity of a camera lucida, in which ideology is banished in the glare of the enlightenment-" 
Martin Jay, Force Fiefds: Between Ilz~ellecfud Histoty and Cttlturaf Critique (New York: Routledge, 1993)' 13 5. 

Emesto Laclau, 'The Death and Resurrection of the Theory of Ideology', Jounlrrl of Politiccal Idedogies, 1, no. 3 
(1 996), 202-203- 

115 Slavoj Züek 'Introduction: The Spectre of Ideology', inMappingIdeoogy, ed. Slavoj &ek (~oadon: Verso, L994) 
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pre-ideological social ground fcom which ideological discoune could be seen as a possibility. In a 

sense, one could Say that ideology becomes irrelevant not because of its deficiency as an analytical 

tool. Rather, as %2ek has noted, ideology is abandoned because 

[...] this notion somehow grows 'too strong7, it begins to embrace everything, 
inclusive of the very neutral, extra-ideological ground supposed to provide the 
standard by means of which one can measure ideological distortion. That is to Say, 
is not the ultimate resdt of discourse analysis that the order of discourse as such is 
inherentiy 'ideological? ' l6 

Tiius, the problem is not with ideology as an analytical tool per se, but with the Ünpossibility of 

attaining a pre-discursive vantage point fiom which a judgement could be made as to what is 

ideological. What then, can we do with the term? 1s it possible to salvage anything? For some, it is, 

but it requires reversing how we understand the term on its head. Whereas ideology was generally 

understood as discourse which disrorted a true transparent social reality, Le-, the cameru obscura, 

what now becomes of ideology is the opposite: rendering an image of a true transparent social 

reality is the purpose or work of an ideological discourse. In other words, within the context of pre- 

ontoIogical meaninglessness, or rnetaphysics of absence, where the social is conditioned by an 

absence disenabling totality, the function of an ideological discourse is precisely to render a picture 

of totality thereby attempting to ' fix' the field meaning. IdeoIogy no longer distorts totality, it seeks 

to create it. Ideology seeks to rnask social division, close off or "suture the infinitude of the social" 

as Laclau would say."' 'Distortion' and 'false representation' remain as relevant markers of an 

ideological discourse. But what is being distorted or misrepresented is not the tnie condition of 

social being as Marx understood it Rather, what is distorted by the ideological discourse is the fact 

l t 6  Ibid., 16. 

IL' Laclau, Nov Refectiom on the Revolirrion of Otir T h e .  
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that such an unconditional, transparent and non-discursive social reality is unattainable. The 

ideological discourse purports to be merely l 'énoncé du réel. an objective reflection of social reality, 

distorting the fact that such an unconditional representation of social reality is made impossible. The 

inoccupable place of power of the modern symbolic order has ultirnately disenabled such a 

rendering. Thus, the problem confionting the ideological discourse is how to be unconditional 

within a symbolic order which has rendered unconditionality symbolically unattainable. Whereas 

the mediaeval discoune on ' Justice7 for instance could still exploit the symbolic order of the king's 

two bodies and appear to be anchored to an unconditional source, ideological discourse no longer 

has the possibility of tying itself to an exterïority. The only words available to the ideological 

discourse are those which fa11 within immanence, i-e., within a particular socio-historical 

experience. As Lefort would Say, ideology must provide a reading of reality fiom a vantage point 

which is itself already a socio-historical experience of the real ("une lecture du réel depuis le 

réel")."' In this sense, the work of ideology is to collapse the element of 'representation' in 

discourse in order to make representation and reality seem as one. Ideological discourse attempts 

to ground and sustain its legitimacy and authorïty by no tonger referring to a "transcendent realm, 

a realm of gods, spirits, or mythical fig~res.""~ As Lefort has argued, rather than be a mere 

II8 Lefort, Lesfonnes de I*hinoire, 300. It in important to note that Lefort's work on the genesis of ideology makes a 
distinction between 'bourgeois ideology', 'totalitarian ideology', and 'invisible ideology', the latter being the form which 
is found in current Western societies. For Lefort, invisible ideology combines the strengths of both bourgeois and 
totalitarian ideology. "Concealing the distance between the representation and the real, which jeopardizes bourgeois 
ideology, renouncing the realization of the representation in the form of the totalkation of the real, which jeopardizes 
totalitarian ideology: such, in my view, is the double principle which organizes a new logic of dissimulation." Lefort, me 
Politicai Fonns of Modem Society, 225, The discussion on ideology presented here, in relation to Lefort's typology, 
corresponds more specifically to 'invisible ideology'. As it relates to the previous discussion, invisible ideology has a 
similar connotation to what Ziek  saw as the penneation of ideology in aii areas. Invisible ideology is ideology 'made too 
strong' , 

119 John B. Thompson, Stzrdies irz ~ h e  Zheory ofideology (Berkeley: Universiry of California Press, 1985), 26. 



'discourse on the social', an ideological discourse is meant to be 'the social discourse'. Thus, the 

fundamental threat to any ideological discoune purporting to be an unconditional image of the real 

is ultimately the inability to access a point fi-om where an unconditional discourse could be h t t e n .  

Because it cannot avail itself ofthis point, an ideological discourse always runs the risk ofbecoming 

seen as merely another discourse on the social, a particular with no privileged access to the universal 

it invokes. As John Thompson has remarked in his assessrnent of Lefort's work on ideology: 

As a discourse on the social, ideology must remaiin within the social sphere, must 
avail itself of the resources of the social in order to carry out its task of sealing every 
crack. This is, however, a r ïslq,  confiict-laden undertaking. For ideology always runs 
the risk of appearing as a discourse, a particular discourse in the seMce of a 
particular group or class; and hence its capacity to dissimulate social and temporal 
divisions is constantly threatened by the possibility that the very attempt to 
dissimulate will become apparent to all.uo 

Since ideology in modem social spaces cannot represent itself as a transcendental absolute, it must 

constantly reproduce itself in al1 social spheres and in atl directions in order to mask social 

divisions. Contrary to 'pre-modem' social spaces in which 'Divine Law' could give meaning to 

division, divisions in modem social spaces nin the risk of becoming apparent. Ideological discourse, 

therefore, always runs the risk of appearing very disjointed and contradictory since it has no single 

transcendental referent to which it can be anchored But perhaps more importantly, ideological 

discourse which has gotten 'too strong' by eliminating the representational dimension of discourse 

tends to eclipse the Alterity of the social. Tt does so because it attempts to "invade[ ...] the social 

field' and works at 'abolish[ing] dl distances' between the 'self and the 'other' All differences 

120 Thompson, 'Editor's introduction', 16-1 7. 

IZL Lefort, The Political Fonnr of Modem Society, 229. For Lefort, 'invading the social fie16 is a task which is greatiy 
enhanced by the advent of mass communication. 



are collapsed into the same and are made to appear equal in their singularïty. What is being sought 

is the evacuation of the gap between discourse and its referent, -the social. What appeared in this 

chapter as the 'lieu autre', the aporïa, the antagonism, and social division is no longer tacitly 

recognized as a feature of the symbolic ordering of social relations. Once an ideological discourse 

appropriates this tone however, it risks Iosing its function, As Lefort states, 

The more the discourse on rhe social seeks to coincide with social discourse, the 
more it seeks to control the uncontrollable movement of the institution, to take hold 
of the signs ofthe insrituting moment, the more it runs the risk of losing the fûnction 
that ideotogy has assurned hitherto: the [egitimation of the esrablislted order, not 
only the Iegitimation of a system ownership, but of the real as such. It creates the 
conditions for a contestation which [.--1 is aimed beyond the expressions of power 
and exploitation, at the reference points of socialization in the modem world, and 
which brings to light the question of the Other, the question of Being.IU 

As is suggested by Lefort in the above quote, ideological discourse, no matter how strong, can not 

totalize the field of meaning without raising the question of Alterity or  Otherness. A total masking 

of social division cannot be accomplished not even with physical ~ i o l e n c e . ' ~  Ultimately, as Lefort 

suggests, such an attempt serves to prepare the conditions for contestation. 

Viewing contestation as an effect of ideology 'made too strong' brings us to a useful 

distinction th2t could be made between ideology and hesemony. Although hegemony is often used 

to characterize a discourse which also seeks to legitirnize the establish order, there are those who 

see hegemony as containing a double function: a tool for both 'negative' and 'positive' ideological 

discourses. In other words, hegemony c m  be seen as the feature of a discourse of oppression as well 

'" Lefort, n e  PoiificaZ Forms of Modem Society, 235-236 (ernphaùs added). 

" On the relationship beîween ideology and physicai violence item a standpoint pertinent to this discussion zee notably 
Slavoj [Ziiiek, 'Invisible Ideology: Political Violence between Fiction and Fantasy', JmnzaZofPoiiticuiIdeologies, 1, no. 1 
(1996), 16. 



as a discourse of contestation Even though more will be said on the tenn hegemony and its relation 

to social contestation in Chapter Four, a few words here wilI help in c l a i e  our understanding of 

discourse. 

The term hegemony, as it has appeared in cntical social sciences, is most often 

associated with Antonio Gramsci. In his work, hegemony generally referred to a process of 

'organizing consent' meaning "the processes through which subordinated forms of consciousness 

are constmcted without recouse to violence or c~ercion."'~~ But perhaps what is mon important 

about Gramsci's contribution to our understanding of hegemony is how he also employed the term 

as part of a socialist project which sought to struggle against the established order. With 

complement tenns such as 'war of position' and 'war of manoeuvre' Gramsci envisioned hegemonic 

or ideological discourse as a component of 'positive' political struggle. It is within this tradition that 

Laclau and Mouffe have appropriated the double meaning of the terrn hegemony and made it a 

feature of a 'socialist seategy' leading towards a struggle for 'radical democracy7. As the authors 

argue, "[i]t is not in the abandonment of the &mocratic terrain but, on the contrary, in the extension 

of the field of democratic struggles to the whole of civil society and the state, that the possibility 

resides for a hegemonic stratew for the Lefi-"" However, because Laclau and Mouffe conceive 

hegemony within a theoretical h e  similar to this thesis, a socialist hegemonic strategy carmot 

"determine apriori agents of change, levels of effectiveness in the field of the social, and privileged 

points and moments of rupture'7 as was the case for the traditional politics of the left.126 In other 

124 Barrett, 'Ideology, Politics, and Hegernony: From Gramsci to Laclau and Mode', 238. 

lZ5 Laclau and Mou&, Hegemony and Socialist Sfrategy, 176 (emphasis added). 

12' Ibid., 178. 



words, the discourse ofcontestation is also unable to access an extra-ideological standpoint, It finds 

itself in the same symbolic order as the ideological discourse which seeks a 'legitimation of the 

established order'. ï'ltus, hegemonic stniggle must be waged at the level of discourse framed by the 

symbolic order of democracy. This implies that a 'strategy of opposition' m u t  lead towards a 

strategy of construction of a new order, but that such a movement can only occur as a struggle for 

new discursive possibilities which allow for the articulation ofnew political imaginaries. How this 

discursive struggle works itself out more specifically will be the focus of Chapter Four. 

How does ideology and hegemony as explained above relate to this thesis? One could 

suggest that the terms roughly correspond to the twr, fonns of discourse each analysed in Chapters 

Three and Five respectively. As such, APEC's discourse would be ideological whereas the NGO 

discourse articulated at the parallel forums would be hegemonic. However, such an assessrnent 

would be, in my opinion, too hasty and perhaps inaccurate for two reasons. First, using these ternis 

in this marner would require a much deeper examination of their respective histories than the one 

provided here. Such an analysis therefore, is beyond the breadth of this thesis. Second, and more 

importantly, my suspicion is that viewing APEC and the NGOsy discourse through these ternis 

would be inaccurate. If APEC's discourse was ideological, as in ideology 'made too strong', it 

would not be generating such substantial opposition. It would be more successful in eliminating the 

representational dimension of its discourse. And for the NGO discourse to be hegemonic, part of 

a strategy of construction of a new order, it would have to be more successfiil than it has been in 

providing the political imagination for a genuinely 'newY order. As will become clear in Chapter 

Five, the NGO discourse has not been entirely effective in providing a genuinely new imaginary. 



Tmards a radical interdilrciphary approack The in-beîween 
route on the question of foundation and iis relations 
to the political in international theory 

The 'in-between' route opened by the debate on the question of foundation and its 

relation to the political has significantIy distanced us from the ordinary field of theorizing in 

discipline of international relations. Nevertheless, it is in my view the only way to proceed within 

the context of  the current critical work in IT. It is from this context that this chapter has sought to 

arîiculate a way of viewing foundation and the political which can be used to explore the 

relationship between APEC and the parailel NGO forums. A number of points can be summarized 

before we move on to the other chapters: 

1) A recognition of the 'mise en scène' in which the debate between foundationalid anti- 
foundationalist occurs is crucial. This 'mise en scène' stems from a symbolic transformation 
which is inaugurated by the democratic adventure. The instituting of the place of power as 
empty is the symbolic 'mise en forme' of the social which enables the debate to occur. The 
reason why the debate has been mischaracterized is precisely because the previous point has 
not been suficiently taken into account. 

2). With the emptying of the place of power in the dernocratic syrnbolic order there is a 
corresponding instituting 'en permunence' of the question of foundation. However, the 
question remains unanswerable because it is precisely this 'unanswerabiliîy' which is the 
very condition of possibility of the democratic adventure. Foundation is caught within its 
own aporia insofar as it is the experience of its own impossibility. Thus, there can be no 
foundation and yet the question offoundation is not removed. On the contrasr, it is brought 
to the very heart of the social. This has the effect of insialhg a metaphysics of absence at 
the heart of social life since an unconditional foundation remains absent from the social 
field, 

3) With the symbolic mutation of the modem political fom, social division is anchored 
within the sphere of the social as opposed to being hierarchical and symbolically ordained 
from elsewhere. From here, we are lead to an understanding ofsubjectivity which is lateral. 
The subject must be seen in terms of subject positions since subjectivity wïthout reference 
to an unconditional other-worldly pole must be seen in relation ro- Since subjectivity is seen 
in relation to, there is a necessary overdetermination of identity. Subjectivity cannot be self 
enclosed Rather, it is constitutively detemiined by the 'other'. This leads to the concept of 
antagonism as the fundamental feature of identity formation since the 'other' is aIways a 



potential antagonist capable of denying my identity. Antagonism as a constitutive outside 
to identity prohibits closure and totality. 

4) The effect ofthe democratic symbolic order on the question of foundation and on identity 
formation ieads us directty to the political. This necessitates the distinction between lu 
politique and le politique. Whereas la politique entails the comrnonly understood practice 
of politics, lepolitique is ernbroiled with foundation in a context of metaphysics of absence. 
The political becomes an experience of the absence constitutive of the social insofar as it 
seek to establish meaning by creating boundaries in the face of pre-ontological 
meaninglessness- To do so, it must attempt to access AItenty or Othemess within a symboIic 
order which prohibits such an attempt. 

5) Al1 of this is revealed at the level of discourse. It is through discourse that we can find the 
traces of the absence constitutive of the social which conditions the political and the 
question of foundation- There is no distinction between the material and discourse since 
material reality can only be accessed discursively. 'Ideology' and 'hegemony' can be seen 
as 'negative' and 'positive' discourses. 

The objective of the following chapter wiIl be to illustrate how the theoretical vantage point 

developed here can be used to offer a reading of APEC's discourse. From this theoretical prism 

APEC is no longer seen merely as an international economic organization. Nor is it to be understood 

as the product of pnor forces, Le., interstate economic cooperation, or global market forces. Rather, 

based on the theoreticai tools developed in this chapter, APEC will be read as apolirical site. 



Chapter Three 

The Discursive Manoeuvres of Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 
(APEC) 

APEC has already eliminated the risk of a three-bloc 
world. A few years ago there was much angst about 
the possibility that the world would move to three 
competing blocs- one in North America, one in Asia, 
one in Europe. 1 always thought that was a mistake, 
but MEC has certainly terminated that risk. A IWO- 

block world may still emerge, but that is certainly less 
bad. A three-player game is the most dangerous of 
all. 

Inlroductiolr 

The objective of this chapter is to explore how the political move of APEC's 

discourse occults the possibility of deterritorializing democracy appearïng to keep APEC outside 

the realm of the democratic irnaginary. In other words, how does the appearancel occultation which 

accompanies the practice of politics of APEC's discourse function in a marner which sustains the 

terrïtonalization of politics? My argument is that the primary political move of APEC's discourse 

which allows it to eclipse the possibility of deterritorializing democracy is to (d$poli~ici~e itselfby 

seeking an articulation which suggests that it operates solely at the level of the practice of politics. 

This gives the appearance that APEC is merely the byproduct of more fwidamental prior forces such 

1 C, Fred Bergsten, ' APEC', Vmzcmwer 1996: Ine Atzm~aI Meeting of the Triluteral C~ommission (New York: 
Trilateral Commission Publications, 1996), 14. Bersgten is director of the Washington based Institute for International 
Economics. He was also chairman of APEC's Eminent Persons Group (EPG) fiom 1992 to 1995 when the group was 
dissolved. The EPG reports that were produced and chaired by Bergsten were used as bluepnnts for APEC's fiee trade 
and investment area agenda. Within Amencan foreign trade poiicy circles, Bergsten is perhaps APEC's most ardent and 
iduential booster. Indeed, he has eamed the nicknamed 'Mi. APEC', See the Subcomrnittees on Asia and Pacific Affairs 
and International Economic Policy and Trade, international Relations Committee, House of Representatives, U.S. 
Congress, 'The Fifth Summit of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum: Hearing Before the Subcornmittee on 
Asia and the Pacific' (One hundred Wh Congres, first session, November 6, 1997). 



as global econornic processes, or interstate cooperation in a em of increased econornic 

'interdependence' rather than as a site fiom which these forces are given the appearance of a fix 

smictured reality, Le., apolitical site. To (de)politicize is to occult, eclipse or obscure the political 

rather than to truly depoliticize. Recall that the act of (de)politicization is a political act iri and of 

itself to the extent that it seeks to occult the 'politicalness' of its foundation by means of a particular 

political discourse, one which would be somehow unpolitical. Thus, following the theoretical stance 

adopted here (de)pliticization can never be achieved insofar as it contains a double movement 

which necessarïly leads to a politicization. In this sense, a (de)poIiticizing discourse creates, in 

Derridian tems, its own aporiaor condition of impossïblity since viewing something as un-political 

is to propose an a priori particular political discourse. 

This chapter will explore some the discursive manoeuvres of APEC's discourse and 

how they operate a t  the level of the political rather than merely at the level of the practice of 

politics. Through these manoeuvres there is an occultation of the possibility of detemtorializing 

democracy. As the opening quote suggests, rather than limit my inquiry to APEC7s official 

discourse, 1 have broadened it in view of generating an image of what I feel to be some of the more 

significant discursive manoeuvres which accornpany APEC. Together, these discursive manoeuvres 

create significant elements of a dominant imaginary or narrative from which APEC is bom and to 

which APEC contributes. This imaginary functions as the (con)text from which APEC is read and 

which it subsequenfly sustains and (re)invents. The notions of perfonnative/ constative explored in 

Chapter Two should not be lost on the reader at this point. Given that my intention is to be 

illutrative rather than comprehensive, 1 will limit myself to a number of discursive manoeuvres that 



intersect what codd be divided into formal and practical discourse? As the reader will notice, 1 have 

chosen to penetrate what 1 understand to be APEC's discourse prïmarily fiom the vantage point of 

the formal discome3 while using as a supplement the practical or officiai discourse. Although this 

1 borrow this distintion fiom othen which have used it within the field of critical geopolitics in order to 
apprehend the various sites of production of forrns of 'geopolitical reasoning'. Within this body of lierature, this 
categorization refers to two separate terrains which share in the process of production of a particular way of viewing 
geopolitics. In this chapter, 1 substitute geopolitics with Asia-Pacific economic cooperation See in particular Gearoid 
O Tuathaii and Simon Daby, 'Introduction: Rethinking Geopolitics: Towards a Criticai Geopolitics', in Rezhinkïng 
GeopIitics, eds., Gearoid O Tuathail and Simon Dalby (London: Routledge, 1998), 1-15- See aiso an eariier article by 
Gearoid O Tuathail and John Agnew, 'Geopoliùcs and Discoune: Practical Geopoliticai Reasoning in Arnerican Foreign 
Policy', PoliticaIGeography, 1 1, no- 2 (1 9W), t 90-204. Agnew largely reuses this same categorïzation in his CO-authored 
book with Stuart Corbridge. See John Agnew and Stuart Corbridge, Masteriirg Space: Hegemoty, Temitory and 
hi~enlational Political Ecorzomy (London: Routledge, 1995), chapter three. 

Within the fornial discourse 1 reunite two strands which we h d  in the mainstrearn study of international 
political economy (PE) and international relations (IR,). On the one hand, we find a form of international economic neo- 
Iïberalism which focuses on the workings of the regiond economy in order to explain the origins of economic reIations 
among countries in the region N E C  is seen as a byproduct of regional and/ or global economic forces and its success 
is tied to its ability to continue the trend towards some form of regional economic integration or cooperation based on 
fie-trade principles and market forces, Economic forces are the primary vantage point for this first stream and APEC 
is to be understood as an extension of these. On the other hand, we find a f o m  of neo-liberal institutionalism which focus 
on states and their ability to cooperate in a Post-Cold war environment. Following the 1980s work of such authors as 
Robert Keohane, Stephen Krasner, and Oran Young on states and regimes the primary vantage point for this strand is 
the state and the interstate system dong with the thdamental anarchy which aiways conditions the possibility/ 
impossibility of cooperation. As such, the cooperationl conflict problématique applied to what is seen as always potentially 
conflictual international economic issues overwhelmingly dominates much of this second stream while also hctioning 
as one of the pnmary impedirnents identified by the fipt Stream for the fiee working of economic forces underlying fiee 
market integration. These two streams of the forma1 discourse form a synthesis in the manner in which their readings tend 
to (de)potihcize APEC. Thus, despite the appearance ofdiffierent positions, their shared positivist epistemologicai standing 
cornes to have the same (de)politiciPng effect which is not onIy limited to APEC but also the broader related movement 
towards regional econornic cooperation based on perceived the-trade principles. Among some of the literature that 1 
associate to these two strands see Asia-Pactfic Cross~oads: Regime Creatiorz and the Fzrhire of APEC, eds. Vinod K. 
Agganval and Charles E- Momson, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998), Whither APEC? The Progress !O Date and 
Agenda for the Future, e d  C. Fred ~ersgten (Washington DC: Institute for International Economics, 1997), Pacific 
Dylzamism mldthe It~tentatioiial Economic System, eds. C. Fred Bergsten and Marcus Noland (Washington DC: ïnstitute 
for International Economics, 1993), Donald Crone, 'Does Hegemony Matter? The Reorganiration of the Pacific Politid 
Economy', WorldPoIitics, 45, no. 4 (1993), 510-525, Dondd Crone, 'The Poütics ofEmerging Pacific Cooperation', 
PacifTc Afüirs, 65, no. 1 (1992), 68-83, Peter Drysdiùe, IntenmtionaI Economic Plzrralim: Economic Policy in East 
Asia and the Paczjic (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, l988), Asia-Paclfx Regionalism: Readings in Intenratior~aI Eco~rornic 
Relations, eds. Ross Garnaut and Peter Drysciale (Pyrnbte Australia: Harper Collins Publishers, 1994), Andrew Eleiq 
' APEC -Motives, Objectives and Prospects', Australian Jmïnraal of ItltenzationaI Affairs, 46, no, 2 (1 992), 16 1-1 73, 
Andrew Elek 'Trade Policy for the Asia-Pacific Region in the 1990's: The Potential of Open Regionalism', Amerimz 
Economic Review, 82, no. 2 (1 9W), 74-78, Andrew Elek, ' Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC)', Southeast 
Asian Affairs 1991 (Singapore: institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2991), 33-48, Pacifie Economic Relations in the 
1 9 9 0 ~  Cooperation or Cotlflic!?, eds. Richard Higgott, Richard Leaver and JohnRavenhill (Boulder Co.: Lynne Riemer, 
1993), Pactpc Cooperation: Brrildng Eéonomic Seairity Regimes in the Asia-Pac~jic Region, eds. Andrew Mack and 
John Ravenhill (Boulder: Westview Press, 1995), Economic Dyl~amIstn i i 7  the Asia-Pacific, ed. Grahame Thompson 



way of proceeding is partly an arbitrary rnethodological choice, it is also rneant to be a reflection 

of the place oftheory for this thesis. Since the vantage point fiom which this thesis envisions its 

topic views theory as part of its subject, what theory has to Say about APEC is partïcularly relevant 

This does not mean however, that the discourse of APEC is not as important as the discourse on 

MEC. On the contrary, in a hndamental sense, both the practical and forma1 discourse occupy the 

place of theory insofar as they both performatively contribute to giving that which has no prior 

existence to discursivity the appearance of a determined reality- This is not to Say that they are both 

identical in tone or th& there is a causal relationship between theory and practice. Sometimes the 

discourses on APEC and of APEC are mutually reinforcing and sometimes they are not. The idea 

is simply that both the formal and practical discourse informs our understanding of Asia-Pacific 

economic cooperation, and both contribute to rendering a dominant imaginary from which APEC 

is read. What they do have in common however, is that they both (de)politicize the practice of 

politics deployed by APEC, Le., they both purport to be merely describing what is professed to be 

already there. APEC is seen either as the byproduct of more findamental economic forces such as 

'market driven regional integration', or as the appendage of states cooperating on issues of regional 

and global economic management. Consequently, APEC is void of any political content in and of 

itself since it is seen as being generated by more prima1 international and global forces. Through this 

(de)politicization there is an occultation of the possibility of detemtoriaiizing democracy because 

what appears as determined structures which exclude the democratic imaginary fiom APEC ' s wor!d 

is reinstituted, 

(Landon: Routledge in association with the Open University, 1998). Cooperation or Rnralry? Regiorral htegration in 
the Americas and the Pacrjic Rh, eds. Shoji Nkhijirna and Peter H. Smith, (Boulder: Westview Press, 2996). 



The first discursive manoeuvre I will explore in this chapter lies in the way that 

economic issues must be geopoliticized for APEC to have any meaning. Both the forma1 and 

practical discourse read international economics geopolitically, thus enabling the primary ground, 

Le., conflict., from which the economic cooperation embodied in APEC can be seen as a positive 

outcorne. nius, the forma1 and the practical discourse deploy a form of geopolitical reasoning. The 

second discursive manoeuvre is located in the manner in which the cooperatiod conflict 

problématique (re)deployed through a 'regirne theory' analysis of APEC allows for a 

(de)politicization of economic cooperation arnong states. nirough a series of equivalences which 

are invoked by regime theory, M E C  becomes the end result of reasoned action by state 

representatives. Cooperation among states is (de)politicized since it is rr priori equated with 

reasoned and learned behaviour, The third manoeuvre is contained within APEC's discourse on 

'open regionalism'. Open regionalism is perhaps APEC's most ardent attempt to contribute a 

theoretical invention to the academic world of international economics. It is a concept that APEC 

has made its own and which has been, by al1 accounts, enthusiastically adopted within academic 

circles as a novel non-discriminatory approach to regional economic cooperation. My intent is to 

show how the discursive practice of open regionalism seeks to disaggregate politics from 'economic 

regionalism'. This manoeuvre reflects the broader attempt pervasive in APEC's discourse to 

disaggregate politics and economics. To do so, it must reinstitute the division between economics 

and politics politicaliy. In many ways, this third discursive manoeuvre captuces the pnmary move 

of (de)politicization which accompanies APEC's formal and practical discourse and highlights the 

relationship between the two. As we will see, the discursive practice of open regionalism within the 

formal discourse has endeavoured to lend theoretical validity and authority to APEC's usage ofthe 



tenns 'member economies' and 'economic leaden'. The final discursive manoeuvre explored in this 

chapter is found by placing APEC within the broader 'Asia-Pacific imaginary'. As Arïf Dirlik has 

[.,,] the idea of the Pacific is not so much a well-defiried idea as it is a discourse that 
seeks to construct what is pretended to be its point of departure [..J That the Pacific 
is an invented concept does not mean that the region does not exist exceptas an idea, 
but that what exists does so by virtue of human interactions and the 
conceptualizations that endow those interactions with meaning! 

With this last section, my intent more precisely is to explore the most prominent set of signifiers 

which inform the broader (pre)text for which Asia-Pacific economic cooperation is read- 'Miracle', 

'dynamism', 'tigers', 'dragons', 'flying geese', and the 'Asian flu' serve to create a (pre)text which 

invokes a 'difference', meant to be an 'Asian difference'. Reading APEC from this (pre)text 

reinforces the idea that the organization represents a departure fiom the 'Western' way of dolng 

things towards an 'APEC way'.' However, the difference these signifiers are rneant to capture only 

serve to mask the manner in which in the end they serve to (re)produce a geo-political and geo- 

economic imaginary centred on states and interstate relations. 

One: geo-politicizing internntiorzal economics 

To create the rneaning fiom which APEC can be viewed as an interstate organization 

4 ArXDuliS 'Introducing the Paci6icY, in Whar is in a Rim? Critical Perspectives on the Pacific Regimt Idea, 
ed. Arif Dirlik (Eloulder, Westview Press, 1993)- 4- See also Dirlik's eartier piece, 'The Asia-Pacific Idea: Reality and 
Representation in the Invention of a Regional Structure', JmrnaI of Word Hisiory, 3, no- 1 (1992), 55-79, and Mark 
T. Berger and Douglas A Borer, 'Introduction: The Rise of East Asia: Critical Visions of the Pacific Century', in The 
Rise of Eàst Asia: Criticcd Visions of the Pacrjic Cerentury, eds- Mark T. Berger and Douglas A. Borer (London: 
Routledge, 1997), t -33. 

On the 'APEC Way' see notably Yoichi Funabashi, Asia Pa@c Fusim: J- 'sRole fi1 APEC (Washington: 
Institute for International Economics, 1995). 



cooperating on economic issues, the prima1 reality of international relations must remain conflict 

To enable this, the formal and practical discourse deploys a variety of discursive manoeuvres which 

seek to tocate conflict in sorne recent tum of events in order to set the initial terrain for the 

possibility of cooperation among states in the Asia-Pacific. Most ofien, it plays itself out in such 

ominous terrns as: 

The near-continuous eruption of plitical strife around the globe has diminished 
hopes for pst-Cold War harmony as nation-states and other international actors 
pursue self-interests amid tension and uncertainty. Perhaps the most unsettling 
characteristic of the mid-1990s is the nonexistence of international d e s  of the game, 
the absence of an operative code of conduct that can set limits on behavior and 
encourage cooperation on the basis of rahonal self-interest! 

Along with the end of the Cold War, two other dominant accounts of the source of conflict are found 

in the forma1 and practical discourse: increased (post-hegemonic) U.S. unilateralism, and the nse 

of Asian 'economic dynamism' in a world of increased 'economic interdependence'.' These three 

interrelated sources of conflict form what, following David Campbell one could cal1 a 'discourse 

of dangery, that is a discourse which uses a negative system of difference (fear, uncertainty, disorder, 

irrationality) to create the terrain of conflict fiom which the positive contraposition, cooperation 

among states, c m  acquire certain% order, and rationality.8 It is through a discourse of danger and 

the negative system of difference it creates that interstate cooperation becomes a possibility and is 

6 Peter H Smith, 'Lntroduction: Cooperation or Rivdry? Issues and Themes', in Cmperation or Rivahy? , 1. 

Take for instance Charles Momson's assessment. "A number of econornic and political factors in the 1970s 
and 1980s convergeci xo set the stage for the establishment of a broad-based regional economic cooperation organization 
Of these, ttiree stand out: the region's economic growth, the related growth of Asia-Pacific economic interdependence 
and fear of protectionism, and the shift of political and diplornatic forces associated with the end of the Cold War." 
Charles E- Momson, 'APEC: The Evolution of an Institution', in Asia-Pac~jk CrossrOLlCiS, 5-  

David Campbell, Writiing Sentrity- Unied Siaies Foreign Policy a d  the Polircs ofIderii@ (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1992), 54. 



assigned meaning since it is only through a discourse of danger that the constitutive outside of 

cooperation, conflict, is made possible. My objective in this first-section therefore, is to highlight 

how discourses of danger are articulated in order to create the negative terrain fiom which the 

interstate economic cooperation embodied in APEC is given rneaning. More specifically, 1 intend 

to show how this creation of meaning allows APEC to become seen as rational choice in dealing 

with the fear, uncertainty, disorder, and irrationality of what is viewed as the latent immutable 

reality of R: conflict, In a manner similar to the way the a m s  race became an accepted and 

legitimate part of the drive to avoid disorder and gain bipolar stability dunng the Cold War, 

international economic cooperation in the form of policy coordination among states becomes seen 

as a legitimate part of avoiding world economic uncertainty and instability in a post-Cold War 

environment, 

Signifjnng the Cold War as dangerous was easy. Indeed, in many respects it was the 

ideal (con)text in which the deployrnent of discounes of danger within IR achieved the status of 

fixed immutable structures circumscniing the possibility of international politics subsequent to 

World War II. The more that danger acquired the status of fixity and tangibility the more the means 

through which avoidance of that danger, militaq and nuclear buildup, was a justifiable objective 

and a reasonable component of the practice of international politics. In this sense, the dangerous 

(con)text of the Cold War was the primary ground fiom which the apparent stability of a bipolar 

worldg (assurned to be the outcome of military buildup and the politics of deterrence) could be 

9 As Zaki Ladi quoting Robert MacNarnara points out, the stabrlity was indeed only apparent when one 
considers that over 40 million people died in s o - d e d  'regional conflicts' during the cofd war- Quoted in Zaki Laidi, 
L 'ordre mondial relâche: sens et p isance après la gz~errefioide (Paris: Presses de la fondation nationale des sciences 
politiques/ Berg Pubtishers, 1992)- 15, h. 1. 



imagined Seen discursively, it is not the imutable anarchical dangerous world of superpower 

rivalry that produced the Cold War, it is the Cold War discursive economy of balance of power, 

military deterrence, and foreign threat among other discursive manoeuvres, which (re)produced the 

dangerous anarchicai bipolar world centred around temtorïally defined States. Although the end of 

the Cold War did open more clearly the possibility of questioning the geo-politicaI world of IR as 

immutably dangerous, it did not put an end to the practice of creating discourses of danger. Danger, 

it would seem, merely navigated elsewhere as witnessed by the host of new national security issues 

which have had the effect of 'redehing' or rather, relocating the 'zero sum security dilemma'.10 

Among these new securïty issues intemational economic relations read through the 

prism of geo-economics was quickly and easily substiîuted for the geo-politics of the Cold War. As 

Gearoid O Tuathail argues despite the end of the dangerous (con)text that gave meaning to geo- 

politics, those who read geo-economics as part of the new security issues of interstate relations 

failed to abandon the discourse oFdanger of the Cold War and succeeded in securitizing the world 

of international economic relations. 

They [those who read geo-economics with the geo-political gaze] write "new7' 
national secunty jeremiads with old script lines in an effort to revitalize the society 
of security and perpetuate the culhire of the cold war despite the end of the Cold War 
as a historkal period. The Cold War may be dead, but cold war strategic culture and 
its society of security is Ündead " 

Within this context, geo-political or geo-strategic discursive practices, such as those surrounding 

the notion of 'national security' are superimposed upon economic issues which are consequently 

'O See for instance JessicaTuchmanMathews, 'Redefining Security', ForeignAflairs, 68, no. 2 (1989). 162-177. 

11 Gearbid O Tuathail, Cnrical Geopoliics: ïhe Pofi~ics of Writing Global Spce (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1 996), 23 1. 



perceived as 'conflict ridden' since they seemingly occur in the anarchical world of international 

relations in which states inherently pursue their own self interest The senes of equivalences that 

applied to a geo-political world are now applied to international economic relations. Geo-economic 

reasoning reads international economic issues through the pnsm of a zero sum game: the gains of 

one state are seen as the losses of anothed2 As if hidden by the Cold War, economics thus becornes 

part ofthe national interests of states, nowworthy of 'high politics' statuS. l3 Substituting the military 

and ideological conflict of geo-politics, the securitizationof economics enables sipiQing the world 

of international econornic relations as rnarked by the inherent, if latent, possibility of 'economic 

warfue' and 'trade wars'. Within the pst-Cold War geo-economic reasoning, the traditional 

militaristic measures ofstate power and national securîty are thus increasingly being substituted for, 

arnong other things, notions of territorially defined economic competitiveness and technological 

supenority. In this sense, geo-economic reasoning conveys an image of temtonally defined 

hornogeneity to 'econornic interest' by drawing an equivalence to traditional understandings of 

'national interests' defended by the state, such as a country's tem-tonal integrity and defence against 

extemal aggression. The state is assumed to have the same degree of sovereignty in the world of 

I2 A psrticular striichg and succinct example ofthis form of reasoning can be found in the writings of Edward 
N. Luttwak, 'From Geo-politics to Geo-economics: Logic of Confiict, Grammar of Commerce' reproduced in The 
GeopoZitical Reader, eds. Geadid O Tuathail, Simon Dalby and Paul Routledge (London: Routledge, I998), 125-130. 

l3 It is interesting to look at how at the t h e  of 'post-hegernony' certain authon have (re)written the history of 
international relations in order to script in economics as part of the measures of state power and as a component of the 
immutable and irnmemorial structuring of interstate relations and national interest. See for example Robert Gilpin, The 
Political Ecorzomy of htentationaI Relations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 3-4. At the outset of his 
book, Gilpin d e s :  "Economic factors have played an important role in international relations throughout history. 
Economic objectives, resources, and instruments of foreign policy have always been significant elements in the struggles 
among politid groups. It is unlikely that, in Homeric times, Helen's face- contributhg factor though it may weU have 
been- was the primary reason for launching a thousand ships and causing King Agamemnon to Iay siege to  Troy. More 
Likely, the Greeks' crucial motive was their desire to seize control of the lucrative trade route that passeci through the 
Dardanelles." 



interstate economic relatious as it did in the world of strategic issues. In short, the geo-political 

imaginary of an interstate world is conscripted for the imagining of international economic 

relations, and the effect is to imbue the international world of economics with danger. Geo- 

economic reasoning therefore leaves intact and reinforces the Cold War irnaginary of an interstate 

world of inside/ outside, sovereigntyl anarchy, self7 other, fïïend/ enemy and solves these 

problématiques with the same ontological and epistemological comrnimients despite the end of what 

informed their (con)text, Le., the Cold War. As such, the discourse of danger constitutive of the 

Cold War created for itseIf new ground in geo-economics and enabled the continuation of such 

apocalyptic daims that "[t]he end of the Cold War could sharply heighten the prospect of trade 

war," l4 

Arguably, nowhere is this discourse of danger of geo-economics more poignant than 

in the imagined Asia-Pacific as the opening quote to this chapter suggests. Indeed, this may be the 

(con)text for geo-economic danger seen to be almost equivalent with the geo-political danger of the 

East/ West Cold War rivalry. Within a geo-economic reasoning, the amval of the 'Pacific Cenhiry' 

headed by Japan's 'economic miracle' with the 'economic dynarnism' of the 'mini dragons' and 

'little tigers' following closely behind, is easily read as replacing the geo-political conflict of the 

Cold War with a new geo-ecooomic conflict. Resuscitating old imaginkes of IR about global 

tectonic shifts in world orders, the arriva1 of the 'Pacific Century' is equated with the arriva1 of 'Pax 

Amencana' subsequent to World War II (itself replacing the 'Pax Britannica') while placing the 

- - 

l4 C. Fred Bergsten quoted in Smith, 'Introduction: Cooperation or Rivaky? Issues and Themes', 2. 
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locus of the shift at the level of economic p~wer . '~  Within this context of shifting world order 

generated by the 'economic dynamism', the most symptomatic form of dangerous geo-economic 

reasoning is to be found in the manner in which the economic relationship between the United 

States and Japan, imagined as the two most powerful territorÏally defined economies in the ~or lc i , '~  

has been read as one of 'super economy rivalry'." Defining them as economic rivals has enabled 

th5 deployment of Cou War imaginaries despite the added dimension 'economic interdependence'. 

Such geo-economic reasoning is easy to find in the formal discourse. 

Japan's economic reIationship with the United States is so close that rnuch of the 
Amencan budget deficit is financed by Japan In retum, the openness of the 
American market has made Japan's economic miracle possible. The relationship 
between the two nations is aptly described as one of Mutual Assured Destruction 
(MAD)- in the event of an economic war, either country could destroy the other's 
economy. l8 

Intentate economic warfare of a magnitude similar to the MAD of nuclear war, irrespective of its 

illogicality, draws an equivalence between economics, national interest, and a temtorially defined 

interstate world predicated upon inherent conflict This kind of geo-economic reading of US./ 

Japanese relations generally falls within the 1980s envisioning of a 'post-hegemonic' world order 

IS On this fom of reading see in panicular Robert Giin, 'International Politics in the Pacific Rim En', nie 
Amlals of the American Acaàemy of Political ami Social Science, 505 (September, 1989),56-67. 

16 Geahid O Tuathail, ' 'Pearl Harbow Whhout Bombs': A Critical Geopolitics of the U-S.-Japan 'FSX' 
Debate', Environmerzt mtd Planr~Nig A, 24, no. 7 f l992), 976. See also David Campbell, 'Foreign Policy and Identity: 
Japanese 'OtherY/ American 'Self, in n e  Globalfionomy as PoIiticaI Space,eds, Stephen J. Rosow, Naeem Inayatullah, 
and Mark Rupert (Boulder: Lynne Rienner), 147-1 69. See aiso Kawasaki Tsuyoshi, 'Le discours politique des relations 
économiques nippo-américaines: l'énigme mise en évidence par Komiya', Revue Etudes ir~tentatio~luIes, no. 1, 
1999, 45-66. 

L7 MEC, the U.S. and Iapan maLe up approxïmately 80 percent of the total measurable GDP. 

18 GeraId Segal, 'A Pacifïc Cenîury?', in Dilemmas of World PoliCics, eds. John Baylis and N.J. Rengger 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1 W2), 414. 



marked by 'US. economic decline' l9 and nsing Japanese economic dynamisdO It is fkom here that 

the rise of US. unilateralism is most often read since it is seen as a reactive attempt to protect US. 

economic sectors fiom 'unfair' aggressive foreign cornpetitors and market predators and their 

'unfair trade practices'. Used as the statistical confirmation that the 'Japanese' had to be 'unfair 

traders' was the huge US. trade deficits, not only with Japan but also with Korea, Taiwan and later 

Chinaz1 From this reading ofAmencan/ Japanese economic relations the practice of politics ofU.S. 

foreign policy initiated an entire array of mesures meant to 'level the playing field'.* These 

measures ranged from the general [Special and Super 30 1 ; Voluntary Export Restraints (VERS); 

Orderly Marketing Agreements (OMAs); Voluntary Import Expansion (VIE) agreements), to the 

more specific sector oriented 'leveling7 (the1 986 Semiconductor Agreement; the elimination of 

General System of Preferences; the 1985 Plaza Accord; the 1985 Market-Oriented Sector-Selective 

I Y  Paul Kennedy's 'The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers' remains emblematic, See Paul Kennedy, 27re Rise 
mld FaII of the Great Powers: Eèotzomic Change and Military Cortfic f Rom 1500 ro 2000 (New York: Random House, 
1987). 

The 'rise and fall' debate in the U ~ t e d  States also infomed a body of 'revisionist literature' which began to 
see Japan no longer as an ally but as a political and economic threat- Arnong these revisionist were the authors who 
became known as the 'Gang of Four': Clyde Prestowitz, who worked as U-S. Commerce Department trade negotiator 
with Japan, James Fallows, editor of The AtIantic MonthIy, Karl van Wolferen, a journakt and author, and Chalmers 
Johnson, a professor of international relations at the University of California San Diego. See O Tuathail, 'Pearl Harbor 
Without Bombs': A Critical Geopolitics ofthe US.-Japan 'FSX' Debate', 976. See also the Gang of Four's response to 
theü critics James Fallows and al., 'Beyond Japan-Bashing: The 'Gang ofFourY Defends the Revisionist Lie', US- News 
and WorZd Report, (May 7, 2 WO), 54-55. 

21 According to IMF numbers, by 1990 the official U.S. vade deficit with al1 APEC members at the t h e  was 
98 billion dollars, approximateiy 80 percent of the total Amencan trade deficit, Numbers adapted tiom Hadi Soesastro, 
'Implications of the Post-Cold War Politico-Security Environment for the Paciiîc', in Pacrjk Dynami'sm and the 
It~tenlatiotral Eco~~omic Sys~em, 3 74 . 

Not aU quarten of Amencan foreign policy circles agreed with these measures since for some it went aga* 
the 'fiee market' gospel, See in particular the policy stance of the CATO Institute Center for Trade Policy Studies. As 
it relates to Americad Japanese economic relations see Scott Latham, 'Market Opening or Corporate Welfare? 'Uesults- 
Oriented' Trade Policy Towards Japan', Policy Atlalysis, no. 252 (Apd 15, 1996), Brink Lindsey and Aaron Lukas, 
'Revisiting the 'Revisionists': The Rise and Fa11 of the Japanese Economic Model', T'de Policy Analysis, no. 3 (July 
3 1, 1998). - http://www.fieetrade,org/index.html - 



(MOSS) talks under the Reagan administration; the 1989 Structurai Impediments Initiative (SQ 

under the Bush administration; and the 1993 Clinton Administration's US.-Japan Framework for 

a New Economic Partnenhip]? As Campbell has s h o w  through his work on foreign policy, in 

order to initiate these measures it became imperative for U.S. foreign policy to create 'East Asian 

economies' as a unified foreign threat? To do so it accessed a readily available World War II 

imaginary fiom which a dangerous 'Asian other' could be envisioned. 

The surprise attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 stood for many as a syrnbol of 
deviousness and the willingness to transgress the 'normal' bounds of civilized war. 
Throughout the war, the image of the conniving, scheming and untrustworîhy 
Japanese was everywhere. In the post-war period, particularly in recent tirnes, the cry 
of 'unfair' trading practices has tapped into this well-established interpretation. The 
greater the economic success of the Japanese the greater the willingness of many 
cornpetitors to suggest that this success can only be atîributed to devio~sness.~ 

This post-Cold War geo-economic discourse of danger informs the predominant vantage point £tom 

which the Asia-Pacific and the 'Pacific Century' is read. Where the pst-Cold War production of 

danger through geo-economic reasoning becomes particularly relevant for this chapter however, is 

when it has lead to the possibility of creating a second discourse of danger, one which has 

foundational status for MEC. 

At le& in one case measures meant to 'level the playing field' succeeded. As Walden BeUo notes 
'Washington subjected Seoul to a broad-fiont trade offensive that was much tougher than the one directed at Japan [...] 
Hemmed in on al1 fionts, Korea saw its 1987 trade surplus of $9.6 billion with the U S A  tum into a deficit of $159 
million in 1992. By 1996, the deficit with the U3.A had grown to over $4 billion, and Korea's overall trade deficit hit 
$21 billion-" Walden Bello, 'East Asia: On the Eve of the Great Transformation?', Review of h t e ~ i o n a l  PoZiticaf 
Ecorzomy, 5, no. 3 (1998) 424-444. 43 1. Bello argues that U.S. unilateral measures against Korea were contribuhg 
factors to Korea's financial collapse in 1997. 

*' Campbell, 'Japanese 'Other'l American 'Self, 156. 'ForeÏppolicy' refers to "aü reiationships of othemey 
practices of differentiation, or modes of exclusion that constitute their objects as foreign in the process of dealing with 
then" This understanding follows what 1 have developed in Chapter Three. Whereas 'Foreign Policy' is a state-based 
practice as it is conventionally understood in internationai relations. Ibid-, 150. 

25 Campbell, Writhg Secut-Ïty, 233. 



Somewhat paradoxically, the end of the Cold War discoune of danger prevdent in 

the United States becomes itselfan object of danger within the dominant narrative from which 

APEC is read and to which its own discourse contributes. This second geo-econornic discourse 

stems fiom how the danger is located not at the level of 'unfair trading practices', or a shifing of 

economic power as was the case h v e -  Rather, the predominant danger for the 'Asia-Pacific 

economy' stems from the perception that viewing Japanese or East Asian economic dynamism as 

a danger in U.S. foreign policy, as well as elsewhere, threatens the liberal multilateral trading 

regirne by one of its chief players in favour of, among other things, aggressive economic 

unilateralism and socalled 'managed trade'. In other words, the first geo-economic discourse of 

danger produces a second geo-economic danger. The nse of U.S. economic unilateralism, the 

perception of a failing Uruguay Round, the movement towards 'economic blocs' in Europe and 

North Amenca, and the changing balance of economic power between Euro-America and the 

'Pacific', al1 of which are seen as tightly interreiated, were from the onset the primary elements of 

danger informing the need and the possibility of economic cooperation in the Asia-Pa~ific.~~ Read 

as mounting 'protectionism', these events of the rnid to late 2980s are cornponents of the 

foundational narrative of APEC to the extent that they constituted the dangerous 'other' of economic 

liberalism and its international iegimes. It is seen as particularly dangerous for the Asia-Pacific 

since it is commonly held in the formal discourse that "blerhaps no couniries have a bigger interest 

in efforts to sustain and extend the GATT trade d e s ,  and in becoming the exernpIars of a liberal 

" Among the fkst articles in the formal discourse dealing specifïcaiiy with APEC and the reasons for its creation 
are Stuart Harris, 'Regional Economic Cooperation, Trading Blocs and Austrdian Interests', ArtstraIimz Orrtlook, 43, no- 
2 (1989), 16-24, Elek 'Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC)', 33-48, and Crone, 'The Politics of Emerging 
Pacific Cooperation', 68-83. 



international trade regime, than do the Pacific co~ntries."~~ And by exîension "[al11 memben of 

APEC have a very strong interest in the preservation of an open and rules-based international 

economy, for it has seried them well? Indeed, 'their sustained growth has been due to a relatively 

open multilateral trading system which has prevailed during recent decades [and] it has made it 

possible for Japan and other Western Pacific economies to exploit their comparative ad~antage."~~ 

This belief in the Iiberal international trade regime as the context responsible for the 

unprecedented economic growth in the region is echoed in each of the leaders' declaration and 

ministerial joint statements of APEC. It was ernphasized in the first ministerial joint statement in 

19 89 and was included in the 199 2 Seoul APEC declaration which sets out the objectives and 

founding principles of the organi~ation.~~ In fact, elements of this second discourse of danger are 

pervasive in APEC's officia1 declarations and statements:' as well as in the reports of its more 

prominent advisory bodies. Most notably, each of the three reports produced by APEC's EPG in the 

first half of the 1990s began by highlighting the "threats to the region"? which reproduces the 

28 Andrew MacIntyre and Nancy Viviani, 'APEC Revisited', AustraZimzrJo~~n~a~ of ~rlferratior~(~~Affairs, 46, 
no. 2 (1992), i. 

Eiek, 'APEC- Motives Objectives and Prospects7, 161. 

'O APEC. 'Joint Staternent: Third Mioisterial Meeting7, Seoul, Korea, (November 12-14, 1991). 

3 L The first ministerial joint statement states: "Minister also noted some potential threats to fllrther growth and 
to the hrther productive interdependence of Asia-Pacific economies. The positive trends of recent years could be 
disrupted iS instead of continued willuigness to undertake structural change, there were to be increased resort to 
protectionism and if instead of positive joint international action to fürther lieralise trade, there were to be increased 
resort to retaiiatory or defensive measures." APEC, 'Joint Statement: First Ministerial Meeting, Canberra, Australia, 
November 6-7, 1989' (Singapore: APEC secretariat, 1989). 

" APEC, A Visionfor MEC: Tbwurak an Asia PCIC@C Ecommic Community. Reporr of the Emitient Personr 
Grmp to APEC Ministers (Singapore: APEC secretariat, 1993), 15-19; APEC, Achieviilg the MEC Vision: Free and 
Open Trade in the Asia Pac@cC Secorrd Report of the Eminent Persons Group (Singapore: MEC secretariat, 1994), 6- 
13; and APEC, Implerne~lti~~g the APEC Vision- Third Report of the Eminerzt Persons Grmp (Singapore: APEC 



second discourse of danger highlighted above. Indeed, in the opening paragraphs of each of these 

reports offering recommendations as to the future direction O~APEC'~  there is considerable time 

spent highlighting the dangers which "threaten the environment that has permitteci, indeed 

facilitated, the economic boom of the past three decades in the Asia-Pa~ific."~ In 1993, those 

included rising ccprocess protectionism" (Le., antidumping and countervailing duties), "inward 

looking regionalism7' (NAFTA, and the EU), and bilateral trade disputes in particular between the 

US. and Japan (the first discourse of danger identified earlier). The report made the threats even 

more 'threatening7 by suggesting that the multilateral venue for addressing them, Le., the Uruguay 

Round, was faltering. In 1994, when the Uruguay Round was in view of completion, îhe report 

found that the threats had not disappeared: the Uruguay Round did not go far enough (particularly 

in investrnent and services) and could not provide grounds for slowing "protectionist pressures". 

Inward looking regionalism was expanding, and bilateral trade disputes continued ~ n a b a t e d . ~ ~  

Finally, in 1995 the "risks to the region" were so serious that the report urged "forcefûl 

implementation of the Bogor commiûnents" to create a free trade area in the ~sia-~acif ic?  It 

would seem that bilateral disputes between the United States and Japan had escalated and only 

nearly "averted the largest trade war of the postwar penod?"" The "remedy to the threats to 

" The 1993 report recommended '6ee trade withïn the region' which formed the basis for the 1994 Bogor 'fke 
and open trade and investrnent' declaration made by APEC heads of state. As such, the EPG reports had significant 
influence on APEC's agenda 

" APEC, A Visiotr for APEC, 15. 

35 APEC, AchievÏtg lhe APEC Yisot~, 8- 12. 

APEC, ImpIementi~tg the APEC VÏsÏotn, 3. 



continued prosperity and stability in the region" contends the report is "prompt and effective 

irnplementati~n"~~ of the free and open trade and investrnent commitments set out in Bogor by 

APEC members- 

The discourse of danger found in the beginning of each of these reports is a stnking 

caricature of how conflict must precede cooperation in order for the latter to have any meaning. 

Because the discourse of danger is the constitutive outside to interstate economic cooperation, any 

attempt at cooperation such as that found in APEC must ultimately remain a failure, contarninated 

by the conflict it needs to delimit its field of meaning- The threat must always remain If what 

constituted the threat is no longer possible, e-g., the faltering GATT negotiations, then the threat is 

merely located elsewhere. In this sense, it is only by means of the first geo-economic discourse of 

danger which creates the post-Cold War uncertainty, disorder, irrationality and conflict by geo- 

politicizing economics that the second danger for the Asia-Pacific couId be envisioned, Le., the 

dangerous 'other' of the international liberal trading regime. And it is only from the negative system 

of difference which this second discourse of geo-economic danger creates that the positive 

contraposition of' Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation' can be envisioned- The discourse of danger 

of geo-economic reasoning constitutes the fundamental reality which economic cooperation among 

Asia-Pacific States stmggles to maintain at bay. In a marner similar to the way that the dangerous 

(con)text of the Cold War had to be performatively created in order to view nuclear buildup, 

deterrence, and balance of power strategies as a legitimate part of the practice of international 

politics, it is only once dangerous geo-economic reasoning is deployed that APEC can be viewed 

as a legitimate and rational outcome of the practice of politics in the Asia-Pacific. As such, a 



discourse of danger, such as the one surrounding the nse of (U. S.) ' protectionism' when APEC was 

created or the risks associated with the failure of the Uruguay Round highlighted by the EPG 

reports, is constitutive of the possibility of cooperation and must be located in order to give any 

meaning to the latter. 

In the context of the late 1980s pst-hegemonic and pst-Cold War world where 

'V.S. hegemony in the Pacific has been reduced by the rapid relative growth of Japan and the NIES 

[new industnalizing economies] and by their extensive system of mutual economic linkages" and 

where consequently '?he order maintained by US. power devolved toward uncertainty and cha~s","~ 

Asia-Pacific economic cooperation iays its foundation by deploying a geo-economic discourse of 

danger which largely resuscitates the discursive economy of the Cold War. Only after interstate 

economic relations are geo-politicized can the pst-Cold War world economy be seen as marked 

by disorder, instability, and irrationality. Once this is done, then the substance of economic 

cooperation no longer really matters since the terrain of cooperation is n priori delimited by order, 

stability and rationality. 

Two: Cooperatiord confrict 

From the very first ministenal meeting in Canberra in 1989, APEC has been viewed 

through the pnsm of international organizations and more specifically from the 1980s' ahïstorical 

rendition of this prism, regime theory" Indeed, APEC quickly becarne an occasion to strengthen 

" Crone, 'Does Hegemony Matter?', 5 12. 

40 In his histiography, B h  Schmidt remarks on how the Literature on 'intemational regimes' Ws to 
acknowledge the histoy of the study intemationai organizations within the field. See Brian Schmidt, me Political 
Discarse of Attarchy: A DiscipIinary Nis1or-y ofrntenzuiiomf Relations (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1998), 190. 



what was, and continues to be seen by many, as the current state of theory in IR while applying the 

latter to a new part of the world where interstate regimes, or at least some form of the latter, were 

seen as relatively few in cornparison to Europe and North A n i e r i ~ a , ~ ~  Barry Buzan for instance has 

remarked that "[w]hat is remarkable about Asia is its combination of several quite highIy 

indwtriialised societies, with a regional international society so impoverished in its developrnent that 

it compares poorly m-th even Afnca and the Middle East. Effective multilateralism is virtually 

absentd2 As I will argue later, this absence of intentate regimes becomes particularly relevant for 

the formal discourse's attempt to navigate fiom a realist imaginary (that is, one rnarked by the 

immub_bility of anarchy and the problems this reality engenders for interstate cooperative 

behavimur) towards goveming norms and principles that constrain state behaviour, Le., an interstate 

regime. Put simply, the 'Asia-Pacific' when viewed through neo-liberal institutionalism is 

understood to be an important test for regime theory since 'anarchy', or the absence of supra- 

national€ governing norms and principles for States, is seen as historically much more evident, 

By redeploying the ontologica1 as well as epistemological cornrnitments of some 

form o f  game theory which underlies regime theory, APEC is to be seen as the creation of self 

Q L  Most ofthe neo-liberal institutionalin Strand of the formal discourse on AeEC deploys either explicitiy or 
implicitly a form of regime analysis. Explicitiy Richard A Higgott, Andrew Fenton Cooper and Janelle Bonnor, 'Asia- 
Pacific Cooperation: An Evolving Case-Study in Leadership and Co-operation Building', I t ~ t e a t i o a a ,  XLV, 
(Autumn 1990), 823-866, Crone, 'Does Hegemony Matter?', 501-525, Vmod K_ Aggarwai, 'Building International 
Institutioras in Asia-Pacific', Asicnr Szirvey , 33 ,  no. 11 (1993), 1029-1042. See also the fonowing edited volumes A s a -  
Paczjic Cwossrouds: Regime Creatioz and the Future of APEC, &. A g g w a l  and Momson, Pacifc Cooperahon: 
Bzrifdirtg Xcoriornic aixi Sentrisr Regimes in the Asia-Pacific Region, eds. Mack and Ravenhili, Pacijic Economic 
Relatiom irl the 1990s: Cooperation or Conzict?, eds. Higgott, Leaver, and Ravenhill, 

" Bluan goes on to state in a classic realist discourse that "Asia-Paafic Economic Cooperation (APEC) is the 
most devedoped of the econornic groupings, but it shows few signs ofbecoming anything more than an unwieldy Pa&c 
summit- Japan and the United States are keen to ensure that such regionalism does not develop too far as they fear that 
its success would mean less openness in the global market economy." Barry Buzan, 'The Post-Cotd War Asia-Pacüic 
Security Order Conflict or Cooperation?' in PacifTc Cooperation, 150. 



interested states (presumably meaning state representatives) capable of a rational cost/ benefit 

analysis in a world conditioned by anarchy. A whole host of benefits which outweighed the costs 

were quickly fastenedto APEC- This reflects the underlying assumption within the forma1 discourse 

that cooperation among states in the realm of international economics has positive consequences 

for people." As we wilI see later, this normative view of international economic cooperation goes 

as far as to allow the substitution of the conflict ridden 'zero sum prisoner's dilemma' analogy of 

international relations with a new "positive sum pnsoner's delight" analogyu 

Most often what is understood as the 'benefits' are the numerous and varying degrees 

to which N E C  contributes to strengthening what is seen as the international liberal trading regïme, 

that is the "governing arrangements or principles, noms, rules and procedures for handling issues 

in international economic re ia t ion~ . '~~  The emphasis is placed on the international liberal trading 

regime since it is argued that "the growth and strength of the Pacific economy in the past three 

decades were built within the framework of multilateral trading arrangements and ties provided by 

the GATT, undenvritten by the leadership r ~ l e  played by the United States." As such, "East Asian 

" Although as Ralph Pettman notes reai living human beings are rarely part ofthe discowse of regime theory. 
See Ralph Pettman, 'State Cooperation in The Pacific Region', Asia PaciJic Viewpoirtt, 37, no. 1 (1996)- 

Accordhg to its users, this analogy would mean that "each country's own success in internationaüy oriented 
economic gowth depends on its own trade Iiberalization." See Ross Garnaut and Peter DrysdaIe, 'East Asia in the 
International System: Asia-Padïc Economic Cooperation and the Challenge of Discriminatory Trade' in Sustaining 
Export-Urie~zted Development: ideas for Easr Asia, eds. Ross Garnaut, Enzo Grilli and James Riedel, (Hong Kong: 
University of Cambridge Press, 1995), 133- See also Peter Drysdale and Ross Gamaut, 'The Pacinc: An Application of 
a General Theory ofEconomic Integration', in Pactjk Dyramism utrd the Itztenzational Economic System, 183-224- On 
the 'prisoner's diiemma' analogy see Robert Axelrod, The Evolution of Cooperation (New York: Basic Books hc., 
1984). 

45 Charles E. Morrison, 'APEC: The Evolution ofan institution', Asia-Pac@ CrowOûdS, 2- Monison merely 
reuses the definition that Krasner had developed at the beginning of the 1980s. See Stephen D. Krasner, 'Structural 
Causes and Reghe Consequences: Regimes as Intervening Vanables', hïnienlational Regimes, ed- Stephen D. Krasner 
(Ithaca: CorneU University Press, 1982), 1, 



and Western Pacific c o d e s  have strong interests in ensuring that economic policy efforts are 

directed towards support for the maintenance of an open, non-discrirninatoiy (GATT-based) trade 

and economic regime.'* Maintainhg the "'collective benefits of an open international economic 

system"" continues to be viewed as the primary objective of regional interstate cooperation and has 

been the comerstone of the creation of APEC's discourse on 'open regionalism' (which will be 

explored later in this chapter). Within this conte-, APEC's success or failure is most ofien 

measured in terms of its ability to contribute to fostering the gains of increased regional/ globaL trade 

and financial integration. On this, the debate has raged and has fuelled the forma1 discourse since 

most assessments of APEC's success are confronted with what is read as the stated ambitions of 

APEC and what is judged as the organization's 'practical achievernent~'.~~ 

When read as a regional economic regime meant to strengthen the 'benefits of an 

open international economic system', what conditions the oscillation between the success or failure 

of APEC is the belief in the existence of a more fundamental reality than cooperation. As was 

argued in the previous section, without this more fundamental reality, cooperation among states 

would be void of meaning- Indeed, eventhough cooperation is to be viewed as more common, it still 

finctions as an exception and not a nom since for the formal discourse, and in particular neo-liberal 

institutionalism, it is something that can only be 'lenrned', thereby conveying the notion that the 

more fundamental reality of the interstate world frorn which learning begins is marked by something 

*' Drysdale, It~tenzatiot~ai Economic Pluraiism, 76. 

" ~ichard Higgott, 'The Pacinc and Beyond: APEC, ASEM and Regional Economic Management ', inEcotzornic 
DyItamism itz the Asia-Pacijic, ed. Grahame Thompson (London: Routledge in association with the Open University, 
1998), 337, 

48 See for instance the collection of assessrnents in Whirher APEC? The Progres 20 Date and Agetzcii? for the 
Fzïtzre. 



other than cooperation, more specifically, cooperaîion's 'other', conflict That cooperation must be 

'leamed' is at the heart of neo-liberal instihitionalism's deployment of the discourse surrounding 

'epistemic communïties'? States need to leam the noms and principles of appropriate cooperative 

behaviour, particularly in the Asia-Pacific where, as \vas suggested by Buzan above, states are seen 

as having no strongcommon history of interstate cooperation. Within this context, it is believed that 

'epistemic communities'(most often Peter Haas's definition5') can provide the ideas fiom which tbat 

cooperative behaviour is informed It has been relatively easy for neo-liberal institutionalisrn to find 

evidence of 'epistemic communities' within APEC's organizational structure. Aside fiom the more 

prominent bodies such as the now defunct EPG and the current ABAC, the Pacific-Economic 

Cooperation Council (PECC), one of the central networking points for Asia-Pacific acadernics, 

politicians, and business people since the early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  has had observer status within APEC nom 

the first ministerial meeting in Canberra. In 1993, APEC also initiated the creation of 'APEC Study 

Centers' which now are located in over 70 universities throughout APEC members- These centres 

focus on policy relevant research for AFEC. Even outside of readings of APEC through the 

49 This has been a major part of Richard tIiggott's work on APEC. Borrowing corn Peter Haas. H i ~ o t t  has 
sought to appIy the 'epistemic community' literature to APEC in order to argue that states have the ability to lem how 
to cooperate using the ideas and nomative commitments developed by regional episternic communities. Intemationai 
regimes based on these ideas and normative commitments are understood as providig frameworks to constrain state 
behaviour. See Higgott, 'The Pacific and Beyond', 333-355, Richard Higgott, 'MondiaIisation et gouvernance: 
l'émergence du niveau régional', Politique éirm~gère, no.& 62nd year (Summer 1997), pp.277-292, Richard Higgot. 
'APEC- A Scepticd View', in Pacifie Cooperation, 66-97, Richard Higgott, 'Cornpetithg Theoreticai Approaches to 
International Cooperatïon: Implications for the Asia-Pacinc', in Pacifc Economic Relatiom NI the 1990s, 290-3 11, 
Richard Higgott, 'Pacific Economic Cooperation and Australia: Some Questions about the Role of Knowledge and 
Learning', AzistraIian J o u d o f  lnren~~o~raIAflairs, 46, no. 2 (l992), 182-197- With regards to Haas see 'Introduction: 
Epistemic Comrnunities and International Policy Coordination', in Il~tentational Orgunization, 46, no. 1 (1992), 1-35. 
See also Machtyre and %viani, ' N E C  Revisited', i-v. 

50 ~ a a s  defines epistemic communities as "'a network ofprofessionals with recognized expertise and competence 
in a particular domain and an authoritative cIairn to policy-relevant knowledge within that domain or issue-ara-" See 
Haas, 'htroduction: Episternic Communities and International Policy Coordination', 3. 



discursive stance of neo-liberal instiîutiondism's notion of 'epistemic cornmunities', there is an 

ovenvhelming belief that at the very least, APEC is a leaming process among states where 

communication and information exchange occurs." Indeed, the discourse surrounding the 

contention that APEC rnay represent an 'Asian view' of interstate cooperation where we find a 

""distinctive East and Southeast Asian approach to doing business, revolving around informa1 

flexible 'network-b-d' economies rooted in social relations"," generally views APEC as an 

instance of countn'es with disparate cultural, social, and political backgrounds 'getting to knoweach 

other better7 the "APEC ~ a y ' . ' ~  As the first interstate regional organization which is meant to deal 

with economic issues, most APEC boosters, as well as its few sceptics, agree that this is at a 

51 Lawrence Woods for instance characterizes the entire diplomacy of 'Pacific economic cooperation' as a move 
towards "improved forms of cooperation, communication, and consultation on economic policy issues", Lawrence T. 
Woods, Asia-Pac~~cDiplomacy No~zgoven~mentalOrgmri~io~~sm~di~ztenratio~~ai R e I a t i  (Vancouver: UBC Press, 
1993). 4- See aIso Manfi-ed Mols who argues that APEC rnay be a form of regional integration which is Iimited to 

' 

"fostenng communication and cooperation". Manfred Mols, 'Regional Integration and the International Systern', in 
Cooperatio~z or Rivalry?, 20. 

52 Nicole Gailant and Richard Smbbs, ' APEC's Dï.!emmas: institution-Building around the Pacific Rh', Pacrjk 
Afjairs, 70, no. 2 (1 997)' 206. On similar arguments that their may be a distinct 'Asian' f o m  of economic cooperation 
based on informai networking and consensus building and that this may be present in APEC see MEC: Cmperatiotzfiom 
Diversity, eds. Ippei Yamazawa and Akira Hirata (Tokyo: Institute of Developing Economies Symposium Proceedings 
No. 16, 1996), and Funabashi, Asia Pacxfic Fusion. 

" The notion of an 'APEC way' became particularly prevalent when the Japanese government was the APEC 
chair during 1995. It was at this moment that the notion of an 'Asian view' appeared more prominentiy in APEC's 
discourse which lead in part to the creation of the notion of an 'NEC way'. Invoking cultural difference, the 'APEC way' 
meant a preference for 'Eastern' informa1 means of cooperation and development- See Mark T, Berger, 'The Tnumph 
of the East? The East Asian Miracle and Post-CoId War Capitalisrn' in The Rise of East Asia: Critical Yisiorzs of the 
PaczjTc Cetrhrry,26û-287, and Mark T. Berger, 'A New East-West Synthesis? APEC and the Competing Narratives of 
Regional Integration in the Post-Cold War Asia-Pacifie', Altenwtives, 23, no. 1 (1998), 1-28. On the manner in which 
'Asian values' are essentialized and deployed as a political discourse see Richard R o b i n ,  'The Politics of 'Asian 
Values', 7he Paczjk Review, 9, no. 3 (1996)' 309-327, and Garry Rodan, ' n e  Intemationalization of Ideological 
Conflict: Asia's New Significance', The Pacifc Review, 9, no. 3 (1996) 328-351, On the mamer in which 'Asianess' has 
been imagined to imbue the East Asian Economic Caucus (EAEC) with the appearance of a non-Western view of regional 
economic cooperation see Richard Higgott and Richard Stubbs, 'Competing Conceptions of Economic Regionalism: 
APEC versus E AEC in the Asia Pacific', Review of intenzational Political Economy, 2, no- 3 (1 99 5), 5 1 6-53 5. 



minimum a forum of information exchange and diplornatic relations building From here, the 

conclusion is drawn that "APEC is hiçtorically important in the context of the development of the 

Asia-Pacific region, and theoretically interesting in that it offers theoretical support for nediberai 

institutional an~dysis~~" since it offers evidence of cooperative behaviour on the part of states. 

There is no doubt that when reading the formal discourse on APEC we find ourselves 

well entrenched in the imaginary of an interstate world and the practice of politics it engenders, and 

on occasion this is even obliquely acknowledged by the more enlightened quarters of this 

dis~ourse.~~ What is more interesting however, is the rnanner through which the neo-liberal 

institutionalist strand of this discourse navigates fiom the dominant discursive economy of this 

imaginary, Le., a realist anarchical world, towards the interstate cooperative world it overtly favours. 

Only once this manoeuvre is accomplished can APEC be viewed as a positive outcome, the resdt 

of a leaming process among states. One manner through which this route is mapped is by deploying 

a particular envisioning of the Hobbesian state of nature/ society hierarchicai di~hotomy.'~ The 

envisioning of APEC as an outcome of some fonn of state learning of cooperative behaviour draws 

upon the same equivalences that one can find in Hobbes's dichotomy, or more precisely the 

" ~ i g o t t ,  'Competiting Theoretical Approaches to International Cooperation, 3 10. More recently, Higgott has 
suggested that "East Asian regional organizations are geared to sovereip~ty enhmcemerzt not sovereignty pooling. APEC 
is deterrnined not to replicate the institutional structures of the EU." See Higgott, 'The Paci£ic and Beyond', 343. This 
seems to be an indirect acknowledgernent ofthe performative role APEC plays in constituting the discourse ofsovereignty 
for its members. 

" Higgott, 'Competiting Theoretical Approaches to International Cooperation', 3 10-3 11. 

56 On the marner in which this dichotomy informs neo-realist ontologies of IPE see Naeem hayatullah and Mark 
Rupert, 'Hobbes, Smith, and the Problem of Mked Ontologies in Neorealkt PE', in me Global Ecorzomy as Political 
Space, 61-85- 



imaginary the latter invokes. Here states (again presumably state representativesS7) are in that etemal 

fight against their presocial Hobbesian human nature of self-preservation and self-interest. n i e  

move towards Hobbes's lawful social covenant, which in this case is the APEC regime or proto- 

regime of 'goveming arrangements or principles, noms, rules and procedures', is the objective of 

a learningprocess where one leams to curtail one's mie self through one's access to reason ï'hree 

things occur within this envisioning. 

First, the process of leaming is to be understood as never cornplete since one can not 

completely disavow one's tme nature. For cooperative behaviour to have any meaning, conflict must 

rernain the primary ground and the privileged term of the dichotomy. In this sense, conflict must 

always remain cooperation's constitutive outside. Thus, despite being in overwhelrning favour of 

cooperation and continuously pointing towards successfûl international cooperative arrangements 

'after hegernony' that are meant to put the lie to realist "hegemonic stability theories",s8 neo-liberal 

institutionalism never abandons conflict as the foundational imaginary of IR It can not abandon 

conflict because that would disenable the very possibility of cooperation. As we saw with the first 

discursive manoeuvre where economics are geo-politicized, conflict in the Asia-Pacific must always 

be Iocated somewhere, 

57 Such an obvious point is not entireiy clear, however when one finds in the formal discourse an abundance of 
staternents such as "Anticipations of a long and winding road follow from the appreciation [...] that regiortal states 
[emphasis adde4 may just be engaged in a process of Ieming how to woperate." Richard Higgott, Richard Leaver, and 
John Ravenhill, 'The Pacific Economic Future: Towards Conventions of Moderation?', in Paczfic Economic R e l . 0 1 1 s  
in the 1990s, 3 16-3 2 7. 

58 ''Certaidy there 5 no support for the hegernonic stability thesis in the postwar hïstory of the Asia-Pafic 
region where U.S. hegernony, as we have noted, was not accompanied by the creation of multïiateral regimes.", Mack 
and Ravenhili, 'Econornic and Security Regimes in the Asia-Pacific Region', in Pacrjic Cmpration, 8. A similar 
argument is fomiulated by Vinod K. Aggarwal, 'Cornparhg Regional Cooperation Efforts in the kia-~acific and North 
America', in Pactjk Cooperation, 40-4 1. 



Second, by drawing an implicit equivalence with the imaginary of a Hobbesian state 

of nature/ society dichotomy, where reason becomes the means through which cooperative social 

behaviour is achieved and through which a convenant (regime) is produced, there is concomitantly 

the creation of a correspondence between reason and cooperation. As Inayatullah and Rupert note, 

to navigate fiom the state of nature to society in a Hobbesian imaginary, one needs to envision 

individuals as having "the capacity for trust and cooperation- [ad ability to reason t~gether?~ 

Without this capacity for trust and cooperation, humans would somehow remain in their state of 

nature and never be capable of producing the social covenant. When viewed through this imaginary 

therefore, the terrain of cooperation is delimited by the reasoned action which creates if just as 

reason in the Hobbesian imaginary is what enables the social covenant to be created. Consequently, 

by means of a chain of equivalence which equates reason with cooperative behaviour, the regime 

which is produced by cooperation becomes the end result of reasoned behaviour among state 

representatives who choose, in this case, to create APEC. The navigation from the anarchical state 

of nature towards a cooperative social covepant enables neo-liberal institutionalism to daim that 

the 'continued institution building of APEC' is "a cognitive process to do with the nature of actor 

leaming in international relations".60 Learning to cooperate becomes reasoned behaviour because 

reason is what enables states toaccess cooperative behaviour. This implies that non-cooperative 

behaviour can only be unreasoned behaviour since it is contrary to leamed behaviour. Thus, non- 

cooperative behaviour on the part of state representatives, such as a resistance towards increased 

59 Inayatdah and Rupert, 'Hobbes, Smith, and the Problem ofMiXeci Ontologies in Neoreah IPE', 65. 

60 Higgott, 'APEC- A Sceptical View', 72, 
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trade and investment lïberalization through the elimination of non-tariff barriers, is linked apriori 

to unreasoned behaviour. What is k i n g  (de)politicized by this complex series of equivalences which 

is drawn in neo-liberal institutionalism's discourse on cooperation among states is precisely how 

non-cooperation c m  be seen as abnormal or unreasoned prior to an inquiry into what APEC is 

attempting to cooperate on. Immediateiy, the ontological cornmitment to a form of Hobbesian state 

of nature/ society dichotomy and the latter's usage of reason, equates interstate cooperation with 

reasoned behaviour regardless of the substance of cooperation. 

Third, signi&ing cooperation as a 'learning process' enables associating cooperation 

with bettement, increased knowledge, and progress, i.e., those things which are generally associated 

with learning within a-modem fiame. Thus, impIicit with the notion of leaming is that we are 

improving ourselves. Only the insane or irrational would deliberately learn to be worse off than they 

are presentIy. Associating cooperation with learning, i-e., learning to be other than our true nature, 

therefore sets a privileged terrain for cooperation by appropnating progress and knowledged 

behaviour- Anything that would be seen as impeding or constraining cooperation can become the 

opposite, unreasoned, unknowledged, and unprogressive behaviour. As such, even outside of the 

specific items on the agenda of regional economic cooperation, such as investment liberalization 

(that is prior to the practice politics of economic cooperation), the terrain of interstate cooperation 

whïch is created and deployed by the neo-liberal institutionalist strand of the forma1 discourse is 

political. It is political because it assigns a privileged meaning to cooperation as a signifier by 

occulting the construction of the discursive chain of equivalences through which the meaning is 

formed Put simply, within this series of equivalences interstate cooperation c m  never be 'bad' since 



it is a priori linked to the learned behaviour necessary to navigate from the conflictual state of 

nature of realism7s anarchical world towards a cooperative convenant/ regime favoured by the neo- 

liberal institutionalkt world There is clearly a group of states in APEC who are far less dose to 

what is understood as the present 'goveming arrangements or principles, noms, niles and 

procedures for handling issues in international economic relations', and who consequently m u t  

eliminate more of those 'impediments' to increased economic integration. In terms of the 

consequences of this political move at the level of the practice of politics, it is therefore far more 

likely that the unreasoned, unknowledged, and unprogressive behaviour of non-cooperation will be 

assigned to a designated group. Or to use the sterile language of the formal discourse, "[ilncreased 

interdependence inevitably imposes adjustment costs on some communities; the gains from 

cooperation will be shared uoequally.'"' In fact, this group constitutes the majority of APEC 

members, and they are tacitly labelled insofar as they are those who must meet the 2020 date for 

trade and investment liberalization set at Bogor in 1994. Although this group has not yet been 

formally narned in APEC other then with the label 'developing economies', there is nevertheless 

clear idea of who they are not, Le., the United States, Canada, Austtralia, New Zealand, and possibly 

Mack and Raverihiil, 'Econornic and Secunty RegÜnes in the Asia-PacSc Region', 8. 

" The intentional lack of formal acknowledgement of who are the 'developing economies' has fùeiied the 
practice of politics within APEC that has sought to avoid both the discourse of'development' as weU as the North/ South 
divide upon which the latter hinges. In other words, any suggestion that APEC should be a conduit for 'technology 
transfer' for instance, a traditional Third World demand, has been resisted. Within the forma1 discourse, this aspect of 
APEC's practice ofpolitics has translateci into some outrageous claims about emerging forms of 'new regionalism' . Take 
for example this claim by the director of the East West Center in Hawaii, "In this author's view, APEC rnembers- 
economies should view development cooperation broadly as a process for working together to develop the entire region 
in mmally agreed upon ways and not as a process for transferring resources. From this vantage point, all the APEC 
members have developing economies and can cooperate to achieve common go& in developing the Asia-Pacific region. 



Viewing MEC through regime theory and the cooperatiod conflict problématique 

has the effect of sustaining the (de)politicization of NEC.  It does so by envisioning the latter as the 

outcome of an apriori world of states. Consequently, APEC itself is not political. It is merely the 

byproduct of states seeking to manage technical cooperation and regional trade and investrnent 

issues in an era of increased economic globalizaîior,. To envision APEC in this marner relies on 

giving states and the interstate system a status prior to discursivity and obscures the manner in which 

APEC sustains the appearance of an interstate world as a determined structure. Furthemore, the 

series of equivalences which are drawn creates a terrain in which cooperation among states is a 

priori reasoned behaviour. Opposition to such cooperation is lefi to the terrain of irrationalism since 

interstate cooperation appropriates rational, reasoned behaviour prior to the issues which are to be 

dealt with, 

Tlsree: instituting the divr'sion beîween 
politics and the economic 

The third discursive manoeuvre that I wish to explore in this chapter is the one which 

deploys, perhaps most forcefully, the dichotomy behveen politics and economics (also embodying 

the division between the public and the private). This manoeuvre is found in APEC7s discourse on 

open regi~nalism.~~ Open regionalism is an APEC trope of which we find echos in the 1989 

These indude establishins efficient regionai transportation networks, creating world-class tetecommunications links, 
developing the human resources needed for economic growth, and protecting the Asia-PacSc environment." Charles E. 
Momson, 'Development Cooperation in the 2 1 st Centuv Implications for APEC', Asimz Perspective, 2 1, no. 2 (1 999, 
52. 

63 Some in the forma1 discoune have used the term 'open economic association' (OEA). See for instance Ippei 
Yarnazawa, 'Economic Integration in the Asia-Pacific Region', in Ecoriomic Dynmism in the Asia-Pacifie, 179. 



inaugural ministerial statement in Canberra and which was formally used in the ministerial 

statement in 199 1 ." Arnongthe APEC tropes, open regionalism is perhaps the most theorized within 

the formai discourse and consequently the subject of most debateo This debate is seen to reflect 

the two opposing positions within APEC, one seemingly of 'Western' heritage which was made 

prevalent in 1993 when the American govemment chaired the first meeting of APEC heads of state; 

and the other meant to be the original and diçtinctly 'Pacific' version of open regi~nal ism.~~ In 

contrast to what is seen as leading to "cold-fashioned preferential trading arrangement[s] or regional 

trading  bloc[^]"^' as found in Europe and North America, the 'Pacific' view of open regionalism 

contends that volunta'y and unilateral regional economic liberalization without the need for specific 

reciprocity is in the best interest of East Asian and Westem Pacific states. Tt is this causal link 

The joint statement ofthe fkst ministerial meeting states: "Every economy represented in Canberra relies 
heavily on a strong and open multilateral trading system, and none believes that Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 
should be directed to the formation of a trading bloc-" APEC. 'First Mküsterial Meeting Joint Staternent: Canberra, 
Australia, November 6-7, 1989'. APEC, 'Third Ministerial Meeting Joint Statement: Seoul Korea, November 12-14, 
199 1'. 

See for instance Ross Ganiaul~ Opert RegÎottaZistn and Trade LiberaIizatiotz: An Asia-Pac$c Cutztributio~z 
to the World Trade System (Singapore: institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1996)' Ross Gamaut and Peter Drysdale, 
'Asia Paciiïc Regiodism: The Issues', in Asia-Pac~fïc RegiottaIism, 5-7. Most of Garnaut and Drysdale's work on the 
Asia-Pacitic economy revolves around advocating and defending open regionalism. 

66 in an attempt to trace the 'Panfic' heritage of open regionalism and fk its meanhg to the view espoused by 
this side of the debate, Takashi Terada has outlined a historiography ofthe tenn in which he traces a 'Japanese' heritage 
to this discursive practice which outdates APEC's usage as well as that of other regional organizations such as PECC. 
According to the author open regionalism was first used by the Japanese deIegates at the 1955 Ministerial Meetings for 
the Colombo Plan. Takashi Terada, 'The Ongins of Japan's APEC Policy: Foreign Minister Takeo Miki's Asia Pacific 
Policy and Current Implications', n e  Pac19c Reviav, 1 1, no. 3 (1 998), 337-363. In his fbai footnote, Terada notes that 
the second view of open regionaiism, Le-, the 'Western' one, as it was outiined in the second EPG report in 1994 chaired 
by Bergsten only succeeded in creating "confiision and criticism". This second view is reflected in the 1994 EPG report 
to APEC, Implemei~riirg the APEC Vision: Free and Open Trade in the Asla Pacific- On the second view as articulated 
in the formai discourse see C. Fred Bergsten, 'Open Regionalism', in Whither APEC?, 83-1 05. 

" Andrew Elek, 'From Osaka to Subic: APEC's Challenges for 1996: Pacflc fiuno>nic P P L ~ >  No- 255 
(Canberra: Australia-Japan Research Centre, and the Australian National University, 1996), 4. 



between the internationally oriented growth of 'East Asian economic dynamism' and the 

international liberal trade regime that bas led the forma1 discourse to conclude that ccvoluntary and 

unilateral" trade and investment liberalization is "taken on the basis of their fEast Asian 

govemments] perceptions of their own self-intere~t."~' The principles of international economic 

liberalism are seen as responsible for "'the highly beneficial effect of one country's liberalization 

on its own trade expansion [leading] each Western Pacific economy to calculate that, whatever 

policies others follow, it will benefit more from keeping its own borders open to trade îhan from 

protection.'" As such, what underlies open regionalism is the belief that the liberal international 

trade regime, or at least the international fiee trade principles and economic liberalism it is meant 

to embody are capable of producing 'common self interest' among Asia-Pacific states moving thern 

in unison towards trade and investment liberalization. In this logic, the world of economics is 

created as a higher order of human being where one need not think in terms of the immutable 'tit- 

for-tat' of geo-politics as was the case within the geo-politicization ofeconomics found in the first 

discourse of danger explored earlier. That divided world of geo-political conflict is superseded by 

the common unified world of economics and the common self-interest it produces. It is this common 

self-interest in the principles of free trade and economic liberalism that enables the immemorial 

'prisoner's dilemma' of international relations to be tmnsfomed into the bliss of 'prisoner's delight' 

which I briefly mentioned at the start of the previous section. The inherent 'tit-for-tat' game of the 

' prisoner' s dilemma' is replaced by a "prisoner' s delight game consist[ing] of a series of movements 

Ibid., 13. 

69 Peter Drysdale and Ross Garnaut, 'Principls of Pacitïc Ewnomic Integration', in Asiu Pacifie Regionafim, 
51. 



toward sets oftrade policies that are more favorable for al1 co~ntries.~"~ In contradistinction to the 

institutionally driven discriminatory regionalism of N A R A  and the EU, the market driven 

integration of open regionalism of the Asia-Pacific does not need to discriminate against outsiders, 

even so-called fiee riders? Within this context, open regionaiism is rneant to embody a form of 

non-discriminatory regionalism where any economic liberalization is not limited solely to countries 

of the Asia-Pacific, thereby reconciling the tension between economic regionalism and its global 

counterpart, multilateralism. Lheralization is no longer seen as a cost or a concession but is 

envisioned as a benefit since "[alny perceived disadvantages in changes in income distribution 

associated with trade liberalisation are judged by the political process to be less important than the 

gains for the nation as a ~hole ."~*  To be sure, there are areas such agriculture which remain highly 

sensitive to liberalization, but here "peer press~re''~ similar to the OECD's 'peer review' process 

is more conducive with the model of open regionalism than aggressive 'tit-for-tat' reciprocity. 

Indeed, within this context of voluntary and unilateral liberalization, any form of 'rent-seeking' or 

reciprocity would be seen as counteracting what is understood to be the Asia-Pacific model of 

regionalism and the 'economic dynamism' it produces: the prisoner's delight. From here, the policy 

direction of open regionalism entails a "recognition of the power of market forces in promoting high 

intensity in intra-regional trade; and acceptance in principle that there is a role for govemments in 

Drysdaie and Garnaut, 'The Pacinc: An Application of a General T h ~ r y  of Economic Integration' 188. 

7 1 Viod K Aggarwal, 'Cornparhg Regional Cooperation Efforts in the Asia-Pacifie and North America', in 
Pacific Cooperu f i 0 4  49. 

72 Drysciale and Garnaut, ' P ~ c i p l e s  ofPa&c Economic lntegration', 48. 

73 Eleic, 'From Osaka to Subic', 3. 



provision of public goods to promote regional trade The discursive practice of open 

regionalism thus combines, and seeks to theoretically legitimate two dogrnas of neo-liberalism 

deployed by the 'Washington consensus': that market forces are the most efficient means of 

allocating resources and generating wealth; and that consequently 

[a]t best, govemments can assist market integration through improvement of public 
goods that support the intemal market, and through uni lateral and multilateral 
reductions in officia1 barriers [...] conditions [which] have been present in the 
Western Pacific, and their presence in more countries and relationships has 
encouraged others to join the process? 

In many respects, thediscursive practice of open regionalism embodies the most significant work 

of (de)politicization both within the formal and practical discourse of MEC- Furthemore, it 

encapsulates very well the foundational narrative with which APEC is envisioned. Tt  seeks to locate 

the difference that distinguishes this regional interstate economic regime from others while 

appropriating elements of the discursive economy of neo-liberalism. In this sense, open regionaÉism 

invokes a difference meant to be specific to the Asia-Pacific while at the same time collapsing this 

difference into the sarne. 

How the (de)politicization occurs with the discursive practice of open regionaLism 

follows fiom how the formal discourse has generally viewed the opposing discursive practice, that 

is so-called 'discriminatory regionalism' . The movement towards economic regionalism during the 

past few decades has most ofien been seen as a 'fa11 fi-om grace', a subversion of multilateral 

economic liberalism as it was instituted afier the second World War. This has lead to the late 19 80s 

74 Ross Gamaut and Peter Drysdale, 'Asia Pacifie Regionalism: The Issues' in , Asia Paczj7c Regionafism, 5. 

'' Gamaut and Drysdale, 'The Pafic:  An Application of a General Theory of Economic Integration', 220 
(emphasis added). 



debate within international economic liberalism between what is most often put forth as the il1 

grounded economic gains of regionalism for the few at the expense of multilateralism for all. Those 

who sided with multilateralism viewed regionalism in derogatory and contemptuous terms since it 

was associated with preferential trade agreements (PTAS) which are seen to have trade diverting 

effects leading to a reduction in "world welfare"? The regionalism of the EU and NAFTA were not 

seen as promoting a rules based open trading regime in tune with the pnnciples of economic 

liberalism and the primacy of world market forces. Rather, they were associated with 'vested 

interests' and politically motivated attempts to discriminate against the competitiveness of outsiders 

rather than assuming the task of economic adjustment induced by the new international economic 

structure which was displacing some of the traditional industrieal base in the developed countries. 

In short, regionalism seldom followed market forces, or if it di4 did so at the expense of the 

principles ofthe open multilateral trade embodied in the GATT by discriminating against foreigners. 

Thus, there was an implicit equivalence being made between regionalism and irrational behaviour 

since it did not allow market forces to fieely function. Since regionalism was the product of politics 

and not economics, a fûrther implicit equivalence was being drawn between politics and 

irrationalism. 

In contradistinction, the discursive practice of open regionalism not only draws an 

equivalence with the principles of open non-discriminatory free trade for ail espoused by 

76 See for instance Jadish Bhagwati7 'Regionaiisrn versus Multilateraiism7, The WoridEcommy, 15, no. 5 (1 992)' 
542- Bhagwati, who at the time of writing the above article was the Economic Policy Adviser to the Director-General 
of the GATT, was one of the more ardent opponents of regionalism, more specifically what he tenned "the second 
regionalism", i-e., the movement towards PTAs initiateci at the beginning of the 1980s. In regards to this view as it appEes 
to the Asia-Pacific see Garnaut and Drysdale, 'East Asia in the International System'. 



multilaterd organizations such as the GATT, it also seeks to appropriate the global dimension and 

goals of economic m~ltilateralism.~ This is seen by some as a policy direction which allows 

regional organizations such as APEC to be "'nested" in the GATT and the principles offree and open 

trade it is meant to embody." As we saw earlier, in its attempt to oppose itself to the institutional 

economic integration of PTAs, the policy option of market driven integration of open regionalism 

subverts the negative politics of regionalism by clairning to be merely "descriptive of the reality of 

the Asia-Pacific trade expansion'' because it follows market  force^.'^ In this sense, open regionalism 

is meant to be the 'real' economic fom of regionalism and not its distorted political form since it 

is regionalism induced by the market Tt is understood to be a reflection of de facto regionalisation, 

te., the result of ''private sector market power", rather than the dejure regionalisation, i-e., "public 

sector political authonty" found else~here.~* In shorf, there is an overwhelrning belief that the 

region's economic dynarnism, and the regional integration it induced, was engendered by answering 

to the demands of international market Forces. Regionalism as 'open regionalisrn', is no longer the 

product of politics, but rather becomes merely a reflection of the higher order of economics and its 

~ e r ~ s t e n  for instance has q p e d  that: "Contrary to mon expectations about regional econornic organizations. 
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum is poised to become a driving force for worIdwiIde trade 
iiberaiizutiun." C .  Fred Bergsten, ' N E C  and Worid Trade: A Force for WorIdwide Liberalization', Foreign A#airs, 73, 
no- 3 (1994)' 20. 

78 See in partïcular Manueu A Cameroq 'Nesthg NAETA ui APEC: The Political Economy of Open 
Subregionaüsm', in Asia-Pacipc CrowOadS, 257-258. 

79 GanüULt quoted in Terada, The Origins of Japan's APEC Poiicy', 356. 

The distinction between de facto and de jure regional integration is made by Higgott. Although Kggott does 
contend that de jure institutional economic cooperation "is at the core of any serious understanding of the events in train 
in the Asia-Pacific" he conchdes that "it is private sector market power, not state sponsored institutiona1 direction that 
is the determinant facto?' for this region of the worid. See Higgott, 'The Pacific and Beyond', 339 and 350. 



generative forces, i.e., the private sector- Any fonn of politics which remains within the discursive 

practice ofopen regionalism is merely a functional extension of economic forces. Indeed, the policy 

orientation of open regionalism assigns a very functionalist role to the state, where the latter is to 

be seen as merely a provider of public goods assuming the public cost of consmicting and 

maintaining the regional and international infrastructure for market-led integration. This 

functionalist envisioning of the role of the state is refiected in the practice of politics which APEC 

promotes, and mirrors the view of politics found in the Washington Consensus which assigns a 

subservient role to politics in relation to economics. From the standpoint of this envisioning of the 

role of the state, and by extension the role of politics, it becornes simple to (de)politicize the 

imaginary that APEC uses to designate its members as 'member economies' headed by 'economic 

leaders7- In other words, from the discursive practice of open regionalism where regional 

integration is led by (private) markets and not by (public) govemments, it only makes sense to 

extirpate politically charged words such as country, state, or nation, from the discourse. The 

discursive practice of open regionalism provides the terrain from which 'member economies' and 

'economic leaders' no longer seems nonsensical to the world of international relations. Rather, it 

merely is a reflection of the true role govemments must assume as 'member economies' following 

the policy direction of open regionalism. Nor is the prïvileged status accorded to the subject position 

ofbusiness seem unusual if what is driving regional integration is private-led market forces. Within 

the discourse of open regionalism, the division between the economic and the political is instituted 

in a marner such that even the practice of politics is no longer political. Rather, it becomes a 

functional extension of (private) economic forces needing publically h d e d  sotutions for the 



provision of regional infrastnicture in areas a€ trade, investment, and information exchange. 

Consequently, what is perceived as the negat5ve international-politics of traditional forms of 

regionalism, i-e., PTAs, is subverted 

However, as 1 argued above, t he  higher order of human being fiom which open 

regionalism as a practice between states becomes possible and fiom which their status as 'member 

economies' is enabled is threatened and potentially contaminated by the same negative politics of 

regionalism it is meant to supercede. This is because regionalism as a protectionkt movement 

informs the second discourse of danger seen in section one from which the forma1 discourse creates 

the threat to the economic well being of the Asia-Pacific and its policy direction of open 

regionalism. This is where the division betweerm the economic and the plitical upon which open 

regionalism is predicated finds the limit of i t s  (de)politicization. To have any meaning, open 

regionalism as a discursive practice informing i-nterstate economic cooperation must create itself 

in opposition to traditional regionalism. Tt is i t s  constitutive outside fiom which its difference is 

created and £tom which its meaning is formed 'Herein lies the political move of open regionalism. 

In its attempt to be nothing but 1 'énoncé du réel, at mere hnctional extension ofthe de fucto regional 

economic reality induced by market forces, the discursive practice of open regionalism rnust delimit 

a terrain of meaning. In so doing it must deploy a geo-economic discourse of danger by which the 

principles of the open multilateral economic system it attempts to appropriate are threatened by 

discriminatory regionalism or PTAs. In delimiting this terrain the discursive practice of open 

regionalism reveals its political operation. In seeking to rnake the practice of politics among states 

in the Asia-Pacific merely a function of market forces through the discursive practice of open 



regionalism, neo-iiberal institutionalism and.international economic neo-liberalism must forcefidly 

draw a fiontier between the economic (private) and the political (public), sornething which is in 

itselfpolitica1- This move contributes to the (de)politicization which is found in APEC's particular 

discourse, 'member economies', and 'economic leaders', by providing a theoretical ground from 

which these terms no longer seem nonsensical to the world of international relations. 

Fouc cmkacle', 'dynamism', %''ers', Cdrug~ns', 
'jlying geese', and the 'conragious Adan flu ' 

The final discursive manoeuvre 1 wish to explore is found in the series of signifiers 

ofien used in formulating the imaginary of the 'Asia-Pacific' . Since the begiming of the economic 

remcturing &er the Second World War, this series of signifi ers has been assigned to the economic 

development of individual East-Asian countries as well as to the region as a whole. When ones 

speaks of 'miracle', 'dynamism', 'tigers', 'dragons', or 'flying geese' there is Little doubt that the 

subject will be either the economic performance of individual East-Asian countries or the Asia- 

Pacific itself as it enters what has often been designated as the 'Pacific Century'. To the extent that 

they popdate the imagined Asia-Pacific, particularly when it cornes to signieing the world of 

economics, these terms have strongly informed the (pre)text from which the formal and practical 
. - 

discourse of APEC reads. My intent is to show that, while they invoke a 'difference' meant to be 

an 'Asian difEerenceY, in the end they work at colIapsing difference into the 'same'. One could 

suggest that these signifiers are merely colourful characterizations found only in titles, jackets, and 

introductions and are of littIe irnport for any serious understanding ofthe Asia-Pacific and NEC.  

However, if one is willing to accept that the Asia-Pacifc is 'irnagined' as was suggested at the onset 
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of this chapter, then there is a need to examine what populates this imagination and how the latter 

serves in (re)creating and sustainhg specific ways of viewing the world rather than others. My 

contention is that these signifiers are important because they participate in informing and delimiting 

the terrain ofdiscourse, both forrnal and practical, on APEC and the Asia-Pacific. More specifically, 

they are the ternis which are used to imagine this part of the wodd as 'other' while at the same time 

folding this difference into sameness. In this sense, my interest in these terms is only related to their 

mythological and anthropological origins insofar as these origins enable a 'difference'. Although 

implied as part of the signifier, the anthropological and mythical history these origins are suppose 

to invoke, is very rarely addressed What I want to suggest is that these signifiers carry another level 

of meaning when they are used within the formal and practical discourse addressed in this chapter. 

And it is this second level of meaning which participates in informing and delimiting the (pre)text 

of APEC. 

Among these signifiers, miracle is one of the most prominent. One can easily find 

it in the fomal discourse as early as the 1960s when miracle was being used to characterize the 

industrialization and general economic growth and recovery of Japan subsequent to its defeat in the 

Second World War. What was seen as the unprecedented speed of recovery and industrialization 

began to be labelled 'miraculous' since it was even outpacingthe economic recovery of other areas 

devastated by the war, in particular capitalism's hinterland Europe. During the 1970s the term was 

being extended to other countries, first to the 'little dragons' or 'four tigers7 (Hong Kong, Korea, 

Singapore, and Taiwan) then during the 1980s to the 'tiger cubs' or 'new little dragons' (hdonesia, 



Thailand, Malaysia,*' and on occasion the Philippines). It was at this time that the ongins of the term 

can be seen as gaining significance suice it \vas at this moment that observers began to attribute the 

success of the 'dragons', 'tigers', and 'tiger cubs' to the idea that the unprecedented speed of growth 

stemmed, at least in part, fiom the imitation ofsome form of 'lapanese economic model'. Finally, 

in the first half of the 1990s' the World Bank used the signifier to characterize the region as a whole 

in its famous policy research report n i e  East Asian Miracle: Economic Growth and Public Policy 

in which the status of miracle was assigned to eight "East Asian e~onornies".8~ The Bank's report 

on the "East Asian economic miracle" was among its most published reports and it has contrïbuted 

'' Steven Schlossteïn, Asia 's New Little D r a p s :  fie Lly~~amic Ernergence of lndo~esia. ThaiImd and 
MaIaysia (Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1991). 

82 Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea., Malaysia, Sigapore, Thailand, and Taiwan, In the first footnote to the 
report, the World Bank adds to these eight China, but with some obvious trepidation since China is not included in the 
substantial part of the study. The report States: "Recently China, particularly southem China, has recorded high growth 
rates using policies that in some ways resemble those of the HPAEs [hi& performing Asian economies]. This very 
significant deveIopment is beyond the scope of our çtudy, mainly because China's ownership structure, methods of 
corporate and civil govemance, and reliance on markets are so different fiom those of the HPAEs, and is such rapid flux, 
that cross-economy cornparison isproblematic." See the World Bank, n e  Eust Asian Miracle EcoBomic Gruwih wzd 
Ptiblic Policy (Oxford: OdordUniversity Press, 1993), footnote p. t (emphasis added). This rather arduous justification 
for having avoided China is indeed 'problematic' for a nurnber of reason. First, where the Worid Bank was able to find 
cornmonality among the eight countries chosen (despite the admission in the president's forward to the report that the 
"diversity of experience re-inforces the view that economic policies and policy advice must be country-specific, if they 
are to be effective") it was obviously unable to stretch thaî 'diversity' to include China Second, the diversity to which 
the Bank refers are elements of a political difference not an economic difference. Indeed, the Bank admits that the 
economic policies used by China "in sorne waysresemble those of the [eight] JiiPAEs" they have chosen to study. As 
such, the criteria for excludimg China are obviously not the same econornic criteria which have been used to include those 
eight which f o m  the substance of the report. And third, China achieved what is most valued by the World Bank, high 
economic growth rates measured as gross national product (GNP) per capita, tiom what is seen as a political standpoint 
antithetical to the one favoured by the Bank, This is particularly relevant in iight of the background to the report which 
has been well descnied by Robert Wade, As Wade highlïghts, the report, financed by the Japanese govemment, is to be 
understood as part of an attempt to make the bank recognize state intervention in the market as a means to economic 
development was a valid policy alternative to the 'laissez-faire' liberalism which has been strongly promoted by the Bank 
since the early 1980s. That China also achieved its growth through what arguably can be seen as state lead growth would 
seem to suggest that it should have been included in the substance of the repors. As Wade suggests, the fact that it was 
not indicates the role the Bank plays in the maintenance of what is and what is not acceptable neohieralism See Robert 
Wade, 'Japan the World Bank, and the Art ofParadigrn Maintenance: The Easf Asian Miracle in Political Perspective', 
New Lefr Review, 217 (1996), 3-36. 



significantly to labelling 'miracle economy' as a distinctly 'East- Asian' signifier. What is 

interesting is how the tenn is used in the stmcturing of the forma1 discourse on the Asia-Pacific of 

which the report itself is a component and indicative of the manner miracle is used el~ewhere.'~ 

From the onset of the report, wîthin the first few pages, both in the forward written 

by the president of the Bank and in the first section 'Overview The Making of a Miracle' we are 

introduced to the place the signifier occupies in the stmcturïng of the discourse. It is here that we 

are told the tnith about the 'miracle economies', that the 'East-Asian economies' are of course not 

'miracles' the product of divine intervention, as the meaning is suppose to suggests. Rather, they 

are the product of the 'nght economic fwidamentals' which the Bank's analysis seeks to unveil. It 

is plainly clear that no one at the Bank, or elsewhere in the forma1 discourse on the Asia-Pacific for 

that matter, believes in 'miracles'. The usage of the term is meant as a rhetorical device, one which 

seeks to couch itself in the language of the popular understanding of 'East-Asian' economic growth. 

However, the signifier does have a function beyond its facile rhetorical role, one which enables the 

terrain fiom which the forma1 discourse can convey itself as being that of l'éminence grise. This 

becomes clear in the president's fonvard where he sets the terrain of the questioning by asking 

"What does this report tell us about the East Asian miracle?". A little later it tells us of course that 

"there is nothing 'miraculous' about the East Asian economies"." The same suspicious tone is found 

in the report itself where East-Asian economic growth is only c'seemingly mira~ulous''.~' In the 

83 For instance see Paul Krugman, 'The Myth of Ana's Miracle', Foreipr Anairs, 73, no. 6 (1994), 62-78. 

8J World Bank, Iihe Eùsi Asimr Miracle, v and vi- 

'' Ibid., l. 



stnictunng of the discourse, the signifier is used as  a false premise that is to be unveiled by careful 

analysis couched in terms of scientific inquiry. The term miracle within the report enables the 

creation of a terrain in which the mysticisrn/ tnith, divine/ rational dichotomies anchors the report 

to tmth and rationality in a classic modem form by counterposing itself to what is meant to be a 

premodern term anchored in mystiscism- Miracle is used with somewhat obvious saîirical intent to 

convince us that what is unveiled by the Bank's analysis is the 'truth' about the source of 'East 

Asian economic growth'. It is an analysis of the 'reality' of econornic growth that will debunk this 

popular misnomer. 

It is within this context however, that the report cornes much closer to the iiteral 

sense of miracle than is foreseen and that the signifier has a function outside of its religious tone. 

Like a miracle, the report invokes the notion of an absolute outside of contingency, In seeking to 

ground its analysis in the observation of what is 'real', the report claims, as it States in the Overview, 

to unveil "the essence of the miracleyy, Le., what it sees as being the underlying economic 

fundamentals of "rapid growth with equity? The essence of the miracle is to be found in that 

'economic reality-out-there' unveiled from the position de survol occupied by the Bank's analysts. 

Here, the absolute is situated at an epistemological Ievel. The dichotomy from which the discourse 

is structured seeks to separate the report fiom the reality it purports to describe in a absolute manner. 

The term invokes aposifion de survol from which it can survey the 'essence' of what is the tmth 

behind the miracle. What is taken fiom the signifier is not its religious meaning but its theoIogico- 

political structure. By counterposing its analysis to the term miracle, the unveiling that is to be 

86 Ibid., 8. 



effected by the report is founded on an absolute division between itself and that which it seeks to 

describe, andthis is done in view of appropriating an unconditional terrain, that of the 'truth' behind 

rapid economic growth. Where the discursive manoeuvre of miracle hides its positivist assumptions 

is in the facile rhetorical role it is meant to play. 

In terms of the (pre)text for APEC7s discourse, miracle informs the view that what 

is being dealt with is an econornic reality outside, or prior, to the political. 1t contributes to 

sustaining the division between politics and economics by placing the latter in the realm of the 

'wodd-out-there' capable of being objectively analysed. As a rhetorical device, the function of 

miracle is to sustain idea that economics is the constative fiom which the reality of the Asia-Pacific 

is formed while occulting its participation in the performative creation of this world. By reinforcing 

the imaginary lines between politics and economics the meaning whïch accompanies the signifier 

contnbutes to maintaining (international) economic issues outside of the realm of the democratic 

imaginasr. 

Dynamism is the other principal signifier that is used in informing and delimiting the 

terrain fiom which APEC and the Asia-Pacific are most ofken read by the forma1 and practical 

discourse." Since the late 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  it has even been used fonnally by the OECD in its designation of 

non-members with which the organization has sought to establish a policy dialogue.88 The signifier 

" As exemples, see Ecotiomic Dynamism in the Asia-Pacifc, ed. Thompson , Pm@ D;vnamism and rhe 
I~zten7atiotral Ecotzornîc System, eds. Bergsten and Noland, Steve Chan, East Askm Dytzamîsm: Growth, Order, and 
Sean-ity in the Pacific Regkm (Boulder Co-: W d w  Press, 1993), Staffan Burenstam Linder, The Pacifie Cetzttty 
Economic m7d Political Cmsecperrces of Asian-Puczj?c Dyrramism (Stanford Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1986). 

88 More specifidiy* Hong Kong, China, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand are designateci w i t h  the 
OECD as the 'most dynamic economies outside Europe'. 



has also been used extensively in APEC's ministerial joint statements and leaders' annual 

declarations and constitutes part of the foundational narrative of the organization's ruison d'être. 

Dynarnism marks the changing of the Asia-Pacific fiom its uncertain fùhrre during the Cold War, 

towards its dynamic integration into the world economy of the post-Cold War era. As US.  president 

Bill Clinton proclaimed during a speech at the inaugural APEC leaders meeting in Seattle in 1993, 

East-Asian cceconomies have gone fiom being dorninoes to dynamos"89 counterposing to 'dynamos' 

the analogy used by Eisenhower's infamous 'domino theory' which dominated US. foreign policy 

for Asia and the rest of the world during the Cold War. In informing the (pre)text, dynamism 

hvokes a changing intemational economic and political environment which, among other things, 

creates the need for new interstate organizations such as APEC." Dynamism signifies the generating 

force behind the "large geopolitical shifY4' or cCMegatrend"92 animating the change towards the 

'Pacific Century' . 

There are generally two meanings which cari accompany the signifier dynamism. The 

frst, is the notion of force. Because of their economic dynamism individual East-Asian countries 

are seen as an ernerging force intemationally, primarily in economic terms but with some important 

consequences for the traditional politics international relations. Being signified as an emerging force 

89 'The APEC Role in Creating Jobs, Opportunities, and Security', Address by president Chton to the Seattle 
APEC Wost Cornmittee Seattie (Washington November 19, 1993). 

"It wïii also be argued that the development ofthese processes [APEC and ASEM] are the Lievîtable outcome 
o f  the growing global significance of Asia-Pacific dynamisrn". Higgott, 'The Pacific and Beyond', 336- 

9L See for înstance Peter A Gourevitch, 'The Pacific RUn: Current Debates', The Anmk of the A m e r i m  
Acade~ny of Political and Social Science, 505 (September, 1 gag), 8-23, 

92 John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene, Megotrends 2000: Te» New Directions for the 1990s (New York: 
Wiiiiam Morrow and Company, Inc., 1990), 178. 



genedly leads to placing 'dynamic' East-Asian countnes in one of two possible categones. Either 

they are viewed as a force to be admired or a force to be fearebg3 The dynamism of rapid economic 

growth is to be admired if one is looking for lessons nom the economic success story that could be 

appIied or exported elsewhere, thereby exhorting others to follow the path- It is to be feared since 

'dynamic' forces change older configurations of international econornic and political forces towards 

new ones, the 'Pacific Century7, 'disrupting' the "calm flow of history" and leading to disorder, 

instability, and conflict? In ùiforming the context of East-Asian economic growth, dynarnism 

occupies a crucial in creating the terrain for the cooperatiod conflict problématique fiom which 

is irnagined this part of the world as we saw earlier in section two. 

The second meaning which can accompany dynamism is the naturalism of the 

economic force found in the 'dragons', 'tiges', and 'flying geese'. At the beginning the signifier 

counterposes itself to mechanistic force which invokes the idea of sornething which has been 'man 

made'. Similar to miracle, the inherent dynamism is used as a false assumption about the true 

source of what is seen as rapid econornic growth which is to be unveiled by careful analysis. Here, 

the dynamism is not inherent but raîher is the product of a host of factors (good state intervention, 

cultural values, geo-political circumstance of the Cold War period, or changes in the world 

economic system) the sequence and importance of which are generally the subject of the analysis. 

The intent is to show how 'dynamic' economic growth is in fact much more like its counterposition, 

ie., mechanistic or 'man made'. in this case, the rhetorical function of dynamism is similar to that 

93 The admird fear dichotomy as part ofthe West's imagining of the 'Orient' has deep historkal mots. See I.J. 
Clarke, Orienral Eniighter~ment: The Enminter Beiweerz Asian ami Westenl h g h t  (London: Routledse, 1997), 3-14. 

PJ Gilpin, 'International Poiitics in the Pacifx Rim Era', 56-67. 



of miracle to the extent that it enables the appropriation of the terrain of 'truth' by placing the term 

fiom the onset as a false premise in need of demystification. However, contrary to miracle, 

dynamism also informs those readings which, in a sense, draw an equivalence with its literal 

meaning. For here, there is an attempt to essentialize, and in this sense naturalize, the origins of 

economic growth in East-Asia. Dynamism and the inherentness it invokes is taken as 'real'. This 

may involve anchoring dynamism to some fonn of inherent and distinct 'East-Asian' culture 

embedded in deep confucius rootsg5 or its more recent racial, cultural, and moral counterpart 'East 

Asian values' ." Whereas it would be impossible to draw an equivalence with the literal meaning 

of miracle within a modern frame, the unconditional meaning that is invoked with dynamism can 

be taken literally by the positivist assumptions which informs the Asia-Pacific imaginary. The 

naturalism that accompanies the signification of dynamism, even within the forma1 discourse, is 

often deployed to capture some essentialized foundation of 'East-Asian7 economic growth which 

is placed outside of political, social, and economic contingency. To be sure, this is most often the 

product of Western orientalist stereotypes about 'Asians', 'Asian culture7, or 'Asian religion'. But 

it does not fa11 solely within the p d e w  of the Western gaze and its need to create the region as 

'other'. It has also, for instance, informed the discourse which has been used to justie the creation 

of what is to be seen as a distinctly 'Asian' economic bloc, the East-Asian Economic Caucus 

95 See In S e a d  of mt Ean Asîm Dcvefopmenf Mo&, eds. Peter L. Berger and Hsin Huang Michael HGao 
(New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, l988), and Confircimt Traditions in EiLFt Asirnz Miemity:  Moral Edumon 
and Economic Czdhïre in Jqmt and the Four Mini-Dragons, ed. Tu Wei-Ming (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1996). 

96 See for instance, Fareed Zakarîa, 'Culture is Destiny: A Conversation with Lee Kuan Yew' Foreign Affairs, 
73,  no. 2 (1994), 109-126. An evaluation of these discourses are provided by Robison, 'The Politics of 'Asian Values', 
309-327, and Rodan, 'The Intemationalization of fdeological Conflict', 328-35 1. 



(EAEC) launched by Malaysia's Mahatir in 199 1. The discoune smounding the possibility of 

creating a distinctly Asian economic regionalkm finds its fondation by seeking to anchor 'East 

Asian dynamism' in an inherent 'Asian' cultural form with a moral vision which ofien uses the West 

as its designated 'other7- There is a form of occidentalism at work in the Asia-Pacific which 

resuscitates old imaginaries about 'Asian culture' in order to create the f~undation for a practice of 

politics in the present-by which the terrain of what is 'Asian' and what is not is delimited. This is 

most notably the case of the practice of politics in Malaysia and Singapore but it has fomd echoes 

elsewhere in the regioqg7 and has been used most clearly at the level of the regional practice of 

politics in the creation of the EAEC. 

The series of signifiers anchored in animality are the ones which convey to the states 

of East Asia an image ofhomogenous, and potentially dangerous, corporal entities. Apart fiom their 

attempted link to an Asian mythology 'dragons', 'tigers', and 'flying geese' serve to create a 

difference, an 'Asian other', rneant to be different fiorn a designated 'us', or in the case of 

occidentalism highlighted above, an 'Asian regional identity' different from a designated 'thern'. 

Deploying the image of animality, in contradistinction to humanity, enables more easily this 

otherness to OCCUT while concurrently facilitating the slip into a discourse of danger. 'Flying geese' 

aside, 'dragons' and 'tigers' are signifed as predators (to be equated with economic predators within 

the (pre)text for APEC) which in the last instance are to be feared by humans despite their admirable 

97 For example, the discourse surroundhg 'Asian values' has found echoes in the Philippines. The conversion 
of the Subic Bay military cornplex houshg the US. military untiI it was ousted in 1992 by the Philippine govenunent into 
an industrial complex and export zone has adopted a "12-point pledge of professionalism" to admuiister to zone which 
is inspùed by the Singaporean social policies put forth by Lee Kuan Yew one of the most vocal proponents of 'Asian 
values7. Seth Mydans, 'Subic Bay, Minus US., Becomes Surprise Success', New York Times (Saturday, November 23, 
1996), 3- 



beauty. W e  these signifiers follow in the sarne vein as dynamism to the extent that they invoke 

the possibility of a form of natural endowment beyond contingency, they do so by placing the 

possibility of danger and conflict more opedy as a component of the work of signification- By 

deploying these signifiers, the meaning which is being invoked is that of the predator as a dangerous 

economic cornpetitor even though the use of the paternal prefix 'mini' or 'IittIe', as in the 'little 

tigers' or the 'mini dragons', contributes to delaying the threat until full maturation, a delay which 

is crucial for the hturologists clairning a potential threat in the imminent arriva1 of the 'Pacific 

Cent~ry ' .~~ While 'flying geese' do not invoke danger or threat, it does convey to the imagined Asia- 

Pacific a picture of a unified identity through economic unity and complementariîy, while leaving 

intact the image of self enclosed States and economies." In this sense, it deploys the equivalence 

between the image of homogeneous corporal entities and the discursive economy of an intentate 

geo-political and geo-econornic world. Indeed, like the narnes of baseball tearns, 'tigers', 'dragons', 

and 'flying geese' aid in constructing images of aggressive economic cornpetitors playing to win on 

the 'win or lose' field of international economic relations while also enabling the deployment of 

images of unity, lack of division, and natural endowmed" 

98 On such a view, see in particular, James Fallows, 'Containing Japan', me Atlantic Monthly (May, 1989), 40- 
54. 

" On a usefid critique of the state centric and Lioear path of inciunrial transformation that is implied with the 
'flying geese' pattern of economic development see Mitchell Bernard and John Ravenhill, 'Beyond Product Cycles and 
Flying Geese: Regionalization, Hierarchy, and the hd~mializatio~ of East Asia', World Politia, 47, no. 2 (1 995),17 1 - 
209. 

100 One can draw a paralle1 with the manner in which, according to Campbell, 'Jap' was used in the United States 
during World War II to convey the derogatory image of a mited nation with an undifferentiated people. As Campbell 
notes, wntrary to the pluraiïzed term 'Nazis' which meant that there could be 'good Germans', the singular 'Jap' tended 
to disenable a view of a dserentiated society, See Campbell, Wkïting Security, 232. 



The primary role 'dragons' and 'tigers' play is to reinforce the imaginary backdrop 

fiom which international relations can be read as hinging on -the bdamental  and immutable 

principle of conflict subsequently enabling the possibility ofcooperation among states. On a broader 

scale, these signifiers also enable a view of self enclosed entities competing in the 'zero sum game' 

which informs the geo-politicization of economic issues: the economic gains of the 'Pacific 

Century' are the losses of a declining 'Atlantic Century'. 'Dragons', 'tigers', and 'flying geese' aid 

in signifLing the region as a united whole, popuiated by strong, up and coming international 

economic predators and competitors, which contributes to informing both those who read the region 

as conflict ridden as well as those who read the region as ripe for cooperation Within this context, 

they lead to a (de)politicization insofar as they (re)deploy the 'immutable tniths' of international 

relations and interstate cooperation by invoking analogies which reinforce those 'tniths'. Thus, 

signiSing them as other or as foreign 'dragons', 'tigers', and 'flying geese' in the end also entails 

signifying them as the same, as territorially defined state as actors competing for self interest in a 

hostile anarchical environment. This is what is being (de)poIiticized: the manner in which these 

signifiers sustain a conflictual geo-political and geo-economical interstate world while 

concomitantly creating the basis for a system ofdifference, an 'Asianess', by which this dangerous 

world can be defined. The lack of difference would disenable a reading of Asia-Pacific regionalism 

through the cooperationl conflict problématique by disallowing the othemess which is needed to 

create the terrain for the primary term of the dichotomy 'conflictY . Conflict can not occur unless its 

terrain is occupied by an 'other', and these signifiers contxibute to envisioning this othemess. 

Since the onset of the economic crisis towards the first half of 1997, the dynamism 



of the 'dragons', 'tigers', and 'tlying geese' has given way to a new series of signifiers. Among the 

more notable of these are, the 'Asian flu' and the 'Asian contagion'. In a drarnatic reversa1 of the 

metamorphoses captured by Clinton's 'dominos to dynamos' analogy used five years prior a t  

APEC's Seattle meeting, by mid-1997, East Asia was once again subjected to the 'domino theory'. 

This time however, they were seen as faIling pray not to communism but to crony capitalism and 

their own financial structural weaknesses. As one of the OECD's assessment of the Asim contagion 

put if "a domino effect set in and the crisis ~ p r e a d " ~ ~ '  Although these signifiers are far less present 

in the formal discourse than the others above (which is partly due to the recentness of the event they 

are meant to sigr@), they have nevertheless been part of the popular assessment of the cnsis and 

are now gaining some currency even within the formal discour~e.'~~ 

With the floating of the Thai baht on July 2, 19971°3 symbolically marking the 

IO r Quoted in APEC Economic Comrnittee, 1998 APEC Ecortornic Ontlook: Ecorromic Trertds and Pro~pects 
in the APEC Regiort (Singapore: APEC Secretariat, November 1998), 43. 

102 The use of these tenns were the subject of a symposium organized by APEC's economic committee. They 
were assessed as part of "non-tinear forms of behaviqur" as reflected by "chaos theories" or "cornplexity theones". As 
such, they were seen as not drawn fiom traditiond economic language nor were they seen as part of the "rational 
behaviour" that economic theory assigns to economic actors. See APEC Economic Comrnittee, 1998 APEC Ecorzomic 
Ozillook S'posi~~m: Papers mrd Proceediltgs (MEC Secretariat, Singapore, November 1 998). In particular see Dan 
Curi* 'The Asian Crisis: The Challenge to Conventioaal Wisdom', 145-170. Curiak shows that ail the elements which 
are generaily singled out as the cause of the crisis. e-g., weak financial infiastructure, poor transparency of financial 
information, crony capitalism, were weii known prior to the crisis and did not appear to be any cause for concern among 
major international economic institutions in their economic forecasting. In fact, as late as May 1997, the IMF was 
proclaiming in its World fiorromic Ozrt!mk that "[e]conomic and financial conditions are generally propitious for the 
global expansion to continue in 1997 in the medium term at rates at Ieast those matching those seen in the past three 
years.", quoted in C u r i e  Ibid., 157. APEC's own economic outlook for the region in 1997 just prior to the crisis was 
very similar "[.,.] the overall growth expected in the APEC region in 1997 of 3.4 percent is only modestly slower than 
the 3-7 percent of 1996 and equal to the growth rate recorded in the boom of 1994. Moreover, world economic 
conditions are currently broadly favorable for sustained growth into 1 998 ." See APEC Economic Cornmittee, 1997APEC 
Economic Outlmk: Ecottomic Per;fonnance cntd Prospects in the APEC Region (Singapore: APEC Secretariat, 
November 1997), 2. 

'O3 Ody &er the Thai governent had spent more than 27 of its 30 billion dollars of foreign-exchange r e s m  
trying to maintain its peg to the U S  currency did it decided to let its currency float. Nichoias D. Kristof with Edward 



beginning of the crisis just five months pnor to the fifth annual leaders meeting in Vancouver, 

'Asian economic dynamism' which had informed the irnaginary for the raison d'être of APEC, had 

given way to the 'contagious Asian Au'. For APEC boosters, the spectacular reversal was as 

unforseen and devastating as was the collapse of the Soviet Union for Western sovietologists and 

Cold War strategists." Precisely four days before Korea, one of the original tigers and founders of 

East Asian 'economic dynamism' (and new member ofthe OECD) began negotiating what would 

amount to a record 58.4 billion dollar bailout package with loans fiom the MF, the World Bank, 

the Asian ~evelo~rnent  Bank (ADB) and bilateral sources, APEC 'economic leaders' chose to 

affirm in their opening paragraph that they were "certain of the dynamism and resilience of the 

region". 'O5 While more than 16 billion dollars ofKorean foreign exchange resewes were evaporating 

Wyatt, 'Who Sank, or Swam, in Choppy Currents of World Cash Ocean', New York h e s  (February 15, 1999), At 1- 

'04 hdeed, in a special report fiom the uistitute for International Econornics published in October 1997, 
Lawrence Krause concluded the edited volume which assesseci APEC's progress by stating that "In my view, the outlook 
for MEC is quite bright. It encompasses the most dynamic region of the world, and growth engenders optirnisrn," See 
Lawrence B. Krause, 'The Progress to Date and Agenda for the Future: A Summary', Whither APEC?, 245. The editor 
of the volume, Bergsten, was quick to provide a new role for APEC that completely disreçarded any part APEC's 
discourse had in creating the conditions which lead to the crisis- In an article whïch appeared in The ~ononzist  at the 
magazines requests just pnor to APEC's 1998 meeting in KualaLumpur he suggested that the solution to the "downward 
spiral of the Asian economic crisis" was a "Concerted Asian Recovery Programmey7. Accordhg to Bergsten, this plan 
would involve "sizeable fiscal and monetary stimulus' mostly through state borrowing of hnds to be provided by the 
Japanese govemment" in order to "boost demand within the aisis countries themselves through expansionary domestic 
policies," 'A Concerted Asian Recovery Programme' noteâ Bersgten "would provide a dramatic centrepiece for APEC's 
summit later this month. Tt would demonstrate, as never before, the institution's relevance to the central concems of its 
rnembers." C. Fred Bergsten, 'APEC to the rescuey, n e  Economist (November 7, 1998), 21-22. Bergsten's suggestion 
follows what has been the predominant prescription among most major international economic institutions: to finance a 
public bdout of private insolvent debt while denying that the neo-liberal agenda of trade and investment liberalization 
and deregdation had any responsibiity in the creating the crisis. 

'O5  APEC, Leaders ' DecIaratio~r- Vancouver (Vancouver: APEC Secretarîat, November 25, 1997). 



durhg the months pnor and after ~ a n c o w e r , ' ~  the leaders's finai declaration came out in Wl 

support of APEC's investment and trade liberalization agenda going so far as to renew cofllfnitrnent 

to continue working towards "facilitating flows of capital".lo7 Thus, there was predictably no 

acknowledgement of the fact that the practice of politics APEC had put forth since its inception was 

informed by the same neo-liberal discourse which contn'buted to the conditions for the coliapse in 

the first in~tance."'~ For the five members of APEC most severely hit by the crisis (Indonesia, Korea, 

Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand) facilitaihg the flows of private capital as APEC's 

discourse bas promoted allowed a combined net private capital inflow of 103.2 billion dollars in 

1996 turn into an outflow of 1.1 and 28.3 billion dollars in 1997 and 1998 respectively. 'Og While this 

lack of official acknowledgement of the crisis in Vancouver is normally attributed to the formal 

state rhetoric of international summitries, and in this sense is to be understood as the talk of 

officialdom, it fails to capturethe manner in which the division between politics and econornics is 

'O6 ~ i r n o t h ~ ~ a n e ,  Atish Ghosh, Iavier Hammann, Steven PWips, Marianne Schuize-Ghattas, andTsidi Tsikata, 
W-Szipporled ProgrmsIttdonesia, Koreamd 7haiImd: A PrelhÏnaryAssessmerrt (Washington D .C- : M F  occasional 
papers 178, 1999), 6- 

'"^~acilitatin~ the Bows of private capital" was part of the Vancouver Framework for Enhanced Public-Private 
Partnerships in Infiastructure Deveiopment. See APEC, Leaders ' Declarntiow Vitcornver (Vancouver: APEC 
Secretariat, November 25, 1997). 

108 As Walden Beiio argues, the discourse of liieralization and deregdation, particularly in the financial sector, 
contibuted to alIowing the unsustainable foreign private and public debt which in turn contniuted to the massive flight 
of portefolio investment and subsequent currency specuiation, See Walden Beiio, 'East Asia: On the Eve of the Great 
Transformation?', 424-444. WaIden Bello ' Addicteci to Capital: The Ten-Year High and Present Day Withdrawal Trauma 
of SouthEast Asia's Economies' (October 12, 1997), - http://www.corpwat~h.org/tradfeaturdcasuio~beUo3~html-- 

109 Asian Development Bank, RDB Anrnral Report 1998 (Manila: Asian Developrnent Bank, l998), 78. In each 
of these countries the outfiow o f  capital accompanied a ciramatic drop in the measurable GDP. Their combined GDP feU 
fiom 679.2 billion dollars in 1997 to 647.6 billion in 1998, with the most severe drop registered in hdonesia (21 5 to 89.6 
billion) and Korea (442.5 to 3 10.1 billion). See IMF, Wodd Economic Outlook Apn'l 1999 (Washington D C :  
International Monetary Fund, 1999). 



(re)deployed in APEC's discourse. As mentioned in Chapter One, this division mirrors the one 

found in the Washington Consensus, which envisions a hierarchical dichotomy between politics and 

economics, placing the former in subsewience to the latter. We find a paralle1 of this division 

within the signifiers used to characterize the economic crisis. As with 'dynamism', 'tiges', 

'dragons' and 'flying geese', the signifiers 'Asian flu' and 'Asian contagion' draw an equivalence 

with the terrain of natyalism. What is invoked through the contagious nature ofa  viral infection is 

something which is absolute or outside of contingency and human agency. In this case, the absolute 

is meant to be the unconditional ground of the economic and its global market forces. 'Asian flu' 

and 'Asian contagion' (de)politicize economic forces by seeking to place them outside of the terrain 

of the political and second to the practice of politics. They tend to maintain and patrol the sarne 

divisions between politics and economics that is put forth through the practice of politics of MEC. 

In effect, there is a reinforcing of the division between the economic and politics by invoking a 

naturalization of the economic crisis. In the same way as economic reality is placed out there, the 

crisis, when signified as a 'flu' or 'contagion' is placed in a 'world-out-there' absent of political 

contingency. 

The paradox is that the crisis has had the effect of severely destabilinng the neo- 

liberal articulation of the division between politics and economics as well as the relationship 

between the public and private this division generally favours. This becomes evident in the 

predominant response to the crisis. The total bailout package for Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand 



done amounted to over 1 17 billion dollars. 'la The repayment of these foreign fiinds is necessarily 

assumed by the state while much of the loans are used to maintain the solvency of major 

corporations mostly through the recapitalization of domestic financial institutions. l1 l By 

recapitalizing financial institutions through foreign loans which in tum provide capital to insolvent 

corporations the state effectively finances a public bailout of private corporations some of which 

had substantial foreign debt.'12 In effect, the state, through foreign borrowing, maintains the 

solvency of nationally based institutions which in tum are able to avoid defaulting on debt 

payments, including most importantly for fiiture foreign investment, those payments to foreign 

creditors. In this case, economic forces no longer funciion alone in a 'world-out-there'. Through the 

state structure, the public sphere assumes the responsibility of avoiding an economic collapse 

induced by global economic forces. Politics still remain s u b s e ~ e n t  to economics insofar gs a large 

share of the cost of the economic catastrophe is assumed by public institutions. However, politics 

or the public sphere becomes the ground from which the economic sphere c m  maintain itself and 

avoid collapse. The consequences for those living in the countries most severely hit by the crisis are 

'O Accordii to the IMF its commitrnents for each country dong with those of the Wodd Bank, the ADB and 
other bilateral sources amounted to 42.3 billion for Indonesia, 58.4 billion for Korea, and 17.2 billion for Thailand. See 
IMF, 'The MF's Response to the Asian Crisis' (January 17, 1999), - h t t p : l l m v . i m f . o r ~ e x t e r n a l / n p / e m / f a ~ m  
- 

111 As of July 1999, the Korean governent for instance, had a controhg stake in approximately three-quarters 
of South Korea's commercial banks after it nationalized a large part of the financial system in 1998 in view of rescuing 
insolvent institutions and recapitaiized weak ones. See BBC news online, 'Business: The Company Fie Daewoo creditors 
take control Doubts Iingered about Daewoo's wish to drive forward reform' (Wednesday, July 28, 1999)- 
http:/lnews2.thls~bloc.co.uWhi/englishlworldlasia-pa~ddefadtthtm-~ 

'12 hdeed, much of the debt was private. See Bello, 'Addicted to Capital'. 



thus threefold Not only does the population suEer fiom the effecis of the crisis i t ~ e l S " ~  they must 

also assume through taxation their share of the reçponsibility of debt incurred by the state, and bear 

the brunt of the forced structural adjustment which accompanies ~e loans. 

What enables this to occur is the manner in which the division between politics and 

economics is envisioned As 1 mentioned earlier, this envisioning assigns a s u b s e ~ e n t  role to 

politics in its relation to economics while placing the latter in an unconditional 'world-out-there'. 

This envisioning which parallels the practice of politics (re)deployed by APEC is contained within 

the signifiers 'Asian flu' and 'Asian contagion'. By (re)deploying this envisioning, these signifiers 

unveil their political move. They contribute to drawing the fiontier between politics and economics 

as it is drawn in APECYs discourse, and to do so ispolirical. 

This senes of signifiers, 'miracle', 'dynamism', 'tigers', 'dragons', 'flying geese' and 

'Asian flu', inform both the forma1 and practical discourse on the Asia-Pacific fiom which APEC 

is most ofien read. These are the cornponents of the scaffolding with which is built the imaginary 

of this part of the world, an envisioning which, while evoking a difference compresses the region 

into the sarne- What these signifiers have in common is the manner in which they contribute to the 

(de)politicization of what they seek to envision. They are political not  only in the manner in which 

'13 1n Indonesia alone, arguably the mon severely affecte& over 1200 Xves were l o s  during the riots in May 
1998 that lead to the end of the Suharto govemment, the same government whicih four years prior had hosted the 1994 
meeting in Bogor where the objective of creating an APEC ûee trade and investment area was announced. In East Java 
where Bogor is located the economic collapse Iead to some homfic macabre evemts when "mystenous black-clad 'ninja' 
[.,.] kiUed and dismembered more than 150 sorcerers [...] Victims [were] cut into stnall pieces, with their body parts 
thrown into mosques or dangled fkom trees." See David Jenkins, 'Indonesia's Crisis: Tipping into Chaos', Sydrey 
Monring Herald (October 26, 1998), reprinted in Wodd Press Review, 46, no- 2 (1999), 6. 

114 Each of the initial IMF structural adjustment programs for Iodonesia, Korea, and ThaiIand contained 
provisions for the increase oftaxes and the decrease of public spending in view o f  mcreasing the government's ability to 
pay for its Ioans. 



they inform the way the practice of politics of the 'Asia- Pacific' are viewed as differenv same, but 

also because they delimit a terrain of meaning from which can be invoked a particular structure 

which seeks to place what is envisioned outside of contingency, beyond the political. There is, 

therefore, a hidden political meaning revealed by the equivalences which accompanies these 

colowfiiI signifiers that is (de)politicizeb 

Conclusion 

The discursive manoeuvres explored in this chapter constiiute the dominant 

imaginary from which APEC is read and which APEC's discourse (re)deploys. Their manoeuvre lies 

in the fact that what is being described appears to be a constative, i.e., a determined structure, while 

what is obscured is their perfonnative participation in the creation of the constative. Their move of 

(de)politicization lies in the manner in which the constative is instituted performatively. These 

manoeuvres seek to maintain the imaginary of the state and the interstate world as immutable 

structures sustaining the division of insidel outside, self7 other. They serve to reinforce the idea that 

the outside is marked by conflict and that consequently any effort to minimize this conflict through 

interstate cooperation is a positive step regardless of what is the topic of cooperation- They serve 

to confine the imaginary space of politics within the limits of temtory, eclipsing other possible 

forms. What is potentially being challenge4 destabilized, and rendered contingent by the parallel 

NGO forums on APEC is precisely what these manoeuvres occult: other forms of conceiving the 

practice of politics. Chapter Four will seek to develop a theoretical vantage point capable of reading 

this challenge, while Chapter Five will examine more specifically how this challenge was articulated 



in the oppositional discourse of NGOs. 



Chapter Four 

Democracy, the Political, and Boundaries: Deterritorializing 
Agonistic Democratic Politics 

Deconstruction is something which happens and 
which happens inside: there is a deconstruction at 
work within Plato's work, for instance. I-.-1 1 would 
Say the sarne for dernocracy, although the concept of 
democracy is a Greek heritage. This heritage is the 
heritage of a model, not simply a model, but a model 
that self-deconstructs, that deconstructs itself, so as to 
uproot, to become independent of its own grounds, so 
to speak, so that, today, philosophy is Greek and it is 
not Greek' 

Introduction 

This chapter is concemed with articulating an understanding capable of envisioning 

a detemtorialized form of democracy which is consistent with the view of foundation and the 

political developed in Chapter Two. As such, not only does this chapter need to recall that the 

democratic adventure inaugurates a symbolic order in which foundation and the political are caught 

in a metaphysics of absence, it must also explore how this understanding of democracy can lead to 

a detemtorialization of the 'democratic imaginary' capable of accounting for social contestation. 

In fact, this chapter will seek to show that it is only once we operate fiom the vantage point of 

democracy as a form of symbolic ordering of social relations that we c m  begin to envision a 

deterritonalization of democracy. It is fiom this view that the second objective of this chapter may 

be fulfilled since it is by means of this understanding that we may be able to view APEC and the 

L Excerpt of a roundtable discussion with Jacques Demda. The text of the roundtable is reproduced in John D. 
Caputo, Decoristnction in a Nhhell- A Conversuiibn with Jacques Derrida (New York: Fordharn University Press, 
1997), 12. 



parallel 'People's Summits' organized by non governmental -organizations (NGOs) as an instance 

in which the possibiliîy is opened towards a deterritorializalion of the democratic imuginury. As 

mentioned in Chapter One, the possibility that is opened stems fiom how the NGO discourse of 

contestation may seize in its articulation elements of the democratic imaginary which exceed 

temtoriality- More specifically, my contention is that the opposition problematizes temtory as a 

'marker of certainty'. In this sense, APEC, and its relation to the organized opposition it has elicited 

among the NGO community since its 1993 meeting of heads of state in Seattle, raises important 

theoretical questions about the predominant place and understanding that has been assigned to 

democracy both in the field of international theory (TT) as well as within the field of political 

thought. In IT, the questions and issues that are generally theorized are said to stem fiom, or 

function in, a worldoutside of the democratic experience inasmuch as their intersection, atone point 

or another, with the anarchical world of states is seen as fundamentally antithetical to democracy. 

There are no corresponding institutions within world politics that could allow for some f o m  of 

democratic control of decision making at an international level. This is why those few who have 

sought to theorke democracy from the standpoint of IT usually recommend the expansion of 

democratic institutions beyond national territorial boundaries. The objective is to create an 

accountable and transparent structure of governance which could correspond to the dimension of 

current economic, political and social issues.' With regard to political thought, democracy is 

generally theonzed explicitly or implicitly with a notion of space circumscribed by the temtorial 

This is notably the case for the work of David Held. See for instance, David Held, Democracy md the GloM 
Order: From the Modern Sfuîe to Cosrnopolitan Govername (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2995)- David Held 
'Democracy: Past, Present, and Possible Futures', Altentatives, 18, (1993), 259-271, David Held, 'Democracy and 
Globaiization', A~remafives, 16 (1 99 1)- 20 1-208. 



boundaries of states? Democracy is understood to be a form of political regime with a 

corresponding form ofgovernment functioning within a territorial jurisdiction separate from others. 

Associated with rights for its citizens who consent to being govemed by state representatives held 

accountable through periodic voting, the democratic regirne is undentood to be national not global. 

Thus, it would be fair to Say that both traditional IT and political thought have, in differing degrees, 

aided in keeping democracy temtorialized. In this sense, the equivalence between democracy and 

temtory has been the remit of a specific discursive articulation reinforced fiom the outside by IT 

and from the inside by political thought. However, as globalization becomes more prevalent w. a 

discourse on the social, and consequently a site of antagonism, the (re)instituting of the insidel 

outside spacial demarcation as immutable structures which necessarily contain democracy are 

opened to their contingent foundation. In other words, as the markers of certainty which conhed  

the democratic experience to territory become embroiled in the antagonisms produced by the 

discourse of globalization, these same markers can loose their apparent foundational status which 

was previously able to occult the possibility of deterritot-ializing democracy. 

In this chapter, 1 start from the assumption that the organized NGO opposition to 

APEC opens the possibility to an articulation of a non-temtorialized forrn of democracy despite the 

fact that APEC lives in that world which is generally seen as antithetical to a democratic experience 

both by traditional ïï and political thought. Whether this possibility is captured in the NGO 

discoune will be examined in detail in Chapter Five. At first glance, equating democracy with the 

APEC/ NGO relationship would seem quite pecuiiar when we consider how organized opposition 

3 On this argument see Gilles Labelle, 'La démocratie à la fin du XXe siècle: triomphante mais inquiète', 
Politique et sociétés, 16, no. 3 (1 997), 82. 



to APEC has been dealt with in the past Indeed, various forms of o r g h e d  state repression (some 

more violent than others) of largely peaceful protest has been a feahue of APEC's annual leaders 

meeting since the heads of state met in Bogor, Xndonesia in 1994: Even when the annual leaders 

meeting was held in the institutional democracies of APEC such as Canadq-dissent h a  been met 

\vith state repression. Peaceful demonstrators in Vancouver in 1997 were 'pepper sprayed' by police, 

and more than 45 people were arresteé5 Some were arrested for merely displaying signs with "free 

speech'', ccdemocracyy', and 'human rights" written on t h e d  while others were literally abducted 

by undercover police officers? Security operations for the APEC meetings in Vancouver were 

among the largest organized in the RCMP's histoq? Entire sections of the city of Vancouver were 

termed "'closed security zones" and could not be accessed by the general public.9 The Royal 

Canadian Mûunted Police (RCMP), Canada's nationai law enforcement agency responsible for 

4 The NGO opposition in Indonesia d l  be explored in more detail in Chapter Five. 

~ e ~ ~ a l l o t ,  ' Human-Rights Protest Noisy but Non-Violent7, Giobe mdMaÏ1 (November 26, 1997), A8. Some 
had to agree to sign statements they would no longer protest against APEC or any of its members in exchange for their 
release from police custody. 

ROSS Howard and Jane Armstrong 'PM Endorsed Decision, Letter Shows' Ine Globe andMail (Thursday, 
October 8, 1998), Ag. 

7 One demonstrator, a former student and organizer of the 'APEC Aiert Network', ananti-APEC student group, 
was arrested in a manner reminiscent of a Cold War spy novel, The former student was forced into an unmarked police 
vehicle by t h e  plain cloths RCMP officers as he was walking on the campus grounds of the University of British 
Columbia- At the tirne, the official reason for the m s t  was that the he had been charged in a previous incident with 
common assault for "shouting in a rnegaphone and aliegedly damaging the ear of a security guard"- However, it was later 
revealed during an interna1 RCMP inquiry that the person in question had been targeted prior to the APEC meetings by 
the RCMP as a potential protester, suggesting he was not arrested for dleged criminal acts but for his potential role as 
a leading figure among student demonstrators. See David Hogben, 'Police Accused of Suppressing Students' Rights', 
The Vmcuzmer S m  (November 25, 1997), A12, and Jane Armstrong and John Saunders, 'Police Made Pre-emptive 
Arrest at Summit7 7he Globe mzdMïziZ (Thursday, September 24, 1998), AI 

8 Security personnel hcluded 500 Vancouver police officers, 2,500 RCMP officers and 1,000 military personnel, 
See Petti Fong and David Hogben, 'Traffic Woes Expected to Grow with Road Closure', The Vmzcmer Sun (November 
22, 1997), A19. 

9 m e  Varzcorrver Srm (November 20, 1997), Cl. 



security arrangements at the APEC meetings, maintained that removing protesters and their signs 

was necessary in order to assure the security of visitïng APEC delegates.1° Aside fiom the more 

overt foms of suppression of democratic dissent, it was later suggested through government and 

police documents released during an interna1 inquiry by the RCMP public cornplaints cornmittee 

into the handling of anti-APEC demonstrators that police officers were acting to stifle protest on the 

demands made by the Prime Minister's Office (PMO), the central political component of the 

executive branch ofthe Canadian government, and not on the basis of security. " What this suggests 

is that the executive branch of the Canadian government directly influenced the RCMP's actions 

based on the politics of international diplomacy. Thus, this implies that the autonomy of Canada's 

national law enforcement agency was compromised and dong with it the institutions of Canadian 

democracy which are meant to ensure the autonomy of branches of government and preserve the 

democratic principle of liberty. 

In light of the events in Vancouver, it would seem quite contradictory to maintain 

the argument proposed here that somehow the APEC/ NGO relation opens the possibility to 

'O Hogden 'Police Accused of Suppressing Students' Rights'. in fâct, protesten were told by police that they 
were to stay a minimum of 100 metres away tiom any ''intemationally protected persons or any of the 5,000 accredited 
deiegatesl' This despite the fact that the RCMP's own intelligence service branch, the National Security Intelligence 
Service (MIS) had, throu* extensive surveillance of  anti-APEC groups prior to the meetings, concluded that "sorne of 
these individuals may engage in civil disobedience, however [---] none are consideredviolent-" Document released through 
an inquisr launched by the RCMP's own interna1 public cornplaints cornmittee in reaction to the handling of protesters 
by officers obtained fiom - h t t p : / / w w w . t v . c b c . c a / ~ t i o n a V p g m i n f o / a p ~  - July 25 (1999). 

" Jeff Saiiot and Ross Howard, 'Outcry over Way RCMP Handled Suharto 'Protest', The GIobe mrdMaiI 
(September 10, 1998), A4. in particular, the PM0 was concemed that demonstrators would embarrass Indonesian 
President Suharto since many ofthem were specifically protesthg the Indonesian government's occupation ofEast Timor. 
The East Timor Alert Network (ETAN) had mounted an extensive anti-Suharto poster campaign in Canada which had 
caught the attention of Indonesian govemrnent representatives. The Prime Ministk of Canada hirnseif offered his 
assurance in a written letter to Suharto that "no effort [would be spared] to ensure that appropriate security and other 
arrangements [would be made] for your stay in Canada as our guest" thereby suggesting that 'other arrangements' may 
ïnclude removing unsightly protestors and their signs. Letter fiom Prime W s t e r  Jean Chrétien to former President 
Suharto, dated October 3, 1997. 



articulate discursively a form of non-territonalized democracy. Indeed. these events wouid seem to 

confinn the opposite, that whenthe international politics of economic globalization, of which APEC 

is seen as a component, corne in contlict with the democratic practices of an institutional democracy 

the former easily ovemide the latter. That the institutions of Canadian democracy were compromised 

for the high politics of trade diplornacy is not in itself of central importance to this chapter. Indeea 

the discourse of international relations since its inception has enabled and largely sought to maintain 

the politics of interstate relations outside any form of democratic accountability. Such dichotomies 

as inside/ outside, domestic/ foreign, sovereignty/ anarchy have enabled this to occur. Where the 

events in Vancouver are of particular relevance to this chapter is found in how they have contributed 

to strengthening the antagonism which opens the possibility of articulating what APEC 's discourse 

occults: a form of democracy that supercedes state boundanes, a form of non-territorialized 

democracy which encompasses APEC. In other words, the suspension of one form of democracy 

(the institutional and territorial form) served to reinforce the antagonism which contributed to the 

possibility of detemtorialization democracy, As argued in Chapter One, the fact that APEC end its 

practice of politics have met with sustained opposition, have become the site of multiple 

antagonisms on issues of human rights, ecology, sustainable development, labour rights, gender, 

third world worker rights, and soon, suggests that democracy is not primarily institutional but rather 

is symbolic and supersedes forms of govement. In this sense, there is a democracy outside of its 

institutional form, a democracy which escapes temtorializaîion despite the fact it may continue to 

h c t i o n  from the confines of territorial space as it did in Vancouver. My argument is that the 

'democratic adventure' provides the symbolic ordering of social relations f?om which the NGO 

opposition to that which normally fdls outside of the democratic imaginary, i-e., an international 



econornic organization, is enabled Whether this leads to a deterritorialization of democratic 

imaginary however, depends entirely on how the NGO discourse is articulated. More specifically, 

as was argued inchapter One, detemtorializingdemocracy means disaggregating temtoriality fiom 

the democratic imaginary in such a manner as to displace temtory as an imagined space fiom the 

series of equivalences that generally accompanies our understanding of democracy. It is perhaps 

important to reiterate at this point that detemtoralizing democracy would not entail moving towards 

some f o m  of cosmopolitan govenunent Nor does it mean unveiling a Kantian humanism capable 

of unifj6ng the world: Rather, opening the possibility for a deterritorialization democracy merely 

entails 'problematinng' the markers of certainty of the inter-state world which have obscured the 

democratic irnaginary fiom its realm. It entails deepening and expanding the principles of the 

democratic irnaginary in a 'space', Le., that of the international, which has tended to be sheltered 

fiom their effects. The second argument of this thesis contends that the NGO opposition to APEC 

provides this possibility- 

What follows wil  seek to elaborate upon the theoretical stance fiom which the 

MEC/ NGO relation could be seen as opening the possibility towards a form of detemtorialized 

democracy while, as indicated above, remaining consistent with the view of the political and 

foundation offered in Chapter Two. As such, the understanding ofdemocracy proposed here remains 

largely framed by the view of democracy proposed by Claude Lefort. However, Chapter Two was 

more directly concerned with s e t h g  out the epistemological grounding of the thesis fiom which the 

discourse of APEC and the NGO parallel forums was to be viewed Lefort's thinking on democracy 

provided the central 'mise en scène' fiom which this relation could be seen in a manner consistent 

with a metaphysics of absence. What remains to be done is to place this fkamework in its more 



practical setting as well as move away fiom the implicit notion of temtonally circumscnbed social 

space prevalent in Lefort's work on democracy. As such, my objective in this chapter is to formulate 

a practical project at the level of the practice of politics by articulating a non-temtonalized 

understanding of democracy based on the understanding of foundation and the political put forth 

in Chapter Two. By practical project I mean that 1 am seeking to offer an explanation as to why, 

when, how and f?om what discursive ground the social struggle of the NGOs opposing APEC couid 

potentially open the possibiiity for a deterritonalization of democratic irnaginary. Whether it is in 

practice however, depends upon the manner in which the discourse of NGOs is fonnulated, which 

will be the concem of Chapter Five. My contention is that the body work which has sought to 

articulate what, following Seyla Benhabib, one could tenn an "agonistic model of democratic 

poli tic^"'^ can enable us to articulate this practical political project. With my agonistic model of 

democratic politics 1 specifically intend to reunite the work of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe 

with that of William Connolly which, while remaining consistent with the view of foundation and 

the political proposed in this thesis, may offer an understanding as to the manner in which a 

detemtorialization of the democratic imaginary could occur. It is from this understanding that the 

APEC/ NGO relation will be read. It is its focus on agonism, the democratic fom of the 

antagonistic quality of the political explored in Chapter Two, which links Laclau and Mouffe's 

'Radical Democracy' l 3  with Connolly's articulation ofa 'agonistic respect' and 'Democratic Ethos'. 

Although Connolly's work on democracy and his usage of the notion of 'agonistic respect' proposes 

IZ SeyIa Benhabib, 'The Democratic Moment and the Problern of Difference', in Democracy mtd Dfirencee. 
Contestirg the Bound@es of the Politicai, ed. Seyla Benhabib (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 7.  

l3 Radical Democracy appean in capital leners when it refers to the specific body of  work oflaclau and Mouffe. 
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a very similar view of democracy to that put forth by Laclau and Mouffe, his work stems fiom an 

entirely different body of political theory whichcould only very tenuously be seen as stemming fkom 

the same p s t - M d s t  heritage as that of Laclau and MoufEe.14 

Despite their substantially different intellectual trajectones, both Connolly, and 

Laclau and Mouffe do have one common intellectual debt which conditions their understanding of 

democracy and wtiich. also is of central importance for this thesis: their debt to Lefort- Indeed, these 

authors ackmwledge (although sometimes only marginally'5) their use of Lefort's work on 

democracy most often summarized by his contention explored in Chapter Two that democracy 

institutes symbolically through the 'mise en forme' of the social the 'dissolution of the markers of 

certainty' by emptying the place of power. It is within this frame that we can locate the broad view 

of democracy that idorms the work of both Laclau and M o a e  as well as that of Connolly, and it 

is in this broad view of democracy that 1 place my deterritorialized agonistic mode1 of democratic 

politics. 

By reuniting the work of these authors 1 intend to take from Laclau and Mouffe more 

specifically their theorization as to why and when social struggle comes about within the symbolic 

order of democracy and how and upon whar discursive basis social struggle could be organized My 

14 See in particdar William E- ComoUy, The Ethos of Pltmzlization (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 
1995), William E. Connolly, Identityl D~rerence: Dernocrutic Negotiatiom of Political Paradox (Ithaca: Corneii 
University Press, 199 1 ), and William E. Connolly, Political Theory and Modemity (Ithaca: Comell University Press, 
1993). 

" This is the case for Connoily who in a footnote to an article on dernocracy and territoriality States that 
"Lefort's characterization of democracy is closer to my own than any 0th- considered in this essay", This statement 
seems somewhat difficult to maintain considering the fact that Lefort's work on democracy cornes much earlier than 
Comolly's. As such, it is not Lefort's understanding of democracythat comes close to Connolly's but rather the obverse. 
See Wïiüarn E. Co~olly, 'Democracy and Temtoriality', Mille~nizm: Jm~maIof htendo~talShrdies 20, no- 3 (199 1) 
fh- 32,484- Ironically, a more trutffil acknowledgement of Connotly's debt to Lefort appears in the revised publication 
of this article in ConnoUy7s Ethos of PluralizaiÏort, h. 29, 227. 



contention is that this theorization creates the opportunity to detemtorialize a 'mode1 of agonistic 

democratic politics' despite the fact that Laclau and MoufFe never pursue this possibility. nie 

reason this path is generally foreclosed in their thinking stems in part from the vantage point from 

which they begin, Le., that of communityi as well as the view of globalization which infoms certain 

aspects of their thinking. From the vantage point of cornmunity globalization is problematized 

precisely as a problem which limits the political project of an agonistic mode1 of democratic 

politics. It is not therefore seen as an antagonistic political discourse which could, in certain 

instances through the antagonisms it engenders, open the possibility for a deterritorialization of 

democracy. From Comolly, 1 intend to use his view of identity/ difference (one which is similar to 

Laclau and Mouffe's which 1 examine briefly in Chapter Two), as well as his brief exploration of 

the possibility of deterritorializing democracy. Where Comolly's thinking requires elaboration is 

with respect to lzow the detemtorialization of democracy could occur. Again, my contention is that 

this lzow is to be fowid in Laclau and Mouffe's work on Radical Democracy. 

The probfem of globalkation for Radical 
Democracy 's agonistrk mode1 of demcratic po fitics 

As mentioned above, LacIau and MouBe did alIow for the objective of this chapter, 

that is their own theorization did allow for a deterritoriaIization of thek understanding of 

democracy. They write: 

The autonorny of the State as a whole- assuming for a moment that we can speak of 
it as a unity- depends on the construction of a political space which can on& be the 
result of hegemonic articuIatiom. And someihing similar can be said for the degree 
of unity and autonomy existing among the different branches and apparatuses of the 
State. That is, the autonomization of certain spheres is not the necessary structura1 
effect of anything' but rather the result of precise articulatory practices constnicting 



that autonomy. Autonomy, farfrom being incomprtible with hegemony, Ïs u form of 
hegemon ic constru~~ion'~ 

*- 

By stating that the autonomy of the temtorially grounded political space of the state is the result of 

a politicdly constructed hegemonic articuIation Laclau and MoufTe are effectively arguing, as has 

been done by certain authors in IT such as David Campbell, that the state and the interstate world 

has no grounding outside of its discursive construction. In other words, the state, and by extension 

the interstate system, has no ontological status prior to discursivity. That it appears as if it does 

results fiom the hegemonic or dominant articulation of the discursive formation which sustains the 

state political imaginary in a temtorial form- If the state and the interstate world as well as the 

generative dichotomies of its corresponding discursive economy (sovereignty/ anarchy, cooperatiod 

conflict, insidel outside, domestic/ foreign) are results of hegemonic articulations then one can 

presume that an understanding of democracy that is necessanly circumscnbed by the territorial 

space of states is also the result of a hegemonic articulation. Consequently, such an articulation is, 

despite being hegemonic, always contingent and open to rearticulation. Laclau and Mouffe do not 

elaborate with any detail on what is suggested in the above quote about the possibility of a 

deterritorialization of democracy despite the fact that, as 1 will highlight later, their theorization does 

offer a possible explanation as to how this deterritonalization could occur. 

Granted, deterritorializing democracy was not their objective nor was it the vantage 

point fkom which they sought to formulate their understanding ofRadical Democracy. The objective 

of Radical Democracy has been to deepen and expund the democratic principles of liber@ and 

l6 Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffk, Hegemony and Soci(~iisr Sirategy: Towcirds o Radical Dernocratic 
Politics (London: Verso, 1985), 140 (first emphasis added). 



equaIityn and the vantage point for doing so has always been some fom of 'localized co~ll~llunity' 

even though their thinking reveals the irnpossibility of constituting definite foundations upon which 

could be constructed the parameters of any form of community. This is not some form of 

inconsistency in their thinking. Rather, it is an acknowledgement of the constitutive tension within 

the social that inaugurated with the democratic symbolic. As Laclau states, even though the 

symbolic order of democracy institutes the 'infinitude of the social' or the impossibility of giving 

the social a figure, he goes on to claim that "[t]he social on& exists as the vain attempt to in6tute 

that impossible object: s~ciety."~~ In other words, the fact that democ~acy institutes and relies upon 

the disincorporation of the social body Leads to that constant tension with the political's attempt at 

reincorporating the social, at establishing foundation for the social leading to the entrenchrnent of 

social frontien demarcating an inside nom an outside. With the terni 'society' Laclau implicitly 

locates the experience of a metaphysics of absence consistent with his and Mouffe's thinking within 

a circumscribed social space distinct fiom others. This leacis to an indirect form of temtorializing 

the experience of a metaphysics of absence. As such, if one follows Laclau closely on this point our 

attempt at deterritorializing democracy rnight be foreclosed since that experience seems to be 

confined to a temtorial conception of space. We can find similar Iimits to the possibility of 
. - 

detemtorializing an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics in MouEe's work subsequent to her 

collaboration with Laclaa Theses tirnits are made evident in Mouffe's usage of the %end/ enemy' 

" This formulation of the objective of Radical Dernocracy is more specific to Moufïe'ç work subsequent to 
'Hegemony and Socialist Strate&. In this coliaboration with Laclau, the stated objective is to "struggie for a maximum 
autonomization of spheres on the basis of the generalization of the equivalential-egalitarian logic," Laclau and Mouffe, 
Hegemoty mzd SociaIist Strategy', 167- We wiil explore this equivalential-eg&taian logic latter in this chapter. 

l8 Ernesto Laclau, New Rejlectionr of the Revoltttion of Our T h e  (London: Verso, 1990)' 92. 



dichotomy that she borrows fkom Carl Schmittlg as weil as her understanding of 'globalizati~n'.'~ 

Mouffe deploys Schmitt's fiend/ enemy dichotomy in order to navigate from the 

irreducibility of antagonism to its democratic fom of agonism. We saw in Chapter Two what the 

imeducibility of antagonisrn or social division meant for Laclau and MoufZe. Recall that emptying 

the place of power has the effect of lodging social division within the social and leaving the question 

of social division as well as questions of identity open since relations of the 'self to the 'other' are 

no longer symbolically rnediated by a figure. Social division is mediated by an empty place and thus 

remains unfigurable and undetemined. Within this syrnbolic context, division wifhin the social is 

instituted with, and is constitutive of, the 'mise en forme' ofthe social because that division remains 

unfigurable and unresolved. The symbolic order of the democratic adventure is constituted by, and 

sustains antagonism within the social and therefore antagonism is always present. It is the 

irreducible antagonism instituted with the 'mise en forme' of democracy which leads Mouffe to 

view any form of final consensus or totalizing understanding of the social as fundamentally 

antithetical to the democratic adventure since any discourse seeking a social consensus would occult 

social division. However, what the democratic adventure ais0 enables according to Mouffe is the 

transformation of untagonism into agonism. 

Following her reading of Schmitt, MoufEe contends tbat' subsequent to the Second 

World War, certain Western political institutions such as the leW right split among political parties 

19 See in particular, Chantai Mode, 'Carl Schmitt and the Paradox of Liberal Democracy' in me Challenge 
of C d  Schmitt ed. Chantal Mouffe (London: Verso, 1999), 38-53. 

20 For a Mecent understancihg of the relaîionship between 'space' and the project ofRadical Democracy wbich 
stems fiom the discipline of geography see Doreen Massey, 'Thinking Radical Democracy Spatially', Etm-ronment mtd 
Pb~rzing D: Sociefy mzdSpe, 13 (1 999,283-288, WoLfgang Natter, 'Radical Democracy: Hegemony, Reason, Tüne 
and Space', Etzvirortment and Plrntnirrg D: Society and Space, 13 (1 995), 267-274, and Michael Brown, 'The Culturai 
Saliency of Radical Democracy: Moments fiom the AIDS Quilt', Emrmerte 4, no. 1 (2997), 27-45. 



gave an outlet to social division and was able to traosform antagonistic social relations (fiend/ 

enemy) into agonistic ones (fiend/ adver~asr).~' Whereas the fiend/ enemy articulation of 

antagonistic social relations may entail physical violence, agonistic social relations recognize the 

legitimacy of conflict by viewing the 'other' not as an enerny to be eliminated but as a legitirnate 

adversary? Regardless of their respective political and social projects, the leW nght split gave 

social division a partial outlet according to MoufEe, which for a time was able to express the 

antagonistic quality of the political in an agonistic form. The legitimacy of real opposing positions 

arnong established political parties was able to transfomi social antagonism into agonism at least 

at the level of the conventional practice of politics, Le., those framed and legitimized by the state 

through its institutions. 

For Mouffe, the possibility of articulating the fiendi enemy relation into the fiend/ 

adversary logically entails distinguishing those who are the 'fiends' from those who are the 

'adversaries'. Establishing this division between an 'us' and a 'them' is necessary in order to 

recognize the legitimacy of conflict which for M o a e  is not only an irnplicit acknowledgernent of 

the irreducibility of social division within the democratic syrnbolic order, but also expresses the 

'self 1 'other' dichotomy necessary for identity formation. The only way to identi@ the 'us' from 

the 'them' is by locating some form of 'commonality' capable of reuniting the 'us'. Mouffe stresses 

'' Chantal ModYe, Le politique et ses enjeta (Paris: Éditions La Découverte/MAUSS, 1994), 10. 

*   or MO&, within the context of the democratic symboiic order there is always a tension between an agonistic 
articulation of social relations and an antagonistic one. In other words, there is always a risk of agonism tuming into 
antagonism, that those who are seen as adversaries become enemies. In this sense, the tension between the two political 
articulations of social relations reproduces the same tension we find in Lefort's view of the relation between democracy 
and totalitarianism. 



îhat this commonality must be circumscnbed or Located within the "demos", the people? The 

'people' becomes the frame in which identity is constiîuted through the fiend/ adversary dichotomy. 

As she States: "[w]ithout a plurality of competing forces which attempt to define the common good, 

and aim at fixing the identity of the comrnunity, the pol i t id  articulation of the demos could not 

take place.''24 The 'demos' is the space and place from which the niend adversary dichotomy is to 

be worked out. For Mouffe, those who would choose 'humanity' or some form of 'cosmopolitan' 

identity as the fiame risk neglecting not only the need for an 'us' and a 'them' constitutive of 

identity formation but also risk occulting the irreducibility of antagonism? Within this context, the 

project of an agonistic model of democratic politics which is to transform antagonism into agonism 

should coincide with the temtorial living space of the 'people' separate from others. The 

equivalence is made between the objective of an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics and the 

confines of the territorial space of 'the people'. It is this equivalence whch informs Mouffie's 

negative view of 'globalization' . 

For Mouffe, the processes of globalization creates a situation in which the state risks 

losing its democratic poZitical role (Le., as a public site for transformation of the irreducible 

antagonisrn into agonism) in favour of what Foucault identified as ccgovemmentality".26 The neo- 

liberal discourse associated with globalization deploys the idea that there is an overwhelming 

Mouffé, 'Car1 Schmitt and the Paradox of Liberal Dernocracy', 50. 

25 Mou& refers to David Held's, Dernocracy m d  the GZobaI Ordec Frorn the Modem Sfate fo Cosn~opoIitar~ 
Govenunice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999, and Richard Falk, On Hurnmre Governance: Towards a New 
Global Politics (University Park Pa-: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995). 

26 Mouffe, 'Cari Schmitt and the Paradox of Liberai Democracy', 42. 



consensus in society as to the chosen direction towards less state intervention and the rule of fiee- 

market economics needed for a cornpetitive global environment This is what Mo&e sees as the 

move in certain Western democracies towards the "Republic of the Centre7':' echoing what Robert 

Cox in IT has termed the "hyperliberal state". The hyperliberal state fùnctions as a one way 

transmission belt for the demands of economic globalization Rather than functioning as bulkhead 

moderating the impact of the forces of globalization on the population as was the case for the 

welfare state, the hyperliberal state now becomes a conduit for such forces? As Cox has pointed 

out, the consensus upon which the hyperliberal state seeks to ground its practice of politics is bom 

of "'a transnational process of consensus formation among the officiai caretakers of the global 

economy.'" As a one way transmission belt, the hyperliberal state leads to an internationalization 

of the late twentieth century state form inasmuch as the direction of national policy in practically 

every fora is developed fiom the sarne backdrop of the "perceived exigencies of the global 

economy"? As a one way transmission belt for globalization, the state is seen as being increasingly 

reduced to an instrumental role fulfilling the demands of economic globalization rather than as a 

site capable of addressing social antagonism. 

For Mouffe, the consensus at the level of the practice of politics, lapolitique which 

marks this new state form occdts the irreducible antagonism that marks the political, le politique. 

'' Chantal Mouffe, 'The End of Politics and the Rise of the Radical Right', Dissent (Fd 1995), 499. 

28 Robert W- Cox, P r h c t i o ~ r .  Power, and WorIcf Order= SmiaI Forces in the Making of History (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 198 7), 286-290. 

29 Robert W .  Cox, 'Global Perestroika' in New WorId Order? SociaIist Register 1992, eds. Ralph Miliand and 
Leo Panitch &ondon: Merlm Press, 1992), 30. 



Consensus does not allow for the symbolic order of democracy which, as mentioned earlier, for a 

certain time was able to vent social antagonism throughthe practice of politics of the leW nght 

spectnim among established political parties. Mouffe contends that the Republic of the Centre no 

longer offers real opposing socio-political alternatives since the left in Westem countnes is seen as 

having largely adopted the neo-liberal discourse- As such, the state tends to lose its roIe as a site for 

identity formation in favour of its role as an economic manager, Le., the move towards 

govenimentality. The institutionalization of conflict inaugurated with the democratic symbolic 

order which was previously given a voice through opposing poIitical parties is consequently no 

longer recognizable in its institutional form. It is for this reason that the idea of consensus which 

inforrns the Republic of the Centre (or the hyperliberal state) is a threat to liberal democracies for 

MoufEe. Since the notion of consensus deploys the idea of a unified social body under a unified view 

of the world, it does not alIow for the antagonism which marks the political to be adequately voiced 

and correspondingly transformed into agonism. And to the extent that thc economic processes of 

globalization participate to a large degree in informing the 'no choice' behind the consensus of the 

neo-liberal discourses of the Republic of the Centre, Mouffe suggests that globalization contributes 

to severely undermining democracy in certain Westem countries by reinforcing the myth of 

consensus. The example that MoufTe uses to support her argumentation that Westem liberal 

dernocracies are in fact not at the victonous final synthesis marking the 'end of history' but rather 

face a cntical and dangerous juncture is the rise of elements of the radical nght in various parts of 

the w0r1CL~~ 

- -  

' Francis Fukuyama*~ v i e ~  ofthe 'end of history' as the h a i  synthesïs of  democracy ocaipies, either explicitly 
or implicitly, an important counter position in many of Mouffe's articles. See for instance Mouffe, Le politique et ses 
enjeux, 7-25. 



For MoufZe, the myth of consensus which accompanies the Republic of the Centre 

conaibutes to fostering the proper conditions for the rise of the radical right which is able to exploit 

the fear of those who do not see themselves within the terrain of the consensus or which more 

specifically are excluded by its a~ticulation.'~ Without a vent, an alternative political position, the 

radical right sekes upon the ability to articulate the political in terms of antagonism (fiend/ enemy) 

where the 'other7 is no longer a legitimate adversary (as is the case in the agonistic fiend/ adversary 

articulation of the political), but an enemy corrupting the collective identity of the organic socid 

body often expressed in tems of a religious, an ethnic, or a nationalistic social body." The negative 

social impact of globaiization (e-g., loss ofjobs, deteriorating social values, lost of national identity 

and so on) is often deployed by the radical rïght in its construction of the enerny largely seen as the 

immigrant population compting a pristine national identity, As such, what Mouffe is suggesting in 

her argumentation is that the myth of social consensus deployed by discourses of economic 

globalizatio n O pens the door for the radical rïght' s articulation of an antugonistic political discourse, 

and thus by extension globalization is contributing in undermining the agonistic political 

articulation afforded by the previous leW rïght split in Western liberal democracies." Territorial 

. - 

32 Moae,  'The End of Politics and the Rise of the Radical Right', 498. 

" One shouid note that the articuiation of an antagonistic political discourse does not stem oniy fiom reactionary 
rnovements to the processes of g l o b ~ t i o a  such as the radical right. As Cox highlighted the construction of the 
consensus itseifupon which is founded the Republic of the Centre also actively creates antagonistic social relations in its 
designation of certain unwanted groups in society. As Cox States: "[The] confiontational posture of the wouid-be 
hyperliberal date toward the various excluded groups requues a new basis in Iegitimacy [...] The answer has been sought 
in a nonhegemonic, populist appeal to the sanctity oftraditional values. At the oritorical level, the new legitirnacy stresses 
the work ethic, farnily, neighborhood, and patiotism. At a subliminai level, the appeal is tinged with racism- against 
immigrants aiid rninorities stereotyped inconsistently both as welfare bums and as threats to jobs." Coq Prodiction, 
Pawer, and World Order, 288. 



democracy becomes a victim of economic globalization insofkr as the latter reinforces the myth of 

social consensus underlying the Republic ofthe Centre aid does not allow for antagonism in society 

to be voiced in the form of opposing world views transforming them into agonistic social relations. 

Although 1 agree with M o a e  that the discourse ofeconomic globalization and myth 

of social consensus it deploys is antithetical to an agonistic model of democratic politics, 1 would 

suggest that globalization as a political discourse can also be a site of antagonism which contriiutes 

to subverting the consensus of neo-liberalism and thereby ope- the possibility towards the ultimate 

objective of agonistic democracy, i-e., to deepen and expand democratic principles. The 

antagonisms that are produced by the consensus of the discourse of economic globalization do not 

inevitably threaten a project which seeks to develop an agonistic model of democratic politics. 

There is nothing in the antagonism itself that precludes it fiom being articulated in an agonistic 

form. As a political discourse which produces antagonisms, economic globalization, like uny olher 

political discourse, deploys a discourse on the social which by producing antagonisms is open to 

rearticulations. Even though this discoune on the social is not framed within the institutions of 

democracy it does not mean that its possible rearticulations may not coincide with the democratic 

imaginary. In particular, where those rearticulations may be of interest is how they open the 

possibility of detemtorializing the democratic imaginary. 

Paradoxically, this is where APEC cornes in. 1 Say paradoxically because arguably 

nowhere, within the context of such international forums, is the neo-liberal discourse of economic 

globalization and its correspondhg consensus myth more candidly deployed than with APEC. In 

fact, through annual leaders meeting, one could Say that APEC tends to Wear this consensus on its 

sleeve. In many respects, APEC is precisely what Mouffe (as well as Cox) is invoking when she 
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speaks of the negative consequences of the 'processes of economic globalization' and the rise of 

the Republic of the Centre- APEC 's usage of the terms 'member economies' and 'economic leaders' 

tends to invoke the same view of politics which one fin& at the heart of the Republic of the Cenre. 

As such, that APEC is part of the processes of globalization that M o a e  sees as fundamentally 

detrimental to democracy is not being disputed And yet arguably nowhere has the consensus on the 

neo-liberal agenda as it is articulated at an international level been more the object of subversion 

than with APEC. In fact, as we will see in Chapter Five, it would seem that the more APEC has 

voiced an apparent consensus on the neo-liberal agenda in regards to economic globalization the 

more it has sustained the NGOs' subversion of this myth of social consensus. What is interesting 

is that this subversion has largely been expressed by NGOs in terms of ugonism. In other words, the 

processes of globalization to which APEC contributes, has not in this case nourished anfugonism 

in lieu of ugonism. As we will see in Chapter Five, the protest has mostly followed the Lines of the 

fiend/ adversary dichotomy even though there are occasions where APEC/ globalization is viewed 

as 'the enemy'. It is at this juncture that the reading provided by Laclau and Mouffe of a mode1 of 

agonistic democratic politics must be broadened With my reading of the parallel NGO forums on 

APEC what I am proposing extends Radical Democracy beyond its predisposition to focus on an 

explicit or implicit notion of territorialized social space as its point of departure. Therefore, rather 

than using the 'dernos' as the necessary fiame for agonistic democracy as is argued by Mouffe what 

1 am proposing here is to use the antugonism itselfwhch is contained within APEC's discourse on 

economic globalization. In other words, the necessaq space of 'commonality' fiom which the 

fiïend/ enemy relationship can be articulated in t ems  of the fkiend.1 adversary is produced by the 

antagonism, not the 'demos'. In the case of interest to this thesis, the antagonism is not 
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circumscribed by the boundaries of states to the extent that the NGOs who oppose APEC are not 

limited to one temtorial space even though most are bureaucratically organized along the interstate 

world The fact that the space produced by the antagonism does not coincide with the temtorial 

space of an institutional democracy bas not precluded the possibility of accessing the democratic 

imaginary, thereby transforming the antagonisrn into its agonistic form. The relationship between 

APEC and the NGO forums appears largely agonistic rather than antagonistic. Indeed, as we will 

see in our analysis of the 'forum declarations' in the following chapter, one of the central nodal 

points around which these declarations have been articulated is democracy. This is where lies the 

potential for a detemtorialization of the democratic experience while remaining within the context 

of a model of agonistic democratic politics. The NGO opposition to MEC may provide a successful 

detemtorialization of a model of agonistic democratic politics despite the fact that it is produced 

by the discourse of economic globalization and that it does not occur within the confines of a 

'dernos' (the two problems which MouEe associates with the processes of globalization). For that 

potential to be secured however, the NGO discourse of opposition wodd have to articulate itself by 

deploying the elemeats of the democratic imaginary which exceed temtoriality. In other words, 

there would have to be a problematization of the markers of certainty that have confined the 

democratic imaginary to temtoriality. Even though the democmtic adventure provides the symbolic 

ordering of social relations which allow for the NGO opposition to APEC to occur, whether that 

opposition leads to a detemtorialization of the democratic imaginary depends entirely on the manner 

the discourse is fomulated. 

Less it be unclear, in my criticism of Laclau and Mouffe 1 do not want to suggest that 

the project of Radical Democracy is somehow il1 founded in starting fiom the vantage point of 
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'community'. What I am suggesting however, is that the discourse of globalization may also provide 

sites for the practice of politics of an agonistic model of democratic politics even though it does not 

offer the traditional institutions of temtonal democracy which M o e e  sees as important for the 

transformation of antagonistic social relations into agonistic ones. It may not be the territorial 

democracy of states that is being subverted by globalization, but the political imaginary of an 

interstate world that is subverting globalization's occasional democratic opening. 

One last element with respect to the relation between globalization and an agonistic 

model of democratic politics needs to be highlighted before I explore more precisely how we can 

deterritorialize democracy as it was proposed at the beginning of this chapter. 1 mentioned earlier 

that Mouffie tends to suggest that temtonal democracy risks becoming a victim of globalization 

through the enforcement by the state of the consensus that economic globalization deploys. 1 would 

suggest that this is a general view of the relation between democracy and globalization both in 

political thought and in ïï. In fact, even those few such as David Held who have sought to theorize 

a form of non-territorialized democracy that would coincide with the curent globalized political, 

economic, social, and cultural world do so with a view of globalization as aproblern for democracy 

which generally needs to be surmounted? In light of the problem of globalization for democracy, 

one possible response is the reinforcement of democracy's temtoriality There are definite rnents 

to this alternative inasmuch as, in the era of the hyperliberal state, efforts to increase state 

accountabilify through existing instiMions does offer possible avenues for the objective of an 

agonistic model of democratic politics. On the odier hand, there are also certain risks in 

3s &Id, Democraey mid the Global Ordec F m  the Modern State r~ CosmopoIitm Goven~ance. 
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temtorialiung any form ofdemocracy which have been aptly highiighted by Connolly in his reading 

-. 
of Tocqueville." 

Echoing views in the field of critical geopolitics~' Comoliy reminds us that 

temtorialization, even in the guise of democracy, involves violence. hvoking the tension behveen 

the two roots of the term, the more common Terra (meaning land, earth, n ~ ~ s h m e n t ,  sutenance) 

and territoxy's root form rem&-e and territü-ium (rneaning respectively to terronze and a place fiom 

which people are wamed off), Connolly shows how TocquevilleYs reading of democracy in America 

estabLished cccorrespondences between people, temtory, state, unity, fieedorn, and ~egitimac~"?~ The 

effect of temtorialiang democracy Ln America was to, among other things, destroy the nomadic way 

of life of Amencan abonginals since nornadism does not coincide with the series of 

correspondences involved in Tocqueville's view of democracy. By placing space implicitly or 

explicitly circumscribed by tenitory as the prîvileged starting point there is a possibility of 

deploying a form of unacknowledgedgeopolitics. As ~ e a r o i d  O Tuathail has s h o w  to geopoliticize 

is precisely to unrecognize and unacknowledge the texhiality ofgeographical ~pace.)~ A geopolitical 

reasoning would take as unpolitical the equivalence between democracy, temtory, and the people 

36 Wfiam E. Connolly, 'Tocqueville, Territory, and Violence', in ChalZe~Bgig Boi~,i&ries.. Global Flaws, 
Territorial Identities eds- Michael J- Shapiro and Hayward R Alker (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 1996)' 
141-164. 

" See for instance, GearOid 0 Tuathail, Critical Geopolilicc The Pufitics of Writing Global S', 
(Minneapolis: Minnesota University Press, 1996), Gearoid O Tuathail, '@is)placing Geopolitics: IYriting on the Maps 
of Global Politics' , Environment and Planning D: Society andSpace, 12, ( 1  994), 525-546, Rethinking Geopiitics, eds., 
Gearoid O Tuathail and Simon Dalby &ondon: Routledge, 1998)' in particular O Tuathail and Dalby's 'Introduction' 
and O Tuathail's chapter, 'Postmodem Geopolitics? The Modem Geopolitid Imagination and Beyond', 16-38. 

'' Connoliy 'Tocquevik, Temtory, and Violence', 144. 



and therefore would (de)politicize the temtorialization needed for this equivalence. The practice 

of politics becomes geopoliticized when one theorizes around notions which evoke the territoriality 

of identity while occuIting the contingency of this understanding of space. Thus, theorizing an 

agonistic model of democratic politics fiom the vantage points of 'community', 'citizenship' or 

'society' involves an implicit soft form of geopolitical reasoning. The potential effect of 

geopoliticizing an agonistic democracy is to take geography as unpolitical and occult the 

antagonisms involved with circumscriiing geographical space. Occulting the antagonisms produced 

by temtorial space would be contrary to a respect for agonism since it would place temtorial space 

outside of the realm of agonistic negotiations. In other words, placing space defined territorially as 

the privileged starting point nsks placing territory and its corresponding political imaçinary outside 

the realm of an agonistic model of democratic politics. 

This is not to Say that the practice of politics, even the practice of agonistic 

democratic politics, can exclude establishing boundaries. On the contraxy, as I argued in Chapter 

Two, boundaries are constitutive of the political even within the context of agonistic democracy. 

However, when the prinleged point of departure makes an equivalence between agonistic 

democracy and temtory, there is a possibility of occulting those instances in which a 
- - 

detemtonalized form of an agonistic model of democratic politics may succeed in deepening and 

expanding the pnnciples of democracy favoured by the project of Radical Democracy. 

Such an instance may be found in the MEC/ NGO relation. While still functioning 

within the confines of temtonal space and the practice of politics this space entails (i-e., the state 

as the locus of politics), what is being articulated by the NGO opposition to APEC appears to be a 

deepenuig and an expansion of the democratic pnnciples by disaggregating elements in the 



democratic imaginary (human rights, activism, &dom, equality, protest, and so on) corn the 

temtorial state form. This is what the symbolic order of democracy as one which is marked by the 

empty place of power entails. The markers of certainty, such as the equivalence between democracy 

and the practice of politics circumscnbed by geographical space, become conditional. As was 

highlighted in the opening quote to this chapter, democracy is a model which, in a manner of 

speaking, 'self-deconstnicts'. In the case of the APECI NGO relation what is open to 'self- 

deconstruction' is the equivalence between the democratic imaginary and territory In this respect, 

the suggestion that globalization is a probZem for a model of agonistic dernocratic politics is 

conditioned by the vantage point from which the theorization of tbis model is postulated Ifwe take 

economic globalization as a political discourse which produces multiple antagonisms, then there 

is a potential for those antagonisms to give way to new articulations which deepen and expand the 

principles of democracy's political imagination while concurrently operating in a detemtonalized 

manner. Why, wlzen, how and upon what discursive principles such a detemtorialization of the 

democratic symbolic order codd possibly occur is the subject of the following section. 

EZemenfs for a deterrhrialized 
mode1 of agonistic democratic politr'cs 

To deepen and expand the principles of democracy Laclau and Mouffe sought "to 

identie the discursive conditions for the emergence of a collective action, directed towards 

stniggling against inequalities and challenging relations of sub~rdinat ion '~~ It is in exploring this 

objective that we may flnd an entry point into why,when, how, and upon wlzat discursive conditions 

" Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Sociolist Strategy, 153 (emphasis added). 
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collective action or social struggle against relations of subordination can occur and thereby might 

lead to a detemtorïalization of democracy in a rnanner informed by an agonistic model of 

democratic politics. 

Keeping in mind the understanding of the term 'subject position' we saw in Chapter 

Two, an agonistic model of democratic politics must offer an explanation of why 'collective action' 

against subordination would occur as well as how 'collective action' could be formulated fiorn the 

standpoint of a a non-essentialist and non-detenninistic view of social struggle (that is, one wkich 

does not reproduce class essentialisrn and economic deteminism as the explanation for social 

relations of subordination). Ln other words, the proposed view of social struggle must be formulated 

while remaining consistent with the position that there is no essential or determlliistic grounding for 

collective action. It is for these reasons that Ladau and Mouf5e speak of the 'discursive conditions' 

of social struggle rather than the historical or material conditions. Since the cause of social struggle 

can not be anchored to an essentialist or detenninistic standpoint, there is no pnor ground to social 

struggle outside of discursivity 

Wzy social struggle cornes about directly flows fiom the way Laclau and Mouf5e 

view identity formation which we expiored briefly in Chapter Two. Recall that subjectivity seen 

through the notion of subject positions stems fiom the fact that within the democratic symbolic 

order, identity is no longer ordained from an elsewhere. Rather, it is constituted relationally. As 

such., identity is only knowable in terms of a subject position, Le., positioned vis-à-vis others or in 

its relation to othen. This positionkg vis-à-vis others creates a web constituting a system of 

difference by which identity is constnicted and known This view of identity/ difference offered by 

Laclau and Moufre follows quite closely that of Connolly's in his understanding of social struggle. 



For him, identity, personal as well as collective, can only by fvred through difference. 

Such a thematization [of identity/ difference] does suggest - that the fit among 
entrenched contingencies in a self is always imperfect and generally filled with 
tensions, that the fit between contingencies and social definition with a self is always 
im perfect, and that the relational character of ident ity always raises the issue of how 
the self-constitution of idenlity is estubfished rhrough the consfitution of 
difleren~es.~~ 

This understanding of the relationality of identity is not in itself novel. Indeed, it reproduces to a 

certain extent the general problématique of identity/ difference which we has corne to dominate an 

increasing body of literature in the various fields of social sciences." However, as we will see 

beIow, what is novel is how this view of identity/ difference is seen as constitutive of the political 

(le polifique), and how it forms the basis upon which a mode1 of agonistic democratic politics 

envisions the possibility of collective action against relations of subordination. 

Because identity can only be created through difference which is "essential to its 

being"? identity formation is always potentiallypolitical insofar as that difference can be deployed 

as the ternis for exclusion. For Connolly, the politics of identity arises when "established identities 

protect themselves through the conversion of difference into othemess"? The space created for the 

creation of one identity formation can potentially involve the foreclosure of space for that which was 

marked as 'other' in the process of creating difference for identity. "Identiiy requires difference in 

' Comolly, Idemiry/ D~flerence, 163 (emphasis added). 

42 Among some interesthg fiteranire, see for instance Mapping the Subject: Geographies of CuIturaI 
Trmzsfonnatio~~, eds. Steve Pile and Nigel Thrift (New York: RoutIedge, 1999,  Modenrity mtdIde~~tity, eds. Scott lash 
and Jonathan Friedman (Cambridge: BlackweU, 1992), AfIer Identify, eds, Dan Danielson and Karen Engle (New York: 
Routledge, 1995), and The Iderttiy in Ques~ion, ed. John Rajchman (New York: Routledge, 1995). 



order to be, and it converts difference into othemess in order to secure its own self-certainty?' 

Rather then recognizing that identity is created through difference, the effect of othering is to 

consider the 'other' as a threat, one step away nom needing to be punished" The potential for 

'othering' in Comolly's view of the creation of identityi difference has a similar connotation to that 

which produces antagonism inLaclau andMouffe's view of identity formation seen in Chapter Two. 

Within thÏs context, why social stniggle cornes about stems fiom how the articulation of one identity 

is seen as impeding or subverting the completion of another. 

For Laclau and Mouffe, the recognition by subordinated social agents that their 

identity is being negated transfoms the relation of subordinution into a relation of oppression." 

A relation of subordination is one in which the subordination is not seen or ordered relationally (Le., 

in t ems  of a relation of subordination to an 'other' which is impeding my identity), but is ordained 

fkom an elsewhere such as is the case of the serfs subordination to the monarck What legitimates 

the subordination ofthe serfs relation to the monarch is mediated syrnbolically by something which 

appears to be outside of the field of social contestation. Here, the system of ciifference by which the 

identity and the relation of the serf/ monarch is created and marked by subordination would be 

closed since it is anchored to celestial ground. In effect, this determines beforehand the relation of 

the self (serf) to the other (monarch). Because the system of difference appears to be closed, the 

" The drive to punish the other stems fkom Connoily's readlig of Nietzsche fiom which he dwelops his notion 
of "existential resentrnent". Existentid resentment is the modem subject's resentment of  the nnitude of  life, and the 
unfairness of thïs finitude. For Comoiiy, a way of dealing with this unfair finitude is to seek dace  in the entrenchment 
of one's identity which entails identiwg that which is different fiom one's identity. The potential consequences is the 
creation of 'evil others' which are subsequently seen as intnnging on the space for the seifs identity. ibid., 158-197. 

47 L a c h  and Mouffe, Hegemony and SociaIist Saategy, 153-1 54. 



symbolic order of the monarchical form does not provide for a contestation of subordination in the 

same manner as does the democratic symbolic order. It is ody once the symbolic order of  

democracy empties the place of power that the multiple forms of subordination can potentially be 

seen as illegitimate since symbolically there no longer exists an unconditional extenor pole to which 

such relations could be anchored and maintained As Anna-Marie Smith points out in her assessrnent 

of Laclau and Mo&eY s work: 

The subordinated agent only becomes radicalized when she fin& a compelling 
political discourse that gives an effective account for her condition, provides her 
with the critical tools that she needs to join with others in constnicting an alternative 
world, and shows her how the entire subordinating structure rnight be overthrown 
through collective action48 

That 'compelling plitical discourse' has historically been provided by the democratic imaginary. 

As such, for Laclau and Mouffe, it is only once social relations are ordered by the symbolic order 

of democracy that we may begin to see relufions of subordinofion as relations of oppressioon And 

it is only once relations of subordination are transformed into relations of oppression that social 

antagonism, and consequently collective action against subordination, becomes a feature of the 

symbolic ordering of social relations. As they state, "[olur thesis is that it is only from the moment 

when the dernocratic discourse becomes available to articulate the different forms of resistance to 

subordination that the conditions will exist to make possible the smggle against different types of 

ineq~ality."~~ Because the democratic symbolic order leaves open the relation of the 'self to the 

'other' by leaving unfigured the place of power, there is no unconditional pole which c m  legitimùe 

or give a figure to subordination The discourse of such a closed system of difference by which 

- -- 

48 Smith, LucIau cnzd Mm&e, 8. 

49 Ibid., 154. 



identiîy would be created can not anchor itself to an empty place. The same goes for relations of 

subordination. 

In every case it is the impossibility of constituting relations of subordination as a 
closed system of differences- an hpossibility irnplying the exfernulity of the 
subordinator and subordinated identities to each other, rather than their absorption 
into the system through their positions- which lies at the base of the relation of 
oppressionS0 

Thus, within the symbolic order of democracy, a discourse that would seek to justiQ a relation of 

subordination can at best only be partially f i e d  (as would be the case in a ideological or hegemonic 

articulation of a relation of subordination). The system of difference through which a relation of 

subordination would be 'pennanently' h e d  c m  not be closed. From here, Laclau and M o a e  

conclude that it is only because the symbolic ordering of social relations are not constituted within 

a closed system of difference that the subversion of one's identity by a designated 'other' in a 

relation of subordination can potentially be transformed into a relation of oppression. To put it 

simply, 1 c m  only recogiize my subordination as oppression, an oppression that would be felt as a 

subversion of my identity or a part of my identity, if the discourse that is oppressing me is unable 

to anchor itself to the place of power enabling it to be the discourse of a closed system of difference. 

This does not mean however, that every relation of subordination w-ithin the 
. - 

democratic symbolic order will sornehow automatically be felt as oppression leading to social 

struggle. In other words, when, more specificaliy, wodd subordination be felt as oppression? For 

Connolly, social stniggle would stem from how, in his words, certain "entrenched formations" of 

identity are "culturdy organized, interiorized, and nat~ralized"~~ in a manner which forces 

. - 

'O Ibid., 156. 

51 Connolly, Identityl Dtrerence, 176. 



preconstituted definitions of what certain identities are to be. As Connolly illustrates: 

The cultural parameters within which your sexuality is defined and organized chose 
you before you affirmed or resisted thern- This can be true of one's sexual 
orientation, one's gender identification, one's race, one's job, one's age, one's 
political perspective, one's orientation to conflicî, one's religious convictions, and 
so 0 d 2  

The entrenchrnent of one identity formation b i t s  the space for another. Social stniggle would stem 

more directly fiom when definitions of identity are entrenched through the practice of politics and 

are thereby seeking to become the social n o m  fiom which other identities are to be measured. For 

Laclau and Mouffe, on the other han& two different social situations can account for the 

transformation of subordUi;ition into oppression The first is when the "displacement of the 

democratic i r n a g i ~ r y " ~ ~  enables a rearticulation of a previous relation of subordimtion into a 

relation of oppression. Such is the case for the feminist movement which was able to displace the 

rights accorded to the subject position of 'man' towards the subject position of 'women'. The logic 

of displacement at work here is one whïch could be expressed in very simple terms as 'if thern, why 

not us?'. The symbolic ordering of social relations that are part and parcel of the democratic 

adventure both enables this question and renders impossible an unconditional answer to it that 

would impede the displacement of ri~hts. This is why Laclau and Mouffe see dernocracy as 

instituting the "equivalential-egalitarian logic"." A c hain of equivalence is made with the privileged 

status of others which are construed not as privileged but as equals. In essence, to make this 

equivalence is to access the democratic symbolic order. 

'* Ibid., 175. 



The second situation in which a relation of subordination would produce social 

stmggle cornes about ‘%ben acquired nghts are being called into question, or when social relations 

which had not been constructed under the form of subordination begin to be so under the impact of 

certain social  transformation^."'^ As Michael Brown points ouf the oppression felt by people whose 

identity is marked with AIDS/ KiV would correspond to this last example in which a relatively 

recent social transformation has led to new forms of subordination which c m  be felt as oppression." 

The rïghts of those whose identity is marked by AIDS/ Hnr are being called into question whereas 

they had not been prior to contracting the virus. One of the more significant recent social 

transformations of relevance for this thesis is the one subsumed under the heading of globalization. 

Indeed, arnong the social transformations of our century, globalization is a particularly interesting 

case study for a mode1 of agonistic democratic politics to the extent that it contributes to increasing 

both instances of possible social struggle identified by Laclau and Mouffe. That is, not only does 

globalization open the possibility to the displacement of the democratic imaginary towards old 

forms of subordination (say child labour rights on a world scale), but it also produces new forms of 

subordination (illegal immigrants) which can be felt as oppression. A third marner by which 

s6 Brown suggests however, that the oppression did not express itself in an antagonistic form leading to 
organized social sbuggle. Rather, in his analysis of the display of the Canadian NAMES project Mernorial Qua, Brown 
argues that while antagonism is present at a broader social d e ,  the political space opened by the AIDS quilt was 
primarily articulated in tems of grief and rnoumbg. He writes: "Ia]s a space of citizenship, the event allowed a group 
of strangers to corne together to practise radical dmmcratic citizenship. Theu orientation at the display itseK however, 
was hardly antagonistic. As a space of grief and mouniing, the Quilt enabled a politics that did not hinge on a fnend-or- 
enemy duality-" See Brown, 'The CuItural Saliency of Radical Democracy: Moments fi-om the AIDS W t ' ,  42. Brown 
does offer an interesthg critique of Radical Democracy's understanding of the politicai as necessarily antagonism. 
However, that antagonism was not expresseci at the AIDS quilt display does not exclude antagonism entirely fiom the 
social transformation that accompanies A i D S .  In my mind, we must distinguish between one instance of a social 
transformation and the social transformation itse1E 



globalization may be contnbuting to increasing instances of social stniggle is through its effect of 

increasing the contingency of identity. As Connolly has argued, globalization increases the 

precarïousness of identity formation by contniuting to multiplying possible foms of identity and 

thereby opening the possibility of revealing their contingency to other identities. Globalization also 

increases contingency by increasing the porosity of identity, by revealing its multiple layers- This, 

for Connolly, has the corresponding effect of increasing the impulse to create unity and 

entrenchrnent of identity which leads to increased instances of social antagonism?' In a sense, we 

cm read this as saying that globalization increases the effect of the symbolic ordering of social 

relations which accompany democracy by increasing the unfigurability of the social and the 

disincorporation of the social body. With globalization, now more than before, no One can give 

figure to the social, and even the elements of political imagination (e.g., the nation) which 

succeeded in doing so are increasingly placed in a unstable position because of their increased 

porosity? 

From the standpoint ofthe epistemological cornmitment of a metaphysics of absence, 

the above is the explanation offered as to why and when social struggle cornes about. Rather than 

sternminj from an essentialist or deterministic ground prior to discunivity, the explanation of social 

struggle offered here occurs at the level of the symbolic ordering of social relations which, as seen 

in Chapter Two, can only be known discursively. In other words, social stniggle does not stem fkom 

an essentialized notion of forces of production such as is the case in orthodox M e s m .  Nor does 

58 The relation between globalization and the nation is worked out quite nicely in William E- Connoily, 
'Pluralism, Multiculturalism and the Nation-State: Rethinhg the Connections' Political Ideologies, 1, no. 1 (1 N6), 53- 
73. 



social sûuggle stem f?om a preaiscursive understanding of identity as is the case for certain forms 

of fernini~rn.~~ Rather, it stems fiom how identity/ dïfference is created within the symbolic 

ordering of social relations enabled by the democratic adventure which can be accentuated by tbe 

processes subsumed under globalizatiolt 

With respect to Laclau and Mouffe, i d e n w n g  the why and the when of soclal 

struggle is the first step in their objective of locating 'the discursive condirionr for the emergence 

of a collective action'. Now cornes the how of collective action. In other words, how do we go fimm 

the impossibility of bringing a fmd  legitimation to relations of subordination to identiMng tlhe 

ccdiscursive conditions for the emergence of a collective action, directed towards struggling against 

inequalities and challenging relations of ~ubordination''~~? This can be seen as the central question 

for agonistic democratic politics since it is the move from iden t iwg  the political dimension of 

identity formation to the ~gonisricpolitics of collective action. Or said othenvise, it is the move 

from a 'poststnicturalist' understanding of identity to a pst-manrist view of collective action. Thw,  

in a sense the first step merely consisted of taking the Lefortian explmation of democratic adventure 

and explaining how identity and its relation to social struggle would be conditioned by this symbolÉc 

order. In other words, up until this point we have only seen how social struggle is related to identity 

when the latter is seen fiom the epistemological standpoint of a metaphysics of absence. Iden* 

is overdetermined or constituted by the 'other', and thus always opened to antagonistic social 

59 See MouSeYs critique ofthe forms of feminism which seek to identify the essential kemel of feminist identiw 
Chantal MouEe, 'Feminism, Citizenship, and Radical Democratic Politics', in Femiizists Theorize the Political, eds. Judiitfi 
Butler and Joan W, Scott (New York: Routledge, 1992), 369-384, reprinted in Mouffe, The Retznn of rhe PolitimI, 74- 
89. 

" Laclau and Mouffi Hegernoiry und Sociaiist Strate=, 153. 



relations leadhg to possible social struggle when the 'other7 seems to be impeding the 'self 

completion or when difference is created as 'other'. However, there is nothing saying that social 

stniggle will happen, or  that it will necessady revolve around the principles of the democratic 

political irnaginary that are favoured by an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics, i.e., equality and 

liberty. When working from a Lefortian understanding of the democratic adventure, there is no 

necessary relation between the democratic symboiîc order and the principles of the democratic 

imaginary, and Laclau and Mouffe as well as Connoll y are well aware of thk6 ' Indeed, the fact that 

the totalitarian impulse also accompanies the symbolic order inaugurated by the democratic 

adventure excludes the possibility of establishing a sine qua non relation between the democratic 

principles and the symbolic ordering of social relations inaugurated by the democratic ad~enture .~~  

The symbolic fonn can almost as easily provide the terrain for the radical right as it can for the 

peace movement. Furthemore, the principles of the democratic imaginq are thernselves 

potentially the site of antagonism insofar as the meaning of equality and 1Lberîy always remain 

overdetermined and can not be fixed. As such, these principles can be deployed by discourses which 

'[ For Laclau and Mouffe the reader can refer to the quote on the following page. ui regards to ConnoUy, he 
writes: "It is just that the ambigrti@ of democracy adds the possiiility of engaging the contingency of existence to other 
pressures dready extant, whereas other social fonns either suppress this possibility dtogether or exclude it fiom a robust 
role in political life. More than other social forms, democracy accentuates exposure to contingency and increases the 
Iikeliood that the affirmation of difference in identity will find expression in public Life. 2% inten~sz~cation~ of the 
expenence of the constnrcted, relational character of identity/ &fierence conrstitutes 60th a virtue and a dmzger of 
demomacy." Connolly, Identitjd Drxerence, 193 (last emphasis added)- 

62 Lefort writes: 'cFastism and communism, let me repeat, f a  withïn the domain of  a meta-sociological 
'uiterpretation, Any attempt to analyse them as empincal, socio-historical formations wiii be limite& however rich the 
documentation may be, for such an attempt d l  fail to see that it is the question of  the existence of the social, of the 
historical as such, which is brought into play in totalitarianism. The latter is neither an accidental deviation in the 
development of industrial capitalism, nor an aberration for which psycho!ogy can provide the key; it real'bzes a potentiality 
which is implicit in the social fiom the moment that its institution can no longer be conceived or containeci by a discourse 
that seeks its origin dsewhere, in another place." Claude Lefort, n e  Politicai Fonns of Modem Srnie@ Brrreaucracy, 
Democracy, Totu~itm-mism, tram John B. Thompson (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986), 219-220- 



stniggle agaïnst subordination as weii as ones which (re)iRStitute iL As Laclau and Morne note, 

Reaganism and Thatcherism also deployed the principles of the democratic irnaginary but in a 

manner which tended to (re)inforce older foms of relations of subordinatÎon which accompanied 

their brand of neo-conservatism. Thus, the authors are aware that the why and when of social 

struggle reviewed above does not necessarily produce automaticaliy 'collective action directed 

towards çtniggling against inequalities and challenging relations of subordination', something which 

is not always clear with Connolly. Furthemore, when it does produce collective action there is no 

predetermined direction for this action. Tt rnay lead to struggle against subordination in a direction 

that coincides with the principles of the democratic Unaginary favoured by Laclau and MouEe or 

it may not. Collective action in a given direction must be constmcted in that direction- As the 

authors note: 

nt is necessary [...] to make clear that the democratic revolution is simply the 
terrain upon which there operates a logic of displacement supported by an egalitarian 
imaginary, but that it does not predetemine the direction in which this irnaginary 
will operate. [...] The reason why it is not thus, and why no teleology can account for 
social articulations, is that the discursive compass of the democratic revolution open 
the way for political logics as diverse as right-wing populism and totalitarianism on 
the one hand, and a radical democracy on the other. Therefore, if we wish to 
construct the hegemonic articulations which allow us to set ourselves in the direction 
of the latter, we must understand in al1 their radical heterogeneity the range of 
possibilities which are opened in the terrain of democracy itself 63 

As indicated in the above quote, the only thing that the democratic symbolic order provides is the 

terrain or the proper syrnbolic ordering of social relations, the proper 'mire en forme' of the social, 

in which there is the potential for relations of subordination to be felt as relations of oppression and 

thereby be transformed into collective action against those relations of subordination But there is 

63 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, 168. 
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nothing that predetermines the direction that will be taken by collective action. "Every antagonism, 

left fkee to itself, is a floating signifier, a 'wild' antagonism which does not predetermïne the forrn 

in which it can be articulated to other elements in a social formation7% The direction of the 

articulation involved in establishing a chain of equivalence through which collective action wouid 

stniggle against relations of oppression remains open. As Ziiek highlights through the subject 

position of ecology, the articulation is always subject to multiple possibilities. 

Ecology, for example, is never 'ecology as such', it is always enchained in a specific 
senes of equivalences: it c m  be conservative (advocatingthe retum to balanced rural 
communities and traditional ways of life), etatist (only a strong state regdation can 
Save us fiom the impeding catastrophe), socialist (the dtimate cause of ecologicd 
problems resides in the capitalist profit-onentated exploitation of natural resources), 
Liberal-capitalist (one should include the damage to the environment in the pnce of 
the product, and thus leave the market to regulate the ecological balance), ferninist 
(the exploitation of nature follows from the male attitude of domination), anarchic 
self-managerial (hurnanity can survive only if it reorganizes itself into small self- 
reliant communities that live in balance with nature), and so on [one could add 
ecoterrorist]. The point, of course, is that none of these enchainments is in itseIf 
'ûue' uiscribed in the very nature of the ecological problematic [...].65 

Here, ecology functions as an empty 'floating signifier' sînce its rneaning cm not be fixed. There 

is no 'ecology as such'. Whether or not the collective action that is organized around ecology is 

articulated in terms of the democratic political imaginary by establishing a chah of equivalence 

with other social stxuggies that also deploy that imaginary remains open. As such, the central 

question of how collective action is to be formulated still remains. 

The answer provided by Radical Democracy's political project follows the 

displacement of the equivalential-egalitarian logic briefly rnentioned earlier. What is provided by 

65 Skvoj Züek. 'Introduction: The Spectre ofIdeology' inM~pi~~gideoIogy, ed. ~ k v o j  Zü& condonr Verso, 
1994), 12. 



the symbolic order of democracy is precisely the terrain in which such a logic can be use4 (or 

inversely c m  not be forclosed), As Michèle Barrett notes, for Laclau and MouSe "the democratic 

revolution brings about a logic of equivalence, a logic of the cornparison of subjects that are, 

essentidy, constnied as equals, through its new discourse of 'rights', 'liberty' and ' e q ~ a l i t ~ ' . ' ~  The 

conceptualisation of this logic again follows fiom their understanding of identity. We saw that 

identity was constituted relationally. We also saw how social struggle stems from the negation of 

identity or the entrenchment of certain identities which leads to the foreclosure of space for others. 

It is within this understanding of identity that lies the potential to create a chain of equivalence 

between different subject positions. In other words, my stniggle for equality and liberty can not be 

articulated fiom a self enclosed position I can only articulate that stniggle vis-ri-vis 'others'. 1 need 

'others' to be able to articulate my own struggle in the same manner that 1 need 'others' to create 

a system of difference to constnict m y  own subject position. For example, what enables a 

displacement of rights towards women is that the struggle for those rights fiom the subject position 

of 'women' could be articulated in terms of an equivalence to the subject position that was already 

accorded those rights, i-e., the subject position 'man7. Evidently, drawing thÏs equivalence 

necessanly entails the rearticulation of the subject position of 'man7. But it also means that the 

equivalential- egalitarïan logic through which democratic rights are acquired needs the 'other' in 

order to displace the democratic imaginary towards other subject positions. At this point it is 

important to note that for an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics, social struggle against 

inequality is not aimed at the physicd being which is seen as negating the self. Rather, struggle is 

66 Michèle Barrett, 'Ideology, Politics, Hegemony: From Gramsci to Laclau and MouEe' in MappingIdeology, 
254. 



understood to be directed towards the discursive articulation ofthe subject position(s) which is seen 

as irnpeding the extension of libew and equdity!' 

Because Laclau and Mouffe eschew the possibility of social struggle stemming from 

the position of a self enclosed agency or a pre-discursive ground, the only way collective action can 

be organized is through their understanding of the relational dimension of identity. As such, the only 

way to formulate collective action against relations of subordination is to do it relationally. This 

is the basis of the equivalential-egalitanan logic by means of which the democratic principles can 

be deepened and expanded- So far, we have seen why, when, and how social struggle against 

relations of subordination can Iead to collective action, What rernains is the 'whar', i-e,, what is the 

discursive basis upon which such collective action could be formulated? 

As mentioned earlier, the project of an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics is to 

deepen and expand the primary principles of the democratic imaginary: liberty and equality. These 

principles are seen as the primary '%ymbolic resources" of democracf8 and function as 'nodal 

points7 for a democratic discourse struggling against relations of oppression. And yet importantly 

their meaning can not be fixed They can not function as the unconditional foundation for agonistic 

democracy. To believe othennse would be to purport to have eliminated al1 antagonism fiom the 

meaning of the principles of the democratic imagination, that the latter are not overdetermined, and 

67 As Mouffe notes: "What is necessary to stress, however, is that the use o f  the %end/ enemy criterion for a 
project of radical and pIural democracy requires conceiving democratic politics as taking place in a multiplicity ofpolitical 
spaces always iïnked to specific 'subject positions' which can never be codated 4 t h  social agents. The struggle against 
racism or sexism, for instancey consists in destroyiug racist or sexîst subject positions and the institutions in which t h e  
are embodied, not concrete human beings. The elimination of the 'enemy' should not be understood as physical 
eiiimination" Chantai MouBe' 'Radical Democracy or Liberal Democracy?' in RadicuI Democracy: Identty, CCitinship, 
cnld the Sfaîe, ed. David Trend (New York: Routledge, 1996), 25. 
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are unpolitical. As Mouffe states: 

[..J there wiil always be competing interpretations of the p ~ c i p l e s  of liberty and 
equality, the type of social relations in which they should apply, and their mode of 
institutionalkation. The common good can never be actualizeci It must remain a 
foyer virtuel to which we must constantly refer, but which cannot have a real 
existence- It is the very charactenstic of modern democracy to impede such a finai 
fkation of the social order and to preclude the possibility for a discourse to establish 
a definite sut~re.6~ 

Liberty and equality must remain as 'kmishing points",'(' or as "empty or floating signifiers7'" 

always open to interpretation. This is not to Say that when these terms are used they do not invoke 

certain meanings. On the contrary, they are replete with meaning. But it is precisely because they 

are so full that one specific understanding can not be entirely fmed. The impossibility of fwng their 

meaning is what enables them to inform a wide varïety of discounes which seeks to deepen and 

expand the pnnciples of the democratic irnaginary. Since their meaning remains floating, then they 

remain open to being deepened and expanded. As Laclau points out, it is because the term 

democracy and its imaginary of liberty and equality is so difficult, even impossible, to define that 

it has become the rallying cry of a multitude of social movernents. 

In this process, those symbols tend to lose al1 specific content and to become empty 
or floating signifiers. In order to be the overdetermining element of a large chain of 
social demands, they have to dispossess themselves of any deteminate meaning. Let 
us  just think of the imprecision that the term denzocracy had for the demonstrators 
at Tiananmen Square. Because of this imprecision, it codd operate as the surface of 
inscription for practically any social demandn 

15' Chantal Mouffe, ''Liberaiisn and Modem Democracy', in Dernocrmy and Possessive I~~dilivi~aIism, ed. 
Joseph H Carens (New York: SUNY Press, 1993), 188. 

'O Mouffe, The R e i m  of the Politicul, 85. 

71 Emesto Laclau, 'The Signifiers of Democracy' in Democracy and Possessive IndniiduaIism, eci Joseph H 
Carens (New York: State University of New York Press, 1993), 23 1. 

" Ibid., 23 1. 



This is a central point for the objective of t&s chapter. It is this Unfixity in meaning that enables the 
- - 

symbolic resources of democracy to become the nodal points for collective action which exceeds 

the social space circumscribed by democratic regimes. Democracy and the pnnciples of its political 

imaginary of liberty and equaiity understood as vanishing points constitute the discursive basis for 

an understanding of how social stniggle can lead to an articulation of a detemtorialized form of 

democracy. Xfthe symbolic resources of democracy were not floating signifiers the NGO opposition 

to MEC could not occur. Opposing something which is outside of the boundaries of curent 

democratic institutions would not be possible if the meaning of these tenns was fixed to a territorial 

understanding of democracy. It is only once liberty and equality are understood as floating signifiers 

that the possibility is open to disaggregating "elements in the democratic political irnaginary" fiom 

their territorial boundaRes." As such, it is this indeterminacy at the level ofmeaning whichprovides 

the 'discursive conditions' for collective action to formulate a discourse that would seek to deepen 

and expand the principles of the democratic imaginary which involve exceeding territorial space- 

In responding to the antagonism in APEC7s discourse on the social, the NGOs, while still 

functioning in the confines of temtonal space, open the possibility of drawing a chain of 

equivalence between the experience of democracy temtorialized and democracy deterritorialized. 

It is the empty character of the democratic irnaginary of Liberty and equality which provides the 

basis for this equivalence. And it is the symbolic order of democracy marked by the empty place of 

power which makes this emptiness the character of the democratic imagination_ 

That having been said, based on what has been explored both in this chapter as well 



as Chapter Two, one can formulate an understanding of what libertyand equaiity should mean for 

an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics. That meaning would follow closely what Mouffe tems 

ccagonistic pl~ralism",'~ or what Comolly calls "agonistic re~pect".'~ Both agonistic pluralism and 

agonistic respect start fiom the vantage point of the contingency of identity brought on by the 

disincorporation of the social body which is constitutive of the democratic adventure, and both of 

these directions move towards a reinforcement of the pluralism accompanying the symbolic 

ordering of social relations marked by the empty place of power. However, this is not to be 

understood as merely advocatïng a pluralism for pluralism's sake, ~vhich Mouffe sees as being the 

case for some foms of postrnodemism? Rather, pluralism, as Connolly notes, is understood as a 

condition oîpossibilily for identity formation within the symbolic order of democracy since, as we 

have seen, it is through the 'other' that identity is made possible. The necessary constitutive outside 

of identity creation informs the need to recognize pluralism as a generative principle. Within this 

context, the pluralisrn that is being advocated recognizes the jmtential antagonistic dimension of 

pluralism and seeks to transform that antagonism towards a democratic fonn withuut eliminating 

it, hence the usage of agonism (the fiend/ adversary relation). It seeks to account for the constitutive 

pluralisrn which accompanies the deepening of the relationality of identity/ difference inaugurated 
. - 

with the democratic symbolic order and reinforced by late modernity. It recognizes both that 

74 Chantai Mouffe, 'Pour un pluralisme agonistique', La revue MA USS, no. 2 (1 993), 98-105. 

75 Connoily, Ider7tity/Dt~ere1rce, Connoily also uses the category of 'dernocratic ethos' which informs his notion 
agorristic respect. Wïth democratic ethos, ConnoUy points towards a sHni1a.r direction as MouEe does with her notion of 
vanishing point. Evokuig the idea of spirit, a view of democracy as an ethos argues that any meanïng which one assigns 
to democracy must remain contingent recognizing the constitutive pluralism of the democratic symboiïc order: See 
ConnoUy, fie Ethos of PItmzIit~~tion. 

76 Chantal Mouffé, 'Democratic PoIitics and the Question of Identity', in The Identity @eszion, ed- John 
Rajchman (New York: Routledge, 1995), 39. 



identity/ difference is relational and that consequently identity construction is antagonistic: It 

acknowledges that the political is constitutive of identity/ difference. Agonistic respect andagonistic 

pluralism allows for this, allows for the political (lepditique). It seeks to negotiate democratically 

the political paradox of identit~,'~ a paradox which stems for the fact that at the same moment that 

identity formation requires the 'other' for its own being, it occults, eclipses or obscures the space 

for the other's being in the construction of its own identity- Thus, there is a clear rejection of the 

postmodem motto that calls for a 'celebration of difference' since this form of pluralisrn does not 

"distinguish between differences that exist but should not exist and differences that do not exist but 

should exist'"' This form of 'celebration of difference' does not adequately recognke the political 

dimension of identity/ difference, Le., its antagoaistic basis. As Connolly would argue it does not 

recognize ciifference consînïcted as 'othemess'. Agonistic pluraiism and agonistic respect therefore 

entails moving liberty and equality beyond the rights of the individual towards a recognition of the 

'other' and of Alterity. 

Such a pluralism is anchored in the recognition of the multiplicity within oneself and 
of the contradictory positions that this multiplicity entails. Its acceptance of the other 
does not merely consist of tolerating differences, but in positively celebrating them 
because it acknowledges that, without alterity and otherness, no identity could ever 
assert itself. It is also a pluralism that valorizes diversity and dissensus, recognizing 
in them the very condition of possibility, of a striving democratic life." 

Again, we are brought to the idea that democracy entails more than just an institutional form and 

a system of govemment. Democracy involves the question of Alterity of social being and answers 

- - 

n 1 refer here to the subtitie to Connoiiy's, Ide~zti~/Di&%erence: Democratic Negotiations of Polirical Paradox 

78 MoufEè, 'Democratic Politics and the Question of Identity'. 39. 

79 MouEe, 'Post-Manùsm: Democracy and Identity', 265. 
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this question by leaving open the constitutive relation wiîh otherness. 

Conclusion 

In view of proposing a reading of the APECI NGO relation, this chapter had to 

accomplish a number of steps in order to fdfil its objective of offering an understanding of a non- 

territorialized fom of democracy consistent with the epistemological grounding of the thesis. The 

body of work which 1 reunited with my mode1 of agonistic dernocratic politics was to offer the 

theoretical terrain to achieve this objective. In order to use this body of work there was a need to 

explain how that which is normally seen as impeding agonistic democracy, i.e., globalization, may 

on the contrary offer a political discourse which, through the antagonisms it produces, is able to 

opened the possibility of detemtorializing democracy. This possibility of detemtorializing 

democracy could be seen as moving towards the project of agonistic dernocratic politics insofar as 

it represented a deepening and an expansion of the political imaginary of democracy. A reading of 

why, wlzen, Izow, and upon what discursive bais  collective action against relations of subordination 

and inequality was the subsequent focus of this chapter. Al1 of these elements revolved around the 

political foundation of identityI difference and the political consequences it engenders. Within this 

context, why social stniggle cornes about is a result of the antagonisms produced in the (re)creation 

of identityl dmerence; when social struggle occurs is attnbuted to those instances when relations 

of subordination are felt as oppression; how collection action is to be organized within the 'mise en 

forme' of the absence of prediscursive foundation is to be found in the equivalential- egalitarian 

logic; and whot discursive basis wouid allow for collective action to deepen and expand the 

democratic political imaginary beyond temtory was located in how the principles of this imaguiary 
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could h c t i o n  as empty or floating signifiers dong agonistic lines. n ie  theoretical position explored 

in t h i s  chapter, combined with the broader theoretical vantage point of Chapter Two will form the 

basis upon which the subsequent chapter will read the NGO opposition to APEC. More specifically, 

Chapter Five will seek to examine whether the discourse of the NGOs as it is articulated at the 

parallel People's summïts actually deploys the principles of democracyys political Maginary in a 

manner which is both consistent with an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics, and which exceeds 

territory, 



Chapter Five 

Exploring the Possibility of Deterritorializing 
Democracy: the Parallel NGO forums on APEC 

We would strongly advocate that within APEC there 
is a debate on central values to be had. This is not a 
debate about econornics. It is a debate about values, 
And it is a debate about the interdependency of 
economics, social. cultural, political, and civil rights.' 

This is about a contest of ideas and unfortunately it 
often seems to us that it's the ideas the governent is 
more scared about than any real threat to the 
coderence? 

Introduction 

This chapter offers a reading of the discoune of non-govemmental organizations 

(NGOs) as it is articulated at the parallel forums which have opposed N E C .  Part of the argument 

of this thesis is that the NGOs are responding to the antagonisrn contained in APEC's discourse. 

That antagonism stems from the marner in which APEC's discourse also contains a discourse on 

the social which occults difference- This occultation of difference does not allow the articulation 

of the multitude of subject positions voiced by NGOs at the parallel forums. As was argued in 

Chapter One, the NGOs are opposing APEC for this reason- Thus, the opposition stems not fjrom 

what APEC does but from what it represents, what it figures. In responding to this antagonism, I 

m e r  argued that the 'People's Summits' open the possibility for a detemtonalization of 

democracy. As was proposed in Chapter One, detemtorializing democracy implies disaggregating 

Ross Daniels, CbïefExecutive, Amnesty IotemationaL Excerpt of speech given at the 1995 NGO Forum on 
APEC in Kyoto Japan Reproduced in M O :  Jipm- AAsra @arterZy R e m ,  26, no. 4 (1996), 30. 

A- Choudry of the AotearoaMew Zealand APEC Monitoring Group. Quoted in Warren Gamble, 'Anti- 
APEC Talks Before Sumrnit', New Zealarzd Herdd (August 6, 1999). 



temtoriality from the series of equivalences which are generally invoked in the democratic 

imaginary and which have served to maintain the interstate world and interstate organïzations at bay 

from the realm of the democratic. What remains to be seen however, is whether the NGO discourse 

actually articulates its opposition in a way which allows for a detemtorialization of democracy in 

an agonistic form. As it was examined in Chapter Four, there is nothing which c m  predetermine the 

discursive direction of a response to an antagonism. The antagonism itself is an 'empty or free 

floating' signifier open to a variety of articulations. As such, the detemtorialization of dernocracy 

depends on the marner in which the NGOs articulate their discourse, and more speciflcally on the 

series of equivalences that are drawn in the discourse. Despite the fact that it is the democratic 

symbolic ordering of social relations which enables the opposition to APEC to occur, there is 

nothing which c m  predeterrnine whether that contestation will detemtorialize the democratic 

imaginary, or that it wiI1 be consistent with a mode1 of agonistic democratic politics. Thepossibiliry 

is there, but it remains merely apossibi~ify so long as the opposition does not 'operationalize' a 

detemtonalized democracy through its discourse. 

Through a detailed reading of the final 'Declaration' of each parallel forum, this 

chapter will explore the practice ofpolitics as well as the political of the 'People's Summits' on 

APEC in an effort to examine those instances which push towards a detemtorialization of the 

democratic imaginary. It is important to note that these statements are by no means a cornprehensive 

rendering of the entire NGO opposition to APEC. When one considers thal for some of these 

f o m s  several hundred organizations were involved, creating such a picture of the NGO discourse 

would indeed be a task beyond the breadth of this chapter. What these final statements do offer us 

however, is an illustrative (rather than comprehensive) glimpse into the oppositional discourse of 



NGOs, the alternative world they envision, as well as the antagonisrn wbich marks the APEC/ NGO 

relation. Even though these statements are ofien very short (no more than a few pages) and often 

lack specific details, they seek to capture and give voice to the bais  of NGO opposition to MEC 

as it stands at the parailel forums. niey c m  be read as an attempt to essentiaiize meaning and arrest 

a view of the world meant to reflect the one championed by NGOs, a view that is seen as being 

obscured by APEC. They also act as 'founding documents' which operate at the level of the practice 

of politics and at the level of the political by giving us the image of the alternative world the NGOs 

promote, and the political foundation upon which this world is created. The objective of this chapter 

is to read these statements and declarations as operating both at the level of the practice of politics 

and at the level of the political. At the level of the practice of politics, what these documents offer 

is a challenge to the discoune on the social carried by APEC. They propose an alternative world 

picture, an alternative discourse on the social where the subject positions occulted by APEC would 

appear to be fully realized. At the level of the political, they occasionally offer openings which can 

be seen as destabilizing and challenging the @mtorialization of democracy which accompanies the 

modern political imagination In this sense, they challenge, destabilize and render contingent what 

appears to be fixed determined structures, i-e., the markers of certainty of democracy and interstate 

. - 
relations, 

Before such a reading c m  occur however, we need to establish what is our 

understanding of 'NGOs'. To do so, this chapter will begin by exploring the category of 'new social 

movements' to which 1 associate NGOs. As we wili see, within international theory (IT), new social 

movements are not fiequently viewed in a manner which coincides with the theoretical vantage 

point ofthis thesis. Most often, they are seen as elements of an emerging global civil society capable 



of king a substitute for a forgotten revolutionary social class. New social movements are viewed 

as transformative social agents fighting for 'social justice' within and without the state? This ofien 

leads to essentializing NGOs as inherently progressive and engaged in some form of 'democratic 

stmggle' thereby suggesting that what we are witnessing is emerging new forms of 'post-modem' 

democracy? Abandoning essentialism requires us to review the category of new social movements. 

As such, my objective is to distinguish between those authors which, in addressing new social 

movements, are sensitive to the problématique of foundation and the political fiom those who are 

not, Frarned by this problématique, new social movements are to be viewed in terms of their 

political potential (in the sense of lepolitique) located at the level of the discursive possibilities they 

open Thus, the practice of politics (in the sense of Inpolitique) of that NGOs opposing APEC seek 

to articulate through their discourse has consequences for the possibility of disaggregating territory 

from the democratic imaginary. 

The category of new social movementc in IT 

The advent of the category of new social movements is most ofien associated with 

See for instance Richard Devetak and Richard Higgott, 'Justice Unbound? Globaluatioq States and the 
Transformation of the Social Bond', h t e n ~ a t i o a  A s  75, no- 3 (1 999),483-498. Devetak and Higgott problematize 
this understandmg of new social movements. 

* On an interesting critic ofthis view of new social movements fiom a Lefortian standpoint, see I. Yvoa 
ThériauIt, 'Mouvements sociaux et nouvelIe culture politique', Politique, 12 (1 987)' 5-36. Thériault argues that despite 
daims to novelty, the current theorkation of social movements (which he divides into two incommensurable camps: 
'2 'i~tdNid~taIisme démocratique' and 'I 'i)~scrli)tiorr sociale') does not break with the 'insurmountabIe' tension 
'uiaugurated with Modemity. Through his read'mg ofLefort (and others), Thériault contends that new socid movements 
express the tension between the disincorporation and reincorporation of the socid body which accompanies the 
democratic adventure, a tension which is reflected in two opposing views of the social: "leprojerpoIititpe libéral et le 
projet socialiste". Those who view social movements as advocating the rights ofthe individual and those who view social 
movements as forces of collective struggle reproduce this tension A more recent analysis of the tension between 
democratic individualism and solidarity is presented in J. Yvon Thériault, 'Pour un pluralisme démocratique', Politique 
et sociérés, 16, no. 3 (1997)- 9-27- 



the social transformations that occurred in various parts of the world during the 1960s and 1970s 

with the anti-Vietnam war protests and related peace movements of 1968 standing out as climatic. 

Generally, the contention is that during thik period, the post-war consensus on social and political 

issues in most Western societies no longer held, and the conventional state sponsored institutions 

of the practice of politics associated with this consensus were increasingly being contested in 

various forms. As Claus Offe put it, 

The conflicts and contradictions of advanced industrial society cm no longer be 
resolved in meaningful and promising ways through etatism, political regdation, and 
the prolifierating inclusion of ever more claims and issues on the agenda of 
bureaucratie authoritie~.~ 

Those associated withthis penod of contestation, the peace movement, the feminist movement, civil 

or human rights groups, gay and lesbian groups, anti-war groups and so on, were seen as fonning 

the new social movements. What made them particularly 'new' and distinguished them fiom the 

social movements of the past was that the issues they represented were not seen as being adequately 

deah with by institutionalized politics- Their goal therefore, was not necessady to capture state 

power as was the case with the socialist movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century. Furthermore, they were not seen as prirnarily class based since their struggle and their 

demands were not framed in the 'traditional' class discourse. Nor was the exploitation enabled by 

capitalist social relations of production the primary dynamic of their counterdiscourse, although this 

was not always excluded- Rather, the struggle ofien revolved around rights, equality, fieedom, or 

justice. That along with the fact that they represented an articulation of 'Merence' (to the extent 

that their stniggle ofien sought to create a space for difference such as the gay and lesbian 

' Claus M e ,  Wew Social Movernenü: Challenging the Boundaries ofInstitutiona1 Politics', Social Resemch, 
52, no. 4 (1985), 819. 



movements) is what labelled them as partïcularly 'new' social movements- 

With the increasing difficulty of maintaining 'class' as. the agent of social change, 

many observer of Marxist or socialist leanings identified new social movements as a potential 

replacement of the 'historical agent of change' previously constituted by the proletkat. New social 

movements and their potential transfomative political force with consequences exceeduig state 

boundaries made them important social forces of global change? On a world scale, the Rio and 

Kyoto Summits on global environmental issues, and more recently the global carnpaign to ban anti- 

personnel land mines are instances in which global civil society and its representative NGOs have 

been seen as instrumental in fostering global social and political change. The fact that new social 

movements are now gaining attention in the discipline of international relations (IR) and global 

political economy (GPE) generally stems from their increased influence in the process of decision 

making on a world scale. However, as has been noted by Mustapha Kamal Pasha and David Blaney, 

those authors who have viewed social movements in this light have tended to assume, in rather 

unproblernatic terms, that the latter are progressive democratizing forces, constituents of a civil 

society of global dimension engaged in positive social  transformation^.^ Similar to the suspicion 

Much of the way Richard FaUc has artïculated the 'World Order Models Project' (WOMP), has placed the 
category of news social movements in this light. See Richard Faik, 'From Geopolitics to Geogovernance: WOMP and 
Coatemporary Political Discourse', Altemafives, 19, no. 1 (1 994)' 1 45- 1 54, Richard Falk, 'Democratising, 
Intemationalising, and Globalising: A Collage of Blurred Images', Third World Qztarrerly, 13, no. 4 (I993), 627-640, 
and Richard Fdk, 'The Global Promise of Social Movements: Explorations at the Edge of Tirne', Alternatives, 12, no. 
1 (1987), 173-196. On a similar view point but inspüed more specincally bythe inequdiies produced by global capitalism, 
see in particular James H. Mittelman, 'The Dynamics of Globaiization' in GlobaZizatio~t: Critical Reflectio~s, ed. James 
H, Mittelman (Boulder. Lynne Rienner, 1996), 1-19, and Leo Panitch and Ralph Miliband, 'The New World Order and 
the Socialkt Agenda', in The SocialisîRegisrer 1992, eds. Ralph Mihiband and Leo Panitch (London: The Merlin Press, 
1992)- 1-25- 

7 The authors wrhe that for the rnost prevalent view of social rnovements in IT, "the state's historic role is 
increasingly subordinated to a process of giobal governance, within which the possibility of democratic accountability is 
secured by the activism of a rather inclusive array of social groups and organizations. Thus, GCS wobal civil society'] 
is touted as the antidote for the anarchical structure, inequaiity, and exclusion ofthe state system." Mustapha Kamal Pasha 



voiced by Pasha and Blaney, my contention is that the Literatwe in ZT which has addressed the 

category of new social movements in this manner fails to apprehend theirpolilical (in tlhe sense of 

lepolitique) significance by seeing social movements merely at the level of politics. More often then 

not, new social movements in IT are seen as merely new players in global politics, and thais function 

within the same pammeters of politicai action as other players. They tend to be viewed tïhrough an 

understanding of politics which see the latter as the outcome of a process of competimg interests 

seeking to infiuence decision makers. nie fact that new social movements are nowgainim.2 attention 

therefore stems fiom their increased iduence in the process of decision making on a world scale. 

Following Pasha and Blaney, this section takes the work of Ronnie Lipschutz and Mar% Shaw as 

being notable examples of this common view of social movements in ITe8 The chapter then explores 

the work of Warren Magnusson, R.B.J. Walker, and Cecelia Lynch in an effort to distimguish the 

view of new social movements that will be used in this thesis. Each of this authors provide 

important points of reflection but which need to be placed in relation to my theoretical vamtage point 

as it was presented in Chapters Two and Four. 

and David L. Blaney, 'Elusive Paradise: The Promise and Peril of Global Civil Society', Allentntives, 23, MO. 3 (1998), 
41 S. Pasha and Blaney's main argument is that the predorninant theorkation revolving around the concept ozfglobd civil 
society has failed to apprehend its relationship to the advent of "global capitalism" thereby purifjing such rtheorization 
"ofthe unequal and alienated relationships of capitalism." See Ibid., 419. Arnong other authors who have criticized the 
concept of global civil society in Marxist terms see notably André Drainville, 'International Political Economy in the Age 
of Open Mancisn', Review ofIiztenmtiona2 PoIiticd Economy, 1, no. I (1994), 105-132. Drainville takes particular aim 
at the body ofwork increasingly known as 'Grarnscian transnational historiai materialism' . According to DmEnville, those 
who have theorized social resistance to global capitalism within this school of thou&t tend to locate "the t a s k  ofbuilding 
counter-hegemony" at the level of social contradictions and dislocations created by the "worid economy", Drainville 
argues that this fails to apprehend the fact that "1.-.] socialist intemationalism is the project of social forces ehat have no 
politicai unhy in the world economy and cannot be simply definecl., and applied, however unequally. It has to be a 
continuous creation, defined hductively fiom the ground up, form struggles and events as they present thernseAves." lbid., 
124- As such, Dranville's opposition stems fiom the contention that the global civil society fiom wherez a muter -  
hegemonic project is to be launched only exists at the level of abstraction and not in real practice. 

8 Ibid., h. 1 1,440. 



In his work on 'global civil society' Ronriie Lipschutz contends that there are three 

factors which can explain the advent of networks of social relations making up a civil society of 

global proportion? The first of these factors is how the increasing globalization of a 'capitalist 

consumer culture7 has created a certain global commonality. Both the resistance to, and the 

acceptance of, the modes of production of neo-liberalism have ''giv[en] life and power to global 

civil society". l0 This globalizing tendency at the level of production has conûïbuted to "the 'fading 

away' of anarchy among states7'." Among oîher things, the resulthg ccgrowîng 'density7 of the 

global ~ystem"'~ (i-e., rising interdependence among states) is not conducive to the traditional 

national security problématique where it was assurned that the unchanging nature of international 

relations was conflictual interstate relations in an anarchical world. Lipschutz thus echos what has 

become for many in IR a common sense dictum: that globalization at the end OF the twentieth 

century is contributing to the erosion of the sovereignty of states resulting from various structures 

of global govemance (economic, cultural, political, and military). In Lipschutz's case, the ordering 

ofthe globe is provided most clearly by the "long-tem acceptance of liberalkm [and indi~idualisrn~ 

which Lipschutz adds later] as a global 'operating system7 ".13 According to the author, despite their 

relatively fiequent contested nature, the implicit rules and behaviours associated with Iiberalism and 

individualism enable the progressive displacement of 'anarchy' and a movement towards 'society' 

RoMie Liprchutz, 'Reconstructing World Poiitia: the Emergence of Global Civil Society', MiIZemNzrm: 
JmmaI of lnfenzafiorral Srudies, 2 1, no. 3 (1992), 392. 

'O Ibid., 418. 

'' Ibid., 392. 

l2 Ibid., 419. 

" Ibid., 418. 



as the dominant ordering principal of global politics Lipschutz contends tbat the principles of 

liberalism offer codes of conduct that provide order and are the basis of a form of global social 

organization that surpasses or transgresses those codes more directly circumscribed by the state. 

"The principles of economic and political liberalism thus corne to represent something like the jzs 

civile of the civilized cornmunity, existing above the laws of individual states."14 

Reminiscent of David Mitrany's transnational functionalism, Lipschutz's second 

factor is that the state, and by extension the interstate system, is uuable to deal with certain "social 

welfare problern~'~.'~ Lipschutz locates this failure of the state with the cnsis of the Welfare state 

during the 1970s and 1980s. The relevance of this inability of the Welfare state to properly deal with 

certain social problems for the creation of a global civil society is that the "growing state 

incornpetence'' in these matters is supposedly met with "growing societal ~ornpetence".'~ As the 

state sheds its many social welfare functions in reaction to its 'incompetence' which compounded 

by the state7s dwindling budgets, a myriad of non-state actors are poised to assume the abandoned 

social role of the state. And these non-state actors can, on occasion, organize themselves at global 

levels through global networks- 

At the level of agency, national governments are unable, or loathe, to provide the 
kind of welfare seMces demanded by citizens, who are more and more aware of 
what they want and howthey might get it. The micro response is to find new ways 
of providing these services, and citizens are increasingly capable of doing this. 
Moreover, while many of these efforts are locally focussed, they are not limited in 
tems of adopting forms of social organisation applied elsewhere around the worldL7 

l4 Ibid., 407. 

l5 Ibid., 392. 

l6 ibid., 409. 

l7 Ibid., 41 9. 



On this point, Martin Shaw offea a very similar analysis as the one proposed by Lipschutz to the 

extent that the emergence of a civil society spanning the globe stems h m  a fûnctionalist crisis of 

the previous international system. As Shaw argues, "it is through such crises that we can 

increasingly identiQ global socieq and the development of its  institution^."^^ Thus, although Shaw 

is aware of the critique of functiottdism3s system theones, he nevertheless locates the advent of 

global society with the increasing global dimension of the problems that need to be solved. Akin to 

Lipshutz's view, Shaw contends that as the national dimension of curent institutions becorne unable 

to properly address c&ent issues, or become dysfimctional, then we begin to see the rise of a global 

society. 

The third factor identified by Lipschutz which gives ground to a global civil society 

is that people are progressively replacing their state centred identities with other political identities 

that do not necessarily coincide with the political space of a territorialized states. "mhe nation-*te 

as the pnmary social gr~uping"'~ is bypassed by other forms of social identification. As social 

relations are inscribed in 'economicY social and cultural' networks that transgress state boudaries, 

the formation of a global civil society becomes discemable. It is these networks of social relations 

that Lipschutz identifies as the foundation of a global civil society which are undermining the 

"particular historical of the interstate world Lipschutz goes as far as to suggest that this 

process of undermining a world ordered in terms of states is almost inherent to the nature of civil 

socieîy itself. "[T]he growth of global civil socieîy represents an ongoing project of society to 

18 Martin Shaw, Global Society and International Relatiorzs (Odord: Polity Press, 1994), 4. 

l9 Lipschutz, 'Reconstnicting World Politicsy, 415. 

'O Ibid., 419. 
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reconstmct, re-imagine, or re-map world poli tic^.'^*^ Compaiable to Lipschm, Shaw suggests that 

this global society was always there and had been merely masked by specific bistoncal situations 

(notably the strong national identification typical of the Cold War penod). With the end of the Cold 

War we are now able to see more clearly how social relations are in fact global. Any other level of 

analysis other than global social relations is merely an abstraction of this whole. "MI discussion of 

society within particular regions, States or local communities, or within particular culturally defined 

limits, must be recognized as a relative abstraction from the global cornplex of social relations, and 

one which must ultimately be retumed to an analysis of this wh01e.'~~ This is not to say that the 

processes that are contnbuting to creating a global society (i-e., those subsumed under the heading 

of globalization) are without contradictory tendencies. There are bumps along the road towards 

global society inasrnuch as the processes of globalization are fkagrnented Furthemore, Shaw admits 

that the elements which make up civil societies of national dimension are not entirely present at a 

global level. That is to Say, the "central system of beliefs and valuesy' (what Lipschutz saw as 

liberalism and individualism) and the "central institutions which clearly embody, uphoId and 

enforce these beliefs and  value^"^ may not be as clearly noticeable at a global level as they are at 

national levels. Despite this, Shaw's argument is that global society is nevertheless in the process 

ofbecomùig. These rnissing elements are in the process of construction They are being generated 

by cceconomic, cultural and political relations develop[ed] rapidly independently of relations 

2L Ibid., 391- 

Shaw, GZobaI Society and intern~tiond Relations, 9. 

23 Ibid., 12. 
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between states"." The 'beliefs and values' of globalization are increasingly discemable to the extent 

that "'people are coming to see their lives in terms of common expectations, values and  goal^."^ And 

th is  experïence is one which is presumably shared by a sufficient amount of people on a wodd scde 

to constitute social relations making up a sociefy of global proportion. The common expectations 

to which Shaw alludes are ones which are expressed in terms of common 'cultural noms', which 

include "ideas of standard of living, lifestyle, entitlements to welfare, citizenship rights, democracy, 

ethnic and linguistic rights, nationhood, gender equality, environmental quality. etc.7y26 With this 

uni@ing fûnction of an ernerging global culture, Shaw adds the increasinp scope of the global 

economy as the other force of common experience. Not only is there a discemable "global division 

of labour and global market exchanges" there is also "a variety of global (and regional) economic 

institutions aiming to regulate these pro cesse^."^' These, along with the elements of a global culture 

mentioned above are supplemented by other institutions of a global civil society created to manage 

issues of global proportion (Shaw cites specifically the United Nations, non-govemmental human 

rights organizations, humanitarian aid agencies, and environmental agencies). Even though these 

institutions remain overall quite weak in cornparison to their national counterparts, they "'me 

important forms in the embryonic global civil ~ociety.'"~ 

Tt is within the broader context of the emergence of a global civil society that both 

'' Ibid., 15. 

25 Ibib, 22. 

26 Ibid., 22. 

27 ibid., 21. 

28 Ibid., 23. 



Lipschutz and Shaw address the category of new social rnovements. For his part, Lipschutz, 

appealing to the work of Stephen Gill, contends that global civil society provides "political space 

for non-state actors to create alliances and Lulkages across borders and around the The 

point of analysing global civil society is revealed by his appeal to Gill's work. Lipschutz is seeking 

to identify the 'new' agents of global social change. And to do this he oners a reading ofthe context 

i-e., the emergence of a global civil society, in which such actors are created. As for Shaw, his 

contention is that in order to understand new social movements as actors influencing international 

relations one must view them as part of the "wider complex of civil society forrnati~ns".~~ Whether 

it be the 'women's movement', 'peace rnovements', or 'humanitarian orgaoùations', new social 

movements can only be understood as political actors of international relations if they are 

understood as elements of a global civil society which function within his holistic sociological view 

of global politics. 

Global politics is the more inclusive and fundamental, and international politics 
represents an important sub-category, concemed with issues which arise in interstate 
relations. Global politics include al1 levels of world politics: issues within civil 
society, such as human rights, democracy, national and rninority rights, the 
environment, poverty and social justice, dass and gender equality, as well as 
interstate politics with its traditionally nanower agendas. Global politics are being 
extended through the growing links within civil society on a world scale and the 
emergence of a global civil society."' 

Thus, for Shaw new social movements are but one type of the many "groups within society 

" Lipschuy 'Reconstmcting World Politics', 419. 

Martin Shaw, 'Civil Society and Global Poiitics: Beyond a Social Movernents Approach', in MilIenni~tm: 
Jmmal of hten~ational Shldies, 23, no. 3 (1 994), 666. 
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exert[ing] direct or indirect innuence in international relations."32 n iey  are an instance of primarily 

national civil societies and may be instances of a global civil-society depending on the issues 

involved Only once we understand new social movements in this context can ive begh to move 

towards a broader sociological understanding of global politics (or wodd politics) in which States, 

civil society, and social movements function and interact 

The difficulty of the reading of the category of new social movements proposed by 

Shaw as well as Lipschutz is that they tend to view the latter as autonomous political actors, which 

like other political actors (political parties for instance) act in the arena of politics in the hope of 

influencing decision makers in a direction favourable to their interests. Politics, both national, 

international, and global are understood in a very conventional sense of actors seeking to innuence 

outcomes within the system. Despite daims to the contrary (namely by Shaw) there tends to be a 

strong functionalist view of politics and of society as a system made up of various parts. Crises are 

seen in terms of the dysfunction of the system and are resolved fiinctionally. Both authors view new 

social movements as actors functioning in a systern of increasingly global proportion, and they are 

a cause of that system whether through crises or through fùnctionality The global system is seen 

in terms of a zero sum game inasmuch as the state's hcompetence is met with a new actor (society) 

capable of assuming state social welfare functions. The new social movements to which these 

authors refer are not seen as poktical in themselves nor is the system they are describing. They are 

seen as actors within world or global politics (a self enclosed system) but they are not seen as 

political sites where the parameters of that system are being work out The 'politicalness' of these 

movements is effectively occulted since they are envisioned as an effect of the system and not a site 



where the latter is (re)produced and maintained Furthemore, there is a strong progressionist or 

evolutionist element in their thinking- Both authors see new social movements as elements of global 

politics and of an emerging global civil society which now transgresses the older world of 

international relations. These are the underlying realities in which social movements fiuzction. They 

are not seen as challenging the system but as elements of systern management. Consequently, if we 

are concemed about questions of epistemology and ontology there is little which is genuinely 'new' 

about new social movements. 

A more theoretically Xormed approach to the category of new social movements 

acquainted with the recent cntical quarters of IT is offered by Warren ~ a g n w s o n . " ~  Contrary to 

Lipshutz and Shaw, the category of social movement for Magnusson is a very broad category which 

encompasses not only the new social movements as it is understood by other authors (e-g., feminism, 

environmentalism, peace movements, and the like), but also such broad phenornena as capitalkm 

and s~c ia l i sm.~  Thus, he seeks to rnake a clear distinction between the social movement as a 

phenornena and the "social rnovement organjzations" which constitute various forms of expression 

and representation of the social movement itself '' For Magnusson, social movements combine 

space and politics, that is "the venue of everyday life" (space) with the "process that mobilizes 

. - 

" Most ofthe articles used here inwhichMagnusson has elaborated his position on social movernents have been 
reuaited in Warren Magnusson, The Skarch for Political Space: Globafimtion, SociaI Movemenfs, and the Urban 
Politicai Experieltce (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996). 

34 Warren Magnusson, 'Social Movements and the Global City', Millemium: JoumIof In~ern~onaIStudies, 
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people politicallyy' (movement)? They are political movements in two senses, both as sites of 

contestation of forms of domination (often organized by the state) as well as sites of "creative social 

action"?' Social movements are the fundamental and prïmary social units prior to both the 

pnvileged starting point of sociology, i-e., society, as well as the privileged starîing point of political 

theory andïï, i.e., the state. Social movements are the prïmary 'cpolitical c~mmunity'"~ fiom which 

al1 other forms stem-  Any other account, such as state centric approaches in IT, is a ccdistortion of 

political reality":' a distortion which global problems have contributed to unveiling as just anoîher 

form of ccenclosure'y of political space. As Magnusson w-rites: 

The assumption of inevitability in contemporary discourse of the state seems curïous 
when we consider the mounting evidence about the insaciency of States as 
political communities. This is not just a matter of being too large for politics in 
Aristotle's sense. It is also a matter of being too small to enclose the most pressing 
political problems: the control of military violence; management of the economy; 
redistribution of resources; protection of the biosphere. These are transnational if not 
global problems, demanduig transnational if not global solutions. The state7s 
capacity to act in these matters duninished between 1970 and 1990, and this 
spawned a variety of ad hoc an ange ment^.^ 

Thus, as primary political units, social rnovements are effectively the location of "various forms of 

transformational politics'" ' and contemporary global social movements are contributing to altering 

the global ordering of social life. 

'' Warren Magnusson, 'The ReScation of Political Comunity', in Contendi~tg Sowreignries: Redefiiting 
PoIitic~I Comrntitzity, eds. RBJ. Waiker and Sad  H, Mendlovitz (Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2990), 45. 

37 Ibid., 55- 

39 Ibid., 52. 

* Ibid, 47. 

41 Warren Magnusson, 'Decentring the State, or Loolang for Politics' in Orgm~izing Dissent: Cotzternprq 
Social Movements in irjtreary mzd Practice ed. William lC Carroll (Victoria: Garamond Press, 1 WZ), 79. 



It is fkom this understanding of social rnovements that Magnusson approaches global 

politics. Following others, Magnusson approaches the specificity of global politics fiomthe vantage 

point of the notion of "global ci@" which corresponds to a form of "global urban ~ystern~?~ 

Magnusson argues that this way of viewing global politics involves a 'cconceptual shift" at two 

levels: first7 world order is understood as a form of global city as opposed to a 'state system7; and 

second, political actors wïthïn the global city are seen as social movements which "constitute or 

challenge that system"." Inspired by the theorizing in the field of urban studies, the global wban 

system is composed of a number of "flows that connect and reconnect different places in the 

world'* Flows are merely various foms of social movements. Capitalistn, the market, and the state 

system are some of these flows, while other newer ones include environmentalism, ferninism, and 

mtionalism. Each movernent addresses itself to a c'different dimension of the human situati~n"."~ 

As such, Magnusson views social movements as what "constitute, maintain, or challenge the global 

city in which we li~e.'"~ Even the interstate system and the market are themselves seen as a product 

of social movements presumably because they are produced, maintained, and challenged by 'people 

acting politically' (his definition of 'movement' noted above). 

That the institutions of the state and the market are themselves effects of social 
movements are by no means exhausted, are facts that tend to be obscured by 
conventional modes of analysis. It is much more realistic to Say that the threefold 

42 His sources for his understanding of the tenn 'global city' appears in 'Social Movements and the Global City', 
623, fiL 8. 

" Ibid., 624. 

44 Ibid., 63 1. 

45 Magnusson, 'Decentring the Staîe', 77. 

46 Magnusson, 'Social Movements and the Global City', 636. 



separation of state, society, and economy, (should we add culture?) is a product of 
social movements, and these movements have to be understood as logically pnor to 
the structures that they create? 

There is no predetermined order of what can be produced by social movements acting in the global 

city. On the contrary, Magnusson even suggests that " the civic mode of organisation [ofthe global 

city] is akin to one of those physical systems that scientists have been modelling with chaos 

t he~ry?~  Thus, Magnusson suggests that his view of the global city constituted, maintained, and 

challenged by global social movements "defies every form of reductior~ism'~~ because there is no 

predeterrnined direction to the possible socio-political ordering of the globe created by social 

movements. "To speak of capitalism, statism, and nationalism is not to exhaust the list of governing 

social rno~ements."~~ These are dl expressions of social movements which make up the global 

urban system of the global city, and like chaos theory seeks to suggest the order produced can not 

be predeterrnined- 

Capitalism, statism, and other social movernents appear to be productive of the 
forms of urbanism that we confiont. Thus, they seem Iike movements within the city 
as a global order. That order can be comprehended politically if we recognise that 
none of these rnovements are sirnply natural, and that the interaction between them 
is constitutive of world government To the extent that there is a world politics, it 
seems to be within and at the edge of urbanism, where the conditions of our lives are 
being created- or resisted? 

Admittedly, Magnusson's theorization of new social movements is overall more theoretically 

47 Ibid., 636-637. 

48 Ibid., 644. 

49 Ibid., 627. 

50 Ibid, 638- 

Ibid., 630-63 1. 



îdiormed than what we fmd with Lipschutz and Shaw. Furthemore, he seeks to emphasize (more 

so than the others) the contestatory potential of social movements which resonates quite closely with 

the stance ofthis thesis. However, Magnussony s view ofnew social rnovements is incompatible with 

the one 1 am proposing for two important reasons. 

First, Magnusson generally tends to view social movements, and more specifically 

the newer social movements, as containing a propensity to be progressive. Granted, he does 

recognïze that certain social movements can be "repressive and rea~tionary"?~ Nevertheless, to the 

extent that "social movernents are the politics of the people" \vhile ccgovenurient is the politics of 

the state"" he effectively places progressive social action and change in the sphere of social 

movements. Mapusson goes on to suggest that social movements, viewed as the 'cpolitics of 

people7', are "the very core of democraiic politics"." ~t first glance this equivalence between social 

rnovements and democracy would seem to coincide with what 1 am proposing with my usage of the 

theorizing on social movernents formulated fiom an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics. 

However, the view 1 put forth in this thesis rejects the possibility of attaching an inherent 

progressive dimension to any form of social movement The 'progressive' character of any 

movement can only be located in the chah of equivalence that the movements seeks to construct 

within its discourse. As such, the 'progressive' character is by no means guaranteed nor is it 

unconditional- Second, social rnovements are for Magnusson knowable in a prediscursive form. 

They make up the subterranean forces that operate below the surface of the apparent ordering of the 

52 Mapusson, 'Social Movements and the State', 125. 

53 Magnusson, The Reification of Political Community', 52. 

54 Ibid., 53. 
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world, whether that apparent ordering is marked by States or markets. This is quite similar to an 

orthodox view of the inherent class make up of capitalist societies. As Magnusson points out "the 

global city was 'always there' ftom the begïnning of modemity, but [...] its presence has been only 

dirnly r e c ~ ~ z e d . " ~ ~  Thus, by viewing social rnovements as the unchanging 'presence' which orders 

'global politics' Magnusson remains commïtted to identifj4ng an essentialism pnor to the political. 

Among those who offer a more nuanced view of social movements within IT is Rob 

Walker. His work on this subject stems in part fiom being a participant in the meetings of the 

Committee for a Just World Peace (CJWP) which took place during the mid 1980~.'~ The reason 

that the committee, and by extension the related elements of Walker's work, focus on social 

movements is that, again similar to the authors reviewed above, the latter are seen as a potentially 

transformative political forces in a world that is increasingly marked by "great danger, of looming 

cataclysms and barbaric injustices."" Even though the state remains the locus for the conternporary 

practice of politics both national and international, Walker in his work for CJWP contends that 

"many of the most significant sources of histoncal change are now to be found in both large-scale 

structural transformations and small-scale social movements that occur both 'above' and 'below' 

55 Magnusson, 'Social Movement and the Global City', 625. 

The cornmittee's work was pari$ h d e d  by the United Nahons University Project on Peace and Global 
Transformations and the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). It is from these 
meetings in which Walker was rapporteur that stems his weU knovm 'One World, Many Worlds: Stmggles for a Just 
World Peace' which appeared in 1988. This followed bis e d e r  edited volume with Sad Mendlovitz 'Towards a Just 
World Peace: Perspectives fiom Social Movements' published in 1987 which was also presented to the cornmittee. 
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the level of the  tat te."'^* T~LIS, the capacity of the state to remain the centre ofUpolitical activity", 

unchanged by ''economic, technol~gical~ social, cultural, and political  transformation^"^^ is unlikely. 

The significance of the advent of new social movements is that they may "generate new forms of 

political practice in the face of fundamental histoncal change" to the extent that "Plarge-scale 

transformations always bnng forth new political actors and new forms of political action'- Echoes 

of this view are easily found throughout Walker's own individual works outside of his role in the 

CJWP? This is the histoncal context in which new social movements are placed and seen as 

significant politîcal factors within the rapidly changing and degenerating world of global politics. 

Walker begins by noting that social movements, particularly in IT, have generally 

been subjected to what he calls c'discursive economies of ~ c a l e " ~ ~  which tend to exclude them as 

significant factors in the course of international relations. Not only have social movernents been 

seen as too small to be of importance for the practice of international relations, they are generally 

58 RBJ. WaLker and Sad H. Mendovitz, 'Peace, Politics and Contemporary Social Movements', in Towwds 
a Jllst World Peace: Perspectivesfiom Socral Movemenrs, eds- R.B.J. Walker and Sad H. Mendlovitz (London: 
Butterworths, 1987), 6- 

59 Ibid., 5. 

60 Ibid., 5 and 8. 
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Illside~' Ozctside: Intentatiomt Relatiotx as Political i7teor-y (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), ix. A 
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make a distinction in his work on this subject. The distinction lies between what can be seen as a more theoretically 
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Walker, 'Social Movementd World Politics' and U . J .  Walker, 'International Relations and the Concept ofthe Political', 
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theoretically'sophisticated position is what is of interest for this thesis and is what 1 explore here. 
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categorized as social acton withh the state and thus of little consequence for the hi& politics of 

IR. Consequently, as Walker notes, any influence that social movements can bring to bear on the 

course of international events is generally seen as requiring mediation by the state. This view is 

informed by the traditional modernist view of politics which locates the latter at the level of the 

state. For Walker this rnodernist view takes as given and reaffimis the insidel outside, national/ 

international dichotorny as well as the liberal account of politics which is limited to "individuals, 

states, and anarchies"d3 The effect of this political discourse which infoms the dominant view of 

social movements is to exclude them from the realm of global politics. 

Framed in this context especially, the conjunction of social rnovements with world 
politics offers a clear case of ontological irnpossibility. Small cannot compete with 
large, and lower/ inner cannot impinge on higher/ outer- On both grounds, social 
movements and world politics can have only the most tenuous of comections. This 
sense of disj unction is produced, reproduced and exchanged throughout the political 
discourses of modem socie t ie~ .~  

Up to this point, Walker's reading of social movements within IT differs only slightly fiom those 

reviewed above inasmuch as he also sees the marginalization of social rnovements as an effect of 

the predominant political imaginary which tends to privilege the state as the only worthy political 

actor or a the very least the final political mediator through which social movements can impact on 

global politics. And he also places social movements withui the category of transfonnative and 

progressive political forces. Where Walker's analysis offers an original standpoint is in his rejection 

of the predorninant counter view in IT seen above. Contrary to authors such as Lipschutz, Shaw and 

Magnussoq Walker does not locate social movements as elements of a prïor more profound reality 

63 Ibid., 671. 
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such as 'a global civil society', 'a global society', or 'a global city'. This tendency of identi- 

the 'true' underlying reality of global politics ends up substituthg one essentialism for another. h 

other words, they tend to substitute the dominant state centric ontology of IT with some fom of 

'global civil society' in which social movements become determinate factors for global politics. 

They merely provide the contraposition to what they generdly see as an insu&cient analysis of the 

way the world works. The inside/ outside dichotomy is substituted for the local/ global dichotomy. 

For Walker, this formulation of a contraposition mirrors closely the Kantian inspired tradition in TT 

which substitute anarchy with a peace based universal ethicsPS Despite their useful critique and 

destabilization of state centric views, in the end they remain committed to the same modernist 

epistemoIogica1 grounding to the extent that they seek to identiQ the true pre-political forces that 

make up the 'global system'. This foundation is taken as pre-political and absent of contingency and 

renders a unified, if hidden, view of the social- 

The innovation of Walker's work on social movements is to push towards an 

understanding of the latter which precisely raises questions of foundation and metaphysics. More 

accurately, as forms of new political practice, social movements contribute to challenging, 

destabilizing, and rendenng contingent the metaphysical commitments in which the creation of the 

state played a crucial role. Walker contends that the practice of politics of the state form 

contributed to resolving three interrelated episternological problématiques which previously had 

been resolved through a theological matrix: universality/ particularity, self7 other and spacel tirne? 

The territorial state form resolves these three problématiques politically, that is through certain 

fiid., 673- 
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political practices wtiich includd exclude certain possibilities. For Wallcer, traditional IR theory has 

been an accomplice in maintaining and patrolling these resol~tions.~'-Thus, the universal and the 

paaicular are no longer dealt with hierarchicaliy but are resolved by a clear demarcation between 

an inside and an outside (universal withid particular without). The insidel outside M e r  enables 

the resolution of the self7 other not only by enabhg the creation of 'national sovereign self but dso 

by demarcating the extemal 'other' which often is created as a belligerem 'other', a particular in 

need of universalking or worst a particular threatening the universal and in need of destruction. 

And fially, in terms of spacel îime, the state expresses a specific account of space which is 

territoriaiiy circumscribed as weli as reuiforcing a specific account of t h e ,  Le., histoncal time. For 

Walker, not only does the state form of political practice enable and patrol these resolutions but it 

also depends upon them for its existence. In other words, the practice of international relations as 

the political practice of the state form deploys these metaphysical commitments and works at 

maintaining them since they are for both their condition of possibility. There is therefore, a tight 

interrelation between the practice of state politics and the foundation which sustain this practice. 

This mirrors the notions of performative/ constatitive explored through Derrida's view of 

foundation examined in Chapter Two. 

The specifically modem resolution of mebphysics is precisely the epistemological 

grounding which for Wallcer social movements may be challenging, destabilizing or rendering 

contingent, but which has generally not been relïnquished by those in IT who have addressed social 

67 Hence the second part to the title o f  his seminal work Imidd 01,tsiCte: 111fe111~iionaI Relations as Politid 
2Xeot-y. One cm draw a parallel between this juncture of Walker's thinking and the theoretid hmework elaborated in 
Chapter Two. For Walker, the metaphysical cornmitments of rnodeniity are maintaineci through political practices arnong 
which we find the political practïce ofiiternationa1 relations. Thus, in this sense, the metaphysical foundation ofmodernity 
is sustained politicaiiyY This echoes my primary argument that foundation is political and the political is the attempt at 
Iaying foundation. 



movements Grom the anti-statist standpoint explored earlier. 

How social movements may be challenging destabilizing or rendering contingent 

is through the new forms of political practice that some of  hem articulate which ""contribute to the 

reconfiguration of the political under conternporary conditions"." 

p ] y  insisting that it is because social movements are precisely rnovements, and 
because they do not always conform to the prevaillng discourses of sovereignty or 
a simple counter-sovereignîy' that they can be read as intereskg forrns ofpoIiticuZ 
practicePg 

Thus Walker , as am i, is far less concerned with "how powerful or influeatial social movements 

are, or how they fülfil established expectations of what t h e y  rnust be and must be~orne"?~ To a 

certain extent, this form of reasonîng deployed by the mti-statists' views of social movements 

remains caught within the 'discursive economies of scale' informed by the epistemological 

grounding of the state form, since social movements are seen and rneasured in the same terms as 

states are within state centnc views. That is, social movernents are seen as political actors to the 

extent that they are able to yield influence and power in a similar manner as states. 

As Walker points out, what is more crucial do understand is how the new forms of 

political practice by which social movements may be a~hieving alternative resolutions to the 

metaphysical commitments put forth by the state form of political practice. These new foms are 

to be found in the "nomadic co~ections"'~' which social. movements estabiish With nomadic 

Walker, 'Social Movementd World Politics', 675. 
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connections Walker, Wce Connolly? seeks to articulate the form of politics which new social 

movements may be generating, a form which is not 'rstructurally determined, nor fixated on 

states". Walker rightly admits that he largely fails to develop sufficiently bis notion of nomadic 

connections, and how more precisely they can be seenas challenging the metaphysical commitmerrts 

of the state fom. Furtherm~re~ he achowledges that social movements are not ail engaged in some 

f o m  of metaphysical reversal. Some are very adept at redeploying the state centred epistemologicai 

resolutions which reinforce inclusionary/ exclusionary poLitical practices despite the fact that for 

Walker by doing so they "simply afnrm the limits of their ambition."'' Nevertheless, social 

movements do express alternative forms of political practice which may be read as transgressing 

the universau particular, self7 other, space/ time resolutions enforced by the state political form. The 

environmental movement or the feminist movement for instance may be seen as forcing us to review 

the normative codes of the state which resolved these rnetaphysical probIematiques. Feminism 

challenges, destabilizes, and renders contingent the universau particular resolution offered by the 

male gendered specific reading of IT; and environmentalism does the same for the inside/ outside 

dichotomy of the modem political practice of states by showing the global impact of environmental 

degradation. It is these 'common' challenges of the metaphysical resolutions maintained by the state 

form that constitute the 'nomadic connections' of social movements. The connection cornes fkom 

the common challenge. They are specifically nomudic because for Walker they do not force 

Wfiarn E. Comoiiy, 'Tocqueville, Territory, and Violence', in ChaIIet~ging Bomrnrdmies: GGbaf FIows, 
TerriforiaZla'en~ities,es, edâ Michaei J. Shapiro and Hayward R Alker (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 1996), 
153-162. 
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violently a resolution of the three problématiques by framing them te.mtorially In effect, they offer 

an attempt at a more pluralkt resolution of the universal/ particular, self7 other and space/ time 

problématiques unlike "the politics of inclusions and exclusions, of the reconciliation of identities 

and differences, expressed by the modern temtorial state.'" 

Despite the fact that Walker's d o n  of 'nomadic connections' as a new form of 

practice of politics put forth by social movements remains underdeveloped his reading is still very 

u s e M  to what 1 am proposing here in three important respects. Firsî, Walker locates the signincance 

of social movements for IT at the more profound level of rnetaphysics. Indeed, unlike any of the 

other authors reviewea Walker recognizes that social movements imply metaphysical comrnïtrnents. 

In other words, through their practice of politics they express certain metaphysical commitments 

which may be contributing to unravelling those which were held by the state political form- Second, 

and related to the first, Walker argues that social movements do not occur prior to the political. 

Rather, they are political in the sense proposed by this thesis. That is, social movements are involved 

with foundation and on occasion certain socid movements are involved with contesthg foundation, 

particularly the resolutions enforced by the modem state. As such, they can be seen as the site of an 

antagonism, where the close sutured view of the world proposed by the state on various issues are 

contested And finally, the notion of nomadic conoeciion at a discursive level fmds resonance with 

the term 'chah of equivalence' explored in Chapter Four. In other words, one could imagine that 

the manner in which social movements would create nomadic connections is through the multiple 

chains of equivalence that operate between various social movements engaged in various forms of 

social struggle. The conneetion becomes a discursive one. As a site where nomadic connections 



become apparent, the parallel People's summits on APEC may be an instance in which foms of 

practice of politics which are not stnicturally detemined, nor indeed confined to the state form, are 

being articulated At the same time as the NGOs gathered at the People's summit remained very 

diverse in their specific counterdiscomes, the fact îhat the g a t h e ~ g  occurs annualiy suggest that 

there is some fonn of nomadic comection And finaliy, the fact that they are challenging APEC, c m  

be seen as destabilizing and rendering contingent the inside/ outside metaphysical cornmitment 

(re)deployed by APEC and which occults the democratic irnaginq- 

~ h e r e  1 tend to disagree with Walker is on his contention that the 'nomadic 

connections' as a form of political practice establïshed by social movements necessariiy transgress 

the metaphysical commitments enforced by the state. In other words, there seems to be suggestions 

that social movements by definition are engaged in unravelling the metaphysicai commitments of 

modernity in which the state is an active component. Granted, there is considerable arnbiguity in 

Walker's thinking on this point. As mentioned above, he does recognize that not al1 social 

movements are to be celebrated as progressive or transfomative social and political forces. 

However, he does state that "social movements that work entirely within the modem reification of 

spatiotempord relations simply mm the limits of iheir ambiti~n."'~ This would seem to suggest 

that social movements have prior existence to the discursive possibilities they open and that it is this 

prior existence which is indicative of rnetaphy sical reversal. 1 can not agree with this. 1 do agree that 

social movements open the possibility of transgressing the forced resolutions of the universail 

particular, seW other and spacel tirne problématiques, and that this may be a new form of practice 

of politics. But there is nothing saying that it will occur in this marner. It is merely a discursive 

Ibid.(emphasis added). 



possibility- The discursive challenge must be comtructed in a manner which does not reproduce the 

modern resolutions of these metaphysical problématiques. Much like what is proposed by Cecelia 

Lynch, 1 would argue that social movements merely offer the potenfial for a discursive challenge 

to issues which have been predominantly read through the metaphysical cornmitments enforced by 

the state. It is to Lynch's reading that 1 now turn to conclude this fïrst section- 

Lynch approaches new social movements and globalkation fiom the standpoint of 

the former? Lynch sees globalization (namely econornic globalization) as an obstacle to the 

realization of the goals of new social movements, and "any effective response to globalization is 

predicated upon the ability of social movements to articulate a meaningful normative. or discursive, 

For Lynch, the reason that contemporary social movements need to formulate 

responses to globalization is that the processes associated with it wield considerable power on 

decision making "across the globe'37g and therefore, directiy affect the realization of their goals. Her 

objective is to review the success of certain social movements in their responses to mounting an 

effective alternative to globalization. One such instance for Lynch is the discursive challenge to 

economic globalization offered by the International Forum on Globalization (KG) formed in 1994. 

Based in San Francisco, California the IFG is an alliance of "activists, scholars, economists, 

researchers, and writer~"~' which seeks to fornulate alternatives to economic globalization 

According to Lynch, IFG represents a social movement which has embarked on a direct normative 

Cecelia Lynch, 'Social Movements and the Problem of Globa ldon ' ,  Alternatives, 23, no. 2 (1998), 149- 
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challenge to the restnicturing of global political and economic arrangements which accompany the 

gIobd economy. The significance of this group is that it seeks-to formulate a counterdiscourse 

specific to globalization- She writes: 

[...] social-movement activists in the IFG are attempting to create a normative stance 
that provides a discursive alternative to globalization and reverses the normative 
power that the faith in fkee trade and the fear of losing one's cornpetitive position 
hold across social strata? 

Their success hinges precisely on the formulation of this normative challenge. As Lynch notes, 

although the contours of this challenge are still nebulous, the focus has been on "notions of 

relocalization" of economic control and on notions of "sustainable development" and local 

ccdemocratic decision making"." 

In focussing on the need for new social movements to offer a 'discursive/ normative 

challenge' to globalization, Lynch, contrary to Lipschutz and Shaw, provides us with a view within 

IT of new social movements that would coincide with the broad theoretical framework proposed 

by an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics. Although Lynch does not approach the discursive 

challenge mounted by the NGOs she cites in such a manner (in particular she does not see collective 

action as the result of antagonism and the negation of identity), one codd contend that the success 

of social movements such as LFG hinges on its ability to establish a chah of equivalence through 

certain nodal points (in this case sustainable development, relocatization, local democratic decision 

making). As would Laclau and MouBle in their formulation of how collective action can occur, 

Lynch recognizes indirectly that the success rests on the nodal points used in forrnulating the 

81 Lynch, 'Social Movements and the Problem of Globalization' 157. 
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alternative normative stance to economic globalization- Lynch adds however, that part of the 

problem of gIobalization is that overarching notions such as 'sustainable development' sometimes 

fad to coincide in a similar manner with the "beliefs and practices" of ail those involved in 

transnational social action. In other words, the problem of globalization is precisely that its 

contributes in revealing the contingent foundations of such notions by locating them as typicaily 

Western and Modern, among other things. She writes, 

[...] this confrontation of beliefs and practices [...] raises the question of wheîher 
notions like 'sustainable development' can provide a basis for critical reflection and 
dialogue arnong activists or whether they easily become tropes that prornote the 
illusion of meaningfid action across divides. 83 

Contraq to the alternative discursive challenges of earlier social movements, the "normative 

contestation of globalization [...] reveals fissures that are more dificult to bridge."" Indeed, 

fol10 wing Walker, these fissures are quite deep inasmuch as they potentially transgress the 

metaphysical commitments of modernity- Lynch concludes her article by stating that consequences 

of globalization's "divers@ing effect" is to reveal the prirnary importance of "the discursive and 

normative content7y85 of any oppositional diScourse. 

In terms of the level at which social movements are to be apprehended, Lynch's view 

of the category of new social movements is the closest to my own. Although Lynch by no means 
. - 

approaches the category of new social movements in precisely the same language, she does 

nevertheless view the latter fiom the standpoint of discursivity. What new social movements 

83 ibid., 167. 
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represent is a discursive challenge to dominant ways of viewing globalization One could draw a 

parallel between Lynch's conclusion in regards to the success of the discursive challenge of new 

social movements to globalization and Laclau and Mouffe's understanding ofRadical Democracy. 

For Lyach, the success stems f?om how the challenge is formulated at the level of discourse. The 

'%ontent7' of that discursive challenge is pivotal in order "to provide a positive normative 

fo~ndation'?~ Essentially, this is a parallel to Laclau and Mouffe's notion of a chain of equivalence 

between nodal points that firnction as empty signifiers. In the example raised by Lynch the empty 

signifier would be 'sustainable development'. And the discursive challenge would be formulated 

ina manner which brings through this nodal point an alternative rneaning to economic globalization 

S d a r  to equality andliberty, 'sustainable development' becomes a nodal point to which various 

social movements can draw equivalences. 

Where I disagree slightly with Lynch is on her view of globalization (which 

reproduces a similar to view to that of Mouffe) as well as on her view on consensus as an attainable 

objective. First, gtobalization is seen merely as a threat, and not as opening political sites. APEC, 

as au instance of globalization is undoubtably seen as a threat by the NGOs which oppose it. And 

yet, it is also a political site which creates the possibility to oppose globalization. The possibility to 

mount a discursive challenge is enabled by the fact that APEC gives a figure to economic 

globalization. This figure appears as an unyieldhg image of economic globalization, an unyielding 

discourse on the social which occults difference. The more APEC's discourse of economic 

globalization seeks to produce a sutured view of the social, the more it nuis the risk of producing 

antagonisms and the possibility of mounting an alternative discursive challenge. Second, Lynch does 



suggest that a unified fiont against globalization remains a possibility and more importantly is still 

a viable objective beyond mounting the discursive challenge. 1 would argue that we never move 

beyond the discursive challenge, that 'sustainable development' for instance r emah  as a vanishing 

point of which the content remains conditional, dways open. There can be no final consensus 

succeeding in elùninating al1 antagonism even if that final consensus would be the result of the 

'victory' of the discursive challenge mounted by NGOs. 

As the reader will have noticed, the two most important contributions to the 

theorization of the category of new social movements within IT for this thesis is offered by Walker 

and Lynch As with Walker, 1 see the significance of new social movement as located at the level 

of metaphysics. More particularly, what social movements open in the case of the NGOs which 

oppose APEC is thepossibility of challenging, destabilizing and rendering contingent how the state 

form of political practice answeredthe question of democracy territoriaily by resolving metaphysics 

territorially. NGO opposition to APEC is thus not only a potential challenge at the level of the 

practice of politics APEC carries, it is also a possible challenge at the level of the political. 

Consequently, it is a challenge of the foundations which APEC deploys in its discourses, as we saw 

through the discursive manoeuvres in Chapter Three. As with Lynch, 1 view social movements as 

the level of discursivity since it is as this level that they are knowable- The challenge to APEC' s 

foundational resoIutions are to be found at the level of discourse and how, following Mouffe and 

Laclau, that discourse seeks to articulate a chah of equivalence between the democratic experience 

provided by the nationally circumscribed institutions of democracy and democracy as a symbolic 

ordering of social relations exceeding territorial space. As such, the way 1 see new social movements 

is as political sites, as sites where there is a possibility in creating new discursive chains of 



equivalence, so that the articulation of the chah of equivalence becomes one in which 

temtorialization is no longer a necessary prerequisite for democracy. Through repetition and 

iteration the structure is opened to a new articulation which rnay lead to a deterritorialized form of 

democracy- This M e r  opens the possibility to contest APEC7s discourse on econornic 

gIobalization in terms of agonism. This democracy does not stem from the demise of the interstate 

worid or the erosion of national sovereignty. It is opened by the transfomative potential contaïned 

with the chah of equivalence that is being constructed by the NGO opposition to APEC, itself 

produced by APEC7s attempt at figurïng a closed sutured view of the world through its discourse 

on the social. The chain of equivalence that is being constnicted among NGOs is not only one in 

which there becomes and equivalence between democracy and ecology, democracy and sustainable 

development, democracy and economy, and so forth, but it is also one in which the chain of 

equivalence establishes a correspondence between national democracy and democracy as a symbolic 

ordering of social relations that is not necessarily temtorially circurnscribed. 

The objective of this flrst section was to develop our position vis-à-vis the notion of 

social movements as it has been articulated within IT while remaining congrnous with the broader 

theoretical stance of this thesis. It is fiom this position that 1 will now address the NGO discourse 

which has opposed APEC. 

The parallel NGO forum on APEC 

Initial NGO opposition to APEC began somewhat extemporaneously in 1993 

coinciding with the first meeting ofAPEC economic leaders in Seattle, Washington. Those involved 

were mosîly American based environmental NGOs. Of the 21 signatories of an open letter of 



contestation to APEC leaders," only a few NGOs focused on issues other than the environment or 

ecology, such as trade, and human rights. As such, of the ten recommendations the letter proposed 

to APEC leaders, eight dealt directly with the impact of international trade and international trade 

agreements on broadly defined ecological issues such as trade in endangered species, toxic waste 

-de, and trade in temperate and tropical timber. The last two recommendations dealt with debt 

relief and greater market access to the developed countnes for the "developing nations" of APEC? 

Both these recommendations were fiamed within the view that without debt relief and greater 

market access the govemments of 'developing countries' would not be able to adequately protect 

the environrnent, The conclusion of the letter called for APEC to include the environment as a 

crosscutting issue for al1 of its Working Groups as well as create a Working Group specifically 

geared towards addressing trade and the environrnent. Creating some form of environmental 

advisory body within APEC' s structure similar to the former EPG or the present ABAC continues 

to be a central demand of at least one of the major environmental NGOs which has engaged 

substantially with APEC: the Washington based Nautilus Institute for Secuity and Sustainable 

De~eloprnent.~~ At the International NGO Conference on APEC in Kyoto in November of 1995, the 

current Director of the EnWonment Program at the Nautilus Institute, Lyuba Zarsb argued in favor 

of engaging APEC in the hopes of making compatible its trade and investment liberalization 

" Other than the open letter, NGOs also organized media events, protest activities, and pubiished special issues 
of  ECO, an NGO environmental bulletin, focusing on APEC. 
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discourse with the 'sustainable development' agendag0 As such, contrary to most other NGOs 

present at the parallel forums (aside nom labour as we will see later), the standpoint favoured by 

certain environmental organizations as is highlighted both by the 1993 open letter as well as the - 

position of the Nautilus Institute is to engage APEC in a policy dialogue rather than reject APEC 

oimight. The position of engagement rather than rejection is related to how achieving 'sustainable 

development' intemationally is envisioned Sustainable development is taken as equivalent to 7he 

idea that environmental protection could- and should- be built into the design of economic 

development plans and policies [of states], rather than addressed as an aftermath of economic 

g r~wtk"~ '  From this position, there is no inherent incompatibility between, on the one han& 

economic development through increased international trade, and sustainable development on the 

other. As the open letter states: 

International trade can and must be constnicted to promote s ustainable development. 
Liberalized trade can reward efficiency and promote investment in environmentally 
sound goods and services, or it can cause competition based on ever-lower standards 
of environmental protection and worker health and safety. To capture the benefits 
and avoid the pitfalls of trade, APEC leaders should highlight the need for 
environmental reform of international trade [. . .Ig2 

Consequently, sustainable development becornes the outcorne of the enforcement by the state of 

policies whic h protect the environment. Framed withïn economic glo balization, coordination or 

harmonization of environmental protection policies is viewed through international regimes such 

as APEC and becornes necessary for "creating common rules to govem common resources?" Thus' 

90 Lyuba Zarksy, ' APEC and the Environment', AMPO: J v - A s l u  Quarteriy Revrerirew, 26, no, 4 (1996), 26-29. 
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in the formulation of its discourse on sustainable development, the environmental NGOs engaged 

with APEC redeploy the interstate imaginary and the practice of politics this imaginary engenden. 

The objective becomes to formulate an international consensus on the relationship between 

environmental protection and trade through MEC. Because the sustainable development discourse 

draws a chain of equivalences with this irnaginary through the meanhg it assigns to environmental 

protectios i.e., protection af5orded by the state through its policies and through interstate 

organi;riitions, there is no substantial antagonisrn present between APEC' s discourse and that ofthe 

environmental NGOs. APEC's discourse does not fimdamentally subvert the sustainable 

development discourse, at l e s t  as it was formulated by the open letter of environmental NGOs in 

1993 and since then by the Nautilus In~ti tute.~~ Sustainable development is located at the level of 

the state and its practice of politics. It is for this reason that the Nautilus Institute concludes in its 

recent evaluation of APEC and the environment that even though "programmatic initiatives to date 

are meager", as the only interstate multilateral fora for the Asia-Pacific "APEC [continues to bel 

a vehicle for promothg cooperative engagement with Asia on a number of fionts, including 

environmental c o ~ p e r a t i o n ' ~ ~  Andwithin this limited fiame, APEC has appeared to do this, initially 

with its Framework of Principles for Integrating Economy and Environment in APEC and the APEC 

Environmental Vision Statement produced in 1994 which coincided with the fist  meeting of APEC 

environment ministers. In 1995, APEC leaders also launched an initiative to examine the impact of 

expanding population and economic growth on food, energy and the environment which became 

94 On a more critical view of the relationship between APEC and environmentai issues see Wddeo Beiio and 
Nicola BuUard, 'APEC and the Environment: A Report Commissioned by the Rio + 5 Forum' (Bangkok Focus on the 
Global South, 1997). 
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kuown as the FEEEP initiative (Food, Energy, Environment, Economic Growth, Population)?' And 

finally, in 1996, APEC identified three pnonty areas for environmental cooperation: Sustainable 

Cities, Clean Production/ Clean Technology, andProtecîïon ofthe Marine Environment The reason 

the results of these initiatives have been 'meager' according to the Nautilus Institute is not because 

of a fundamental incornpatibilty between APEC as an interstate regime and envionmental 

protection. Rather, failure is merely associated with the difficulties of the politics of consensus 

building withui an interstate world where each actor works at promoting its own interests. 

The sornewhat conciliatory stance f o n d  in the discourse of NGOs in 1993 was not 

reproduced in 1994 when the APEC chair, the Indonesian govemment, effectively made it 

impossible for NGOs to organize a parallel forum in Jakarta In the months leading up to the 

meeting of APEC leaders in Bogor, Indonesian NGOs were faced with the possible implementation 

of a draft presidential decree which sought to give the governrnent the power to bar any NGO judged 

to be engaged in political activities or other activities deemed to be a threat to the national interest. 

Such activities included "undermining the authority of the govemment andl or discrediting the 

govemment; obstructing the implementation of development programs; [and] other activities which 

have the potential to adversely affect political stability and sec~rity".~' Aside fiom the draft decree 

airned at c m h h g  NGO opposition, more than 48,000 soldiers and police personnel participating 

in pre-APEC operations to clean up Jakarta (called Operasi Berish, or Operation Clean Up) created 

an environment in which NGOs faced with severe state repression and intimidation had Little 

96 APEC Economic Cornmittee, ïïze Impact of Expa7tding Popuhtiorz andEconomic Growth on Food Energy 
and the Emirortment in the APEC Regiort, Report to MEC Economic Leudeers Bzdding Sz~stain~ble Properïty in 
APEC: Options for Possible Joint Actio13s (Singapore: APEC secretariat, 1998). 
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possibility of organïzhg opposition safely?' 

The International NGO Coliference on APEC (Kyoto 1995) 

Because of what had occurred in Indonesie the following year marked the fmt 

large scale international opposition to APEC which came in the form ofthree separate events: the 

creation of Asia Pacifc Labour Nehvork (APLN) by the International Confederation of Free Trade 

Unions (ICFTU), the Symposium on Globalization and Workers' Kuman Rights in the APEC 

Region, and the precursor to the 'People's Summits', the International NGO Conference on MEC. 

Coinciding with APEC's third leaders meeting in Osaka in 1995, the APLN was established in view 

of specifically encornpassing the trade labour unions in APEC c o d e s  which are affiliates of the 

ICFTU. It marked the first time organized labour assigned significant attention to APEC. Since 

then, the APLN has held each year its own parallel meeting to shadow APEC's meeting of heads 

of state. It has held its meeting apart from the people's sumrnits organized by other NGOs while also 

voicing a cornmitment at its sixteenth world congress in 1996 to work with other NGOs opposed 

98 Despite obvious goverrunent scare tactics backed by armed forces, NGOs had managed to prepare a press 
conference in order to voice their views on APEC. However, when delegates arrived at the conference location, they were 
told by managers of the conference hail that their reservations had been ~a~ce l led  most likely by the Indonesian rnilitary. 
See Jens Wrlbn, 'Deahg With a Fiction: The NGO Conference on APEC', AMPO: J@m-Asia Quarterly Review, 
26, no. 4 (1996), 8. See also the 'Asia Pacific NGO Working ûroup on MEC' and the 'Joint Statement to the Media 
by the Asia Pacific NGO Working Group on APEC (Response to the Leaders' Statement)' reproduced in Challenging 
the Mainstream: APEC and the Asfa-Pac@c Development Debate, eds. Ed Tadem and Lakshrni Daniel (Hong Kong: 
ARENA, Asia Alliance ofYMCA's, Christian Conference for Asia and Documentation for Action Groups in Asia, 1995), 
119-222 and 127-130. 

99 Indeed, the publication of Challenging the Maimtream was a direct result of efforts by four East Asian based 
NGOs to provide a forum for NGO opposition to  APEC in wake of the events in Indonesia. The statement that was to 
be read at the c~tference appears in the publication. See Ed Tandem, 'Preface', in ChaIlenrging the Mmkstream, 7- 



to APEC.'~ Through its APLN the ICFTU's position since its inaugural meeting in 1995 has sought 

engagement with APEC, calling for a "working relationship with the secretariat, cornmittees, 

working groups and other associated bodies of the APEC pro ces^.^^^' As such, the ICFTU has 

pressed for the creation of an "APEC Labour Forum" which would act as a labour advisory body 

within APEC's official structure along the same lines as the ABAC, APEC's business advisory 

body.lm Even though the ICFTU has criticized the limited focus of APEC's discourse, it 

nevertheless accepts APEC as a Lesitirnate forum and has sought to participate within its processes 

rather than oppose it outright- Part of the bais for ICFTU's position stems fiom how the 

organization Mews its role within the context of 'globalizattion'. Seeing itself as the "international 

voice of labour" the ICFTU has establish as one of its roles to "campaign and participate in the 

decisionmaking process for the establishment of international policies and standards''. 'O3 This view 

of its role substantially reduces any antagonism between the ICFTU and APEC since the latter is - 

perceived as part of the international 'decisionmaking process'. APEC is seen as a medium through 

which the ICFTU c m  realize its goals and filfill what it sees as being its role. For its part, the 

100 John Price, 'Shadowing MEC: Nongovemmental Organizations Build Regional Aiiiances', Askm 
Perspective, 22, no. 2 (1998), 27. 

10 L ICFTU/APLN, ' ATrade Union Perspective on the AsiaPacific Economic Cooperaiïon Fonun (APEC)' (Fiist 
Regionai Conference of the ICFTU APLN, Melbourne, September 10-1 1, 1995), appendix 1, In part, the KFTU bas 
succeeded in establishing an informal consultation process with APEC. Since 2995, the ICFTU has met with either the 
head of state or government officials of the host governrnent of the annuai APEC leaders meeting- Furthemore, APEC 
officials have participated in some of the APLN's regional conferences. See ICFTZTf APLN, 'Broadening APEC' s Social 
Dimension: Trade Union Statement to the 1999 APEC Leader's Meeting' (Fi* Regionai Conference, Wellington, New 
Zealand, 14-16 August 1999). 

102 ICFTU/ APLN, ' APEC's Role in Achieving Global Recovery fiom the Asian Ficiai and Economic Crisis' 
(Trade Union Statement to the 1998 APEC Leaders' Meeting adopted by the Fourth Conference of the International 
Confideration of Fr= Trade Unions, Asia Pacific Labour Network, Kuala Lumpur, 28-30 September 1998). 

103 16th World Congress ofthe ICFTU, 'Free Trade Unionism in the 21" Century: Priorities for ICFTU Action', 
(Congress Resolutions, Brussels, June 25-29, 1996). 



symposium on Globalization and Workers' Human Rights in the APEC Region (the second event 

'I 

of organïzed opposition to APEC in 1995) focussed on the protection of labour nghts within APEC 

countnes- Organized by human rights and labour organizations, the symposium produced a list of 

recommendatiom addressed to APEC leaders and their ministers. Most significantly, the 

recommendatiom called for the establishment of formal consdtations with labour and human rïghts 

NGOs following the mode1 APEC had already established with business forums.LM As such, like the 

ICFTU, the position which was formulated by the NGOs at the symposium sought engagement with 

APEC while criticizing the narrowness of its agenda. The flaws with APEC are therefore not 

structural, Le., interstate economic cooperation. Rather, what is being contested is APEC's discourse 

and the meaningwhich accompanies its practice of politics. The view of politics which accompanies 

this contestation continues to see the state as the locus for the practice of politics and as the final 

mediator for competing interest- 

The Internationai NGO Conference on APEC on the other hanci, did not seek 

engagement wïth APEC, at least not in same fonnal marner. Reuniting 135 representatives f?om 

22 countries over N o  days this precursor to the fiiture 'People's Summits' gave way to three 

important landmarks for the future of organized opposition to APEC. First, the NGO conference in 

Kyoto was explicitly organized as an international evenî and sought foreign participation. Although 

smaller in scale, this placed the conference in line with other international NGO conferences such 

as the one held in parallel to the Rio Summit in 1992. Second, Kyoto inaugurated what has become 

104 'Kyoto Statement on Workers' Human Rights in the APEC Region' (Symposium on Globalization and 
Workers' Human Rights in the APEC Region, Kyoto, Novernber 12,1995) reproduced in Poiicy Working Group of the 
Canadian Organizing Network, 'Canada and APEC: Perspectives from Civil Society' @iscussion Paper prepared by the 
Policy Working Group of the Canadian Organizing Network for the 1997 People's Summit on HEC, July 30, 1997). 



a tradition for the paralle forums, that is the formulation of a final conference declaration or 

statement issued as much to the leaders of APEC as to the generd public. As mentioned earlier, 

these statements are of paaicular relevance to this chapter since they offer us a entry point into the 

discourse of NGOs, and as such enable us to examine both the antagonism which marks the APECf 

NGO relation as well as the identity construction of the alternative vision the discourse seeks to 

capture. Finally, the third important landmark is that the tone of the opposition became more 

antagonistic while still falling within the realm of agonism- As indicated in the opening paragraph 

of the iwo page Kyoto Statement: 

As representatives of more than 100 non-govemment organisations and trade unions, 
advocating the interests of millions throughout the region covered by MEC, we f d y  
support cooperation among its countries and their peoples. However, we 
unanimously reject the basic philosophy, fiarnework and assumptions of the model 
of free market and trade liberalisation embraced by the APEC agenda This model 
does not lead to fieedom; it negates the developrnental and democratic aspirations 
of the people.'05 

Although the debate between engagement or rejection continued to be a significant feature of the 

NGO sumrnits at least mtil 1997, the Kyoto Statement articulated a position which would become 

dominant for the future of the parallel forums, that is that APEC's discourse was antithetical to the 

views espoused by the majority of NGO participants. In the name of the 'people', the Kyoto 

Statement inaugurateda discourse which placed APEC's "liberalisation agenda" as "irreconcilable" 

with "genuine development", Le., development which " a f f ï ï [ s ]  the firndamental civil, political, 

economic, social and cultural rights of individuals and peoples, and the obligations of states to 

IO5 'Statement fiom 1995 NGO Forum on APEC', reproduced in AMPO: Jùpmz-Asia Qriarteriy Review, 26, 
no- 4 (1996), 18. 



promote and protect such r i g h t ~ . " ' ~  The Statement also singles o u t -  particularities of APEC7s 

terminology, i-e., member 'economies', as enabling the marginalization of non-economic issues and 

as leading to an unaccountable, unstransparent, and "totally anti-democratic" pro ces^.'^ 

In the Kyoto Statement, 'genuine development' occupies the place of a nodal point 

in the discourse. In other words, it is the point which is placed in direct opposition to APEC's 

discourse as well as beulg the point around which gravitate other NGO discourses found in the 

Statement such as the one on human rights, the environment, labour rights, and on the preservation 

of traditional indigenous agricultural practices. In contraposition to genuine development, the NGO 

Statement views APEC's discourse as being "socialiy unjust and ecoiogically unsustainable" since 

"it imposes ïrreversible social and environments costs; and it enables goverrunents to abdicate their 

responsibilities to their citizens and leave them at the mercy of transnational corporations and 

international financial institutions who are accountable to no one."'08 The basis of the antagonism 

which h a  marked the APEC/ NGO relation since the f k t  internationally organized conference in 

1995 is thus revealed in the conference Statement. APEC's view of the world is envisioned as the 

£undamental impediment or bamer to the fulfllment of the NGO vision of the world, in this case 

genuine development and al1 this notion is rneant to embody. The opposition stems fkorn the manner 

in which APEC's discourse occupies the place of that which impedes the self completion of the 

NGO discourse on genuine development As the Statement proclahs, "[tllhe APEC liberalisation 

'O6 Ibid 

'O7 Ibid., 19. 

'O8 Ibid., 18. 



agenda is irrecondable with these goals [Le., those ofgenuine development]."'* This is where the 

understanding of the notion of antagonism developed in this thesis becomes usefûl in explaining 

why NGOs would have chosen APEC as a site of opposition. APEC's discourse, or more precisely 

APEC's discourse on the social, its description of the world, is envisioned as an obstruction denying 

the fiil1 realization of the subject positions voiced by NGOs- In thk sense, APEC7s discourse is 

constmcted as an 'other' subverting the NGO vision of the world or its view of genuine 

development. 

The  tat te ment concludes with twelve 'dernands' addressed to the governments of 

APEC as well as three recommendations for the future of organized NGO opposition. The 

recomrnendations are significant to the extent that they seek to be foundational, attempting to 

inaugurate the fiihire of organized oppo~ition."~ There is thus a performativity involved in the 

recommendations for future 'People's Sutflfnits' by making recommendations to something which 

does not yet exist. The demands on the other hand are to be read as the elernents of what genuine 

development would entail. They are very broad and include: prornoting sustainable developrnent 

through regional interstate cooperation; increasing transparency and the participation of people; 

rejecting unregulated liberalisation of trade and investrnent; raising enWonmental standards; 

eliminating the amis trade and promoting peace and disarmament; promoting ecologically sound 

energy consumption; r a w n g  and implementing al1 major labour and human nghts agreements; 

imposing constraints and a code of conduct on multinational corporations; recognising food security 

Ibid. (emphasis added). 

"O The three recommendations to NGOs are: "take our own initiatives to fàcilitate economic CO-operation 
among the people; document the consequences of economic and trade liberalisation on the people, environment; and 
strengthen solidarity networks for resisting injustice and prornoting positive economic and social change." Ibid., 19. 



as a human ri& protecting indigenous farmers and land rights; protechg biodiversity, and 

protecting the rights of women and migrant workers, The way the demands are stmctured reveals 

two important aspects of the NGO discoune. First, al1 the demands are made in the name of the 

'pe~ple'."~ Thus, the NGOs name themselves unproblematically as representatives of the voice of 

the people or civil society understood to be divorced fiom the state- The imaginary of the 'people' 

is used as an anchor point to which NGOs can attach their legitirnacy and give weight to their views. 

And second, fiom the standpoint of civil society, the demands are addressed specifically to the 

member states of APEC rather than to APEC itself- Ironically therefore, in its envisioning of what 

genuine development would entail, the discourse of NGOs as it is articulated through the Kyoto 

Statement and its concluding demands reproduce the dominant imaginary of the modem practice 

of politics. The state remains the locus for politics, buth nationally and internationally insofar as it 

is the final arbiter and the only legal authority capable of irnplementing genuine development. The 

paradox of course, is that the opening paragraphs of the Statement identify the agenda that APEC 

members were promoting as cirreconcilable' with genuine development. Thus, what began as an 

accomplice to the threat to genuine development is now located as the fuial, or at l e s t  the necessary 

intermediary for the implementation of their vision. In the end, the Kyoto Statement tends to 

reproduce that which enables the terrain fiom where NGOs become a possibility, i.e., the civil 

society/ state dichotomy, and (re)locates the practice of politics at the Level of the state. For the most 

part, therefore, the contestation c m  be located at the level of meaning. In other words, what is being 

contested is the specific chah of equivalences between politics (the state) and economics that APEC 

articulates which tends to privilege a limited understanding economics over the elements of genuine 

"' Refer to quote on page 238. 



development identified in the Statement Thus, the NGO discourse through its Staternent has the 

tone of a counter discourse seeking to articuiate an alternative discursi- vision (through the nodal 

point of genuine development) to that of APEC while remaining committed to the modem practice 

of politics by locating the latter at the level of the state for national policy and at the level of 

interstate cooperation for international p ~ l i c y . ' ~  All the demands coïncide with this h e .  

Where. the NGO discourse may actually involve a more profound political 

contestation is reveded by the charge that APEC and its discourse is 'totdly anG-democratic'. The 

Statement reads: 

Economic issues cannot be divorced from the complex realities of people's daily 
Lives. Yet APEC is descnïed as a cornmuniry of econornies which bears no 
responsibility for social, political or cultural consequences of the decisions its 
members make. This urtl;ficiuZ distinction ullows the APECprocess fo opeme in a 
total& anti-democmiic. unaccounfabb und untrunspurent w q " '  

This is a more important contestation of the modem practice of politics which has occulted the 

possibility of deten-itonalizing democracy b y de fining democracy temtorially. It is an indicment 

of an unaccountable and untransparent stnicture of global govemance. Contrary to the other 

elements of opposition in the Statement, the charge tbat APEC is anti-democratic because it is 

unaccountable and untransparent (a fact reinforced by APEC's particular terminology for its 

members, Le., community of 'economies') is something which goes beyond a mere contestation of 

112 Iiideed, specific reference is made to the fact that the agenda pursued by governments in APEC are 
contradicting international commitments made elsewhere. The Statement reads: "We note with particular concem that 
rnember governments of APEC have participated in inter-govemental conferences on the rights ofthe child (New York), 
the environment (Rio), human rights menna), population and development (Cairo), social development (Copenhagen), 
and Women (l3eijing). Despite îheir participation, none of the commïtments made in those conferences is viable in the 
APEC process. Rather, the consequences of this form of economic and trade lieralisation violate the fiindamental rights 
to which they agreed." Ibid., 28. 

I l 3  Ibid., 19 (emphasis added). 



meanuig. Here, the antagonism raises questions at the level of the political since the NGO discourse 

is contesting the interstate imaginary which eclipses the possïbility of democratizing beyond the 

Ievel of the state. APEC and its particular language is envisioned as something which prohibits 

access to democracy, or more specifically, the democratic imagïnary of 'accountability' and 

'transparencyY, as the Statement asserts. Thus, there is a contestation of what appears as determined 

structures, an interstate world, where beyond state boundaries democracy is obscured 1 would 

suggest that this is more than just an attack on APEC's discourse- It represents a contestation of the 

political foundation of an interstate world fiom which international organizations are built dong 

with the inside/ outside or nationau international boudaries this imaginary carries. However small, 

it does discursively open the possibility of genuuiely new forms of politics and brings to the fore 

the possibility opened by the oppositional discourse of the parallel forums: a deterritorialization of 

democracy . 

The Manila People's Forum on APEC (1 996) 

Perhaps because of the tradition of social pr~test,' '~ the antagonism in the APEC/ 

NGO relation was accentuated in 1996 when the Philippine governent hosted the annual leaders' 

meeting. In fact, several separate civil society platforms shadowed the official APEC meetings in 

November, with the rnost significant of these being the Manila People's Forum on APEC, the 

successor to the International NGO Conference on APEC in Kyoto. With over 500 delegates and just 

under 200 foreign participants fiom 29 countries the Manila People's Forum aîtracted increased 

1 14 Gerard Clarke, n e  Politics of NGOs in South-Easr A s k  Participation atui Protest in the PhiZippitres 
(London: Routledge, 1998). CIarke provides a detail analysis of the history of NGO protest in the Philippines. 



- 
participation (including a h a 1  protest caravan with an estimated 10,000 people) as well as 

considerable international co~erage. '~~ Along with the four yre-forums (people's rights and 

democratization; labour and migrant rights; economic and social development; and ecology and 

environment), the People's Forum also hosted the £ k t  International Women's Conference on APEC 

as a pre-conference.'16 This reflected a broadening of the scope of opposition to APEC. Like its 

predecessor in Kyoto, the Manila People's Forum concluded its gatherings with a Declaration also 

adding a relatively detailed Plan of Action which contained demands, resolutions, and objectives 

formulated during the pre-forums and pre-conference as well as during the conference itself Il7 

Aside fiom the People's Forum., two srnaller NGO initiatives, the People's 

Conference on Imperialist Globalisation and the International Subic Conference on APEC, also 

shadowed the official APEC meetings in 1996.' l8 These two forums took a more militant stance by 

adopting an anti-impenalist discourse h e d  within a more forcefd rejection of economic 

I L S  In part, the increased international coverage stems from the fact that one of the keynote speakers7 Hosé 
Ramos Horta, the Timorese Nobel Peace prize Iaureate, was denied an entry visa bythe Philippine government most likely 
in order to appease the then Indonesian president Suharto. 

'16 In response to the increaskg protest by women's groups, APEC rnembers ÿied to incorporate gender on its 
agenda In October 1998, APEC held its 6rst ministerial meeting on women A criticai evaluation of APEC's efforts is 
provided by the Philippine Women's Forum on APEC (PWFA), a network ofNGOs and women's groups which emerged 
fiom the Manila People's Forum on APEC. See Philippine Women's F o u  on MEC, 'Philippine Women Taking on 
APEC and Globalization: Critical Papers by the Philippine Women's Forum on APEC' (Quezon City, Philippines: 
Philippine Women's Forum on MEC care of WomanHealth PhÏppines, undated). 

lL7 ~ a n i l a  ~ e o ~ l e ' s  ~orurn on APEC 1996, 'Manila Declaration and PIan of Action' (Manila, Philippines, 21-24 
November, 1996). 

''* A fouRh NGO initiative caiied the A9a Pacifie Sustainable Development initiative was put together by a 
group which was initially working withïn the ManilaPeople7s Forum but subsequently decided to work with the Philippine 
government in the hopes of iniuencing the official agenda of APEC. See Bello and Bullard, ' APEC and the Environment', 
49-50. 



gl~balization"~ The stronger militancy voiced by these two forums marked the beginning of a new 

feature of organized opposition to N E C  which would to a certain degree shadow the larger 

'People's Summits' in Vancouver and Malaysia More intransigent in its rejection of APEC, the 

'anti-imperialist' position tended to minor a Marxïst-Leninist view of international capital and its 

use of the state and international organizations to "fûrther subjugate and exploit the toiling masses 

and peoples of the world". 120 In its envisioning of APEC as an instrument of 'monopoly capital' and 

economic globalization, there is no room for agonism in this partïcular version of the 'anti- 

imperïalist' struggle against APEC. APEC is envisioned as part of the capitalist structure which is 

the 'enemy', an enemy against which the 'people' must stniggle. 121 In contradistinction to the Kyoto 

conference therefore, the Declarations do not formulate demands and recommendations addressed 

to APEC governments. Rather, in a rnanner of speaking they 'preach to the converted' and cal1 upon 

them to educate the "~ppressed".'~ In this sense, the Declarations are fiamed by an us/ them 

dichotomy which offen no possibility for agonism, and this occdts the possibility of 

detemtorializing agonistic democracy. They tend to resolve the self7 other problématique in a strong 

I 19 'Dedaration of the People's Conference Against Tmperialist Globahtion' (Quezon City, Philippines. 
November 21-23,1996), and 'The International Subic Conference on NEC: The Social Cost of Globalidon', (Preda 
Center, Subic, Olongapo City Philippines, November 23-25, 1996). 

120 LDeclarat.i~n of the People's Conference Against Imperialin Globalization', 3. 

12 1 As the "Declaration of the People's Conference Against ImperiaIist Giobali7;rtion' m e s ,  the possibifity of 
m e d  stniggle is not foreciosed: 'By its ownrapacity and cupidity, rnonopoly capital is fast bringing together the world's 
exploitai and oppressed peoples to share their comrnon pains as weU as their common struggies and aspirations- in more 
and more counm'es, they are deveioping new means of struggle or taking up proven ones, uicludig the revolutionq 
recouse to arrned struggle- Having resisted and survived state reaction and brutal repression, the peopte are resolved to 
win." Ibid. 

lU "We afiïrrn [...] the imperaiive for the empowament ofoppresseci people through education and organizing 
and the oppressed people's stniggle for thek Iiberation-" See 'The International Subic Conference on APEC: The Social 
Cost of Globalkation', 48b. 



modem tone, and do not aUow space for an agonistic pluralism. 

The Declaration of the Manila People's Forum on the other hand took a different tack 

even though at tirnes it does deploy a view of economic globalization andtransnational corporations 

which mimics the anti-imperialist stance. The Declaration begins by rea£fïrming the Kyoto 

Statement and thereby perforrnatively establishes its link to the history of organized opposition to 

APEC.123 Doing so tends to retroactively inaugurate the Kyoto Conference as history, Le., as the 

history of organized NGO opposition to NEC. The Declaration ends with a caU to the future by 

briefly outiining whai are to be the themes for the 1997 People's Summit on APEC in Vancouver. 12' 

Anchoring the Declaration to the past and to the firme pefiormatively creates a continuity in time 

and space for NGO opposition to APEC and contri'butes to give to the parallel forum the appearance 

of presence, of a fxed structured reality, meant to be similar to that of APEC- This fulnlls an 

important h c t i o n  of the Declaration, i.e., to act as a founding document which also means giving 

foundation to the NGO parallel forums. This cal1 to the past and the fûture are important features 

of the polirical attempt at laying p u n d  and establishing the contours of the opposition. 

Unlike its predecessor, the Manila Declaration gives more attention to establishing 

the contours of its alternative vision. In a sense, it seeks to give more detaded or complete rneaning 

to what the Kyoto Statement had identified as 'genuine development'. This is made evident by the 

IU The Manila Declaration raids: 72-g the histonc Kyoto Declaration ofNovember 1995, we have 
gathred in Manila as representatives of people's movements, women's movernents; trade unions, non-governmentai and 
religious organizations fiom 29 nations of Asia, Pacific, the Americas and Europe." Manila People's Forum on APEC 
1996, 'ManiIa Declaration and Plan of Action', 1. 

'24 The Declamiion States: "We have established an ambitious program of research and mobilùation to prepare 
for the next phase of our work in developing liveable and sustainable alternatives to market-driven globalization based 
on the pruiciples of democracy, equaiity and social justice- We will meet next year in Vancouver to continue this effort." 
Ibid-, 5. 



pre-conference focussing on gender as weli as the four pre-forums concentrating on people's rights 

and democratization, labour and migrant rights, economic and social development, and ecology and 

environment The Manila Declaration is divided into sections which reproduces these îhemes with 

a final section entitled Govemance and the Role of the State. The widening of issues at Manila 

highlights the tension between the need to formulate a pluralist and inclusive standpoint among the 

NGO community, while also seekuig to establish a consensual terrain demarcating the contours of 

the alternative vision which subsequently can be counterposed to APEC. The Declaration 

acknowledges that this work of defuiing an alternative vision necessarily entails giving answers to 

questions of identity' which while rneant to be inclusive, must in the end establish boundaries in 

order to delimit the consensus for the alternative vision. 

This paper is submitted, not in conclusion, but to suggest a beginning It serves to 
examine who we are, to define our vision, and to suggest how these ends can be 
achieved Let us make no illusions about our diversity of views. Rather let us a£€irm 
our commitment to genuine regional CO-operation that is not based on a paradigm 
of naked economic Kberlization, '" 

Thus, not only does the Declaration and Plan of Action involve defining an alternative vision to 

APEC (one which is rneant to include the issues that MEC'S discourse on the social occults), it 

also entails denning the identity of NGOs, as well as the contours of the civil society movement that 

opposes APEC. Implicit boundaries are being established between acceptable and unacceptable 

NGO opposition. As the above quote elucidates, defïning a vision includes denning an 'us' and a 

'them' among NGOs. The fact that 1996 was marked by several NGO parallel forums which were 

unable to reunite under one banner is indicative of the limits of the pluraiist aspirations of the NGO 



disco~rse . '~~ These limits would continue to be tested by the 'anti-imperialist' eiements within 

organized NGO opposition both in Vancouver and Malaysia Within this context, the Manila 

Declaration is a political discourse which delimits the terraui of what is the 'legitimate' opposition 

to MEC. Both the linic to the past and the cal1 to the future in the Declaration work at establishing 

the boundarïes of legitimacy. 

Like the Kyoto Staternent, the Manila Declaration seeks to contest the vision APEC 

deploys through its practice of politics- The contestation revolves predorninantly around the 

narrowness of the '&HEC process of global economic integration" seen to be o d y  at the seMce of 

the cccorporate agenda".'" The fact that 1996 was the year that APEC coined its slogan 'APEC 

means business' highlighted the predominant place occupied by business within APEC's structure 

and made it more prominent as a point of antagonism. The Declaration contests the narrowness of 

APEC7s agenda because it contends that this narrowness is accomplished at the "expense of human 

rights, dignity and well being of the peoples of this regi~n." '~~ Through the themrs of the pre-forums 

and pre-conference, in effect the Manila People's Forum is suggesting what issues governrnents 

should include on APEC7s agenda, Le., gender, economic and social development, human and 

people's rights, governance and the role of the state, labour and migrant rights, and ecology and the 

environment. There is also an important contestation of the securitization and insidious fonns of 

state repression which have accompanied the APEC meetings. More specifically, the Declaration 

12' AS was suggested by Bello and Bullard, the predominant line of dernardon between NGOs that became 
apparent in 1995 and 1996 can be surnmarized as '%O engage or not to engage?" See Bello and Bullard, 'MEC and the 
Environment', 49-52. 

127 'Manila Declaration and Plan of Action', 1. 



expresses outrage at the Philippine goveniment's demolition of thousands of urban poor homes as 

well as the use of various scare tactics geared towards stifling descent-'" 

In terms of possible openings for a detemtoralization of agonistic democracy, the 

Declaration offers a number of contradictory moments. The rnajority of the Declaration follows the 

Kyoto Statement by addressing its protest and demands to the traditional level of politics: the state 

and its representatives. And it is through the irnaginary of the modem practice of politics that 

democracy is envisioned The end of the introduction to the Declaration sets the tone for this 

envisioning. 

We c d ,  [...] on al1 governments participating in the APEC 'surnmit' to fulfill the 
democratic mandate to secure justice, preserve the dignity and advance the 
economic, social and cultural well-being of al1 the people, and protect the natural 
hentage for our children's children. 13' 

The chain of equivalence that is draw between the fiilfilment of the dernocratic mandate and the 

state is apparent Drawing this equivalence obviously confronts the NGO discourse with the fact that 

many APEC govemrnents are hardly 'democratic' as it is conventionally understood As such, 

calling upon them to fùlfill a democratic mandate when they have not been rnandated 

democratically is indeed problematic. This confronts NGOs with the lhi ts  of the modem practice 

of politics centred around an interstate imaginary which spatializes democracy, allowing the 

'legitimate' coexistence of democratic and undernocratic spaces within the sarne international 

organization. Most of the other sections of the Declaration which touch upon the various themes 

According to one Philippine NGO, BAYA.  (New Patriotic AUiance). securïty preparations for the APEC 
meetings included some 50,000 soldiers and police creating a strongly militarized environment. Thousands of people lost 
their homes to demolition crews which were eliminating 'eyesores' inand around Manila BAYAN, 'Repression Escalates 
as APEC Sumrnit Nears' (Document released by BAYAN, 3 November 1996). 

''O 'Manda Declaration and Plan of Action', 2. 



mentioned earlier foIIow this understanding of democracy and its relation to the modern practice 

of politics since they consistently address themselves to the member governments of MEC. The 

same can be said for the detailed Action Plan produced by the four pre-forums and the Women's 

Conference which accompanies the People's Declaration. The eighteen page Action Plan is divided 

into sections which reflect the themes of the conference: gender, people's rights and 

democratization, labour and migrant rights, econornic and social development, and ecology and 

environment with a final section on governance and the role of the state. Aside from the last section 

on governance and the role of the state, each theme section is arranged into isvo broad categories: 

recommendations for NGO action, and demands for governments.13' As such, the way the 

contestation is organized in the Action Plan tends to focus and relocate dernocratic stniggle within 

the traditional realm of the state by addressing demands to APEC member governments. 

Where we fid significant ambiguity in the Declaration's reading of democracy (as 

well as in the Plan of Action) is in the section titled Govemance and the Role of the State. Here, we 

find a similar discursive opening to the one 1 located in the Kyoto Statement. 

Since its inception, APEC has deliberately conducted its agenda in an antidemocratic 
manner without transparency, accountability, or popular participation. This is 
symptomatic of the underlying neo-liberal model, which seeks to transfer power 
fiom states to markets* The resulting lack of democracy is manifested in ai1 levels 
of the policies and practices of APEC- subsuming states to the directives of business 
advisory bodies, corporations, and intemational financial institutions. [J What is 
urgently needed now is a strategy to mobilize democratic forces against the arbitrary 
power of states, corporations and poticy bureaucraties and their economic 
institutions, including NEC. 

L3 I 'Plan of Action: Manila People's Forum on APEC 1996', 7-23. 

13' Ibid., 3. A sunilar tone is found in the section on Govemance and the Role of the State in the Action Plan. 
Indeed, of the nine statements in this section of the Action Plan the first six are worth quoting in their entirety: "'We cal1 
on people's organizations and NGOs to [l] Establish a comprehensive educatîonal program for people's organizations 
and non-governmental organizations on the policies and practices of APEC and the WTO to encourage public 



Most other areas of the Declaration (re)territorialize democracy by addressing the demands and 

grievance to APEC member govemments. And this view of democracy greatly outweighs the 

instance in the Declaration where democracy is envisioued otherwise. Thus, openings for 

deterritorializing the dernocratic imaginary are few. However, in the above quote democracy is 

expanded beyond its traditional boundaries. By accusing APEC of being antidemocratic, the 

Declaration assigns to an international organisation something which has been absent fiom the 

imaginary of an interstate world where the democratic experience has traditionally not exceededthe 

boundaries enforced by this imaginary. In effect, the NGO disourse as it is articulated through the 

Declaration is calling for an e.xpansion of the democratic imaginary beyond its spatialized form As 

such, there is a correspondence being drawn between the histoncal experience of temtorialized 

democracy and the symbolic ordering fiom which this expenence is enabled It is the possibility 

of drawing this equivalence which allows the Declaration to transgress the territorial boundaries of 

the democratic imaginary and consequently accuse APEC of being untransparent, unaccountable, 

understanding and promote debate and the development of efféctive responses to these processes; [2] Monitor and 
d o m e n t  the effects of the new trade and investment regime on their governments and societies especiaily in tems of 
their capacity to determine their own interests and pnorities towards development; [3] Investigate the extent to which 
the structural and polical processes associated with APEC impinge on questions of sovereignty, noting that 'national 
sovereignty' should be distinguished'fiom 'people's sovereignty' where the former conventiondy represents state 
interests exclusiveIy and often to the detriment ofa broader notion of popular, democratic values; [4] To explore al1 are- 
and modes of resistance to the damaging effects of unfettered state-corporate power. This includes: a) the promotion of 
'responsible investment'; b) the use of national and international law to expose and chaiienge unlawfùl actions and 
activities of govemments and corporations; c) political lobbying; d) demand to the UN Special Rapporteur on Social, 
Cultural and Politicai Rights to examine the impact of the WTO in the globaiization process; [SI To advance the role of 
civil society vis-a-vis the state and corporations in the determination of economic policy CO-ordination in orderto promote 
increased democratic accountability and good govername, Create counter-hegemonic institutions and coaiitions by 
mobilizing existing people's organizations and NGO networks to contest the present APEC-WTO agenda and in 
formulating strategic policy alternatives. This should include cross-sectoral networking with dialogue at ail levels fiom 
grassroots through nationai and regional groupings to the international cornmunit~; [6] Create structures to monitor and 
educate with a view to creating counter hegemonic institutions and coalitions of transnational cross sectoral networking; 
[--.lm Ibid., 23, These statements tend to problernatize the state as the appropriate site of dernocratic contestation while 
focusing on other levels of politics, including APEC. 



and unaccessible to popular participatioa Without this equivalence, the NGO would not have access 

to the possibility of accusing APEC of being antidemocratic. 

This equivalence between democracy temtorialized and democracy as a symbolic 

ordering of social relations exceeding territory also allows the Declaration to transgress other 

boundaries which ùicreasingly S o m  the modem practice of politics. More specifically, it allows 

the Declaration to challenge the manner in which neo-liberalism has envisioned the relationship 

between the public and the private which follows the reshaping of the interface between politics and 

economics. As we saw in Chapters One and Three, this reshaping of politics and economics is 

mirrored in what has come to be known as the 'Washington Consensus', a version of which is 

articulated through APEC's discourse on the social. For most, the result of this reshaping is to place 

politics (or the public sphere) in subse~ence to economics (or the private sphere). As the private 

becomes increasingly privileged by the practice of politics, what is allowed as the space for the 

public domain tends to be tapered In calling for a mobilisation of democratic forces against what 

is seen as the arbitrary or unaccountable power of the state as well as corporations, bureaucraties, 

and international organizations such as APEC (as the previous quote mentions), the NGO discourse 

is rnanifestly rejecting this move. In so doing, it is rejecting what is meant by 'the public sphere' in 

the practice of politics put forth by the neo-liberal discourse echoed in APEC. In contesting this 

meaning however, the NGO discourse also pushes the boundaries of what appears as determined 

structure separating the public fiom the private and politics fiom economics. It pushes these 

boundaries to the extent that its cal1 for mobilisation advocates holding accountable that which, 

aside fiom the state, tends to fa11 outside of democratic accountability. The democratic imaginary 

is expanded beyond its traditional boundaries; both the boundaries which separate the inside from 



the outside as well as those that separate the public from the pnvate and politics fiom econornics. 

Ttre 1997 People's Summit on APEC (Vancouver) 

The People's Surnmit in Vancouver continued to expand NGO opposition to APEC. 

Increased levels of popular participation as well as new issues gave the People's Summit an even 

broader focus than the previous years. Over 3,000 people attended some fifteen issue forums and 

roughly 700 people were formally registered for the People7 s Summit itself with participants coming 

fiom over 40 countries."' Notable participants included Hosé Ramos Horta who had been denied 

entry into the Philippines and was unable to attend the Manila People's Forum the previous year. 

New topics for issue forums included APEC's corporate agenda; fiee markets and their effects on 

the openness of the media; public education; indigenous peoples; and a peasant's roundtable. Some 

ofthe pre-Summit events included nurnerous protest activities which were held throughout the year, 

an Asia-Pacific People's Parliament on APEC in Montréal which produced a Charter of People's 

Rights; a five clay youth forum on APEC; a Domestic Workers Conference; and the Second 

International Women's Conference Against APEC itself bringing together some 500 delegates. lY 

Fifty-five NGOs (the vast majority of which were based in Canada) participateci in various degrees 

in organizing the main Summit over five day~."~ The Summit ended with a protest march by some 

13' Price, 'Shadowing APEC', 33-34. 

134 The 1997 People's Summit on APEC, 'Daily Summit Communiqué', issue no- 6 (November 18,1997)- Other 
notable events which took place prior to the official APEC meeting was the Asia-PacificMeeting on APEC in September 
1997 organized by the Public Service International (PSI), and the annuai Asia-Pacifïc Labour Network meeting in Ottawa 
held one month Iater in October. On these events see Price, 'Shadowing APEC', 32-33, 

13' On the Iist ofNGOç involved in organizing the summït see People's Summit Secretariat, Ine 1997 People 's 
Szmrnif OH APEC: Proceedings (Vancouver: People's Surnrnit S ecretariat, undated), 80-8 1. 



4,500 people as well as a second march by 2,000 people (mostly students) two days latter? This 

second march kvas not directly related to Summit activities but did gain signincant media coverage. 

It was t h i s  second march, repeatedy seen on television, where Canadians witnessed members of the 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) use pepper spray on mostly student protestors fiom the 

University of British Columbia Other NGO activity apart fiom the People's Summit included a No 

to APEC! coalition which rnirrored the two anti-imperialist forums held the previous year in the 

Philippines, as well as a student based APEC Alert Network which was propelled into the media 

spot light when one of its lead organizers later became a central figure in the interna1 inquiry 

launched by the RCMP into the handling of protestors. As noted at the beginning of Chapter Four, 

as in the case of previous M E C  meetings, Vancouver witnessed various forms of police repression 

ranging fiom the more serious use of pepper spray on student protestors to removal of protest signs 

and the limitation of protest areas. This would lead to the lengthy intemal inquiry of police conduct 

during the APEC leaders meetingL" As such, the securitization which accompanies APEC annual 

meeting ofheads of state and which contributes to limiting the breadth of opposition continue to be 

a point of antagonism around which the MEC/ NGO relation is defined 

In con- to the previous parallel forums, the People's Summit did not produce a 

final declaration or statement. Instead, what was offered was a one page Preamble to al1 the final 

reports of the various issue forums and pre-summit events. The fact that a Preamble rather than a 

declaration was the chosen format is indicative of a stronger and more explicit attempt than in 

'36 See Rice, 'Shadowing APEC', 34 and Jeff Sdot, 'Human-Rights Protest Noisy but Non-violent', The GloOe 
and Mail (Wednesciav, November 26,1997), AS. 

13' The inqujr was stii ongoing at the tirne of writing. 
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previous fonrmç to offer a pluralist discourse in which the objective was to preserve the outcome 

of the increased variety of subject positions at the Summit. Rather than subvert the plurality and 

difference of these voices and force the reconciliation needed to create a final declaration, the idea 

behind the Preamble was to let the multitude of subject positions represented at the pre- surnmït 

events and the issue forums speak for themselves."' In this sense, the tone that was sought was that 

of a celebration of difference and di~ersity. '~~ However, the Preamble was also the site where there 

was an effort made to identie the common threads that unite these voices- As such, the Preamble 

attempted to navigate the tension located between the necessity of establishing the contours of a 

consensual terrain of opposition to APEC while maintaining the broadness of the inclusive 

standpoint the parallel forums have sought to create for themselves as the true voice(s) of the 

'people'. indeed, it is this very broadness which is seen as the foundation for the NGO forums since 

it is placed in contraposition to APEC's narrowness- The broadness and inclusiveness become 

defining points of the parallel forums. The effort to articulate this identity while also seeking to find 

a common ground is made evident by the opening paragraph of the Preamble. 

It has become manifestly clear that trade liberalization has had destructive 
consequences for the vast majority of people and the environment. The voices of 
people's movements, women's movements, workers' movements, peasants' 
movements, youth movements, indigenou peoples, non-governmental organizations, 
churcbes, environmental groups, human ri@ groups and concerned individuals, are 

"' A 'preface' to the Preamble reads: W i i s  preamble was created by the participants at the 1997 People's 
Summit on APEC. The results of the Issue Forums, which met as part ofthe Summit, are to be attached to this preamble. 
Individuals and organizations were invitai to sign on to the statement at the time of and/ or the t h e  foiIowing the 
Summit." See People's Summit on APEC, m e  1997 People 's S m i t  on APEC: Proceedings, 15. 

139 In part, this meant added attention to the participation of deiegates ftom Third World countnes. Funds 
totaling 130,000 Canadian dollars were used to assist 46 f6reig-n delegates travel to Canada for Summit activities. See 
Price, 'Shadowing APEC', 32, These efforts were not without criticism however. Some accused the Sumrnit organizers 
of not providing sul5cient attention to Canada's uidigenous peoples. See notably Aziz Choudry, 'Leather Jackets and 
Lia's ScrawI- AEJEC', The Big Picttrre, no. 13 (February, 1998). 



united in firm opposition to the impact of govemment implemented, corporate- 
dnven globalization and have predicted its devastahg effects. "O 

. - 
In one breath, the Preamble significantly extends the nurnber of subject positions beyond that of any 

previous NGO forum on APEC while at the same t h e  limiting the focus of opposition to 

'corporate-drïven globalization' and to the governments which implement it. The consensual terrain 

needed to formulate a counter discourse to APEC forces the pluralist discourse of NGOs to find the 

lirnits of its respect for difference when a uni@ must be proclaimed This claim to unity unveils the 

unavoidable political move of the NGO discourse. The claim to unity, the need for an 'us' 

counterposed to the 'them' of APEC, no matter how broad the 'us', tends to force a compression 

of ciifference and arrests the pluralist impulse of the NGO discourse by anchoring it to a point meant 

to be common to al1 subject positions. The point around which a mity is assumed to gravitate is the 

econornic to the extent that the object around which opposition is united is the 'malevolent' agency 

of corporations and their goverment brokers. The econornic is the foundation from which all the 

ciifferent voices are compressed into the same. It is proclaimed to be the comrnon ground fiom 

which can be Launched a united opposition to MEC' s discourse. As such, the claim to unity, which 

is the necessary politiccd move of the counter discourse, subverts the pluralist impulse at the heart 

of the Preamble. It must do so to counterpose itself to MEC. The attempt of the Preamble to let the 

voices speak for themselves in the end must force a reconciliation of the multitude of voices by 

claiming that they al1 oppose APEC for the same reason, and that the basis of their opposition 

despite their difference is the same. This assumes that ail the multiple voices are, in the final 

instance, prirnarily determïned or constructeci by the economic terrain of human being. Whether 

''O People*~ Summit on APEC. me 199 7 People 's Smmit  otr APEC: Proceedhgs, 1 5. 
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it be women's movements, indigenous peoples, environmental groups or human rights groups, it is 

believed that their dek ing  feature revolves around the nodal point of the economic. 

The sipnincance of this is that it tends to quali@ the progressive quality of the 

politics of the NGO discourse. It aiso reveals how the NGO discourse is itselfpolF~ical which tends 

to alleviate the view that the parallel forums are outside of its reaisn because they, unlike official 

APEC which is seen as onIy catering to corporations, are the ''real Surnmif the People's Summit"."" 

As with the views in IT explored at the beginning of this chapter, the belief rthat the inherent 

progressive quality of civil society movements escapes the political does not take into account the 

manner in which the NGO discourse is engaged in creating boundaries. The need rto establïsh these 

boundaries follows fiom the attempt to create an alternative vision of the world. However, in 

contradistinction to APEC' s discourse the NGO discourse in creating boundanes its obviously more 

problematic since parallel forums seek to constnict a pluralist identity and are sensitive to identityl 

différence. Engaging discursively with APEC confiants the NGO discourse w i t h  the lirnits of its 

identity. It confronts these limits because jt reconciles the self/ other, universal/ particular in 

manners which tend to undermine the pluralist impulse of the voice of the people. 

The Preamble goes on to list a series of points which fiuther unite ûhe voices of the 

People's Summit. The first of tliese reiterates the position held by two previous Earge scale NGO 

forums on APEC. It does so by reaf6rming a rejection of "the basic philosophy,. fiarnework and 

assumptions of the mode1 of fiee trade and trade Liberaliztion implemented by governments through 

the APEC process, as well as through the WTO, the OECD and established trade agreements 

14' Speech given at the opening ceremonies of the People's Summit by Maude Barlow of the Council of 
Canadians. Reproduced in People's Summit on APEC, irhe 1997 People 's Summit on APEC: Proceedings, 1 1 - 



throughout the ~ o r l d " " ~  In lieu APEC7s model the Preamble reasserts the notion of genuine 
- 

development which was deployed two years prior in the Kyoto Statement while significantly 

expanding the scope of its meaning- It asserts that genuine development: 

[...] rnust be based on the universality of human rights and gender equity; must be 
centred on the needs of people and nature, realize social and economic justice, 
especially for peasants, fisher f o k  and migrant workers; respect intemationally 
recognized labour rights, and ensure that al1 people, especially the most vuluerable 
such as women, children, indigenous peoples and displaced peoples are secure in 
their basic rights to food, sources of subsistence, health and education, human 
dignity, integrity of commufiities, environmental security and selfaeterrnination. 143 

Follovvhg the genera~ tendency ofthe People's Summit to expand the breath ofopposition to MEC, 

the meaning of genuine development in the Preamble is extended in order to offer the broadest 

possible counter position New themes are appropriated, notably the notion that basic rights includes 

secure access to food, health, education, dignity, community, environment securityI and self- 

determination New emphasis is also placed on defending these rights for those most marginalized 

by the neo-liberal discourse echoed in APEC. Thus, the Preamble not only broadens the range of 

subject positions opposed to APEC it also broadens the terrain of opposition to the meaning 

deployed by MEC'S discourse on the social. This has the effect of strengthening the accusation that 

APECYs discourse is too narrow since it is now seen as excluding an even more extensive range of 

issues and people. As such, the identity of the parallel NGO forums as it was articulated in 

Vancouver was significantly broadened 

As with the Kyoto Statement and the Manila Declaration, the Preamble focuses the 

primary responsibility for the practice of politics of APEC not on the organization itself but on the 

lJ2 Ibid., 15. 

'" People's Summit on APEC, The 1997 People 's Stmmit on MEC: Proceedings, 15. 
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member govemments. Indeed, not only is this true for the Preamble itself, it is also the general 

tendency throughout the reports issued by the pre-summit events as well as the issue forums which 

the Preamble is meant to introduce. On a number of occasions emphasis is placed on the fact that 

APEC's agenda is implemented by its member govemments and that consequently the true 

responsibility for the eEects of internationally organized trade and invesûnent Iïberalizatioa is to 

be assigned to govemments and their policies." Throughout the Preamble there is an explicit effort 

to relocate the pmtice of politics both national and intemationaI at the level of the sixte. As such, 

the possibility of detemtorializing democracy is generally obscured in favour of relocating politics 

dong with the democratic imaginary at its traditional source. While this had also been the dominant 

tendency in the Kyoto Statement and the Manila Declaration, there was nevertheless a discursive 

opening which seized on what the parailel forums could potentialiy articulate: a detemtorialization 

of democracy. At the People's Summit however, this possibility is occulted by an attempt to place 

responsibility on what is seen as the true culpnts of globalkation, states and their corporate backers. 

In terms of the democratic imaginary, an insidel outside dichotomy is favoured over the possibility 

of deterritonalizing democracy, 

The Asia Pactj2 People's Assembly (RuaCa Lumpur, 1998) 

In Novemberl998, while the social and political effects of the Asian economic crisis 

'" The Preamble aates: "[ ...] we the participants at the 1997 Vancouver People's Summit on APEC, bwldiig 
upon the dedarations f?om Kyoto and Manila, raise our voices again, to: [...] demand that govemmmts, in fiilfilling their 
responsibility for human rights, accept their responsibility for the harmfùl impact of the neo-liberai model of trade which 
is evident throughout Asia and the Pacific, e s p e d y  in Southeast Asia, and in the visible devastation of peoples and their 
environment throughout the region; end authoritarian and militaristic rule; regulate corporate activities; commit to the 
irnplementation ofa participatory, emancipatory model ofeconomic and social development, and commit to the realization 
of accountable, democratic governance, al1 of which is in line with the diverse recommendations of the Issue Forums of 
this Summit." Ibid. 



were dl being felt, NGOs organized theu activities in Malaysia to coincide with the siah meeting 

of APEC leaders in Kuala Lumpur. Orga-g in Malaysia was itself a signincant accomplishment 

when one considers that at the time people were faced with renewed government efforts to stifle 

public dissent and c m h  demonstrations which had been sparked by the dismissal, and subsequent 

arrest and imprisonment of the former deputy prime minister Anwar Ibrahim in September of 1998. 

In the months leading up to the Peoples' Assembly, those opposing publicly the government through 

mass rallies and calls for democratizattion under the banner of reformasi faced severe state 

repre~sion.'~' It is within this anti-democratic context that more than 600 people, some of which 

were representing a total of 3 16 NGOs based in 30 countries, gathered inKuala Lumpur for the Asia 

Pacific Peoples' Assembly under the theme of Conf?onting Globalization: Reasserting Peoples' 

Rights!. '46 The theme reflected an important shift in thc stated focus of opposition which, while still 

concentrated on MEC, was more explicit about placingthe latter within the broader context of what 

was seen as the il1 effects of "neo-liberal gl~balization".'~~ Following the People's Summit in 

Vancouver, the Peoples' Assembly was ordered 'around several issue and sector forums which 

included: Community Enterprises for Sustainable Livelihood; Forum on Land, Food Securiy and 

Agriculture; Environment and Fore- Forum; Human Rights Forum; Indigenous Peoples' Forum; 

14' The most notable of these mass rallies was the one which preceded Anwar's arrest. Some 30,000 people 
gathered in the Merdeka Square on September 20,1998, the same place where Malaysian independence fi-om British rule 
was declared in 1957. See John Stackhouse, 'Malaysian PM Cracks Downon Opposition', Ttte GIobeandMaiI(Tuesday, 
September 22, 1998), A13, 

146 Asia PacXc Peoples' Assembly Secretanaf B e  Asia Pac@c Peoples' AsSem&&.- Fiml R e m  (Kuala 
Lumpur: APPA Secretkat, 1 998)' 5. 

147 The opening paragraph States: "We have come to confi-ont the issue of globalisation, and in particdar the 
APEC as an instnunent to implement it, in order to strengthen our understanding and resistance, and reassert people's 
rights" Tbid., 33. The document which accompanies the Unity Statement, the Adopted Resolutions of the Asia Pacific 
Peoples' Assembly, dso reflects a move away fiom a direct opposition to APEC. None of the resolutions target APEC 
specifically. See Ibid., 36-3 8. 



Labour Forum; the 4~ International Mïgrant Forum on MEC; Forum onPrïvatisation and Financial 

Deregdation; Asia Pacific Youth and Students Caucus; Urban Poor Forum; RoundTable Discussion 

on US-Japan MiLitest Agenda; Third Womeds Conference Against APEC; and Fonim on 

Education. 14' 

The most notable outcome of the Peoples' Assembly for this thesis, however, was 

its Unity Statement.'" More so than the previous statements and declarations issued by the parallel 

forums, the Peoples' Assembly Unity Statement was a more thorough attempt to establish the 

contmrs of opposition to APEC. Formulated over two days of plenary sessions the Unity Statement, 

to a certain degree, takes the opposite tack to the one which seemed prevalent at the previous forum 

in Vancouver. Rather than attempt to articulate a pluralist discourse in which the objective is to 

allow the various voices at the forum to speak for themselves, the Unity Statement engages in an 

effort to establish a consensus among the NGOs even though like Vancouver each issue forum had 

its own final report. This is not to Say that the Unity Statement does not seek to give voice to a 

plurality of subject positions- In fact, much of the same range of voices that were articulated at the 

People's Summit in Vancouver can also be found here. Rather, the merence lies in the mariner in 

which consensus on the basis of opposition and not pluralism is placed as the central component of 

the statement- This is made clear with the closing charge of the Statement which asserts that change 

can only corne from ccourselves, our strength, our unit. and determinati~n."'~ 

Within this context of seeking a consensus, two notable features mark the Unity 

'" Ibid. 

149 Ibid., 33-35. 

Ibid., 3 5 .  



- 
Statement and contribute to distinguishing it from its predecessors. The first is a more militant 

stance in terms of rejectuig APEC and globalkation, and the second is the cornplete abandonment 

of formulating demands which are subsequently addressed to the member govemments of APEC. 

This latter feature is reflected more specifically in the Adopted Resolutions of the Asia Pacifïc 

Peoples' Assembly. The more militant stance in the Unity Statement tends to mul-or the anti- 

imperialist discourse which has shadowed the parallel NGO f o m s  on APEC since 1996. In 

particular, the Statement locates globalization as an outcorne of c'monopoly capital" and its main 

agent transnational corporations, 

Neo-liberal globalisation is the response of monopoly capital to the global cnsis. 
Liberalisation and deregdation of markets and investments, and privitisation of 
public utilities and services have been imposed to expand TNC business and increase 
super-profits. Globalisation is being promoted through the myth of unlimited growth 
by giving fiee rein to business and the 'free' market. lS1 

It goes on to afEm that through international organisations such as MEC, the state- business 

partnership reinforces monopoly capital's control overpeople's livelihood To do this, "the state has 

been redesigned and its role manipulated in order to meet the demands of monopoly capital and the 

local ruling elite ofbig landowners and big business" which has had the eEect of "divesting the state 

of its social respon~ibility.'"~~ Globalization as the outcome of the collusion between monopoly 

capital and a redesigned state is seen to have increased poverty and misery and has not achieved the 

promise of progress and increased employment put forth by "neo-liberal globalization". 

However, far fiom its promise of jobs and progress, globalisation has resulted in 
widespread unemployrnent, displacement of peoples and destruction of their 
livelihoods, marginalkation of large sections of socieîy, intensified discrimination 

151 Ibid., 33. 

lS2 Ibid., 33. 



and repression as well as the disintegration of families and c-ommunities. Far fiom 
its promise of development, globalisation has wrecked societies and the environment 
and hancial systems. [...] It has brought peoples and countries to greater poverty 
and misery. l" 

The Unïty Statement then asserts that globalkation has had negative consequences for each of the 

subject positions articuiated at the individual issue forums of the Peoples' Assembly. Highlighting 

these consequences for each of the subject positions becomes the central focus of the Unity 

Statement and takes up much ofthe remauiing space. As such, for women, globalization is seen to 

reinforce patriarchy and exploitation both through the increased sex trade and the deterioration of 

working conditions. Peasants and fisherfolk are seen to have lost their traditional means of 

livelihood with the increasing concentration of agro-industry and large-scale commercial fishing in 

the hands of huge global corporations. Consequently, secure access to food for most of the 

population is being jeopardizeci Globalization is viewed to have favoured increased urbanisation 

accentuating urban poverty and the displacement of people. The greater mobility of capital is seen 

to have severely compromised worker nghts and has driven the massive migration of workers 

around the world increasing the precariousness of their lives. The Statement goes to affirm that 

youth and students are faced with an increased commerciatisation of education which both Lirnits 

accessibility and curriculum. Indigenous people, it is also argued, are denied self-determination and 

have lost much of their land to the exploitation of natural resources ofien by multinational 

corporations while indigenous cultures are being replaced by the globalization of a consumerist and 

individualkt ideology. And tinally, globalization is seen to have conaibuted to the destruction of 

the envimunent and the depletion of non-renewable resources. Within this context, the Unity 



Statement concludes that 

The full realisation of the people's human rights shouid be the primary objective of 
economic arrangements. However, economic, political, civil, social and cultural 
nghts are violated by the state and monopoly capital with impunity- As the people 
resist and assert their rights, they are met with violent suppression by the state. 
Under the guise of political stability, repressive laws, together with the control of the 
judiciary, tighten the grip of the state and promote di~tatorship.'~ 

Throughout the Unity Statement, globalization occupies the place of the 'other7, that which impedes 

the self-completion of all the subject positions present of the Peoples' Assembly. Within this 

context, APEC gives a figure to this 'other' by representing the collusion between monopoly capital 

and the state. Much of the Unif/ Statement c m  be seen as seeking to explain the 

incornmensurability between the subject positions of the NGOs and 'neo-liberal globalization' . The 

construction of the antagonism between the NGOs and APEC as a face of globalization is therefore, 

more forcefdly drawn than in previous years.lS5 

We vehemently resist globalisation as we sûuggle for equality, peoples' democratic 
rights and sovereignty, self determination, social justice, people-centred 
development and welfare. we] fight to reverse neo-liberai globalisation and put an 
end to its policies of liberalisation and deregulation of trade and investment and 
privatisation of public assets and services. 

In constructing the antagonism, the discourse of NGOs, more than in the previous parallel forums, 

Iocates the Gate and by extension inter-state cooperation through APEC, as constitutive of the 

antagonism 157 Consequently, nowhere in the Unity Statement do we find demands addressed to the 

'" Ibid., 34-35. 

Ibid, 38, 

157 The Unity Statement declares that: "The TNCs must also be disrnantieci and the state must be challenged and 
their efforts to promote neo-liberal globalisation must be resisted and overcome." Ibid. 



state since the latter occupies a central place ui the articulation of the antagonism. This marks an 

important change in regards to the previous statements and declarations which while highly critical 

of APEC's agenda and the govemments which seek to implement it nevertheless continued to 

address their demands at the traditional level of politics, Couching the Statement in an anti- 

imperialist discourse prohibits reproducing this feature of the pst NGO forums because the 

traditional locus of the practice of politics is seen to be comipted by its alliance with monopoly 

capital, both nationally and intemationally. The antagonism is expressed in a manner which is more 

unfagonzstic than agonistic, and this disenables engaging with APEC. Within this context, the Unity 

Staternent concludes by speaking to the 'we', i-e., those who oppose APEC and its brand of 

globaLization rather than APEC's member govemments. It calls upon this 'we' to reafnrm the 

universality and indivisibility of human rights, to develop information campaigns and education 

strategies geared towards promoting people centred alternatives, and to seek alliances and build 

solidanty with other social groups committed to "people's alternatives" and united in resisting 

We reaffinn the universality and indivisibility of our rights as enshrined in the UN 
Declaration of Human Rights, and in various UN and IL0 me International Labour 
Organization] conventions. But these are not beingeriforced; they are king breached 
with irnpunity and States are not being made accouotable, We assert our rights, 
fonvard the stmggle and strengthen the people's movernents. We must develop 
broad information campaigns and intensive education to promote people-centred 
actions, organise at dl levels of oppressed cornmunitles and sectors and continue the 
resistance through creative political actions at the local and national Level, as well 
as pursue community level alternatives- We seek different levels of alliances with 
different groups and build international solidarity to resist globalisation and redise 
the people's alternatives. IS8 

By concluding in this manner, the Unity Statement reasserts that which is its primary focus: to claim 



a unity, a clear consensus on opposition to M E C  and globalizatiom Without this claim there can 

be no 'we' to begin with- 

What are the implications of the Unity Statement for the possibility of 

deterritonalizing democracy? Both in the People's Summit onPSEC in Vancouver and the Peoples' 

Assembly in Malaysia there is a tendency to obscure the possibility of disincorporating territory 

f?om the democratic imaginary. The People's Siimmit does so by retemtiorializing democracy as 

an effect of seeking to locate the true responsibility for APEC's agenda at the level of its member 

governrnents. While the Peoples' AssembIy does so by articulating the antagonism more in its 

antagonistic rather than agonistic form. As such, the last two parallel NGO forums on APEC did 

not push the antagonism contained in APEC' s discourse on the social in apolitical direction which 

would deterritonalize democracy. In other words, they did not tend to challenge, destabilize, and 

render contingent what appears to be fix or detennined structures of international relations which 

eclipse the possibility of deterritorizing the democratic imaginary. 

Corzclusion 

In light of the fact that no large scale NGO forum was organized for the 1999 APEC 

leaders meeting in New Zealand and that the meeting for the year 2000 will be held in Brunei where 

opportunities to organize would be appear to be Iimited, it seems as though the polirical opening 

provided by the NGO opposition to APEC may not be pushed any m e r .  It is likely that NGOs 

concemed withhumanrights, gender, labourrights, migrant rights, the environment, and indigenous 

people will continue to oppose APEC as long as it gives figure to that which Mpedes the completion 

oftheir identities. However, whether or not that opposition will continue to be organized in the same 



manner as it was in the past is uncertain, Aside fi-om this uncertainty, one can identï.@ a number of 

crucial elements which may fürther foreclose the possibility of detemtorializing democracy and the 

the poliricd opening it carries. The first of these. and perhaps the most important, is the specific 

articulation of the discoune of opposition. As we saw in Chapter Four, the deconstructive impulse 

which accompanies the democratic symbolic order can not predetennine the direction social 

struggle wiI1 take. The markers of certainty such as the temtoriaiization of democracy cm dissolve, 

but what replaces them c m  not be predetermined nor can its democratic character be guaranteed- 

In this sense, there is a need to distinguish between the democratic symbolic order and the principles 

of the democratic imag.UiaryY As I argued in Chapter Four, in responding to an antagonism, 

collective action against relations of oppression can be articulated in a manner which follows the 

ethos of an agonistic mode1 of democratic politics, Le., deepen and expand the principles of Liberty 

and equality dong forms of agonistic respect, or it c m  not. In the case that concerns this chapter, 

the possible deepening and expansion of these principles cornes fiom disaggregating territoriality 

fiom the democratic irnaginary. However, as we had to conclude, such a disaggregation in the NGO 

discourse of opposition was more exceptional than common Thus, despite the fact that it is 

democracy which provides the symbolic ordering of social relations from which the NGO opposition 

is enabled, the possibility of deterritorializing democracy is not always followed So long as this 

possibility is not followed, the sedirnentation of a deterritoriaiized form of democracy will not take 

hold in the political imaginary. As we leamed fiom Laclau and Mouffe, the antagonism is an empty 

or fiee floating signifier which means that the specifïc articulation of the response to this 

antagonism can not be predetermined and remains open As we made clear at the beginning of this 

chapter, abandoning the position which leads to an essentalization of social movernents and their 



constituent NGOs, forces us also to abandon the position that NGOs are inherently progressive and 

necessady engaged in transfomative politics. Much of the NGO discourse of opposition to N E C  

redeploys the political irnaginary of an interstate world which obscures the possibility of 

detemtorializing democracy. Furthermore, there is nothïng which can predetemiine whether the 

discome of opposition will respect the agonistic form of the antagonism to which they are 

responding The possibility that a more militant and uncompromking 'anti-imperialist' stance 

overtakes the articulation of the discourse and moves it towards a 'fiend/ enemy' intonation is not 

foreclosed. Within this context, an 'usy/ 'them' dichotomy becomes intransigent and agonistic 

dialogue is disallowed If the tone of the opposition moves in this direction the possibility of 

physical violence c m  not be eliminated. Elements of a more intransigent anti-imperialist position 

in the 1998 'Peoples' Assembly' as weU as in the broader opposition to APEC became more 

apparent in recent years. This in part lead to the fact that no large scale 'People's Sumrnity was 

organized in New Zealand in 1 9 9 9 . ' ~ ~  However, it is not tbat the anti-imperialist position is 

inappropriate or necessarily hostile to an agonistic model of democratic politics. Indeed, much of 

the contention that components of global govemance like M E C  are in collusion with monopoly 

capital and that this collusion is the basis ofthe antagoaism motivating collective action is accurate. 

Again, wheîher the anti-imperialist discourse goes against the objectives of agonistic democratic 

politics depends entirely on how this discourse is forrnulated and if the 'them' of globalization 

becomes the 'enemy' worthy of resorting to physical violence. Such an articulation is not only 

unacceptable to the democratic eîhos of agonistic respect and agonistic pluralism for the 'other', but 

it also closes the possibility of detemtonalizing democracy by opening the possibility for the state 

lS9 Refer to foomote s* Chapter One. 



to respond with force and thereby retemtonalize and securitize the political space created by the 

opposition. Elements of this response have not been absent fiom the parallel forums on NEC. 

Although such a forcefiid reterritorialization of the political space on the part of the state contributes 

to reinforcing the antagonism and potentially the opposition, it dso  allows the state to depfoy itself 

as guarantor of civil order and security which conveys a legitimacy to the use of force against its 

citizens. Thus, in a sense, an intransigent anti-imperialist discourse would indirectly service a 

retemtorialization of politics and fuaher allow for the exclusion of global governance fiom the 

realm of the democratic imaginary. 

This leads us directly to the second elernent which may foreclose the possibility of 

deterritorïalizing democracy: the discursive response to the opposition. Within MEC, part of this 

response has taken the form of a cooptation. In the lead up to the meeting in Vancouver, the 

Canadian govemment initiated a formal and substantial consultation process with representatives 

of the NGO comunity in Canada, and also provided modest financing for the 'People's Summit'. 

Most likely the reason for the consultation process stemmed from the success of the opposition in 

the Philippines the previous year. It is doubtfül that the Canadian govenunent would have initiated 

anything othenvise.lm In any event, the process did lead to the wrïting of a report by the Policy 

Working Group of the canadi& Organizing Network which was the lead organizer for the 1997 

People's Summit. The report contained policy recomrnendations which sought to push the Canadian 

government's position, and by extension APEC's agenda, towards a broader vision of sustainable 

160 This assertion is based in the author's own participation in the NGO conailtatioo process during the Summer 
of 1997- 



deve10pment.l~~ Ail told, the recornmendations did not influence APEC's agenda, but the 

consultation process did seem to change the Canadian govemment's position vis-à-vis the 

relationship between NGOs and economic globalization embodied in MEC. Indeed, the following 

year in Malaysia, Canadian representatives proposed '70 broaden public engagement in the APEC 

process" in order to find "new partners in search of solutions to increasingly complex problems", 

"'gamer support for M e r  liberalizationyy, and "make globalization work bette?.'" It is clear that 

'engagement' in this case meant broadening the scope of those involved in the existïng negotiations 

and issues of NEC,  which by definition is what cooptation means. As we saw earlier in this 

chapter, for certain NGOs, such as the International Codederation of Free Trade Unions ( I o  

and certain environmental groups, some form of 'cooptation' is exactly what is being sought In the 

end however, even this limited form of engagement proposed by the Canadian govemment in Kuala 

Lumpur was rejected by the other APEC members. Evidently, cooptation would not foster new 

forms of practice of politics let alone allow for the pssibility of deterritorialking democracy. 

161 Poficy Working Group, 'Canada and APEC: Perspectives f?om Civil Society'. 

162 Lloyd Axworthy, 'Engaging Our People', F m  Eartern Economic Review (December 12"', 1998), 29- The 
not so subtIe patenialisric tone of Axworthy's title also gives us insight into how the relationship between governments 
who work at fostenng economic globalkation and NGOs which oppose it is envisioned- 



Chapter Six 

Reflections on Theorizing the Political and Democracy 
in International Theory 

The objective of this thesis was to develop a theoretical k e w o r k  capable of 

providing a reading of the relationship between APEC and the parallel NGO forums which have 

regularly opposed the interstate organization since 1993. By doing so, the thesis sought to 

contribute to our understanding of broader issues surrounding international organizations, global 

goverance, civil society and democracy among others. In order to do this, the thesis argued that it 

was necessary to make a distinction between thepo[itics (lapolilique) of APEC and itspolitical (le 

politique) dimension Based on this distinction, the thesis maintained that the politics of APEC 

contained a more profound political dimension, and that if we were to properly analyse the NGO 

opposition it was crucial to apprehend it at the level of the political. Indeed, it is by apprehending 

APEC at the level of the political that one can see how its discourse (re)deploys a discowse on rhe 

social which carries with it implications for identity/ merence. Because the discourse on the social 

that APEC (re)deploys is too narrowly circumscribed, it tends to obscure difference and 

consequently nourish antagonism. The NGO opposition articulated at the parallel People's Summif 

the thesis argued, was a response to this antagonism. Limiting ounelves to the level of politics 

would not only occult this discourse on the social, but it would dso tend to confiont us with the 

failures and weaknesses of APEC as an interstate 'regime' which has largely been unable to deliver 

on its stated agenda. As such, contrary to other interstate organiirations, APEC has not led to the 

same kinds of structural consequences for its member states. Therefore, arguing that the social 

contestation arîiculated by NGOs was induced by the impact of APEC's agenda would neglect the 



fact that this agenda has failed to rnaterialïze in a marner similar to the one pursued by, for instance, 

NAFTA, 

In light of the argument that NGO opposition stemmed from APEC's political 

dimension, the principal theoretical work ofthe thesis sought to develop avantage point eom whicti 

the distinction between politics and the political could be made and introduced to the field of 

international theory (IT). in order to make this distinction, it was useful to approach the issue 

through the recent debate on the question of foundation in IT, Le., the foundationalistl anti- 

foundationalist debate. This provided a relevant and current point of reference fiom which an 

understanding of the political could be formulateci The usage of this debate showed that the 

apparent impasse on the political with which this debate confkonts us depends in part upon how the 

debate itself is characterized Because the articulation of the debate tends to privilege an 

understanding of foundation which is equated with 'presence', there is a tendency to occult a body 

of literature capable of offerïng an alternative understanding of foundation and its relation to the 

political. Rather than lirniting omelves to the 'either7/ 'or' choice created by the current label of 

the debate, the thesis suggests that we should view foundation as caught within an (im)possibility. 

This way of charac te~ng foundation seeks to highlight the inherent paradox between the 

unavoidable necessity of foundation and the impossibility of articulating an unconditional 

foundational ground Rather than resolve this paradox, the political is hdamentaily embroiled in 

it, 

In order to provide a reading of this paradox, the thesis explored the work of Lefort 

and in particular his explanation of the 'democratic adventure'. The relevance of Lefort's work on 

democracy was that not only did it provide a reading of democracy beyond its institutional makeup, 



but also that it revealed the modem social form as being marked by an unaccessible absence, The 

symbolic ordering of social relations within the democratic adventure (to be equated with 

modernity's adventure) places the question of foundation and the political at the heart of the social 

and symbolically disallows ansvering this question. Consequently, no One discourse on the social 

can consubstantiate itselfwifh power since the place of power remains symbolically empty- This 

means that the markers of certainty ofany discourse on the social seeking to be foundational could 

always be confionteci by the risk of their dissolution since they can not tie themselves to an 

unconditional ground. FoUowing Derrida, such markers can o d y  resolve their aporetic quality 

through an arbitraqr 'coup de force'. The particular character ofthe symbolic order of democracy 

also means that social contestation, division, or antagonism, becomes an inherent feature of the 

symbolic ordering of social relations since division finds itself without unconditional mediat io~ 

There is no longer a discourse which can intervene unconditionally and 'suture' social division as 

Laclau would Say. Importantiy, this means that the relations of the 'self to the 'other' remained 

open. It is based on Lefort's reading of the democratic advenîure that one can envision the modern 

social experience as marked by a metaphysics of absence, Le., the transcendence of absence but 

within immanence. Within this context, the poIitical becomes the attempt to lay foundation in the 

face of pre-ontological meaninglessness. And finally, with its emphasis on the symbolic, Lefort's 

thinking also directed us towards the discursive, Le., language, te* irnaginary, discourse, 

hegemony, and ideology. This is the level at which the political is apprehended. 

The usage of the debate on foundation as a reference point for an understanding of 

the political required a relatively deep exploration into the field of political thought In fact, a 

substantial part of the contriiution of this thesis stems fiom the introduction of some of this 



- 

literature to the field of IT and its current debatea In particular, Lefort's work brings a fiesh and 

relatively unexplored perspective to current theorizations in the fields of international relations and 

global political economy. It does so by providing significant insight into the context from which 

our understanding of the political and foundation shodd begin. 

With the understanding of the political and its relation to fomdation developed in 

this thesis, APEC c m  now be read differently. The fundamental shift which occurs in the thesis' 

reading of APEC and which distinguishes it subsbntially from other readings, is that MEC is no 

longer seen as the outcome or byproduct of prior forces, namely interstate relations and economic 

globalization. Rather, APEC becomes a political site where these prior forces are given the 

semblance of a fixed stnictured reality. The objective, then, was to illustrate how APEC's discourse 

@oth forma1 and practical) tends to (de)politicize itself by purporthg to be merely a reflection or 

description of what is already there, no more than 2 'énnoncé du réel- Through a series of discursive 

manoeuvres, APEC's discourse gives the appearance that it operates solely at the level of the 

practice of politics. This sustains the illusion that APEC is merely the byproduct of more 

fiindamental forces whïle occulting the fact that it participates in setting the terrain of its own 

foundation. From the theoretical vantage point developed in this thesis, APEC is a political site 

since it is a place where that which has no ontological status prior to discursivity (i-e., geo- 

politicizing economics, the cooperationl confiict problématique, the division between politics and 

economics, and the Asia-Pacific imaginary) is given the appearance of fixed structured reality. As 

such, these discursive manoeuvres set and patrol the parameters of political possibilities by 

(re)deploying old imaginaries (e-g., the inherent conflictual nature of interstate relations) as well as 

newer ones (e-g., the relationship between politics and economics in open regionalism). By 



establishing the parameters of the tenain along traditional lines of political imagination, there is an 

inherent occultation of other possibilities. What is of significant interest with APEC is that other 

possïbilities could potentially find an articulation at the parallel People's Summits- in other words, 

the 'politicalness' of APEC also stems fiom the fact that its discourse was antagonistic. In 

responding to tbis antagonism, the NGOs are challenging the politics of APEC. This challenge holds 

the possibility of an alternative resolution of the political. 

Not wanting to leave the analysis merely at the level of critique, the second major 

section of the thesis sought to theorize more specifically the NGO opposition to APEC in order to 

see if th is  form of social contestation as a challenge to APEC's politics could provide us wïth 

something new at the level of political imagination. Specifically, the thesis wanted to venfy its 

second argument: that the NGO opposition to APEC opens the possibility for a deterritoriaiization 

of dernocracy. This effort to move beyond the level of critique is to be understood as a desire to 

place the thesis within a certain critical tradition which has some heritage both within IT as well as 

in social sciences more generally. Perhaps one could draw a parallel between this dimension of the 

thesis and the double meaning of the label 'post-marxïsm' rvhich has been used to characterize the 

work of Laclau and MoufTe. In this sense, the thesis is post-marxist because it seeks to abandon 

some of the essential features O-f~arx i sm,  namely economic reductionism and class determinism. 

The cornmitment to metaphysics of presence capable of rendering a picture of totality upon which 

these essential features of Marxism relie is also rejected. But it is also post-rnamist rather than 'pst' 

something else. Tt is pst-marxist to the extent that it remains comrnitted to identifjhg possible sites 

of political change capable of animating struggles against relations of inequality. By conceptualizing 

the possibility of detemtorializing democracy as a disaggregation of temtory fiom the series of 



correspondences dram in the democratic i m a m ,  the thesis sought to contribute to the tradition 

of critical theorking in IT- If indeed deterritorïalizing democracy was a feature of the discourse of 

opposition to MEC, then the imaginary space capable of fostering stniggles against inequality 

would be extended There would be a deepening and an expansion of the democratic imaginaq by 

spreading it to a field which has tended to be outside its effects: the imaginary of interstate 

economic relations as embodied in APEC. With the NGO opposition, the markers of certainty, 

specifically territorialîty7 which had contnibuted to maintairing the dernocratic imaginary at bay 

were possibly being contested- 

In order to provide the conceptualization for a detemtorialization of democracy, the 

thesis examined the work of Laclau and Mo&e as well as that of Connolly. Because we were 

dealing with a form of social contestation which I argued revolved around questions of identity/ 

difference we needed to examine a very specific and limited body of literature. Whereas Connolly's 

work provided the initial ide%' Laclau and Mouffe's major oeuvre provided most of the 'how to': 

wlzy social struggle cornes about, how it is produced, when generally it is initiated, and upon what 

discursive basis should its discourse of opposition be articulated. The displacement of the 

democratic imaginary towards a non-territorial form could be conceptualized based on the authors' 

notion ofthe equivalential- egalitarïan logic present in the dernocratic symbolic order. Based on this 

notion, what potentiaily occurred wiîh the NGO opposition was a rearticulation of the democratic 

irnaginary in a rnanner which would provide for its deterritorializatioa If this potential was to 

realize itself, a series of equivalences would be drawn between the experience of democracy 

1 Wdliam E. ConnoUy, 'Democracy and TemtorZality7, MiZIennium: Journal of lntenrational St~fdies 20, no- 3 
(1 Wl), 463-484. 



temtorialized and democracy detemtorïalized This would mean that that which nonnally falls 

outside of the democratic Maginary, an interstate economic organization, would slip within the 

realm of democratic contestation. MEC itself; its discourse on the sociaI, would become the site 

of contestation involving an agonistic stmggle over meaning. The possibility of detemtorialin'ng 

the democratic imaginaxy was based on the contention that NGOs were responding to the 

antagonisms contained in APEC7s discourse on the social, and did so wherever the annual leaders 

meeting happened to be. This suggested that the opposition was regularly targeting a Ievel ofthe 

modem political imagïnq which had traditionally escaped the democratic symbolic order: the 

international and its interstate irnaginary. Because of this, the thesis argued that the potential for a 

detemtorialization of democracy was opened. What enables this conceptualization is democracy 

understood as a symbolic ordering of social relations. Such an understanding provides the possibility 

of removing territonality as a necessary condition of democracy because it does not conceive of 

democracy as merely an institutional form guaranteed by the j uridical authority of the state. Rather, 

it expresses democracy as a symbolic form in which the place of power is empty and markers of 

certainty are always potentiaily faced with their dissolution 

The second argument of the thesis therefore was based on an inference with the 

concept of displacement at work in the equivalentiai- egalitarian logic which accompanies the 

democratic symbolic order. As Laclau and Mouffe have shown, it is through the displacement of 

democratic imaginary that collective action against inequality is enabled The contention of the 

thesis was that without some form of displacement of the democratic imaginq fiom its traditional 

fiame, ie., that of the institutions provided by the state, it is hard to envision how the NGO 

opposition could have occurred. What the thesis sought to verie was if the displacernent of the 



democratic imaginary pushed the latter towards a rearticulation dong non-territorial lines. 

However, in order to envision a detemtorialization of democracy, there was a need 

to review 'globalization'. The discourse of globalization as caphued by APEC's discourse on the 

social could not be seen merely as a threat to the democratic project. The antagonisrns this discourse 

cames had to be viewed as hdamentally empty or fiee floating, i-e-, without an uncondirional 

meaning. This does not mean that 'globalization' did not come with meaning, nor that the meaning 

it did come with was not a threat to the project of democracy as was suggested by Mouffe. What it 

meant was that the meaning the discourse of globahtion carried could not be seen as 

unconditional. As such, there is nothing in the antagonism carried in the discourse of globalization 

that precludes a response to it being articulated in an agonistic form, that is in a form which favours 

agonistic stmggies against relations of inequality. As a political discourse which produces 

antagonisms, economic globalization, like a n .  other puliticul discourse which fosrers inequalirty, 

deploys a discourse on the social which by producing antagonisms is open to rearticulations. The 

contention is that, as globalization becomes more prevalent as a discourse on the social and 

consequently marked by antagonisms, it becomes the site of opposition as is the case with APEC. 

The possLble discursive articulations of this opposition are open. The potentid for the markers of 

certain@ which conhed the democratic experience to territory to become embroiled in the 

antagonisms produced by the discourse of globalization can not be foreclosed. These same markers 

cau loose their apparent foundational status. The discourse of intentate relations and the imaginary 

of international relations are opened to their contingent foundation. It may make it more difficult 

to (re)institute the insidel outside spacial demarcation as immutabie structures which necessarily 

contain democracy. Even though globalization's discourse on the social is partly made to operate 



from a space which is outside of the institutions of democracy, it does not mean that its possible 

rearticulations may not coïncide with the democratic imaginary. In the case of this thesis, whether 

it did or not depended on how the discourse of opposition was fomulated 

Based on the concephialization which underlies the thesis' view of a possible form 

of deterritorialized democracy, the final work of the thesis was to probe the NGO discourse as it has 

been articulated at the parallel forums throughthe final Declarations and Statements. The objective 

was to evaluate if detemtonalinng democracy became part of the discourse of opposition What we 

were looking for is a disaggegation of temtory nom the democratic irnaginary thereby allowing for 

APEC and its discourse on the social to fa11 w i t b  the gamut of democratic c~ntestation. It is this 

initial deconstruction of the democratic imaginary generated by the antagonimi in the practice of 

politics of neo-liberal economic globalization as voiced by APEC which has allowed for the possible 

reconstruction of this imaginary dong a non-territonal fonn2 If such an articulation was seized in 

the NGO discourse of opposition, then the possibility of problematizïng the correspondence between 

dernocracy and temtoriality codd acquire sedimentation within the political imaginary. In other 

words, if this had been a consistent feature ofthe parallel forums on APEC, then the possibility of 

detemtorializing democracy could have left some residue within the political imagination. As Judith 

Butler has argued "'every detenninedstructure gains its determination by a repetition".' This applies 

to repetitions which sustain past structures of political imagination as well as ones which foster new 

structural possibilities. If the practice of politics articulated by NGOs had consistently included a 

~ontrary to those who wodd associate deconsmiction to destruction, what is suggested here is that new €omis 
o f  potentiaily democratic practices are made possible through deconstruction. On this fine of argument in IT see David 
Campbeli, National Deconstnrction: Violence, Identiq, and Jusfice in Bosnia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1998), 219. 

Judith Butler, 'Further Refledons on Conversations of Our The',  Diacritics, 27, no. 1 (1997), 14. 



contestation of the fiontiers wtuch occulted the possibility of disaggregating territory from the 

dominant political imaginary, this feature of its practice of politics could have potentially gained 

a certain degree of 'permanence'. As pointed out by Derrida, fomdation acquires its foundational 

status in part through a retroactive naming of its source. The cal1 to a past and to a future in the 

NGO Dedarations and Statements could be seen as working towards giving this deterrïtorialized 

form of opposition sedimentation in the political imaginary. With the possibility of invoking 

'history' and through repetition, such opposition can corne closer to an 'institutional fom' although 

what such a form wouid look like remains largely unclear. However, a 'first step' in formdating any 

such institutionatization is provided by accessing and displacing the democratic symbolic order and 

applying it to a space fkorn which it has generally been absent. 

The problem with which we were confronted subsequent to our analysis of the NGO 

discourse as it was fonnulated in the final Declarations, was that we did not find a consistent 

displacement of the democratic imaginary in the rnanner we were looking for. On the contrary, the 

overall structure of the final Declarations tended to am-culate the opposition in a manner which led 

to a retemtorialization of democratic contestation Rather than address itself to APEC, more often 

than not the opposition targeted its rnember govemments. What does this mean? It means that 

overali, the democratic imaginary and the space of social contestation in the NGO Declarations 

remained territonalized. It means that there is a tendency in the formulation of the NGO discourse 

of opposition as captured by the People's Summit Declarations to redeploy the modern politicai 

imagination in its territorial form- The potential to expand and deepen the space of the democratic 

imaginary in a manner which would disaggregate temtonality is generaliy obscured. This tends to 

qualify the argument that NGOs are inherentiy progressive ifwe assume that 'progressive' irnplies 



genuinely new ways of imagining the practice of politics. There were however, some important 

openings which can not be disniissed Both in 1995 at the International NGO Conference on APEC 

in Kyoto, and in 1996 at the Manila People's Forum on APEC, the &al Declarations provided some 

interesting formulations which tended to move beyond the traditional frame of democratic 

contestation In particular, the section on Governance and the Role of the State in the Manila 

Declaration tended to move away fiom the traditional space of the democratic imaginary. The fact 

that the title of this section separates 'govemance' fiom 'the role of the state' tends to suggest that 

there is a problematization of the state as the exclusive or k a 1  authority for politics. In other words, 

governance is not seen as limited to the traditional space of goventment. Kather than limit itselfto 

demands addressed to the state, in this section of the Manila Declaration, APEC itself is charged 

with being antidemocratic, untransparent, unaccountable, and lacking in popular participation4 

Based on the title of the section, one c m  assume that MEC is targeted directly because it is seen 

as a component of a form of govemance transcending, or at least to some degree separate fiom that 

of the state. Of course, the contention that @ere exists a structure of economic global govemance 

beyond the govemment of the state has k e n  around for some time, at least in academic circles. 

What is perhaps novel in this case, and made evident with the broader NGO opposition to APEC, 

is that economic global govemake no longer seems to have the status of "la nébule~se''.~ In other 

words, it is no longer seen as an obscure political entity outside of the public domain and beyond 

democratic contestation As was argued ai the onset of this thesis, APECYs particular discourse 

combined wîth its organizational structure has tended to make it far less obscure than its 

' See quote on page 250. 

In reference to Cox's terrninology as used in footnote seven, Chapter One. 
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counterparts. Rather tban maintain a secretive profile as is generally the case with other interstate 

economi-c fora, APEC has tended to have the character of a harbinger for neo-Liberai economic 

globalization and its discoune on the social whiie doing so nom the imaginary of an intentate 

world. 'La nébuleuse' no longer seems so nebulous. It becomes a visible site from which a 

discourse on the social is (re)deployed This seems to be what is aciaowledged in the section on 

Govemance and the Role of the State. Here, APEC is not seen as merely the byproduct of national 

govemments cooperating on economic issues because of global market forces. Rather, the charge 

that is made in this part of the Declaration insinuates that APEC is envisioned as a political entity 

apart fiom its status as an interstate economic organi7ation The contention that APEC is 

antidemocratic, untransparent, unaccountable, and lacking in popular participation relies on 

believing that APEC ispolirical. Envisioning APEC as such required irnaginingpolitics differen-ly 

than has been provided by the modem fiame and its forced territorial resoiution. 
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